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SUMMARY

ROGER CAILLOIS: SEARCHES FOR WHOLENESS

This thesis argues that the primordial concern in Roger Caillois’s wuvre is his search 

for wholeness. It follows this search through Caillois’s often controversial and always 

challenging involvement in a wide range of disciplines, from mythology to 

mineralogy. From the start Caillois explored and expressed an inter-disciplinary 

approach to knowledge, and this consistency is traced in this thesis. His personal 

approach to his various fields of interest is considered, and his work is set against the 

wider cultural and political context. Caillois’s involvement with Surrealism and the 

College de Sociologie is an important focus in this work. His role as stimulator o f the 

imagination is stressed, as are the conflicts and contrasts in his writing between 

rationality and boldness o f vision. The subjective, the lyrical had no place in his 

search and he would combat them in all areas, particularly the poetic. The many 

paradoxes running through Caillois’s output are examined. Not the least o f these is his 

rejection of the written word towards the end of his writing career (expressed in 

writing) in favour of the more physical world o f stones (an evolution also expressed in 

writing). His search for wholeness was to find satisfaction in the mineral meditations 

which express his mystical materialism; stones, complete worlds in themselves, gave 

him that elusive sense o f oneness with the universe. Caillois’s own internal coherence 

is emphasised; Paul Valery’s characterisation of Rimbaud’s ‘incoherence harmonique’ 

might be considered an apt analogy. His theories extending poetic and aesthetic 

capacities to all constituent parts o f the universe are a logical extension o f his earliest 

beliefs. Caillois’s singular approach to his search for wholeness, and the rich and 

complex work that this produced, are the constant areas o f study in this thesis, which 

attempts a full-scale presentation o f Caillois for the first time in English.
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INTRODUCTION

Roger Caillois (1913-1978) defined himself as an ‘ecrivain fran^ais du milieu du 

vingtieme sitele sans doute un peu particulier’.' While in some ways reflecting his 

times (his career spanned over forty years, from the 1930s to the late 1970s), his 

contribution to French culture remains highly distinctive. The immense variety of his 

areas of interest and expertise, which range from mythology, anthropology, and 

sociology, to aesthetics, poetics, the fantastic, and mineralogy, makes him stand out in 

an increasingly specialised era. It can just as easily distort the focus brought to bear on 

him. His world-view was holistic and only by considering the totality of his work can 

a full understanding of this complex thinker be achieved.

Some lines from his only known poem, ‘Brouillon pour une confidence’,̂  written 

between 1974 and 1978 and published posthumously, provide an insight into some 

central issues and concerns for Caillois:

Ne me demande pas toutes choses que j ’ai sues 
qui etaient simples alors et qui ne le sont plus 
ramifiees lentement dans I’echeveau des songes 
et qui m’etouffent aujourd’hui 
inextricables et nombreuses, 
comme une chevelure et comme la memoire

[...]

Mais pour moi, ceux qui ont anticipe de redevenir personne,
Ils avaient leur raison d’effacer leur histoire 
Sous un pseudonyme ingenieux et propice
Je n’en ai pas besoin, je  m’efface de moi-meme sans en pouvoir mais 
Par dissipation ou dessiccation naturelle 
Comme nuee dans le vent ou flache au soleil

' Rencontres (Paris: PUF, 1978), p.6.
 ̂Rqjroduced in Les Cahiers de ChronosRoger Caillois, ed by Jean-Clarence Lambert (Paris: La 

Difference, 1991), pp.13-14.
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The ‘brouillon’ (a similar word to a term favoured by Caillois, ‘approches’) takes on 

its full resonance for a reader familiar with Caillois’s work but ftinctions as a self- 

contained unit o f meaning too. Caillois, little given to personal revelations, unburdens 

himself obliquely in this poem, evoking some o f his central conflicts and dilemmas. 

The weight o f knowledge, in the past uncomplicated, now perceived as stifling; 

alienation from his self, suggested in ‘je  m’efface de moi-meme’, and the final aim of 

losing the burden o f consciousness by submitting to the unstoppable laws governing 

all matter.

Reading through Caillois’s vast and varied output, many reactions and impressions 

come to mind; the lasting if ambiguous influence o f Surrealism, the competing 

demands of rigour and imagination, his participation in and curiosity about so many of 

the intellectual trends marking his time, his own poetic voice, present from the early 

days of his career but not fully indulged until towards the end. Above and beyond 

these concerns, however, and looking for the most coherent approach to this diverse 

and complex writer, I believe that his deepest concern was his awareness o f his human 

condition. Conscious o f the over-riding unity o f which he too was a part, he felt 

himself to be an infinitesimal fragment o f a much larger whole, frustratingly unable 

ever to do more than record glimpses o f this perception. He was primarily motivated 

therefore by his desire to uncover the syntax o f the universe, a pre-condition o f his 

achieving the wholeness he sought. For most o f his career, he sought to accomplish 

this by the enthusiastic acquisition of knowledge, drawing on many different fields 

and rejecting a narrowly specialised or partial approach. Later, his encounter with the 

mineral world induced in him that feeling o f peace and oneness for which he spent 

much of his life searching. Through the word, through his poetic writings on stones, 

he successfully attained his goal. His ambitious undertaking was certainly an 

‘entreprise totalisante’,̂  aimed at finding unity through breaking down traditional 

barriers between disciplines and phenomena of differing kinds and was perhaps one of 

the last great synthesising efforts undertaken in the twentieth century by a single 

person.

His concern for unity on a cosmic scale sets him apart in our times:

 ̂Marie-Claire Bancquart and Pierre Cahne, Litierature frangai.se du XXe siecle (Paris: PUF, 1992), 
p.326.
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Cette unite, cosmique, I’epoque s’en est detoumee. Elle n’a de gout que pour 
les specificites [...]; il lui est indifferent que le Tout soit fragmente, I’homme 
vit en I’homme, et de cela se fait gloire. [...] L’epoque n’a que des regards. 
Face au Tout de I’univers, Caillois n’a qu’ww regard.'*

The acuity of Caillois’s synthesising, essentially poetic vision led him to observe what 

he saw as the unity that underlies seeming diversity. The cosmos does not present this 

in a systematic fashion, however, and these perceptions of unity can never be more 

than random. In that sense Caillois’s life-work is necessarily open-ended. A small 

number of structures generate the various forms and phenomena whose superficial 

diversity hides from us their relatedness.

For Adolfo Castanon, Caillois’s diversity of interests is a badge of his modernity, i a  

modemite de I’entreprise de Roger Caillois, sa richesse et sa nouveaute, nous sont 

suggeres par la variete des disciplines dont il est le precurseur: il est un des plus 

dynamiques renovateurs de la sociologie modeme’.̂  What some may see as dynamism 

and modernity, others may view more harshly:

[I’etourdissante variete de ses curiosites] n’est-elle pas connue comme celle 
meme du fou [...]. Aujourd’hui semblable dispersion alarme. Et, dans les 
chaires et seminaires. Ton tient bien vite cet itineraire aux obliques multiples 
pour inconsequente promenade de reveur solitaire, quand ce n’est pour 
coupable divagation. C’est pourquoi [...] il semble que Ton soit loin encore en 
France tout au moins, de preter a sa pensee I’attention qu’elle merite.^

Because he defies expectations and, as I shall be suggesting, does not lend himself to 

easy categorisation, it is possible to understand how such harshly dismissive views 

may arise. From an orthodox perspective, it is of course easier simply not to deal with 

a maverick. Caillois believed in logic, but would come to admit that logic must be 

flexible, and did indeed play around with it in a highly inventive but richly 

illuminating way. Reading and appreciating Caillois calls for the abandonment of set 

ways of thinking.

Henri Raynal, ‘Le severe rapatriement de I’art’, in Cahierspottr tm temps/Roger Caillois (Paris: 
Centre Georges-Pompidou/Pandora, 1981), pp. 131-35 (pp 132-33).
* Adolfo Castafion, ‘Un m ^ecin qui soigne avec la verite’, \nLes Cahiersde Chronos, pp.277-82 
(p.277).
*’ Gerard Barriere, ‘Reconnaissance’, NRF\ 320 (1979), 96-106 (p.96).
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If Caillois’s concerns and opinions in some matters set him aside from dominant 

trends in the twentieth century, it cannot be denied that in many ways he reflects his 

era. His educational background was pivotal in shaping his future interests. Alexandre 

Pajon refers to him as ‘un bon exemple de la promotion par I’ecole’. Caillois was an 

‘agrege de grammaire’ who also followed the lectures of Marcel Mauss and Georges 

Dumezil in the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes. His academic background was 

impeccable and he could have seemed destined for a traditional university career at 

one point. His eclecticism and unconventional theories closed that door for him but 

this also liberated Caillois and enabled him to follow his interests more freely. It is a 

requirement of the statutes of the University of Paris that its scholars work to found a 

‘comprehensive theory of the world’* and this duty is clearly something Caillois took 

seriously. The particular nature of the Parisian community of intellectuals cannot be 

overlooked either as a formative influence. Tony Judt ascribes to its effect both the 

‘all-embracing meta-theories of earlier decades and the antiholism of recent years’:̂

In spite of the changing media of communication and notwithstanding deep 
transformations of the educational system, the forms of intellectual intercourse 
in Paris, the fashions that dictate how an idea should be crafted and what sorts 
of ideas merit publication, have survived curiously untouched.'*^

Before coming to Paris Caillois had mixed with the members of the Grand Jeu in 

Rheims and, in Paris, the relative ease with which he was able to establish and pursue 

a relationship with Andre Breton and other leading intellectual figures was clearly 

significant in his development. Caillois’s early independence is evidenced by the fact 

that he was the only student at the Ecole Normale to be a Surrealist. Looking back at 

that time in 1972, he declared, ‘j ’etais considere comme fou’."

Caillois was fearless in the contributions he made as a non-specialist to the large 

number of different fields that held his attention. Judt writes of how the intellectual 

climate has changed in France.’̂  The current era has seen the rise in importance of

’ Alexandre Pajon, ‘L’intr^idite politique de Roger Caillois avant-guerre’, in Les Cahiers de Chronos, 
Dp.373-87 (p.377).

Quoted by Tony Judt, Past IntfKrfect: French Intellectuals 1944-1956 (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University o f California Press, 1992), p. 308.
’ Judt, p.308.

Judt, p. 309.
'' Quoted by Jean Sirinelli, Generation intellectuelle. Khdgneux et Normaliens dans I 'entre-deux- 

(Paris: Fayard, 1988), p.524.
See Judt, p.296.
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professors, of specialists in their area of expertise. In past decades, the well-educated 

non-specialist would dare to think that he too had a contribution to make. University 

teachers, thanks to the development of higher education, have recovered some of the 

status they lost to philosophers and novelists in the years from 1930 to 1970. Judt 

makes the point that when experts are writing on a topic, they will be conscious that it 

is their fellow academics in the field that they must convince, rather than the general 

public. He cites the critical reactions of people like Pierre Vidal-Naquet, Annie 

Kriegel and Pierre Bourdieu to the more traditional work of Regis Debray, Bemard- 

Henri Levy and others. As regards the latter, ‘their casual, amateurish ventures into 

history, philosophy, aesthetics, or social theory seem superficial and pretentious by 

contrast’.*̂  Earlier decades accepted the writings of Malraux, Camus, Sartre, Mounier 

and others, ‘often half-informed, frequently lazy and ignorant. [...] Like the state, the 

major figures of French intellectual life were the natural source of authority and 

legitimacy; wdth the decline of the state-as-provider has come the fall of its intellectual 

(Jo p p e lg d n g erAlthough Caillois is certainly neither lazy nor ignorant, it is possible 

to see how a specialist in the particular disciplines embraced by Caillois might find 

him irregular, at times a little disturbing. He made free use of the research of others 

for his own purposes, on occasion, and, for example, his approach to history would 

not be that of a specialist in that area. But as I shall be arguing, to take an orthodox, 

academic approach to Caillois would be to miss the great richness of what he does 

have to offer. He certainly departs from traditional academic values but gives his 

readers instead the multi-layered product of his highly cultured, controlled 

imagination and vision.

Caillois was pitted against his times on some very major issues. He rejected Marxism 

and psychoanalysis, for instance. Psychoanalysis, pioneered by Sigmund Freud, 

sought to help patients by unblocking their awareness of psychic conflicts. The 

‘superego’ blocks such awareness, punishing the guilty ‘ego’ for breaking a social 

taboo. These feelings of guilt were connected by Freud with sexuality, understood 

broadly, or ‘libido’. His ideas took some time to find a receptive audience in France, 

but were warmly welcomed by the Surrealists. Psychoanalysis is almost too easy for 

Caillois to question, as he sees it, and he disposes of it in a five-page essay, ‘Infaillible 

psychanalyse’.

'■'* Judt, p.296.
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Marxism, which he deah with in ‘Description du Marxisme’, he will allow to be more 

complex.'^ Marx, in Das Kapital and his other works, developed a theory of history in 

which economic factors were decisive, and in which social and cultural phenomena 

were explained in terms of class struggle for the control of the means of production, 

distribution and exchange. For very many French intellectuals of the 1930s and 1940s, 

Marxism was a powerfully attractive mixture of a political programme and a system 

of explanation. For Caillois, however, focusing on single factors, whether economic as 

in Marxism or sexual, as in psychoanalysis, could not ultimately produce any valid 

insights (and this attitude testifies again to his own unitary approach). He could not 

accept their claims to infallibility; no science can claim that, in his view. They have 

given rise to ‘des sortes d’Eglises’ (AI, p.97) which the iconoclastic Caillois could not 

tolerate. In his writings on the subject, he wished to highlight the way in which both 

movements, as he saw it, were based on:

Une petition de principe qui donne d’avance leurs solutions aux problemes, 
I’assurance qu’aw fond des choses, qWen derniere analyse ne pourront 
qu’apparaitre les mecanismes annonces et que tout le reste etait necessairement 
rideau de fum ^, apparence trompeuse ou subterfuge. {Al, p.97)

Nor could he support the existentialists. Jean-Paul Sartre, along with Simone de 

Beauvoir, was central in promoting and popularising the philosophy of existentialism 

in France from 1945. For a number of decades, it was the most influential intellectual 

movement in France. Existentialism, which focuses on existence conceived of in an 

active sense, derives from the writings of Soren Kierkegaard, Martin Heidegger and 

Karl Jaspers. Existentialists hold that ‘existence’ precedes ‘essence’, that it is man’s 

conscious choices that shape, or give essence to, his existence. In L ’Existentialisme est 

un humanisme (\9Ab), Sartre had argued that ‘engagement’, committing oneself to 

participating in political and social matters, can be a means of conferring essence on 

an otherwise bleak and shapeless existence. Sartre also wrote ‘existentialist’ novels 

and plays and these focus rather more than his philosophical treatises on the bleaker 

asf>ects of life, the existentialist ‘neant’, and man’s despair at the seeming futility of 

life. Caillois’s reading of the existentialist position is critical. Rather than engage in 

facile laments at the futility of the human condition, he saw it as more noble to

Judt, pp.296-97.
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participate in the human lot, to try and improve it. He rejected too the fashionable 

view of writers as ‘committed’, regretting that ‘engagement’ was seen as purely 

political.'^ These viewpoints, allied with his interest in the sacred and his involvement 

with the College de Sociologie, not forgetting what many considered to be his 

intolerant views of modem poetry, led to his being considered, in some quarters at 

least, as a right-wang reactionary. This would be too hasty an analysis, however, and 

part of my endeavour will be to offer a more nuanced and I believe fairer view.

As might be expected from such an omnivorous reader, many intellectual influences 

can be detected in Caillois. He bore testament himself in Rencontres to some of these 

influences. His choices span cultures and centuries, including for example Corneille, 

Valery, Montesquieu, Borges and Tacitus. It would not be possible to deal with all 

significant influences in detail; I profX)se to mention just a few. His world view was 

certainly shaped by his familiarity with the work of Plato. In Caillois’s writings on 

aesthetics, for example, his particular view of the acknowledgement of beauty by man 

as an act of recognition between two manifestations of nature, both submitting to its 

laws, is strongly Platonic. For Plato, aesthetic pleasure reminds man of the original 

Beauty his soul dimly remembers and in awaking this memory also brings evidence of 

the harmony between him and the object of his contemplation. Caillois is also 

influenced by the Platonic idea that under a multiplicity of different forms, there can 

be one fundamental underlying structure. These words of J. M. Cocking on 

Neoplatonism seem particularly apt in connection with Caillois: ‘among the mental 

functionings associated with imagination in the Neoplatonist tradition, the creation of 

order, “knowledge” of structure and form, appear. “Comprendre”, wrote Camus,

“c’est avant tout unifier”

1 Q

Helene Tuzet, in her book Le Cosmos et I 'Imagination, identifies two opposing 

visions of the cosmos which she sees as influenced by Parmenides and Heraclitus 

respectively. These two viewpoints are present in all ages, one usually predominating

'Infaillible psychanalyse’ and ‘Description du marxisme’ are both reproduced in Approches de 
I'imaginaire (Paris: Gallimard, 1974), pp 99-103 and pp 104-45 respectively

See, for example, ‘Au-dela de I’existentialisme’ and ‘Engagement’ in Chroniques de Babel (Paris: 
Denoel/Gonthier, 1981),
”  J. M. Cocking, ‘Imagination as Order and as Adventure’, in Order and Advenhire in Post-Romantic 
French Poetry. Essays presented to C.A. Hackett, ed by E.M Beaumont, J.M. Cocking and J. 
Cruickshank (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1973), pp.257-69 (p.265),

Helene Tuzet, Le Cosmos et i'Imagination (Paris: Librairie Jose Corti, 1965).
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over the other. The followers of Heraclitus (more numerous in modem times) are 

attracted to the concept of an infinite universe, the inexhaustible richness and variety 

of the world. Caillois cannot be numbered among these. He is more obviously in the 

camp of Parmenides, ‘les Parmenidiens sont les amants de I’lmmuable. [...] Ils ont le 

goiit du Parfait, aussi repugnent-ils a I’infmi. [...] L’esthetique parmenidienne est [...] 

une esthetique classique’.'^ This idea of a finite universe also satisfies a need for 

security, order and harmony.^” For Caillois, a finite world was the condition of useful 

thought in all areas, including poetry. If the unexpected could happen, then all human 

effort is futile. Caillois had an intense dislike of anything that apparently proliferated 

without control, be it vegetation or poetry. His affinity with Parmenides is relevant too 

in considering his attitude towards stones. They are certainly ‘immuables’, mini

worlds, compact and enclosed. His aesthetic tastes, as will be apparent in discussing 

more fully his views on poetry, are certainly in the classical mode. In Le Fleuve 

Alphee, Caillois confesses his enthusiasm for Parmenides, ‘dont je sais encore par 

cceur plus d’un passage du fi-agment 8’ {FA, p.60).^’

Caillois’s indebtedness to the Stoics has been noted by some of his critics, ‘le stoicien 

est celui qui a une vision complete et organisee du monde, qui se sent solidaire de ce 

monde et entend assumer avec conscience et responsabilite un tel destin. Ainsi 

Caillois’.L a m b e rt also brings out the extent to which matter matters to Caillois, 

describing him as ‘un esprit religieux, non pas au sens de croyant, mais en tant que 

relie. Relie non pas a une transcendance, mais, comme le Stoicien, a cette totalite 

qu’est I’univers’.̂  ̂This urge to achieve oneness with the cosmos, which is at the heart 

of the ‘mystical materialism’ he would develop towards the end of his career, is 

fundamental to Caillois. It explains the adventurous rapprochements 1 will be 

discussing, his promotion o f ‘sciences diagonals’, the importance he attributed to the 

image as a means of acquiring knowledge through analogy and the peace and 

tranquillity contemplation of stones gave him.

Caillois was also influenced by the German Romantics. Early in his career he devoted 

an essay to them entitled ‘L’Alternative’, first published in 1937 and reprinted in

Tuzet, pp. 18-19.
“ SeeTuzet, pp. 19-21.

Le Fleuve Alphee (Paris: Gallimard, 1978).
Jean-Clarence Lambert, ‘Presentation’, in Les Cahiersde Chronos, pp 7-9 (p.7).

^  Lambert, p. 8.
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Approches de I'imaginaire (pp.25-34). In it he is quite critical of their conception of 

science, finding it to be more ‘celle des salons et des cenacles’ (p.26). Encountering 

the same tendency again he writes that ‘il est urgent de prendre les devants car la 

partie est trop importante pour qu’on permette de gaiete de coeur qu’on gache les 

donnees scientifiques actuelles comme les Romantiques ont fait de celles de leur 

temps’ (p.32). Notwithstanding this, Novalis clearly had a considerable impact on 

Caillois. The world view of the German Romantics also had its roots in Plato and 

Plotinus. The Romantics saw nature as a Chijfernschrift, and Novalis’s Die Lehrlinge 

:u Sais ‘is a treatise on the proposition that reality is a vast poem, a panoply of signs 

which the poetic sensibility can train itself to notice and to construe’.̂ '* This brings 

immediately to mind Caillois’s views on the syntax of the universe being written on 

the surface of things, also the ‘writings’ on stones. He shared too with the Romantics 

the view that it was the task of poets and poetry to reveal this reality to others. Roger 

Cardinal’s description of Novalis immediately suggests parallels with Caillois. 

Novalis, like Caillois, used an interdisciplinary approach in his attempt to draw up a 

universal Encyclopedia. Cardinal acknowledges the impossibility of Novalis’s ever 

completing this task but hails ‘the sheer immensity of vision which could project this 

ultimate encyclopedia, the ambition of a single thinker to possess all Creation in one
>\fr

vast work’. The broadness and boldness of Novalis’s and Caillois’s cosmic vision 

led them to engage in an enterprise which could never be concluded but which 

nonetheless engaged all their effort and attention. The importance they both attributed 

to interdisciplinary thinking is a striking similarity.

In any discussion of Caillois’s searches for wholeness, certain encounters stand out as 

central and I would mention in particular Dmitry Mendeleyev (to be counted also in 

the camp of Parmenides), Saint-John Perse and a country, Argentina. The vastness of 

South America opened Caillois’s eyes to the full potential of humanity and, for a 

while at least, helped him to feel an enthusiastic part of that ongoing human 

endeavour, civilisation. Mendeleyev’s Periodic Table classified the elements 

according to their chemical properties, leaving gaps for elements not yet known.

When three predicted elements, gallium, germanium and scandium were discovered,

Roger Cardinal, Figures o f Reality. A Perspective on the Poetic Imagination (London: Croom Helm 
and Totowa, New Jersey: Barnes and Noble Books, 1981), p 156.

Roger Cardinal, German Romantics in Context (London: Cassell and Collier Macmillan Publishers 
Ltd, 1975).

Cardinal, German Romantics in Context, p.65
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this gave retrospectively even greater credibility to his periodic law. The Table is a 

microcosmic version of what Caillois would try to do and gave him confidence that it 

was possible, theoretically at least. Saint-John Perse undertook poetically a 

synthesising task, creating a ‘table des sensations’, in poetry whose magical appeal is 

based rigorously in the real. He enabled Caillois to accept that poetry could be a 

worthy activity; if Caillois’s science has poetic elements, poetry, for him, became 

acceptable only when he could think of it as the science of the concrete. It is 

significant that the titles of two of Caillois’s articles on these key influences mention 

the word ‘reconnaissance’, also the word used by Plato for knowledge as recognition. 

In a very profound way he felt grateful to Saint-John Perse and Mendeleyev, since 

both in their different ways gave him hope in his own enterprise. Some of his 

descriptions of Mendeleyev could surely be applied to Caillois himself

II connut certainement des joies qui comptent parmi les plus intenses que 
puisse ressentir un esprit puissant et desinteresse: recevoir confirmation qu’il a 
devine un peu plus avant les lois cachees du monde. [...] Particule insignifiante 
de I’univers, etre accorde a I’univers entier et parvenir a le concevoir dans sa 
rigueur numerique. {CE, p.78).

Caillois’s involvement with Surrealism will be dealt with more fully in later chapters. 

Despite its brevity, it had a life-long impact on him. Surrealism, whose origins lay in 

Dadaism, emerged as an important literary and artistic movement in Paris in 

approximately 1924. Its leader was Andre Breton, and other prominent figures 

included Louis Aragon, Benjamin Peret, Philippe Soupault and Paul Eluard. Freudian 

psychoanalytic theories were a major influence on the movement. Practices such as 

‘automatic writing’ were promoted, in a bid to enable the unimpeded expression of the 

subconscious. Later literary writing favoured the use of arresting if arbitrary images. 

Believing that Surrealism would assist him in the scientific study of the imagination, 

and that it would help to hasten the end of literature, Caillois joined in 1932 and was 

initially an enthusiastic and assiduous member. Caillois would come to see its 

practices as demonstrating its lack of rigour, and could not tolerate its complacency 

with regard to the mysterious. He finally broke with the group in late 1934 over the 

much-recounted episode involving Mexican jumping beans. His Surrealist 

companions were content to enjoy the spectacle of the jumping beans, without 

discovering how such a wonder was possible. Caillois wished to open the beans and

10



investigate the phenomenon. The incident nicely symbolises the contrasting attitudes. 

Caillois had to break away and move on from Surrealism, never managing entirely to 

break its hold, which he would reveal through repeated criticisms of their practices, or 

analytical exploration of the areas that fascinated the Surrealists so much.

Caillois is generally thought by his critics to be an essayist. This fate is not without its 

own problems. Gilbert Dxirand attributes Caillois’s ‘marginalisation tenace’ to his 

having been ‘avec mepris rejete dans I’enfer des “essayistes” Others are less 

hostile to the essay form, and consider that Caillois did a lot to restore its status. Alejo 

Carpentier, for example, wrote to Caillois, ‘usted devuelve al ensayo su verdadero 

sentido, remontandose acaso a una optica que era muy precisamente la de 

Montaigne’. Even reaching the conclusion that Caillois is an essayist is not easy for 

critics and Robert Brechon’s thought processes are perhaps typical:

Comment classer Caillois? Malgre ses references a la methode experimentale, 
il n’est evidemment pas un scientifique. Est-il un philosophe? Assurement, 
non. Le travail du philosophe suppose une longue patience, un esprit de 
systeme, une argumentation serr^ , a quoi s’opposent I’eclectisme de Caillois, 
son instabilite, qui lui fait changer sans cesse de sujet. Son oeuvre est en 
miettes. Enfin, bien que la poesie ait occupe sa vie, il n’a guere, a proprement 
parler, fait oeuvre de poete. Si un ecrivain a jamais merite le nom d’essayiste, 
c’est bien lui. On sait que Lukacs oppose I’essayiste a la fois au poete et au 
philosophe. Le poete cree des images, I’essayiste pose des significations, mais 
alors que le philosophe apporte des reponses, I’essayiste ne fait que poser des

29questions.

This quotation exemplifies the common desire to classify neatly, according to pre- 

established definitions and criteria. In this scheme of things, a philosopher could not 

create an image, nor could a poet ask questions. There are other difficuhies too with 

Brechon’s attitude. His desire that writers conform to agreed conventions leads him to 

miss deeper aspects of Caillois’s work, such as its jX)etic dimension, in both 

expression and vision. Caillois’s interests certainly are eclectic, but citing instability is 

not the fullest, nor the deepest explanation. In fact their variety reflects his call for 

unity, for bringing together the seemingly disparate. Different sciences, different

Gilbert Durand, ‘Roger Caillois et les approches de I’imaginaire’, in Cahiersde I ’imaginaire Roger 
Caillois et les approches de I ’imaginaire, ed by Gilbert Durand and Michel Maflfesoli (Paris: 
L’Harmattan, 1992), pp. 9-19 (p.9).

Unpublished letter, dated 22 abril (no year given); consulted in the Fonds Roger Caillois, 
Bibliotheque Valery Larbaud, Vichy 

Robert Brechon, ‘Le double “jeu” de Roger Caillois’, Critique, 391 (1979), 1057-62 (pp 1061-62),
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approaches merely bring out more forcefully for him the recurring truth: in ways that 

differ only superficially, the same cosmic patterns constantly emerge. The ‘miettes’ of 

his work, when put together in this light, take on form and consistency.

It is certainly true that Caillois functions best as a writer when composing short, or 

relatively short pieces. Many of his works are in fact collections of shorter pieces. As 

it is often ideas themselves that attract his attention, rather than the detailed exposition 

of these ideas, some longer pieces can on occasion lack the rigour and cohesiveness so 

championed by Caillois. His most successsful compositions, his writings on stones, 

are made up of a series of short, intense meditations. In the 1940s, and following on 

the success of Puissances du roman, Rene Etiemble expressed the follovsang v̂ dsh for 

Caillois, ‘je souhaite qu’a I’avenir il s’impose de traiter en discours coherent les 

themes principaux de sa pens^. II y gagnera en rigueur ainsi qu’en force 

persuasive’.̂ ” Etiemble’s wish would not be granted in the way he intended. That 

would not be Caillois’s vocation. The intensity and coherence displayed in Caillois’s 

writings on stones, however, show where his strongest talents lay; poetic evocation 

and re-creation of stones through his assured, measured and highly distinctive use of 

language.

Adolfo Castanon also sees Caillois as an essayist, seeing in the essay the instrument 

best suited to Caillois’s approach:

Roger Caillois appartient a cette famille d’esprits qui assurent la grammaire 
comme discipline spirituelle superieure et qui considerent le langage comme 
une methode privilegiee d’acquisition de connaissance: chemin et boussole.
[.. .] Cela serait une raison de penser que, entre tous les genres litteraires,
I’essai est celui qui exprime le mieux le caractere de la litterature comme 
methode d’acquisition de connaissance: I’essai comme une des varietes de la 
pedagogic.^*

Castaiion is choosing to emphasise the didactic aspect of Caillois’s work. Acquiring 

knowledge was certainly an aim but never an end in itself Caillois’s more over-riding 

and urgent imperative was piecing together the cosmic puzzle, an approximate and 

less easily defined task. Caillois himself towards the end of his life preferred above all 

the label ‘poet’. Moving away fi’om the lure o f ‘objective’ facts and ‘objective’

Rene Etiemble, ‘Sur La Communion des forts', in L ’Arche, 6 (1944), 146-57 (p. 147).
Castanon, p,277
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knowledge, he became more appreciative of and confident in his personal lyrical vein 

and vision. Ultimately, the title ‘poet’ seems the most appropriate and all- 

encompassing. Rene Huyghe, welcoming Caillois into the Academie Fran^aise, 

acknowledges the difficulties he posed for those with ‘la faiblesse du classement’.̂  ̂

While aware that, for convenience more than anything else, Caillois has been 

classified as an essayist, he realises that ‘il y a en vous tout autant du poete que du 

savant’.H u y g h e  notes here a central point in Caillois and one that it is essential to 

understand to appreciate fully his work, ‘fuyant I’expose dogmatique, vous lui avez 

toujours prefere la force incantatoire d’evoquer, qui depend des rythmes du verbe et 

de la suggestion des images’.U nderstanding the term broadly, Caillois can be 

considered to be a poet in all his different forms of written expression. He can claim 

this role because of the perfection of his writings on stones, the strength of his 

mtuition of cosmic unity, best expressed and understood on a metaphorical level, his 

careful and deliberate use of language and the way in which description in his work is 

not just to do with relaying information; knowledge cannot go further or deeper than 

description.

This thesis is divided into nine chapters, not including the introduction and the 

conclusion, and deals almost exclusively with Caillois’s output in book form. The 

division is thematic, rather than strictly chronological, as this gives a better idea of 

Caillois’s contribution to each area. Within the various major thematic divisions, 

there are subdivisions, inspired as much by a concern for readability as by anything 

else.

35Chapter One deals with 1m  Necessite d'esprit, written between 1933 and 1935. It is 

Caillois’s first book, although it was only published posthumously in 1981. It is full of 

interest for the insights it gives into a world view that would remain remarkably 

consistent over the decades. Caillois’s concern in 1m  Necessite d ’esprit to find an 

objective justification for poetry is one that would remain with him, underpinning his

Rene Huyghe, Disccntrs prononces dans la seance publique tetme par I 'Academie Frangaise pour la 
reception de Roger Caillois (Paris: Institut de France, 1972), p.27.

Huyghe, p.27.
Huyghe, p.41.
Im  Necessite d'esprit (Paris: Gallimard, 1981)
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admiration for Saint-John Perse and foreshadowing the importance of stones in 

liberating his own poetic expression. At the time of writing La Necessite d ’esprit, 

Caillois was still involved with Surrealism but already the book shows signs of the 

strains that would lead to his breaking from that movement. He has not yet found his 

mature voice in this book, which mixes personal revelation and a heavy dependence 

on scientific jargon. Uncovering the secrets of the imagination has a further goal for 

Caillois, of the utmost relevance in considering his lifelong quest for wholeness. To 

do so would also provide a key to a real understanding of the cosmos. Already we see 

his desire for cosmic oneness.

Chapter Two deals primarily with Le Mythe et I ’Homme.^  ̂Caillois’s interest in myths 

stems from his Jungian preoccupation with the collective unconscious, a richer vein to 

tap than the purely individual. The personal, the lyrical, mean little to Caillois from an 

early stage because they can give only partial, subjective truths. Mythology enables 

Caillois to bring together many different disciplines (‘sciences diagonales’ already in 

all but name). His aim is to demonstrate that imagination is biologically conditioned, 

that man is an integral part of nature, subject to its laws as is all matter. Man can claim 

no special talent, or superiority; he is just another manifestation of nature. In Le Mythe 

et I 'Homme, Caillois pursues oneness with nature to its extreme conclusion, mimicry, 

an important and recurring concern. Alexandre Pajon is correct in observing that

Les nombreux articles de Roger Caillois entre 1936 et 1939 pourraient faire 
I’objet d’un traitement statistique et Ton verrait apparaitre des mots fetiches a 
la frequence elevee, tres significatifs de ses conceptions: ordre, orthodoxie, 
rigueur, severite, aridite. Les titres de ses ecrits sont eux-memes instructifs: 
mythe, sacre, Lucifer, demons reviennent aussi souvent que les termes 
precedents.^’

While calling for rigour and severity, though, Caillois does not shrink from advancing 

outrageous and unprovable theories. This is just as well. If he had always scrupulously 

observed his own criteria, his work would be a great deal less interesting. The reader 

must be aware of the importance of metaphor in his work, which is certainly more 

than the transmission of facts.

Le Mythe et I ’Homme, 2"̂  edn (Paris: Galliitiard, collection “Idees”, 1972). 
”  Pajon, p 381
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The sociology section is divided into three chapters, its length reflecting the extent of 

Caillois’s contribution in this area. It documents Caillois’s involvement with the 

College de Sociologie in the late 1930s, but reaches into the 1960s too, to cover his 

writing on more secular matters such as war, for example. Caillois’s involvement with 

sociology was pioneering. Tony Judt writes, ‘with the important exception of history, 

the social sciences in France suffered from chronic underdevelopment. [...] 

[AJnthropology and sociology lacked institutional roots in French academic life and
■50

often operated, until the fifties, as little more than aspects of applied philosophy’. 

Caillois was well-versed in the anthropological and sociological research available at 

the time he was writing. He did no such first-hand work himself, and certainly edits 

the material he wished to use in a personal way. This is something to bear in mind 

when reading L 'Homme et le Sucre, f o r  example. His early writings, such as Le Vent 

d ’hiver, have given rise to controversy. Caillois has been accused of fascism, and 

this charge is investigated in the relevant chapter. The thirties were generally a time of 

searching in French society, with intellectuals on Left and Right engaged in looking 

for a better way forward than that which had been offered by the Third Republic. Judt 

describes how the plethora of books, pamphlets, clubs, plans, journals and circles that 

emerged all bear witness to the need people felt to find a better way forward;

The nation was in a fwlous condition and only wholesale change could save it. 
This condition of France was taken to include, and in part to derive from, its 
republican and democratic forms, its emphasis on the rights of the individual at 
the expense of the duties and interests of the community. Hence the ease of 
communication across traditional political barriers and hence, too, a certain 
ambivalence in the face of antidemocratic challenges, at home and abroad."*'

Caillois looked to the sacred as a cohesive force in society, a way to harness 

productively the energy of the people. Caillois’s writing can at times seem offensive 

and ill-advised, but it is important to see it in the context of unstable government, 

mediocrity, corruption, paralysis domestically and in foreign affairs.

Caillois did not shrink from controversy. If he offended some with views they 

considered fascist, others took him to be racist. His article"*̂  on Claude Levi-Strauss’s

Judt, pp. 253-54.
L 'Homme et le Sacre, 3"* edn (Paris: Gallimard, collection “Idees”, 1963; 1983 printing consulted) 
Reprinted in AI, pp.73-84.

■" Judt, pp 19-20
‘Illusions a rebours’, NRF, 24 (1954), 1010-24 andNRF, 25 (1955), 58-70.
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Race et Histoire*^ incensed Aime Cesaire, so much so that he devotes a niimber of 

pages to him in his Discours sur le colonxalisme^ I deal with this in a sub-section of 

Chapter Four.

Caillois’s later involvement in sociology sees him move away from the sacred towards 

more secular themes. He writes about subjects that were popular at the time and 

indeed remain so, composing, for example, a theory on games, Les Jeux et les 

Hommes*^ He refers in L 'Homme et le Sucre (p. 199) to having read Huizinga’s 

Homo Ludens in a Spanish translation, published in 1943, and this work undoubtedly 

acted as a stimulus on him {Homo Ludens was published in French by Gallimard in 

1951). Caillois not only analyses games themselves, but also tries to develop a 

sociological theory based on them; an ambitious project. In Bel lone ou La Pente de la 

guerre^  he turned his attention to war, in which he is interested as a ‘total’ 

phenomenon, harnessing the collective energies of the society engaging in battle 

(again, his interest in phenomena from which maximum significance can be extracted 

can be seen). New subject matter does not mean that old preoccupations disappear, 

and concerns evident in his work on the sacred will be seen to reappear in Caillois’s 

later work.

Chapter Six deals with Caillois’s work on dreams and the fantastic. He analyses 

dreams in a playful and not entirely successful way, suggesting that they undermine 

our very conception of reality. Great importance was attached by the Surrealists to 

dreams and part of Caillois’s agenda was surely also undermining their credibility.

L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves, '^^one of the books considered here, also affords 

Caillois an important opportunity to reflect on his career, and is a good example in this 

respect of how Caillois can mix abstract analysis with intimate meditation on the 

direction of his writing.

Caillois, like the Surrealists, was intensely attracted by mystery. Unlike the 

Surrealists, however, he would indulge this interest only if his role were an active, not 

a passive one. Caillois drew on an impressive range of sources in the world of art and

Claude Levi-Strauss, Race ethistoire (Paris: UNESCO, 1952; edn consulted Paris: Denoel, 1987).
Aime Cesaire, Disccmrssur le colonialisme, 2"̂  edn (Paris: Presence Africaine, 1955) [First 

published 1950.]
LesJeux et le.s Hommes, rev edn (Paris: Gallimard, collection “Idees”, 1967).
Bel/one ou La Pente de la guerre (Brussels: La Renaissance du livre, 1963).
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natural science in the elaboration of his theory. He sought to explain the irrational, to 

penetrate to the heart of the fantastic. He compiled an anthology of the fantastic,"** 

which draws on stories firom around the world, demonstrating a cuhural openness that 

was unfortunately not always characteristic. His definition, analysis and tracking of 

the fantastic is examined in this chapter. The concept of a finite world underpins his 

work on the fantastic.

Much of Caillois’s work could be summed up as ‘coherences aventureuses’, but he 

reserved this title for a book that brought together three fairly short pieces on 

aesthetics, the fantastic and dissymmetry."*^ Caillois’s work on the fantastic having 

been considered in the previous chapter. Chapter Seven concentrates on aesthetics and 

dissymmetry.

In the section on aesthetics, I show how Caillois’s view of a unitary universe, in which 

man’s role is in no way special, inevitably influenced his opinions on aesthetics.

While Caillois’s thinking shows indebtedness to Plato and Kant, his distinctive world 

view orientates him effectively in the direction of an anti-aesthetics, which he 

expounds with an implacable, almost disturbing deductive logic. The second section 

of Chapter Seven deals with what is undoubtedly Caillois’s boldest attempt in his 

search for wholeness; his presentation of the play between symmetry and dissymmetry 

as the key to understanding the dynamics of the Universe. In a little under one 

hundred pages, Caillois demonstrates some scientific erudition and manages to put 

forward his case succinctly. His theory on dissymmetry also manages to justify 

retrospectively earlier theories on festivals, or war, for example, as forces for renewal 

in society. He is persuasive, as ever, but has given himself an immense task, requiring 

correspondingly immense research. It is an intuition, an insight, and a good example 

of how Caillois will simply not engage in detailed, truly academic exposition. Nor will 

this unwillingness make him abandon a fruitful idea.

If modem intellectual trends such as Marxism and existentialism failed to impress 

Caillois, modem poetry too disappointed him. His opinions on poetry (many of which

L 'Incertitude qui vieni des reves (Paris: Gallimard, 1956).
Anthoiogie du fantastique, vols. 1 and 2 (Paris; Gallimard, 1966)
Coherences aventureuses {Vans'. Gallimard, 1976).
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have been brought together in Approches de la poesie)^^ form the substance of 

Chapter Eight. Caillois would come to see poetry and science as engaged in a parallel 

adventure of discovery; he attributed a high importance to poetry. Correspondingly, 

what he saw as Surrealist poetic malpractice attracted his relentless ire; it could not 

fulfil the key role of poetry in the search for wholeness. Much of his writing on poetry 

concerns his opinions on what he sees as unacceptable innovations. This negativity in 

the face of modem poetry must be seen in the light of his work on behalf of literature. 

His role in introducing (and translating) the work of Jorge Luis Borges into Europe, is 

one outstanding example of this. He also, while in South America, published the work 

of a number of major writers. The author of many sensitive appreciations of widely 

differing writers, his work on Saint-John Perse stands out in particular. Saint-John 

Perse’s poetry is central in reconciling Caillois to poetry. The concepts of a finite 

universe, of the necessity for objectivity and M’imagination juste’, are cornerstones in 

Caillois’s poetics. My chapter on this topic deals with these contrasting aspects.

In Chapter Nine, Caillois’s search for wholeness ends with his finding expressed in 

stones the totality for which he has been looking. These are miniature worlds, archives 

of all we know, and can be held, contemplated and controlled in the palm of one’s 

hand. Caillois develops his mineral meditations principally in Pierres,P ierres  

rejUchies^^ and L ’Ecriture des pierres.^^ Always provocative, he develops a mystical 

materialism, whereby contemplation of his stones gives him a sense of union with the 

cosmos. The aridity o f the stones paradoxically makes his own p>oetic voice flow 

forth. As his writing is anchored in the real, he can feel entitled finally to express 

himself, the paradox being that objectivity is actually never attainable, not even by 

Caillois. While Caillois’s relationship with the objects of his contemplation is of a 

very particular and personal kind, it also fits into a larger trend at this time. Marie- 

Claire Bancquart and Pierre Cahne refer to the move away from the personal, replaced 

now by ‘la technique de I’inventaire, de la minutie extreme et ingenieuse’; in their 

own individual ways, the works of Roger Caillois, Georges Perec, Francis Ponge, 

Alain Robbe-Grillet, and in the sociological arena, Jean Baudrillard exemplify this

^  Approches de lapoesie (Paris: Gallimard, 1978).
”  Pierres, suivi d’autres textes (Paris: Gallimard, collection “Poesie”, 1970).

Pierres reflechies (Pans Gallimard, 1975).
L ’Ecriture des pierres (Geneve: Albert Sidra, collection “Les sentiers de la cr^tion”, 1970).
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trend. '̂* In modem literature, new techniques which reflect man’s sense of alienation 

have replaced the traditional psychological analysis to be found in novels;

L’oeuvre d’art voudrait suggerer ce nouveau visage de I’alienation que 
commence de nommer 1’expression “societe de consommation”. La methode 
structuraliste participe de cette sensibilite qui oublie la personne comme agent 
necessaire de 1’action et agent ultime, au profit des rapports mecaniques entre 
des forces non maitrisables.^^

Caillois’s work ends on a new departure, but it is a theory towards which he has been 

inexorably progressing: the development of a ‘poetique generalist’, which he uses all 

his persuasive powers to put across. In a finite world, in which man is effectively on 

the same level as, say, insects or stones, it is inevitable that Caillois would move 

towards a fluid, undifferentiated mysticism. In Le Champ des signes,^^ he confesses he 

can no longer distinguish between images on stones and images in poetry. I have 

already referred to his view of reality as essentially poetic: proper attention to the 

cosmos reveals its underlying unity. Restricting artistic potential to man, interpreting 

aesthetics as confined solely to literature or art, could make no sense in Caillois’s 

unitary world. This theory may alarm, disturb or outrage; for Caillois, it is simply and 

literally natural.

Litterature frangaise (hi XXe siecle, p.384.
IJtlerature frangaise Ju XXe siecle, p 384
Le Champ des signes. Recurrences derohees: apergti sur I 'unite et la continuite du monde physique 

intellectuel et imaginaire ou premiers elements d  "urn poetique gmeralisee, illustrations d’Esteve 
(Paris: Hermann, 1978).
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CHAPTER ONE

‘OBJECTIVE’ POETRY AND POETRY’S OBJECTIVE

la prise de conscience de la systematisation n ’[est] pas autre chose que la
connaissance {NE  ̂p. 154)

Acquiring, synthesizing and transmitting knowledge were key tools in the early stages 

of Roger Caillois’s search for wholeness. Knowledge that was partial or isolated was 

of no interest to him, did not serve his central purpose of explaining the totality in 

which he found himself Instead, he would draw on the wisdom of a wide variety of 

branches of learning to account for the phenomena that puzzled him, and that seemed 

to point the way to patterns of parallels and repetitions. His observations provided 

clues for Caillois to what he saw as the unitary nature of the universe.

His was a very particular view of knowledge. It was for him ‘une partie de la memoire 

totale’ .' This suggests that his philosophy was not a man-centred one and of course it 

did embrace the whole of nature, making no substantive distinction between man and 

other matter, living or inert. Man participates in nature on an equal basis with all other 

parts of it. This was to prove a major frustrating factor in Caillois’s search for 

wholeness. As part of the whole, man can never hope to achieve full understanding.

For most of his career, however, Caillois applied the full weight of his personal 

insights and knowledge to the vast task of filling in as many of the blank spaces as he 

could in the cosmic puzzle. The originality of his vision makes him ‘le fondateur non 

d’un style, non d’lme science, mais d’un regard’.̂  Communicating his insights was 

clearly as central to Caillois as acquiring them, stimulating further reflections in his 

readers. He cast a fresh look on the world surrounding him, incorporating into his 

theory the revelations suggested to him by his contemplation of the surface of things.

' Severe Sarduy, ‘Et si le rwl etait signe?’, in CPT, pp. 137-39 (p. 138)
 ̂Sarduy, p. 138.
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The trust he placed in the objective for most of his writing career is mirrored by his 

distrust of the subjective: for how, as Caillois saw it, can the personal and the lyrical 

ever lead to a deeper understanding of the totality that surrounds us? This is very 

much Caillois’s mindset when we encounter him at the beginning of his career, and it 

lies behind his attraction to Surrealism, which would, he hoped, substitute analysis for 

literature. He was to emerge disillusioned from his short contact with Surrealism, and 

would never subsequently miss an opportunity to criticise its practices, a measure of 

his disappointment. I ax  Necessite d'esprit, the first of Caillois’s books to be 

considered, is all about finding an objective justification for poetry, drawing heavily 

on psychoanalysis, not yet rejected by Caillois. The form of analysis to which he 

subjects himself in La Necessite d ’esprit is very similar to the kind of psychoanalysis 

practised by Surrealists. It seems a clumsy approach to poetry, but its very naivety 

reveals all the more keenly Caillois’s preoccupations. Caillois would come to see 

poetry, in particular the image in poetry, as essential in his quest to uncover the secrets 

of the universe. For Caillois, ‘I’investigazione sull’immagine lirica pud essere 

integrata alia problematica generate della conoscenza ed essere quindi posta negli 

stessi termini’.̂  At the outset of his career, Caillois is relying on the academic research 
of others to interpret the surrounding cosmos (even if his use of this material is highly 

personal). Later, the image would become the defining characteristic of poetry for 

him, and, because of the insights achieved by linking the apparently disparate, an 

important tool in reading the wholeness of the world.

To understand fully the first book Caillois wrote. La Necessite d'esprit, it is important 

to acknowledge that exploring poetry, attacking it and practising it, are activities that 

mark all stages of Caillois’s career. Of equal importance is his involvement with the 

Surrealist movement, which was brief but was to have a lasting impact on his work 

and thought. To situate Caillois properly at the outset of his intellectual trajectory, his 

output needs to be seen against the backdrop of Surrealism.

Surrealism evolved as a movement between 1920 and 1924, in conjunction firstly with 

Dadaism. It was properly launched with the publication in 1924 of the first Manifeste 

du surrealisme, and the review La Revolution surrealiste. Breton, Aragon and 

Soupault were the main figures associated with the genesis of Surrealism. They did

 ̂Annamaria Laserra, Materia e immaginario. II nesso analogico nell'opera di Roger CaiUois (Rome:
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not view poetry as a separate activity from other forms of writing, nor as an 

exclusively literary one. Any form of expression that helped them achieve their 

objectives (changing the world, transforming life) was regarded as poetic. For 

Surrealism, poetry included the outpourings of the unconscious, dreams, messages 

received in trance-like states, the resuhs of any of the many methods they used for 

soliciting the marvellous. The various Surrealist manifestos are characterised by 

passion rather than reason, and indeed reason was seen as the enemy of poetry. Their 

belief in the vitality of language led them to believe that it could play a dominant role 

in re-defining reality. Technical restraints were seen as obstacles to the affirmation of 

freedom.

The Surrealists emphasised the distinction between ‘literature’ and ‘poetry’. They saw 

form as incompatible with poetic expansion and therefore wished to liberate p)oetry 

from literature. Only a totally free poetry, and free imagination, could devote itself to 

the work of discovery and exploration which they assigned to it. The acquisition of 

knowledge, which they understood as affective experience, via poetry, is central in 

Surrealism. In Im  Necessite d 'esprit, in particular, we will see Caillois rely quite 

heavily on his own affective experience to prove a point. This knowledge was to be 

acquired using techniques such as automatic writing, arbitrary images and the re

instatement of inspiration. There was a purpose behind the unrestricted creation of 

images. Surrealism attributed major importance to the image, in that it provided 

glimpses of a new and, in their eyes, better world. 1 have mentioned that Caillois too 

would place the image at the centre of poetry, but for very different reasons. Images of 

the marvellous were treasured and cultivated by the Surrealists as the bridge to 

achieving a higher perception of reality, ‘surrealite’. Poetry was viewed as a source of 

possible solutions to life’s problems.

Robert Short describes the intellectual climate that favoured the rise of Surrealism. 

Previously held certainties had been undermined:

Relativity and quantum theories, the insights of Bergson and Nietzsche, 
recognition of the role of chance in causation, and the psycho-analytical 
discoveries of Freud had all helped to shatter the idea of a familiar and 
dependable Nature and of a wholly self-conscious and rational Man [. . .]. The

Bulzoni, 1990), p. 13.
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discredit of the old order of verities was carried a stage further by the debacle 
of bourgeois values in practice during the first World War. As science put 
itself at the service of the holocaust, art at that of hysterical propaganda, reason 
at that of sophistry, and language at that of mystification, the war made even 
the excesses of Jarry’s Pere Ubu look like innocent games [...]. A sickness had 
touched both poetic and discursive language. Surrealism was bom in the last 
spasms of what had become a pathological condition of language dating back 
to Rimbaud through Mallarme, Apollinaire, the futurists, and dadaism, a 
condition in which poetry oscillated between esotericism and delirium.'*

It is easy to see how Caillois, with a distrust of literature and a desire to uncover the 

workings of the imagination, was attracted to Surrealism. The bulk of his writings on 

literature are a reaction to that movement. These works, which will be examined in a 

later chapter, were published from the 1940s on, at a time when the impact of 

Surrealism was certainly less than that of phenomenology and existentialism.

Caillois’s outrage at their various practices, however, remained undimmed. Odile 

Felgine writes perceptively, ‘c’est une evidence que le surrealisme a enormement 

marque ce monolithe. Pour tant le rejeter, n’a-t-il pas fallu qu’il y succombe avec 

delices?’.̂

Caillois was ‘recruited’ by Andre Breton in 1932, having come to the latter’s attention 

through his answers to a questionnaire on the literary tastes of students in terminale 

organised by Paris-Soir. His membership was brief but intense. Caillois, while 

interested like the Surrealists in dreams and the fantastic, desired to analyse these 

phenomena rather than passively wonder. In an interview wdth Hector Bianciotti and 

Jean-Paul Enthoven he admitted, ‘je  fiis un membre fidele, fanatique, du groupe 

surrealiste, connaissant les mots d’ordre de la secte et les textes sacres. Or mon 

intention etait de discrediter si possible la litterature tout entiere et de lui substituer 

I’etude des pulsions et des instincts’.̂  He would go on to undertake these studies on 

his own.

In Approches de I ’imaginaire, Caillois gathered together some of his writings from his 

Surrealist period, in a section whose title ‘L’equivoque surrealiste’ clearly shows 

what, retrospectively, he thinks of that moment in his life. Already in ‘Specification de

R. Short, ‘Surrealism’, in French Literature ajuiits Background, 6: The Twentieth Century, ed.by 
John Cmickshank (Oxford; Oxford University Press, 1970), pp. 111-28 (pp. 110-11),
'  Odile Felgine, Roger Caillois (Paris: Stock, 1994), p.333,
* r p r ,  p i  8.
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la poesie’, while he defends automatic writing, it is possible to discern differences 

between his ‘pensee severe’ {AI, p. 15) and Surrealism. He cannot accept the view of 

poetry as Me droit donne a n’importe qui de dire n’importe quoi, et cela sans garantie, 

sans obligation de rendre des comptes’ (p. 15). He wishes to ^organiser la poesie'

(p. 16), scarcely a typical Surrealist objective. In ‘Systematisation et determination’, he 

sums up his attitude to lyricism as follows, ‘si la pens^  lyrique n’a pas I’interet de 

systematisation quej’attends d’elle, elle n’en a aucun, -  aucun de valable, s’entend’ 

(p.21). This foreshadows his insistence on ‘connaissance totalitaire’ {MH, p.36), and 

fits in too with his call for an ‘orthodoxie militante’ {MH, p. 178). From his earliest 

writings, Caillois is concerned with understanding totality.

While the differences in opinion between Caillois and the Surrealists were obviously 

building up over time, he actually broke from the group over the much-recounted 

Mexican jumping-beans episode. The polarised reactions of Caillois and Breton, 

Caillois wishing to open the beans to see why they were jumping, and Breton 

preferring to marvel at the phenomenon, neatly symbolise their differences. In the 

letter Caillois wrote to Breton outlining his motives for leaving the movement, he 

highlights his need for reason, ‘que m’importent en fin de compte des illuminations 

dispersees, instables, mal garanties, qui ne sont rien sans un acte de foi prealable, qui 

ne sont meme plaisantes que par le credit qu’on y ajoute? L’irrationnel, soit; mais j ’y 

veux d’abord la coherence’ {AI, p.36). Later chapters will further develop Caillois’s 

choice of coherence, over reason. It is interesting to note here that he does not reject 

an irrational element; but the whole must make sense. He makes a similar point about 

verification in his conclusion to Le Mythe et I 'Homme, entitled ‘Pour une activite 

unitaire de I’esprit’ which takes up almost word for word the point made here (pp. 177- 

78). Insights which are not anchored in the real have no resonance for him, are ‘mal 

garanties’ (p. 178). It is centrally important for Caillois that ‘illuminations’ be vouched 

for by what he would consider to be objective reality. Only then can they contribute to 

the sum of knowledge he is interested in establishing. His need for these flashes of 

insight to lead the way to an overall view is underpinned by his demand for coherence.

For Caillois then, clarity and rigour, but above all coherence, were essential qualities. 

While finding inspiration in Freud and Marx, as did his fellow surrealists, his 

approach and objectives were not theirs. His attitude to knowledge was unitary, and
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Jean Starobinski brings out the importance of metaphor in Caillois’s search for 

wholeness;

Caillois, sur un point capital, restait indocile a I’injonction de I’esprit 
scientifique qui demande de renoncer a I’ambition de la totalite. Comme I’a 
rappele Bachelard, I’ascese premiere par quoi se definit I’esprit scientifique 
consiste a “s’instruire sur des systemes isoles”. Pour qui ne consent pas a ce 
sacrifice, la seule ressource consiste a choisir la voie esthetique, le chemin des 
images, qui developpent la figure du tout sans autre garantie que la puissance 
seductrice de la m^taphore/

This is a key insight into Caillois’s working method. The richness of his 

interdisciplinary method in no way impedes his recourse to metaphor in 

argumentation. The interesting contradiction in Caillois is that while he may clamour 

for rigour and severity, in practice his writing will include brilliant, but unprovable

rapprochements.

Im  Necessite d ’esprit was Caillois’s first book, written between 1933 and 1935, 

although not published until 1981, three years after his death. As for why it was not 

published during his lifetime, ‘apres 1936, la plupart des idees esquissees dans ce 

texte lui ont paru insuffisantes du moins quant a la maniere de les presenter. Le Frocks 

intellectuel de I ’art, public au debut de 1935, montre deja d’autres soucis et d’autres 

methodes’ (from the preface to La Necessite d ’esprit, p.7, written by ‘P.M.’). Caillois 

was very possibly uncomfortable with the personal revelations and the unformed style. 

He would, however, retain the concepts o f ‘ideogramme lyrique’ and 

‘surdetermination’ in Le Mythe et I'Homme.

In La Necessite d ’esprit, Caillois seeks to uncover the workings of the imagination, in 

an attempt to establish an objective validation of poetry. His distrust of the purely 

subjective is already apparent, and lies beneath his being able to accept poetry only 

many decades later when it seemed to him justified by the objective reality of stones. 

Jean Blot is right in emphasising the importance of poetry to Caillois in realising his 

objectives, but takes Caillois a little too literally as regards his unqualified love for 

logic, ‘singulier poete surr^liste que celui-ci qui n’aime que la logique et ne croit 

qu’en sa clarte et en sa rigueur [...]. Sans doute [la poesie] lui aura-t-elle promis en 

secret la realisation d’un projet intime auquel le present essai, aussi scientifique que

 ̂Jean Starobinski, ‘Satume au ciel des pierres’, in CPT, pp 87-102 (p 100).
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soit son intention et hautain son style, demeure consacre: la coherence intime’.* This 

search for wholeness is the dynamic runing through his entire oeuvre.

Caillois believed that becoming aware of the signals revealing the systematisation of 

the universe would confer ‘la connaissance’ {NE, p. 154), the lack of specification 

suggesting it is the only knowledge worth having. The ways in which the imagination 

is determined are no different fi"om the overdetermination of the universe, he argues, 

so that i a  necessite d’esprit’ is one and the same as ‘la necessite de I’univers’ (p. 154). 

There is no meaningful distinction between the two for Caillois, who would in later 

writings posit a complete continuity between organic and inorganic forms. A desire 

for fusion, for oneness with the surrounding cosmos -  a desire that would be a 

constant all his life -  is evident here, ‘qui ne voit que le salut est au-dela de la 

distinction ou nulle part?’ (p. 154). This interest in fusion is linked too to his writing 

on mimicry, which 1 shall be considering in the next chapter.

1 have mentioned the awkward style of La Necessite d ’esprit, so untypical of 

Caillois’s later work. A rather lengthy sentence will suffice to illustrate this point:

II est clair que I’independance affective du concept vis-a-vis du mot qui le 
supporte est determinee a la fois -  par I’objet, c’est-a-dire par son potentiel de 
representations ou d’excitations collectives (ainsi la psychanalyse et la Gestalt- 
thwrie revelent dans des domaines differents 1’existence de symboles et de 
formes attractives de valeur universelle) -  par le sujet, c’est-a-dire par la 
systematisation consciente et inconsciente de ses souvenirs et tendances, d’un 
mot [sic], par sa vie -  et enfin, par leurs precedents rapports, c’est-a-dire par le 
^^decor’’̂  des occasions oil ils se sont deja trouves en presence; les toiles 
d’araignees, detruites en avan<;ant dans I’ombre [...]. {NE, pp.25-26)

His recent readings are clearly still freshly imprinted on his mind.

I shall deal briefly with La Necessite d'esprit by itself, as it has some relevance in 

seeing his later writings in context. I have mentioned how Caillois wished to justify 

poetry by showing that imagination, far from being mysterious, free-floating, was 

rigorously determined. In this his views diverged also from those of Valery, with 

whom he generally has much in common as regards poetry, ‘alors que I’auteur de 

Variete y voyait une “scintillation incoherente” regie par le “hasard” {Cahiers,

* Jean Blot, ‘L’entree en poesie de Roger Caillois’, Commentaire, 22 (1983), 449-52 (p.450).
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Pleiade, tome II, p.267), Caillois croit y deceler certains “ideogrammes 

surdeterminants”, c’est-a-dire d’une signification et d’une puissance evocatrice 

objectivement superieures, depassant I’imagerie de chacun’.̂  This view of 

imagination would remain central. Baudelaire's description of imagination as ‘la plus 

scientifique des facultes’ comes to mind. Caillois, while still involved with the 

Surrealist movement at the time of writing La Necessite d ’esprit, was very evidently 

not wholly in agreement with Breton and other group members on matters such as 

automatic writing, inspiration and images. His desire to ‘organiser la poesie’ would 

run very clearly counter to the very essence of Surrealism. He identified the 

‘ideogramme lyrique’ (a concept, along with the affective aspects associated with it) 

as the ‘element dynamique de la vie mentale’ (p.33). This term was coined by 

Apollinaire in respect of what became best known as his calUgrammes and it is 

obviously necessary to distinguish between his use of the expression and Caillois’s. In 

explaining the formation of the ‘ideogramme lyrique’, Caillois has recourse to some 

of the discoveries of psychoanalysis, in particular ‘overdetermination’, a term used by 

Freud in his Interpretation o f  Dreams. It is explained as follows in Freud and the 

Post-Freudians:

The Freudian concept of psychic determinism does not postulate a simple one- 
to-one relationship of cause and effect in all mental events, and it is recognized 
that a single event may be overdetermined, being the final common path of 
many forces, whether constitutional, developmental, or environmental. 
According to this view the personality is most clearly revealed when the 
intellect is exercising least control, and it follows that a patient’s dreams, his 
behaviour when under the influence of drugs or alcohol, the odd lapsus 
linguae, the events he unaccountably forgets, tell more about him than his 
socially-controlled behaviour.

Caillois’s reliance on psycho-analysis, a new science not yet on any University 

curricula, was bold and shows his opermess to new ideas, and his willingness to take 

from them what he found useful. Laurent Jenny remarks on Caillois’s efforts 

throughout Im  Necessite d ’esprit to ‘donner une consistance theorique a son 

intuition’."  The ‘ideogramme lyrique’ is ‘une representation particulierement 

surdeterminde’ (p.34). Caillois’s proof of all this is not particularly scientific or

’ Bertrand Poirot-Delpech, ‘Caillois ou la coherence derobee’, A/oak/s?, 6 November 1981, 11,13
(D 11)
' J.A.C. Brown, Freud and the Post-Freudians (Hirmondsworth: Penguin, 1961; 1974 reprinting 
consulted), p 4.
' '  Jenny, ‘Preface’, Im  Pensee aventuree, ed. by Laurent Jenny (Paris: Belin, 1992), pp.3-11 (p.9).
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systematic, and therefore not definitively convincing. He is trying to undermine the 

subjective -  with reference to the subjective. He recounts a dream he had and refers 

too to certain writings of Dali. Strindberg is quoted to substantiate the case for 

objective ideogrammes. The praying mantis, to which I shall be returning later in 

greater detail, is cited as a prime example of an objective ideogramme. The latter, for 

Caillois, “'realisent materiellement dam le monde exterieur les virtualites lyriques et 

passionnelles de la conscience" (p. 119, Caillois’s italics). Caillois has a vast role for 

them to play in his attempt to account for the totality around him, ‘on voit [...] a quelle 

ambitieuse theorie interpretative de tout I’univers aboutissait ma conception primitive 

de I’ideogramme lyrique’ (p.39).

In place of Breton’s automatic writing, which assumed a complete correspondence 

between mental processes and writing, Caillois proposed the ‘pensee automatique’ 

which, borrowing from the Freudian notion of overdetermination, challenges Breton’s 

assumptions about the unconscious association of ideas. The ‘pensee automatique’ is 

‘une chaine associative spontanee, declenchee a partir de I’intervention d’un 

ideogramme lyrique et laissee a sa propre capacite de developpement’ (p.45). While 
Caillois is very dismissive in La Necessite d ’esprit of the values of automatic writing, 

his theory of the ‘pensee automatique’ shows nonetheless his links with Surrealism.

By studying a spontaneous chain of thoughts, Caillois argued, one could best uncover 

‘les elements d^erminatifs de cet ideogramme’ (p.45). Again, rather unscientifically, 

he analyses the various associations for him of the game of chess -  Anting playing 

Captain Morhange in PabsVs Atlantide, for example, or Caillois himself playing 

against the husband of his mistress. In a Darwinian way, some images are stronger and 

enjoy a greater hold on the imagination. Each association is determined by something 

particular to Caillois’s history and is also of some common relevance. From this 

random evidence he concludes, ‘la pensee automatique n’est possible que par la 

surdetermination generale des elements. Mais c’est seulement la, en quelque sorte, un 

plasma qui exige une activite systematisante: celle precisement de 1’ideogramme 

lyrique’ (p.72).

A poem written by Caillois -  again, suspiciously convenient -  is analysed to show the 

synthesising qualities of ‘la penste lyrique’, these qualities conferring on it its value. 

He argues that in the seemingly unrelated elements that make up his poem, can be
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revealed affective unity and continuity. In this too he reveals links with other 

Surrealist writers. His account of the train of thoughts sparked off by seeing a capital 

M in a station ‘se rapproche singulierement des visions hypnagogiques enregistrees 

par Tristan Tzara dans ses Grains et issues'}^ Psychoanalysis was interested in 

dreams for their synthesising qualities: Caillois tracks ‘la pens^  lyrique’ with a 

similar motivation.

The existence of ideogrammes provides an explanation for the communicative powers 

of poetry. Ml est necessairement fort rare qu’[un texte poetique] ne comporte pas im ou 

plusieurs de ces ideogrammes pregnants ou chacun peut trouver son compte’ (pp.87- 

88). Poetry is not merely about aesthetic pleasure in this world-view, it can also, 

Caillois claims, bring about ‘une plus parfaite systematisation de la conscience'

(p.98). Constantly his desire for wholeness is evident. His theory is linked to critical 

analysis of poetry, too. It is meaningless, he argues, to talk of the ‘beauty’ of a poem.

Au contraire, on connaitra valablement la puissance ou I’objectivite lyrique 
d’une representation ou d’une association donnee a partir de la force, de la 
stabilite et de la generalite de son utilisation et particulierement, par rappwrt a 
chacun, a partir de la plus ou moins grande necessite de son integration dans le 
developpement affectif personnel. {NE, p. 131)

A good poem, according to this definition, is one with resonance for large numbers of 

readers.

Becoming aware of the systematisation of the universe, confers, as I have mentioned, 

‘la connaissance’;

II faut supposer [...] qu’un etre ayant accede a la connaissance totale de sa 
necessite d’esprit ne pourrait douter qu’elle ne coincide avec celle de I’univers. 
Faisant parfaitement corps avec I’une, il serait du meme coup resorbe dans 
I’autre. On aper9oit mal quelle exteriorite, quelle antinomic subsisterait pour 
un tel etre. Et qui ne voit que le salut est au-dela de la distinction ou nulle part? 
{NE. p. 154)

This is an unattainable vision of wholeness, but nonetheless the one towards which 

Caillois would spend many years working. At the end of the book Caillois reveals

Henri Behar, ‘Roger Caillois, “boussole mentale” du surrealisme’, in La Petm e aventuree, pp. 15-31
(p.21).
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fully his double aim, not just to justify poetry but to achieve that state of wholeness 

for which his fragmented self was yearning. It is not uncharacteristic of Caillois to 

introduce a new, metaphysical idea at the end of a work, and to throw it out for the 

reader’s further consideration.

Critical opinion of La Necessite d ’esprit varies. Jean Blot seems to be subtly 

suggesting that it is useful, but overly autobiographical:

Sa publication tardive vient combler une lacune, parce qu’elle permet de 
completer I’histoire d’une pensee en en restituant la premiere etape, les 
premiers instants, ceux si rares chez cet ecrivain a la pudeur farouche ou elle 
se trouve encore prise dans I’experience personnelle, voire intime, et ne se 
libere que lentement des pieges autobiographiques.*^

Michel Panoff is surely Caillois’s harshest critic. In his work he compares Caillois 

with Claude Levi-Strauss, consistently to Caillois’s disadvantage. Attacking Caillois 

for not being Levi-Strauss, which is what Panoff is essentially doing, is to deprive 

both writers of a fair assessment. Levi-Strauss was an academic, orthodox 

anthropologist, whose reputation is established. Caillois was involved in something 

quite different, using various branches of knowledge in an attempt to see the whole 

picture. Different criteria are called for in examining the work of either writer. 

PanofFs tone in referring to La Necessite d ’esprit is one of sarcastic outrage:

On voit mal quels interets sa publication entendait servir -  en tout cas ni la 
memoire de I’auteur ni le progres des sciences humaines! S’agirait-il, pour son 
editeur et ses amis, “d’occuper le terrain” [...] ou bien de foumir des materiaux 
a des etudiants en mal de these?'”*

It is striking how regularly Panoff in his comments will assume the worst and lowest 

motives, either on the part of Caillois or, as here, of his publisher. Caillois’s approach, 

Panoff exclaims, was typical of his time, ‘quand on se reporte aujourd’hui a ces bric- 

a-brac pluridisciplinaires dont I’epoque avait le secret et qui permettaient a n’importe 

qui, entre deux diners en ville, de pontifier sur les sauvages a partir de quelques 

lectures devergondees, on se dit que I’ethnologie revient de loin!’*̂

Blot, p.449.
''' Michel Panoff, Les Freres emiemis. Roger Caillois el Claude L^i-Strauss (Paris: Payot & Rivage, 
1993), p.72.

Panofr, p.73
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Caillois’s efforts, looked at from the vista of ever-growing specialisation and 

uniformity of approach, may appear irregular, and certainly his choice of material to 

illustrate and prove his theories is not, as I have said, ‘scientific’, in the sense of 

rigorously objective. Caillois was neither an ethnologist nor a psychoanalyst, nor did 

he claim to be either, but all but the most superficial of readings will make it quite 

clear that he was not ‘pontificating about savages’. He approached these sciences with 

enthusiasm (and an academic background in them himself, having taken courses in the 

Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes) for his own very particular purposes. While it is by 

no means a perfect and accomplished work. La Necessite d'esprit is, for any reader of 

Caillois, fascinating since Caillois reveals a great deal more of himself and his 

preoccupations than in later works. Its overall value lies in the major assistance it 

gives in studying Caillois’s work as a whole. Its relative naivety allows themes and 

trends of thought to be seen more clearly and it sets down markers for later reflections, 

which will be more subtle and more complex.

We see how from his first unpublished work onwards, oneness with the universe was 

a goal and a preoccupation. The underlying oneness in the universe is the focus of 

attention in Le Kfythe et I 'Homme.
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CHAPTER TWO

MYTHOLOGY, MIMICRY AND IMAGINATION

la connaissance [...] est totalitaire ou n 'estpas {MH, p.31)

Of myths and men

In Le Mythe et I ’Homme Caillois’s preoccupation with imagination continues, but his 

motivations are different. He is no longer concerned with providing an objective 

justification for poetry. His hostility to it is complete at this stage. His concern with 

and belief in oneness lead him to posit that imagination is biologically determined, 

and that there is a continuum in nature from the insect world to man.

In terms of Caillois’s intellectual trajectory, Le Mythe et I'Homme still retains traces 

of his Surrealist past, while also including new interests and focuses relating to his 

involvement with the College de Sociologie, a period that will be investigated in the 

next chapter. The praying mantis, for example, was an insect which, by its strange and 

alarming behaviour, had aroused the interest of a number of Surrealists and Caillois 

had written an essay on it published in 1934 in Minotaure. As his later writings also 

suggest, Caillois was not afraid to shock. Caillois retains from La Necessite d'esprit 

the concepts of the ideogramme and overdetermination. His theory on imagination 

highlights the unity of the cosmos and remains important in his later writings on 

aesthetics, for instance, where it has implications both for creative and for analytical 

activities.

While Caillois is obeying personal imperatives, in his desire to transcend the material 

he is also representative of his time. Jean-Michel Heimonet writes of what Le Mythe et 

I 'Homme owes to the period in which it was written;
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Ce livre resterait a peu pres illisible si on ne le repla^ait dans le contexte 
politique et culturel des annees trente. Face a la cohesion populaire et au 
dynamisme des mouvements nationaux, communisme et fascisme, la troisieme 
Republique de Blum puis de Lebrun represente pour la plupart des intellectuels 
de I’epoque une image de la decadence. Dans une societe oCi le principe de 
r  utile tient lieu de lien social, les “virtualites instinctives du mythe”, 
apparaissent un facteur de regeneration.'

Because Caillois’s purpose and vision are so strong and so personal, it is excessive, 

however, to say that the book is virtually unreadable without reference to its time.

Caillois’s approach to his writing is an interdisciplinary one, and Le Mythe et 

/ 'Homme is a fine early example o f ‘diagonalismo analogico’.̂  He is interested in 

myths as a source of insight into the workings of the human mind, their ‘plurivocite’ 

makes them an excellent basis for studying the imagination. Myths exist and survive, 

Caillois will argue, because they are overdetermined. Laurent Jenny comments that 

M’objet des sciences humaines ou des sciences naturelles ne ressort jamais tout a fait 

intact du traitement qui lui est applique par Caillois’.̂  To consider Caillois, then, as a 

straight ethnologist (as Panoff does, for example), is missing the point. He takes what 

he can from various sciences with a view to constructing a total system, ‘la 

connaissance [...] est totalitaire ou n’est pas’ (p.31). The idea of continuity is central, 

and cosmic oneness owes more to the finite nature of the universe than any overriding 

harmony; ‘avec Caillois nous ne sommes nullement dans un monde d’analogie 

universelle et de “correspondances” a la Swedenborg. L’analogie n’est pas la 

traduction d’une harmonie pre-etablie. Elle est plutot la consequence simultanee de 

r  indigence du monde en formes elementaires et de sa richesse combinatoire’." We can 

only get glimpses of this unity, we can never see the whole. But the glimpses Caillois 

argued he experienced would be motivation enough to consider this impossible task 

for many more years. Appearances take on their full importance in Caillois's work 

when seen in connection with uncovering patterns. The poetry of Saint-John Perse 

would later attract Caillois greatly, because here was a poet concerned with describing 

the world he saw, and v^th drawing unexpected yet verifiable (and therefore truly 

‘illuminating’) analogies. Caillois himself saw Le Mythe et I'Homme as the basis of all

' Jean-Michel Heimonet, ‘Des “mythes humilies” aux “mythes triomphants” La Pensee aventuree, 
pp 91-111 (pp.96*97).

Laserra, p.21 
 ̂Jenny, p 3.
Jenny, p. 5.
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his future works, writing in the 1972 preface that the latter ‘ne font, la plupart du 

temps, qu’en executer le programme ou en developper tel ou tel chapitre, sinon une 

simple phrase’ (pages unnumbered).

In Caillois’s study of myths, ‘il s’agit de considerer un vaste ensemble de phenomenes 

comme une totalite organique dont les multiples elements sont interdependants. 

L’effort se dessine ainsi tout entier comme une tentative de synthese’ (p. 10). La 

NecessHe d ’esprit saw him interested in the synthesising qualities of poetry, a trait he 

wishes for his own work. Again, in the avertissement to Le Mythe et I ’Homme (pages 

unnumbered) he emphasised the wholeness -  the holistic nature -  of his approach:

11 est digne de remarque que ce soit justement dans la mesure ou la m^hode 
qui a dirige ces investigations a voulu les inscrire dans un systeme total, qui ne 
laissat rien au-dehors de son edifice, que ces memes investigations peuvent, 
des qu’elles touchent aux questions a resoudre par Taction, apporter des 
elements de reponse aussi exempts que possible d’ambiguite, de timidite et 
d’arbitraire. {MH)

Caillois is striking a very confident and positive note here. Nobody should doubt his 

research because it is all-embracing (a reader might well wonder how this is humanly 

possible, however). For Caillois, this should be enough to silence any challenge.

Caillois wants to establish the objective interest of the praying mantis before 

proceeding to develop his argument. Just as in poetry the purely personal has no place 

for Caillois, so too in other areas arguments must be substantiated with reference to 

data;

Tout se passe en effet comme si certains objets et certaines images 
beneficiaient, par suite d’une forme ou d’un contenu particulierement 
significatifs, d’une capacite lyrique plus nettement marquee qu’a I’ordinaire. 
Valable tres communement, sinon universellement, cette capacite, dans 
certains cas du moins, semble faire essentiellement partie de I’element 
considere et pouvoir, par consequent, pretendre autant que lui a I’objectivite. 
{MH, p.35)

What Caillois goes on to infer from the ‘overdetermination’ of such objects or images 

may not be so universally acknowledged. And the objectivity of even this first stage is 

doubtful, given the capacity of the individual mind to invest value in something. Jean
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Blot reminds us that ‘il n’est aucun phenomene que I’homme puisse observer sans 

emotion et sans lui preter quelques “franges irrationnelles” ou bien, et nous sommes 

alors dans le delire surrealiste, que le monde se plie a la loi de nos complexes et 

fonctionne sur la base des donnees de Tinconscient humain’.̂  Man’s inability to be 

objective is a great obstacle in establishing the credibility of this theory. Caillois’s 

assumptions marginalised him from the more orthodox academic community:

Les recherches sur le mythe n’avaient pas, dans I’ecole classique, aussi bien 
chez Frazer que chez Durkheim, depasse I’̂ ude des croyances collectives, 
faisant reposer les formes de classifications sur la conscience collective. Mais 
au-dela de cette conscience collective, que trouver, si Ton voulait eviter le 
recours metapsychologique et quelque peu n a f  a un “inconscient collectif ’ qui 
n’explique rien sinon lui-meme? En suggerant qu’une meme logique, pour 
ainsi dire materielle ou cosmique, se developpe dans I’inerte et dans le vivant, 
dans les formes du reve ou de I’esthetique, Caillois proposait une interpretation 
nouvelle. Interpretation irritante pour les specialistes de disciplines 
particulieres et dont le caractere alors paradoxal n’a pas ^e  sans lui fermer les 
portes de I’Universite [...].^

Mauss, on reading Le Mythe et I 'Homme, had warned Caillois of the risk of 
‘deraillement general’.̂  From the beginning of his writing career, there was nothing 

orthodox or mainstream about Caillois’s highly personal world view. Specialists such 

as Mauss were nervous about his treatment o f ‘their’ disciplines. Yet Caillois was not 

poaching on their territory. He was seeking the means to put across his own intuitions 
about man and the cosmos.

Choosing an insect as a point of compwison to man can only have shocked those (the 

majority, presumably) who unquestioningly accepted man’s superior place in the 

universe. For Caillois, these two worlds are not opposed, but complementary. He is 

quick to reject centuries of established thinking, where such thinking is, in his eyes, 

based on a false premise. Caillois is here developing Bergson’s theory in Les Deux 

Sources de la morale et de la religion. Bergson was looking for the origin of man’s 

story-telling ability, ‘pour lui, celle-ci tient la place qu’occupent les instincts chez les 

insectes, la fiction n'est possible que pour des etres intelligents [...]. D’un cote, instinct 

reel, de 1’autre, instinct virtuel, dit M. Bergson pour differencier la condition de

 ̂Blot, p.452.
 ̂Jean Duvignaud, 'Roger Cjiillois et I’imaginaire’, Cahiers Inteniationaux de Sociologie, LXVI 

(1979), 91-96 (p.93).
Quoted by Jenny, p. 3.
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I’insecte agissant et celle de I’homme mythologisant’ (pp.69-70). If Caillois did not 

originate this bold theory, he certainly expanded it and extended it in his later writings 

to include not just links between things, but between the inanimate and the animate. 

This parallelism is central to him. Andre Chastel sums up his boldness:

Par un mouvement stupefiant et d’apparence absurde, c’etait declarer 
pratiquement sans validite la distinction qui a engendre, entretenu, pendant des 
millenaires le probleme philosophique. Les deux registres opposes: la 
conscience et I’etre, I’interiorite et la nature, le psychologique et I’objectif, le 
vecu personnel et I’anonyme muet, sont tels, affirme-t-il soudain, que leur 
interrogation simultanee, en principe inconcevable, peut seule etre digne 
d’interet et capable de jeter un jour furtif, oblique, sur I’enigme du monde qui 
les enveloppe I’un et I’autre.*

Chastel describes Caillois’s theor>' as ‘d’apparence absurde’. This is ambiguous; he is 

not saying openly that he lends the rapprochement any credence, or that he does not. 

The adverb ‘soudain’ may contain an implicit reproach, suggesting perhaps that 

Caillois has not fully made his case. PanofF makes this charge a lot more brutally.

Caillois cites a true ‘labyrinthe des faits’ (p. 10) to back up his claim as to the praying 

mantis’s ‘capacite lyrique’ (p.35). The myths he recounts come from all over the 

world and reveal a real fascination with the insect. For instance, in certain areas, the 

insect is associated with teeth, not surprising considering its mating habits. Teeth have 

great significance in sexual symbolism, ‘un reve de dents arrachees renvoie soit a 

I’onanisme, soit a la castration, soit a 1’accouchement, selon la psychanalyse, soit a la 

mort selon les Clefs des Songes populaires’ (p.45). Caillois argues that the insect’s 

behaviour finds a parallel in man either in pathological fears or mythological 

expression {la pensee ohsessionnelle/lyrique):

II ne parait pas impossible de considerer la peur de la castration comme une 
specification plus particulierement humaine de la crainte du male d’etre devore 
par la femelle pendant ou apres I’accouplement, representation foumie 
objectivement par les moeurs nuptiales des mantides, tant va loin la symetrie, 
ou, pour mieux dire, la continuite de la nature et de la conscience. (MH, 
p.59)

* Andre Chastel, ‘La loyaute de rintelligence’, in CPT, pp.29-59 (p.34).
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Caillois’s persuasion strategies are always interesting to watch and here ‘il ne parait 

pas impossible’ makes the link seem like a logical conclusion, while striking a 

detached and scholarly tone.

Not even scientists are immune to the fascination aroused by the praying mantis, as 

certain of their names for it reveal, ‘ces qualificatifs renvoient purement et simplement 

a I’imagination’ (p.49). Caillois shares too in this interest. The insect was part of his 

own personal mythology, bringing together the themes of casXrzhovJfemme fatale and 

his psychasthenic tendencies at the time. This perfect matching with his own personal 

phantasms surely undermined his ability to be ‘objective’. Danielle Chaperon makes 

the interesting point that, if a creature like the praying mantis did not exist, it would be 

necessary to invent it:

Caillois n’envisage pas dans la Necessite d ’esprit (ni dans Le Mythe et 
I ’homme) que la mante puisse, en depit de tous les mythes cites et de sa 
silhouette inquietante, avoir des moeurs tout a fait respectables. Dans ce cas, 
r  homme se revelerait parfaitement capable de “bricoler”, dans la langue et 
dans le mythe, un objet qui corresponde a des tendances affectives. II y 
reviendra en revanche beaucoup plus tard a propos de la pieuvre. Sera faite 
alors la part du faux [...]. ^

Michel Panoff is not convinced by Le Mythe et I 'Homme. He sees in Caillois’s work 

‘une demission de I’esprit de recherche’.'*’ His unprovable conclusion makes Caillois, 

for Panoff, ‘un auteur paresseux et superficiel’." Caillois’s classification of what is 

bizarre does not take account of cultural differences. Societies react differently: ‘ce 

n’est ni toujours ni partout la meme emotion, non plus que la meme speculation
12alambiquee, qui est provoquee automatiquement par 1’animal d:iquete “fantastique”’. 

Panoff judges Caillois’s work to be inadequate, ‘il est indispensable de connaitre et 

d’analyser tout le systeme de representations que s’est donne chaque culture 

particuliere. Ce qui suppose du travail, encore du travail, toujours du travail...’'  ̂The 

dots suggest Panoff thinks Caillois not a little work-shy, as regards painstaking 

research. PanofTs assessment reveals again that his perspective is flawed. He is 

judging Caillois as though he were a fellow academic. It is true to say that Caillois’s

® Danielle Chaperon, ‘Semantique de la mante’, in 1m  Pemee aventuree, pp 33-50 (p.41),
PanofF, p.36.

"  Panoff, p,37.
Panoff, p.37.
Panoff, pp.37-38.
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cultural outlook was that of a Western twentieth-century intellectual and that therefore 

he may have been fascinated by what someone in another culture would find quite 

banal (though interestingly some of the cultures referred to in recounting myths of the 

praying mantis are very remote, from the Western perspective). But that still does not 

undermine the symbolic nature and extension of his point. If not a mantis, then a 

reader can imagine other links and parallels, once the basic idea has been planted. And 

it is really about planting an idea, rather than incontrovertibly making a point -  not 

that science can ever do that, anyway. Caillois has manifestly done considerable 

research, and he has been partial and selective in the use he has made of it, which is 

not at all the same as being lazy. For Caillois, the implications of the research he has 

quoted seem clear to him, and he writes decisively and confidently:

On le voit; le cycle est bien ferme. 11 suffit de resumer la dialectique de la 
recherche pour en apercevoir la signification: les mantes sont peut-etre les 
insectes qui impressionnent le plus la sensibilite humaine; leurs moeurs 
nuptiales correspondent a une apprehension fort commune chez I’homme et 
capable de solliciter eminemment son imagination. Id  une conduite, la, line 
mythologie. {MH, p.68, Caillois’s italics.)

All this proves for Caillois that ‘les hommes et les insectes font partie de la meme 

nature. A quelque degre, les memes lois les regissent. La biologic comparee a prise 

sur les uns et les autres. Leurs conduites respectives peuvent s’expliquer 

mutuellement’ (p.69). Man enjoys no special status in the cosmos, ‘I’homme n’est pas 

isole dans la nature, il n’est un cas particulier que pour lui-meme’ (p.80). This will be 

a constant theme in all of Caillois’s work. Not even imagination, a faculty that had 

been revered as special to man, is fi"ee. There is ‘une sorte de conditionnement 

biologique de I’imagination’ (p.81). Caillois wdll expand on this point in Medme & 

Cie. All is one:

De la realite exterieure au monde de I’imagination, de I’orthoptere a I’homme, 
de I’activite reflexe a I’image, la route est peut-etre longue, mais elle est sans 
coupure. Partout les memes fils tissent les memes dessins. II n’est rien 
d’autonome, rien d’isolable, rien de gratuit, sans cause et sans fin; le mythe 
meme est I’equivalent d’un acte. (MH, p.83)

These are all statements, however lyrically expressed, rather than proofs. Their 

extreme confidence suggests that they can only be right and they seem to pre-empt all 

possible criticism. It is as though there is nothing more to be said, the case is closed.
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The case has been suggested though, in reality, not demonstrated scientifically. The 

reader will accept Caillois’s insights -  or not -  based, not on absolute scientific 

reasoning but on something more intangible, if no less persuasive ultimately. Caillois 

is conveying a vision, of a possible and desired unity, and is opening the reader’s eyes 

to ways in which he may participate in that wholeness. This is where some internal 

contradictions appear in Caillois, contradictions that make his work all the more 

interesting, and it is worth exploring these more fully in dealing with the ‘mission 

statement’ that closes Le Mythe et I ’Homme.

Before turning to that, however, some mention must be made of how, in 1m  Pieuvre, 

Caillois allows for falsifications in people’s imaginings. As La Pieuvre, published 

decades after Le Mythe et I 'Homme, confirms a trend in Caillois to favour examples, 

and much reference to research and reading over detailed, analytical reasoning, I shall 

deal briefly with it here. In fact, in ‘Paris, mythe modeme’, published in Le Mythe et 

/ ’Homme, Caillois had already dealt with mythology having evolved independently 

from reality, and in this essay accounts for and describes this. His predilection for the 

fantastic in nature led him back to this topic, and the octopus is a privileged member 

of his personal bestiary.

Drawing fi-om Denys-Montfort, Michelet, Hugo, Lautreamont and Verne, Caillois 

tracks literary representations of the octopus, to continue his exploration of 

imagination and to draw attention to the unity of the world. He wishes to show that 

fantasy too is subject to the laws of the universe. Tracking this fantasy will enable him 

to ‘deceler les pentes naturelles de I’imaginaire’ (p. 15). The genesis of ideas is not an 

easy process to describe, and Caillois resorts to very metaphorical language. Ideas, 

phantasms, start as ‘d’innombrables bulles’ (p.226) and move around ‘telles [sic] un 

ballet d’atomes’ (p.226). Those finding a storing place in the memory finally take on 

some f)ermanence, a ‘sursis’ for ‘ces ombres, ces vapeurs mentales’ (p.226). Now no 

longer ‘ecume evanescente et turbulence vaine’ (p.226), they become subject to the 

laws of the universe in a very literal way, become ‘pourvues de pesanteur, d’influence, 

de fecondite’ (p.226). Lasting ideas ‘font boule de neige’ (pp.226-27) and become 

ideas, myths, beliefs, poems. Caillois focuses on the process from ‘bulles’ to ‘boules’ 

in Im  Piei/vre. His language is metaphorical, but these are complex ideas, and difficult

''' Im  Pieuvre. Kssai siir la logique de I'imagitwdre (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1973).
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to account for in the precise, scientific vocabulary he might, in theory, prefer. His 

study of the misconceptions surrounding the octopus is in fact grounded in literature 

rather than science.

Factors such as the influence of other writers. Romanticism, the rise of the roman 

noir, led the authors studied by Caillois to concoct a version of the octopus that 

ignored many of its actually fnghtening aspects, and focused instead on areas that 

were in reality less threatening:

La construction superstitieuse se nourrit, au niveau des apparences, de 
connexions qui obeissent a une logique obscure, quoique repondant a une 
coherence d’une etrange, constante et universelle solidite. [...] Le poulpe est 
chaste, mais une fatalite insurmontable le fait passer pour libidineux. Ses 
ventouses sont uniquement adhesives: chacun est convaincu que c’est par elles 
que I’animal boit sa nourriture. On attribue liberalement a la pieuvre des 
dimensions colossales, mais celles des calmars, qui sont reellement 
gigantesques, restent ignorees. {LP, p.209)

The reasons for these misconceptions remain obscure, therefore, but their imiversal 

nature is established. At the end of La Pienvre, Caillois argues that certain objects, 

such as the octopus, draw the attention o f the imagination juste to the ‘continuite 

latente du tissu du monde’ (p.229):

Alors, I’objet fait signe, devient signe. II attire sur lui I’imagination juste, qui 
le decouvre plus qu’elle ne I’invente. Elle pressent la relation dont il temoigne. 
Elle I’identifie et 1 explicite avec plus ou moins de bonheur, de f)erspicacite. 
Elle provoque aussi dans Tame une emotion et comme une rumeur que le 
partage rend plus persuasive et plus insistante. Un releve de ces circuits 
magnetiques se degage p)etit a petit des reperes imprevus, des voies qui les 
joignent. Le reseau qui les compose se laisse confiisement deviner. II affleure 
dans les reves, les metaphores, les mythologies stables. {LP, p.229)

More metaphorical language here, to convey the existence, and gradual perception of 

that wholeness for which Caillois is so persistently seeking. His focus in La Pieuvre 

has been on fantasy, however, not on I 'imagination juste. Caillois does not fully bring 

out why these representations of the octopus highlight the hidden unity of the world. 

The ratio of exposition to analysis is not satisfactory, and it is a tendency of his to 

throw out an interesting idea, often at the end of a book, and leave it to the reader to 

tease it out, or develop it further. The perhaps more pedestrian side of writing holds
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little appeal for him. He is again acting as stimulator of his reader’s imagination, 

conveyer of cosmic insights. It could not of course be otherwise, since none of these 

points can be proved, or disproved. An integral part of his vmting is the metaphorical 

level at which it operates.

Mimicry

Mimicry was a topic of intense interest to Caillois from the early 1930s:

Beaucoup, depuis les anachoretes scrutateurs du vide jusqu’aux actuels 
hermeneutes du reve, persuades d’une probable resonance de cet ^ la t  dans 
/ ’etre humain, ou de I’existence dans lapensee d’une demiere image de 
rillisible initial, ont cherche dans le discours, ou dans les recurrentes versions 
de I’imaginaire, le chiffre oublie, le texte pulverise du Livre; Caillois, lui, 
maitre d’une autre manteia et lecteur radiographe du r^ l ,  plus attentif aux 
reseaux invisibles et aux symetries qui aimantent la totalite du manifeste qu’a 
son apparente dispersion, chercha d’abord le chiffre dans le triangle mobile des 
oiseaux migrateurs, dans le travestisme minutieux des chenilles arpenteuses, 
dans le camouflage defensif et I’exces de precautions d’un papillon 
indonesien, hypertelique par le faste inutile de sa depense omementale; plus 
tard, dans les paysages cendreux et I’ecriture des pierres.*^

Caillois joins in with a tradition of seeking the whole picture, turning his acute gaze 

on reality in the search for clues. Caillois was fascinated by mimicry and it was richly 

suggestive to him. In Le Mythe et I 'Homme Caillois links mimicry with psychasthenia. 

He himself had psychasthenic tendencies and, as Jenny points out, the ambitious 

nature of Caillois’s project, seeking to explain the cosmos and its structures, had 

certain consequences for him;

II semble que toute I’ambition du projet de Caillois le laisse inconsolable d’un 
deuil; et peut-etre meme I’aggrave secretement. Cette melancolie, qui rappelle 
Vacedia medievale, est directement liee a 1’effort pour embrasser 
indifferemment tout le reel. Effectivement, Caillois denie toute transcendance 
au sujet poetique qu’il est, ce sujet dont le travail etablit 1’unite diagonale du 
monde. Pris dans la trame du monde, traverse par ses lois, il ne saurait s’en 
distinguer. Le prix a payer pour ce regard de plein jour, c’est la dissolution du 
sujet dans la lumiere du monde.**’

Severo Sarduy, pp. 137-38.
** Jenny, Lm  Pensee aventuree, p.9
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It would never be totally possible for Caillois to lose himself in this way, of course, 

and this would ultimately spell out the impossibility of the task he gave himself But 

the effort, the consciousness that to do so was necessary for success, was enough to 

induce the troubles of which Caillois writes. As Caillois’s project remained consistent, 

this would continue to be something that perturbed him.

In Le Mythe et I 'Homme Caillois is more reserved about his psychasthenic experiences 

than in La Necessite d ’esprit. He mentions them when seeking to explain Carnot’s 

principle that ‘le monde tend vers I’uniformite’ (p. 115). He supplies ‘notes 

introspectives prises pendant une crise de “psychasthenic legendaire”, volontairement 

aggravee a des fins d’ascese et d’interpretation’ (p. 109). He recounts problems in 

spatial perception, space seemed to him to be devouring, ‘I’espace semble a ces esprits 

depossedes une puissance devoratrice. L’espace les poursuit, les ceme, les digere en 

une phagocytose geante’ (pp. 108-09). Space finally seems to replace these troubled 

individuals, body and soul become separate, and the individual tries to see himself 

fi'om a point in space. He feels he is turning into space himself, ‘il est semblable, non 

pas semblable a quelque chose, mais simplement semblable. Et il invente des espaces 

dont il est “la possession convulsive” ’ (p. 109). This all points towards the same 

process, ‘la depersonnalisation par assimilation a I ’espace' (p. 109), a parallel to the 

morphological changes that occur in certain animals through mimicry.

Claude-Pierre Perez sees similarities between the image of being devoured and the 

myth Caillois chose to symbolise his intellectual trajectory in Le Fleuve Alphee, ‘on 

est firappe de la lumiere qu’un tel texte jette sur le mythe qu’il a choisi comme 

embleme de son destin: ce patient qui “digere en une phagocytose geante” fi-anchit “la 

frontiere de sa peau” pour se dissoudre dans I’espace n’est-il pas deja pareil au fleuve 

Alphee que la mer environne et menace d’engloutir?’*’ Perez also points out how in 

many of Caillois’s books, the fear of being devoured recurs - in  La Pieuvre, his 

writing on the praying mantis, on insects who practise mimicry, on the sacred, even 

his accounts of vertigo.'* These are striking insights, but when the river flows into the 

sea finally in the myth referred to in Le Fleuve Alphee, it is more a question of finding 

again a true destiny. Caillois is returning to his true vocation, after the ‘parenthesis’.

Claude-Pierre Perez, ‘Vertiges de Roger Caillois II’, NRF, 430 (1988), 99-106 (p.l03). 
PCTez, p 103
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In that sense, the fear of being devoured has finally been overcome by merging with 

his beginning and his ending. Personal experiences, fears or obsessions can again be 

seen to be important in the choice of Caillois’s material.

Caillois’s theory of mimicry changes quite substantially between Le Mythe et 

I 'Homme and Meduse & Cie. In the former book, Caillois writes that ‘une methode 

severe est de rigueur’ (p.85). He is again concerned with objectivity, a trait he 

implicitly claims for his analysis, different therefore from that of other researchers 

into this area. He refers extensively to existing scientific research on the topic. All too 

often, he laments, the temptation is to interpret facts, rather than to consider them 

objectively and let them speak for themselves. This might seem to suggest that 

Caillois’s theory will be rigourously scientific, which will not be the case. No existing 

theories satisfy Caillois and he proffers his own explanation. Insects at one time might 

have possessed a mechanism permitting them to imitate other forms. This mechanism 

disappeared, once the resemblance was obtained, ‘le mimetisme morphologique 

pourrait etre alors, a I’instar du mimetisme chromatique, une veritable photographic, 

mais de la forme et du relief, une photographic sur le plan de I’objet et non sur celui 
de I’image, reproduction dans I’espace tridimensionnel avec le plein et la profondeur; 

photographie-sculpture ou mieux teleplasiie si Ton depouille le mot de tout contenu 
metapsychiste’ (p. 100). Caillois calls this explanation ‘la seule vraisemblable’ (p. 100). 

This confidence is not merited, however, because his argument is singularly vague. He 

offers no proof at all. His theory seems less the product o f ‘une methode severe’ than 

a visionary leap of the imagination.

Mimicry, in the main, does not seem to protect the animal which adopts this practice. 

Caillois goes on to establish a link between it and the area of mimetic magic, where 

‘/e semhlahle produit le semhlahle' (p. 104). Primitive man believed in this also, and 

indeed the belief lingers on in modem man. This could have been the determining 

force behind mimicry, back in that era Caillois imagines when insects were more 

plastic than they are today, ‘la recherche du semblable apparait comme un moyen, 

sinon comme un intermediaire. La fin semble bien etre I'assimilation au milieu. [...] 

On dirait qu’il s’exerce une veritable tentation d e l ’espace’’ (p. 106). Caillois’s 

language is tentative here, ‘apparait comme’, ‘semble bien etre’, ‘on dirait qu’il
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s’exerce’. This is not surprising, since this theory cannot be proven either. These are 

approaches to the truth, rather than solid fact.

Caillois links the insect’s assimilation into its surroundings with psychasthenic 

tendencies in man, ‘lapsychasthenie legendaire, si Ton consent a nommer ainsi le 

trouble des rapports [...] de la personnalite et de I’espace’ (p. 108). This is the 

schizophrenic’s problem, '’la depersonnalisationpar assimilation a I ’espace, c’est-a- 

dire ce que le mimetisme realise morphologiquement dans certaines especes animales’ 

(p. 109). Assimilation into one’s surroundings is achieved necessarily at the expense of 

personality and awareness of being alive, ‘la vie recule d'un degre ’ (p. 110).

Sometimes an insect goes so far as to imitate rotting vegetation, providing a fine 

demonstration of ‘le retour a I’inorganique’ (p. 113), which for Caillois sums up 

mimicry.

Caillois totally rejects Vignon’s suggestion that mimicry has an aesthetic justification. 

He sees space as exerting a powerful attraction on man ‘toujours pret a le ramener en 

arriere pour combler la difference de niveau qui isole I’organique dans I’inorganique.
[... ] [Z]e monde tend vers I 'imiformite' (p. 115). This tendency towards becoming one 

with one’s surroundings has resonances in literature and art. Caillois refers, for 
example, to some of Salvador Dali’s work. He does acknowledge, ‘il est hors de doute 

que certains des developpements precedents sont loin d’offrir toutes garanties du point 

de vue de la certitude’ (p. 117). This is not at all a sincere statement, as he hastily 

dissociates himself from any criticism of his theories, ‘cependant de telles 

confi^ontations me semblent non seulement legitimes [...] mais presque indispensables’ 

(p. 118). Man’s preservation instinct is accompanied by a darker force, its opposite 

tendency, in its extreme form representing ‘I ’inertie de I ’elan vital ’ (p. 118), a phrase 

Caillois owes to Bergson. This state is very close to the Freudian death wish, 

described as a ‘force which is constantly working towards death and ultimately 

towards a return to the original inorganic state of complete freedom from tension or 

striving’.'^

Mimicry, in Caillois’s view, is an extreme example of wholeness, of oneness with 

nature, the very condition towards which he was striving, ‘on voit visiblement

Freud and the Post-Freudians, p. 27
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manifeste a quel point I’organisme vivant fait corps avec le milieu ou il vit. Autour de 

lui et en lui, on constate la presence des memes structures et Taction des memes lois. 

Si bien qu’a vrai dire, il n’est pas dam  un “milieu”, il est encore ce “milieu” ’ (p. 119).

Referring to Caillois’s theories on mimicry, Laserra writes, ‘formalizzati per la prima 

volta nel 1938, questi argomenti non saranno mai rinnegati da Caillois tanto che, nel 

’60, essi saranno ripresi in Meduse & Cie, arricchiti e verificati alia luce di nuovi 

esempi’ .̂ *̂ This is in fact not the case. Readers of Meduse & Cie will be surprised to 

find a quite different set of theories, which make no reference to Caillois’s earlier 

ones. A short footnote in Les Jem  et les Hommes is the closest Caillois comes to 

explaining this change, ‘[Z-e Mythe et I'Homme] traite malheureusement du probleme 

dans une perspective qui m’apparait aujourd’hui des plus fantaisistes. Je ne ferai plus, 

en effet, du mimetisme, un trouble de la perception de I’espace et une tendance a 

retoumer a I’inanime, mais, comme je le propose ici, I’equivalent, chez I’insecte, des 

jeux de simulacre chez I’homme’ (pp.62-63).

Twenty-two years later in Meduse & Cie, Caillois’s urge to classify has become 

established. Mimicry is now divided into three categories, according to the natxire of 

the result sought by the animal. These three kinds of mimicry find parallels in human 
behaviour, according to Caillois;

travesti, camouflage et intimidation detmissent tres exactement les differentes 
activites qui sont celles de I’homme en ce domaine, soit qu’il essaie, revetant 
un deguisement, de se donner I’apparence d’un autre individu, d’un autre 
vivant, soit qu’il veuille se dissimuler lui-meme ou dissimuler quelque chose, 
soit qu’au moyen d’un masque il s’applique a repandre autour de lui une 
terreur spwifique mi-consentie, mi-eperdue. (A/C, p. 82)

The classification and the argumentation is new and will surprise anyone who has read 

Le Mythe et I ’Homme. The second category presented by Caillois -  camouflage -  

corresponds most closely to the kind of mimicry considered in Le Mythe et I'Homme. 

New research has become available and Caillois’s interpretation has certainly 

changed. Those complex arguments involving long-vanished mechanisms permitting 

morphological change, mimetic magic, are not even referred to, ^camoiiflage, c’est 

assimilation au decor, au milieu, recherche de I’invisibilite’ (p. 102). As regards

^  Laserra, p. 134.
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offering any detailed explanation of this tendency, while it is presented as having no 

purpose, ‘le phenomene demeure mysterieux’ (p. 114).

Abandoning his previous arguments without explaining why weakens Caillois’s 

credibility (a brief footnote in another book is not really enough). This can only be 

negative as he is asking his readers to accept extremely innovative visions. It 

necessarily gives the arguments presented in Meduse & Cie a certain arbitrariness too. 

Gone are the symptoms of psychasthenic legendaire, those schizophrenic feelings of 

depersonalisation that, Caillois argued, are the human expression of the rationale 

behind mimicry. The focus is now on an outward-looking explanation, although 

Caillois is still concerned with oneness. While the parallels Caillois draws may be 

examples o f ‘les folies raisonnantes’ (p.3I), he would consider such a verdict 

unfounded, ‘[la convergence des divers developpements] conseille de generaliser 

I’enquete et d’entreprendre une confrontation generale du monde des insectes et de 

celui de I’homme. Je ne me lasserai jDas de le dire; I’un et I’autre font p>artie du meme 

univers’ (p.31). So the idea o f continuity and unity remains, but finding different 

expression. Highlighting the search for invisibility, M’essentiel est la poursuite, 

comme vertigineuse, de I’invisibilite pour elle-meme’ (p.l 15), he links this with 

similar urges in man. Man too values invisibility at certain times, for example, during 

war. As certain insects do, he may use an external mechanism to hide himself, be it 

foliage or paint. As an argument, it is a good deal more prosaic than earlier efforts. 

Caillois does attempt a further parallel at a deeper level, in the human imagination;

Tous les folklores du monde connaissent des manteaux ou des 
chapeaux qui rendent invisibles. [...] L’invisibilite [...] morale, n’est 
pas moins appreci^. Dans les contes, immanquablement le heros est 
celui auquel personne ne faisait attention et la lampe merveilleuse est 
celle qui n’a pas d’apparence. La litterature romanesque [...] rend 
hommage [...] a la meme obsession de I’invisibilite, quand elle se plait 
a mettre en scene des personnages dont la toute-puissance secrete agit 
dans I’ombre. (MC, p. 116)

The contrast with the reference in Le Mythe et I 'Homme to mimicry and literature 

could not be greater;

Le desir de I’assimilation a I’espace, de I’identification a la matiere 
apparait frequemment dans la litterature lyrique; c’est le theme
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pantheiste de la fusion de I’individu dans le tout, theme ou precisement 
la psychanalyse voit I’expression d’une sorte de regret de 
I’inconscience prenatale. {MH, pp. 116-17)

Caillois is of course quite entitled to change his theories, as scientists occasionally 

have to in the light of new evidence. A more open statement would have dealt more 

satisfactorily wdth the situation, and harmed his credibility less.

Caillois writes in the section on travesti, ‘mon but est avant tout d’orienter la 

recherche dans une direction neuve’ (p.98) -  away from what he sees as the pointless 

obsession with useftilness as an explanation for mimicry. There is an implicit 

admission in this sentence that his theories are not necessarily -  even in his own 

opinion -  correct, but they may open up the field, and people’s minds, to more fruitful 

possibilities.

Caillois writes of polymorphous butterflies and their efforts to disguise themselves. 

These do not save them from their predators. Existing theories can be shown to 

contain flaws, thus opening the way for Caillois’s explanation, ‘tout se passe comme 

s’il s’agissait d’une mode, a laquelle chaque espwe adapte sa parure par les moyens 

de son choix. [...] Mais la mode chez les hommes est aussi phenomene de mimetisme 

[...] de fascination d’un modele imite sans cause’ (pp.97-98). He well foresees the 

possible criticism of this rapprochement. His argument is based on a metaphor, almost 

a pun. He will allow that ‘rien ne saurait etre admis sans dossier constitue et etude 

approfondie’ (p.98). This is certainly so, for those seeking a factual truth -  Caillois is 

not offering either of these two criteria. What is put forward by him is an appealing 

parallel, as acceptable and true as a daring image in a poem. He wishes to put an end 

to the ‘prejuges vivaces et dissocier 1’alliance nefaste et sterilisante qui, dans 1’esprit 

des specialises, unit si etroitement mimetisme et utilite biologique’ (p.98). A harsh 

dismissal of potential critics.

When introducing an explanation, Caillois frequently uses the expression, ‘tout se 

passe comme si’, thus automatically designating whatever follows as a speculation.

He does not offer his reader hard facts, at least as regards proving his various theories. 

His tone is authoritative, but the sheer scale of the task he has set himself means that it 

cannot succeed on a factual level. Reading Caillois is stimulating: rather than seeing
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his work as a scientific demonstration of fact, his reader will remember the poetic 

flashes of insight into the oneness o f the cosmos.

Rigour vs. imagination

Caillois ends Le Mythe et I'Homme with a short and stem piece entitled, ‘Pour une 

activite unitaire de I’esprit’, in which he advocates an ‘orthodoxie militante’ (p. 179). 

This closing chapter reveals more about Caillois’s inner struggles than he might ever 

have intended. There has been nothing orthodox about his procedures in previous 

chapters, the visionary links he has made (and certainly not proven, stimulating and 

intriguing as they may be), the pleasure he may have taken in putting mankind in its 

place in the universe. For so long, until finally liberated by his encounter with the 

mineral world, Caillois would encase himself in demands for rigour, severity, 

orthodoxy, while all the time slipping through in his work daring metaphors of cosmic 

unity, bearing no relation to traditional academic argument, despite his many 

references to the research of others.

Behind the vigour and confidence of the tone of this closing piece, lies a depression 

induced by what Caillois considered to be the mediocrity and slackness of the modem 

world; even science offers no guarantees, exceeding even ‘la fantaisie poetique’

(p. 174) in its fancifulness. It is interesting to read this after seeing the use Caillois 

makes of objective facts. He has had enough of 'illuminations, que [. .] je decrivais 

comme dispersees, instables, mal garanties, de nulle valeur sans un acte de foi 

prealable et plaisantes seulement par le credit qu’on veut bien y ajouter’ (pp. 177-78). 

The links Caillois makes are not drawn frivolously, or without the serious intention to 

alert the reader to the unitary nature of the universe -  and to guide Caillois himself 

along his path to wholeness. But they are not solid facts.

At this stage, Caillois’s confidence in his ability to accomplish the daunting task he 

has set himself is complete. The oneness of the cosmos is in itself a guarantee of 

success, as there can be no '^helerogeneite insurmontahle entre I 'apergu et les formes 

de I ’aperception' (p. 177). This confidence doubtless accounts for the militant, not to 

say arrogant tone of some of his statements which foreshadow Le Vent d'hiver in their 

peremptory dismissal of those not sharing Caillois’s perspective. He writes, for
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example, ‘il n’y a pas de raison de ne pas etre brutal, car c’est la negation meme de 

I’ordre que I’ivraie jouisse des memes droits que le bon grain’ (p. 179). When Caillois 

writes of the necessity to ‘se distinguer avec eclat de la mediocrite et de la 

contrefa^on’ (p. 179), he has not yet realised that the opposite of mediocrity is not 

necessarily rigour -  creativity, for example, which observes high standards, is not 

mediocrity. For now what Caillois wants is:

une coherence plus rigoureuse et une systematisation plus serree. [...]. 
Ce procede de la generalisation par lequel la geometric de Riemann a 
resorbe celle d’Euclide et la physique relativiste celle de Newton en les 
admettant comme cas particuliers d’une synthese plus comprehensive, 
indique la voie veritable. {MH, p. 178)

It is clear how Caillois washes to wrap his approach in the utmost academic credibility 

and precedence. Again his concern with synthesis, seeing the whole through the sum 

of its parts, is important to notice. Caillois’s urgency is reinforced by his awareness 

that not only is he embarked on a quest for wholeness, this request demands the whole 

of him, M’espoir d’une orthodoxie n’est pas autre chose que la presomption de 

I ’entreprise unitaire ideale, celle qui se propose pour tache de mettre en oeuvre la 

totalite de I ’etre' (p. 182).

Intellectual and moral laxity have no place in Caillois’s scheme of things. Hostilities 

have been declared, the stakes could not be higher. Caillois is embarked on

1’edification lente et sure d’une doctrine dont 1’exactitude se situe aussi 
bien sur le plan de la verite philosophique que sur celui des 
satisfactions affectives et qui, en meme temps qu’elle donne a chacun 
la certitude de son destin, lui soit concurremment un imperatif moral 
pour tous les conflits et la solution technique de toutes les difficultes. 
(M /,p .l8 3 )

It is doubtful if any doctrine could ever accomplish that much. Only someone feeling 

very keenly the imperfections, the vulnerability of the human condition, could desire 

and insist on such certainty.

In his search for the total solution, Caillois does reflect certain tendencies of his time. 

Laserra writes there was considerable debate about ‘la scelta di una metodologia di 

indagine sulla realta totale, capace cioe di tener conto dell’inconscio, del subliminale,
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e in una parola, di tutto cio che tradizionalmente lo spirito positive ha mutilato come 

superfluo’.

Caillois’s work continues, after Le Mythe et I 'Homme, to be a mixture of rigour and 

imagination, a rich testimony to his struggle between the two. He is far from being as 

straightforward or as straitjacketed as some of his writing might suggest -  his 

imagination calls for the same quality in response from his reader. Drawing analogies 

is a central process for him in visualising and achieving wholeness. Metaphors -  and 

very daring ones -  are at the heart of his working method. Despite his highly personal 

vision, Caillois still looked to groups at this point in his writing career, seeking a 

congenial conmiunity of thought. His activities in the College de Sociologie, which 

will be analysed in the following chapter, were destined to be as short-lived as his 

participation in Surrealism. World War Two intervened, bringing major changes to his 

life and attitudes.

Laserra, p.57.
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CHAPTER THREE

SOCIETY AND THE SACRED: THE SEARCH FOR COHESION

Caillois’s writings on sociology span several decades and cover a range of topics, 

from the sacred to the secular. Le Vent d ’hiverj an early and controversial text, 

reflecting great disgust at French society in the thirties, marks the beginning of his 

sociological writing. Instincts et Societe, the last ‘sociological’ text, is a great deal 

more detached. The passionate, revolutionary tone of the earlier work has abated. In 

using the term ‘sociology’ to describe this period in Caillois’s career, it must be 

pointed out that his approach is in no way a traditional one. His own very definite 

agenda, his own preoccupations, break through, making his work very different from 

that of, say, Levi-Strauss. While, particularly in his earlier books, he may draw 

heavily on the research of orthodox anthropologists and ethnologists, he has quite a 

different end in mind from that envisaged by the original researchers. His later works 

in this period are more independent. They include, in part at least, either a reaction to 

prior research carried out by someone else (Les Jem  et les Hommes.for instance) or 

start off quite independently.

Caillois’s interest in sociology can be linked to his desire for objective analysis and 

his capacity for observation of phenomena (his later talent at describing stones comes 

to mind here). The subjective does tend to break through, however. In Apprentissages 

de Paris^ Caillois describes a figure who appeared widely on posters in Paris at the 

time, and who incarnated for him ‘I’intelligence anonyme et glacee, s’effor^ant de 

penetrer les enigmes de la societe et de la nature’ (p.21). This is certainly Caillois’s 

own ideal and objective, but not one -  happily -  he would always reach. Caillois was 

always willing to try a new science, a new approach, at this period. He stayed longer 

with sociology than with psychoanalysis, for example, perhaps because the results

' All page references are from Approches de I ’imaginaire.
 ̂Instincts el 5iocie1e. K k s o is  tJe socioiogie contemporaJne (Paris: Denoel/Gonthier, 1964).
 ̂Apprentissages de Paris (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1978).
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seemed capable of objective verification. His vsadespread use of available research is 

an implicit admission of trust. Sociology preserves the illusion of objectivity, is a 

science that tries not to be partial, in either sense of the word.

Caillois’s preoccupation with wholeness is very evident in his sociological writings. 

For a p>eriod from the thirties onwards, he was looking for a cohesive principle in 

society. With this in mind, he explored various areas, the two main ones being very 

topical at the time, namely the sacred and, later on, games theory. His interest in the 

sacred had nothing in common with Catholic writers of this time. His was a secular 

approach and French history at this time provides an insight into why a cohesive 

principle appeared to be particularly necessary to Caillois.

French politics in the 1930s were turbulent and divisive. The country, weakened by 

the terrible sacrifices of 1914-18 and by the Great Depression, would, even if united, 

have found it difficult to resolve the problems posed by the resurgence of German 

power under Hitler. But increasingly sharp internal divisions between right and left -  

with each camp itself represented by an increasingly diverse range of parties and 

ideologies, from the fascist Croix du Feu and Action Fran^aise to the Parti 

Communiste -  were matched by indecisiveness in the face of growing international 

threats. France, along with Britain, failed to intervene in the Rhineland, Abyssinian 

and Spanish crises. When France finally did go to war with Germany in 1939, its 

government and parliament were so divided, so tempted by the attractions of peace at 

all costs, that the French armed forces, indeed the state itself, collapsed in the face of 

the onslaught. Equally, in domestic affairs, the bold adventure of the Front Populaire 

was to be followed a few years later by the deep conservatism of Vichy. These are 

some of the factors that must be bome in mind in analysing Caillois’s work of this 

period.

In their different ways, Le Vent d ’hiver and Le Rocher de Sisyphe* have their roots in 

the political realities of the time. Caillois was still a young man, confident he could 

account for the troubling and turbulent world around him:

Le Rocher de Sisyphe (Paris: Gallimard, 1946).
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En 1937, Roger Caillois avait vingt-quatre ans, il etait a la recherche de clefs 
pour comprendre le monde, mais aussi pour le transformer. II etait convaincu 
de I’existence d’un passe universel, et ce ne pouvait etre le marxisme, qui se 
revelait incapable de prendre en compte des determinations non-economiques. 
Sa pensee se cherchait encore, parfois confondant les registres; elle restait 
cependant ouverte a tous les concepts novateurs. Le Cercle de Vienne, tout 
autant que les textes de G. Bachelard, les traites de sociologie ou d’ethnologie 
furent mis indifferemment a contribution. D’autre part, il restait 
revolutionnaire.^

This period in Caillois’s life corresponds to a desire not simply to understand but to 

change, to transform the world around him. Caillois rejected Marxism because it 

focused solely on economic factors. The anthropology of Durkheim and Mauss 

orientated him in a different direction; creating new myths, discovering new sources 

of the sacred. Caillois, along with Georges Bataille, Michel Leiris and Jules Monnerot, 

became a founder-member of the College de Sociologie. First conceived in early 

1937, it held its first meeting in November 1937 and lasted until July 1939. For this 

group of people, setting up the College satisfied their revolutionary desire to attempt 

to change society at a particular socio-historical moment;

le communisme, dans sa forme stalinienne, a de^u les protagonistes du 
College, plus proches de toute fagon de Nietzsche que de Marx; le fascisme et 
le nazisme s’appuient sur des mythes, recourent a un sacre, nationalistes et 
racistes, inventent des rites, qui galvanisent les foules. A ces mythes, a ce 
sacre, a ces rites, le College va tenter d’en opposer d’autres, conformes ceux- 
la, selon lui, aux exigences de la science comme de la plus haute morale...^

Marxism had emphasised social dissolution as a result of class warfare. The College 

would seek to study the formation of social bonds through its research into the sacred; 

‘against democracy’s limitations, the College’s lectures [...] raised the question of 

human wholeness and communal vitality often in its darkest forms’.’ Caillois was 

particularly well suited to the work of the College, having been a student of Mauss 

and Durkheim at the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, ‘agrege de grammaire, feru de 

sociologie et d’anthropologie, notamment religieuse, il est parmi les fondateurs du 

College le plus competent sans doute, sinon le plus erudit, en ces domaines’.*

’ Alexandre Pajon, ‘L’intrepidite politique de Roger Caillois avant-guerre’, in Les Cahiers de Chronos, 
pp 373-87 (p.379)
’ Georges Auclair, ‘Le sacre comme jeu?’, in Cahiers de I ’imaginaire, pp.35-45 (pp.36-37).
 ̂Fred Botting and Scott Wilson, eds. The Bataille Reader (Oxford: Blackwell, 1997), p.6.
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At the start of his intellectual career, Caillois sought to put across his world view in 

association with other, like-minded people. His participation in the College de 

Sociologie came two years after the failure of his experience in Surrealism. 

Annamaria Laserra describes how this desire for a community was typical of 

Caillois’s time, in which the euphoria of the twenties had given way to the need to 

examine political and social issues. These are ‘anni caratterizzati dall’esigenza dei 

gruppi intellettuali di evitare I’isolamento organizzandosi in comunita e in cui, dietro 

I’insegna di ideali di destra o sinistra, i giovani manifestano un impellente bisogno di 

riunirsi in gruppi generalmente organizzati intomo a rivisti’.̂  Both Georges Bataille 

and Roger Caillois reflected this trend, Bataille \aymchmg Acephale in June 1936, the 

same month in which Inquisitions, in which Caillois was involved, appeared. 

Inquisitions was not a success, and when it folded, Caillois collaborated on Acephale. 

Bataille also founded a secret society called ‘Acephale’, but Caillois had no 

connection with this. Caillois had earlier had the idea of an ‘Union des Intellectuels 

Revolutionnaires’, whose manifesto was entitled ‘Contre-Attaque’. The idea was to 

organise intellectuals in the fight against fascism. In October 1935, however, he 

moved away from this group, believing that Bataille and others involved (including 

Breton), were giving the undertaking too political a flavour. Caillois’s revolutionary 

urges (important to remember in considering Le Vent d'hiver) never had an overtly 

political bias.

Caillois’s and Bataille’s interests did not entirely overlap, as is evident in, for 

example, Jean Wahl’s comparison of their two journals, quoted by Denis Hollier, 

‘Caillois cherche la rigueur, Bataille fait appel au coeur, a I’enthousiasme, a I’extase, a 

la terre, au feu, aux entrailles’.'*’ Allan Stoekl summarises as follows the differing 

approaches of the members of the College, sufficiently serious surely to have 

threatened the long-term survival of the enterprise, even if war had not broken out in 

September 1939:

Bataille’s uncompromising commitment to an irrational sacred divided the 
members of the College. Leiris always kept his distance [...]. [He] objected 
also to what he perceived as Bataille’s lack of rigor — which was in fact a 
deliberate straying from the principles of sociological method as laid down by

* Gerard Fabre, ‘Caillois et I’imaginaire du secret’, in Cahiersde I ’imaginaire, pp.73-86 (p.78).
’ L̂ aserra, p 52

Denis Hollier, Le College de Sociologie (Paris: Gallimard, 1979), p.22.
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Durkheim and Mauss. Others, such as Jean Paulhan, objected to Bataille’s 
emphasis on the “negative” (lefthand) elements of the sacred. Finally, for 
Caillois, the sacred implied hierarchy and an elitist model of the secret society, 
whereas Bataille conceived of a tragic “headless” (acephalic) model of the 
social group, without a dictator or any other “righthand” principle of 
organization.''

Bataille and Caillois, then, if familiar with each other’s work, favoured quite different 

remedies to society’s ills. Both of them held opinions that were unfashionable in the 

France of the late 1930s, finding dialectical materialism too limited and instincts a 

richer source of insight. Despite some differerences of interpretation, they were agreed 

on the importance of the sacred for society’s structure, and both desired to play an 

active role in its re-instatement in society. Seeking to re-activate the sacred that gave 

primitive societies their cohesion -  as outlined by Durkheim in Les Formes 

elementaires de la vie religieuse — makes the College ‘plus royaliste que le roi’. This 

had never been Durkheim’s intention.

Jean Paulhan offered the group a useful platform for their philosophy by inviting them 

to express their views in the July 1938 issue of the NRF'. Three of the founder- 

members contributed articles, Caillois’s being Vent d'hiver, in tone surely the most 

extreme of the three. Caillois also wrote an introduction (reprinted in Approches de 

1'imaginaire) explaining the objective of the group;

L’objet precis de I’activite envisagee peut recevoir le nom de sociologie 
sacree, en tant qu’il implique I’etude de I’existence sociale dans toutes celles 
de ses manifestations ou se fait jour la presence active du sacre. Elle se 
propose ainsi d’etablir les points de coincidence entre les tendances obsedantes 
fondamentales de la psychologic individuelle et les structures directrices qui 
president a I’organisation sociale et commandent ses revolutions. {AI, p.72)

Caillois’s concept of a ‘sociologie sacree’ is an interesting one. It implies at once a 

very definite agenda on his part and that of his collaborators. Their work will be 

strictly focused, as is very evident in L 'Homme et le Sucre, for example.

Allan Stoekl, ‘1937, March: The Avant-Garde embraces science’, in A New History o f French 
Literature, ed by Denis Hollier (Cambridge, Massachusetts and London, England: Harvard University 
Press, 1989), p.934.

Jean-Franfois Foumy, ‘Roger Caillois au College de sociologie: la politique et ses masques’. The 
French Review, LVIII, 4 (1985), 533-39 (p.534).
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The College was interested in setting up, for those committed to pursuing its 

objectives, ‘une communaute morale, en partie differente de celle qui unit d’ordinaire 

les savants et liee pr^isement au caractere virulent du domaine etudie et des 

determinations qui s’y revelent peu a peu’ (A/, p.72). The members were interested in 

a kind of spiritual power, to which their moral superiority entitled them. This 

‘communaute morale’, this alternative society, was judged necessary by Caillois in 

view of the serious flaws in the post-industrial age.

Reading Le Vent d ’htver it is not possible to forget that ‘ces armees fiirent celles de
1 •>

I’invective, de I’outrance verbale, telles que les surrealistes en avaient fait un art’. Le 

Vent d'hiver is not a direct political tract and cannot be considered as such. Its 

referents are literary, and despite its vehemence, it is rather abstract. Caillois, in a 

juvenile way, is trying to stir up reaction, judging anything to be better than apathy. It 

is important not to take him at his word. He refers to those dissatisfied with 

contemporary society as variously ‘refractaires’ {AI, p.73), ‘disciples des grands 

individualistes du siecle passe’ (p.73), ‘I’intellectuel’ (p.74), ‘I’individualiste’ (p.75) 

and ‘I’ecrivain’ (p.75). Caillois is essentially describing himself here, his own 

circumstances and attitudes, and putting forward a possible solution. These people are 

set to form a new elite. They are slow to come together, however, lest this involve any 

compromise of their ideals. Caillois is perhaps remembering here his experience with 

Surrealism. There is now a ‘crise de I’individualisme’ (p.74). Developments in 

sociology and, more especially, the massive political and social events rocking French 

society in the late thirties have made an ivory tower existence impossible. How to 

react to such circumstances without undue concessions? These people feel alienated 

from the values of mainstream society, ‘famille, Etat, nation, morale, religion, a quoi 

[I’individualiste] ajoute parfois la raison, la verite et la science’ (p.75). All create ties 

for man and all carry, to some extent, traces of the sacred. This does not leave a lot 

that is meaningful and Caillois argues that the only recourse of this alienated elite is 

‘la profanation, la destruction achamee du sacre, seule activite capable de donner a 

I’anarchiste le sentiment d’une liberte effective’ (p.75). Even this destruction is 

illusory, though, and Caillois creates a sorry picture of, for instance, Sade in his prison 

cell, imagining all kinds of debauchery, or Stimer, an orderly civil servant, defending 

crime. Society breaks the individual, so these like-minded people should fight it on its

Alexandre Pajon, p 384
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own terms, ‘en se constituant eux-memes en communaute, plus encore, en cessant de 

faire des valeurs qu’ils defendant I’apanage des rebelles et des insurges, en les 

regardant a I’inverse comme les valeurs premieres de la societe qu’ils veulent voir 

s’instaurer et comme les plus sociales de toutes, fussent-elles quelque peu 

implacables’ (p.76). Those who want to rebel in this way must be ready to accept 

discipline, and develop a ‘luciferien’ (p.76) outlook; a desire for power, with 

intelligence playing a major role. The ‘individualiste’ must change his attitude to 

power and the sacred, and in view of the way in which society has become profane, 

must seek to ‘sacraliser’ it (p. 77). The earlier disgust for modem society that Caillois 

expressed in ‘Pour une activite unitaire de I’esprit’ (MH), and his calls for rigour and 

discipline in this piece should be remembered, and prepared the way for the 

sentiments of Le Vent d'hiver.

The community envisaged would be founded on ‘des affmites electives capables de 

presider seules a I’agregation en communaute et d’en constituer la raison necessaire et 

suffisante en foumissant a chacun vis-a-vis des etres une double serie d’experiences 

complementaires d’attractions et de repulsions’ (p.77). The relationship envisaged 

here sounds much like that inspired by the sacred. There would be two classes of 

people, the elite and those from whom ‘on est invinciblement conduit a s’ecarter 

comme d’lme etrangete nocive’ (p.78). The right sort of people are self-affirming, 

they behave ‘comme il semble qu’on se conduit soi-meme dans les meilleurs moments 

et comme precisement on desirait qu’ils se conduisissent’ (p.78). Caillois, it should be 

noted, seems effortlessly to be one of the chosen few. There are ‘ses semblables et les 

autres’ (the italics are Caillois’s, p.78). He cannot establish the superiority of the elite 

without thoroughly debasing ‘outsiders’. Outside the circle of this elite group lives ‘la 

multitude des miserables avec qui rien n’est commun, a I’egard de qui il est juste et 

fonde d’eprouver du mepris et dont on s’eloigne d’instinct comme de choses impures’ 

(p.78). A tone of lofty condescension is adopted towards the ‘miserables’, ‘aucun 

n’est responsable de la place qu’il occupe dans cette hierarchic des qualites d’ame: le 

defaillant n’est pas condamne par jugement, mais tenu a I’ecart par mesure sanitaire, 

pour la sauvegarde d’une integrite’ (p.78). Caillois then goes on to write, ‘une societe 

comme un organisme doit savoir eliminer ses dechets’ (p.78). Caillois cannot have 

been unaware of his shocking inhumanity here, and such assertions make it easy to 

understand the misconceptions created by this work.
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Models of such societies can be found among the individualists of past centuries, 

Balzac, Baudelaire, Ignatius Loyola. In ‘Pour une activite...’, Caillois also referred to 

Baudelaire and his ‘force d’attraction’ {MH, p. 180). There are no overtly political 

statements in Le Vent d ’hiver, and I have referred to the predominantly literary nature 

of Caillois’s referents. The most effective group would be ‘une association militante et 

fermee tenant de I’ordre monastique pour I’etat d’esprit, de la formation paramilitaire 

pour la discipline, de la societe secrete, au besoin, pour les modes d’existence et 

d’action’ (p.79). It will be remembered that in ‘Pour une activite...’ Caillois had called 

for an ‘orthodoxie militante’, and had written o f ‘la declaration des hostilites’ and ‘les 

buts de guerre’ (p. 183). This is an overtly hostile situation. Caillois has obviously 

been extremely impressed by Nietzsche, and characterises the relationship between 

the elite and the ‘miserables’ as a Master/Slave one. He does update the terminology 

to ‘producer’ and ‘consumer’, but the ‘us/them’ concept he borrowed from Nietzsche 

(and beyond him from Hegel) remains. An unflattering portrait is painted of 

consumers, ‘un typ)e d’hommes toumes vers la jouissance, improductifs par eux- 

memes, digerant seulement, parasites d’autrui, ne jugeant qu’en de^a du principe de 

I’agreable, incapables de generosite’ (p.80). It is much better to be a producer, 

creative, trend-setting, leader of the flock, knowing he enjoys an ‘imprescriptible 

superiorite que les consommateurs eux-memes, triomphants et repus, n’arrivent pas a 

bannir de leur propre conscience, sachant trop qu’en eux ne reside aucun principe 

actif, efficace et fecond’ (p. 80).

Caillois’s definition of morality is not a traditional one. For him, it is based on 

honesty, contempt of lesser beings, desire for power and, surprisingly, politeness. 

Politeness, for Caillois, is not a virtue that seeks to make the common lot more 

bearable, but rather another way of distancing oneself from people judged to be 

inferior to oneself The ‘common good’ finds little room here. This idea of morality is 

centred round ways of differentiating oneself from lesser beings. Even if it is not 

someone’s fault that he is contemptible, ‘il ne doit pas etre moins meprise’ (p.82). The 

lines must be drawn very clearly, the divide maintained. Power is good, and wanting it 

should be guilt-free, ‘il est sain de desirer le pouvoir, que ce soit sur les ames ou les 

corps, prestige ou tyrannic’ (p. 82). The kind of power envisaged is a very absolute 

one, with no pretensions towards democracy. Caillois slips in ‘tyrannic’, with no
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comment. But then consumers could not think for themselves, so this is the only 

possible arrangement.

Caillois ends on a threatening note, especially if you are a ‘consumer’:

Le temps n’est plus a la clemence. II s’eleve presentement dans le monde un 
grand vent de subversion, un vent fi’oid, rigoureux, arctique, de ces vents 
meurtriers et si salubres, qui tuent les delicats, les malades et les oiseaux, qui 
ne les laissent pas passer / 'hiver. II se fait alors dans la nature un nettoyage 
muet, lent, sans recours, comme une maree de mort montant insensiblement. 
{AI, pp.83-84, Caillois’s italics.)

There has been too much suffering wrought by ‘ethnic cleansing’ for a contemporary 

reader to confront these lines without experiencing some horror at the sentiments 

expressed. Lindenberg writes of Le Vent d ’hiver that ‘effectivement, relu un demi- 

siecle apres, [il donne] firoid dans le dos’.’'* This is true, but should not be an excuse 

for abandoning a properly detached analytical approach to the work.

The outlook is not good for ‘cette societe demantelee, senile, a demi croulante’ (p.84). 

Those failing the ‘selection vraiment rasante’ (p.84), ‘se contractent, se 

recroquevillent, se blottissent dans les trous’ (p.84). Caillois is disturbingly lyrical 

here. These very vivid images bring to mind, for instance, many Holocaust scenes 

captured on film. Nothing can now deter ‘les plus aptes’ (p.84);

nul encombrement des chemins pwur gener leur marche, nul gazouillis 
melodieux et innombrable pour couvrir leur voix. Qu’ils se comptent et se 
reconnaissent dans I’air rarefie, que I’hiver les quitte unis, compacts, au coude 
a coude, avec la conscience de leur force, et le nouveau printemps consacrera 
leurdestin. (̂ 4/, p.84)

The style of Le Vent d'hiver is cold, controlled and classical, with an underlying 

tension that conveys a great deal of hatred and contempt. What is the reader to make 

of this text, which seems at times so shocking and repellent? It is not surprising that 

the NRF, in which it first appeared, was accused of becoming fascist, based on the 

tone of Caillois’s piece. In ‘La Hierarchie des etres’, written in 1939, Caillois wrote, 

surely with feeling, of the ease with which the adjective ‘fascist’ was used: ‘ceux qui

Daniel Lindenberg, Les Anmes souterraines 1937-1947 (Paris: La Decouverte, 1990), p.62.
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se sont prononces contre le fait ou les id^ux des fascismes appliquent indistinctement 

par une logique toute effective, le mot fasciste a tout ce qui, en quelque maniere, 

offense leur sensibilite’ .’̂  He himself did not escape this label in certain quarters. 

While it carmot properly be called a fascist work, it must nonetheless be 

acknowledged that Le Vent d'hiver is an extremely unattractive and ungenerous one.

It is interesting to survey a range of critical opinions, as Caillois’s critics are not 

unanimous in their verdict on this work. Laserra sees in the College generally ‘uno dei 

piu grossi tentativi antifascist! della storia del Novecento [...]. Impresa forse anti- 

storica [...] nella quale bisognera una volta per tutte riconoscere un’esperienza-limite: 

quella della messa in gioco del linguaggio al fine di una desemantizzazione e 

risemantizzazione ideologica’.'̂ ’ It cannot be proven conclusively, though, that this 

was Caillois’s intention with Le Vent d ’hiver. His later, rather embarrassed references 

to this period would, as we shall shortly see, seem to disprove this possible 

exculpation.

Daniel Lindenberg argues that any attempt to situate the College ideologically must
bring out that it belongs to ‘une “nouvelle droite” en formation’'  ̂and that ‘ses

references, en dehors de Mauss, Durkheim ou Bergson qui appartiennent a I’heritage

[...] de la republique des professeurs, sont Montherlant, A. de Chateaubriant, et surtout

Georges Dumezil [...]. Autant dire que le College appartient de plein droit au courant
18culturel a la fois r^ctionnaire et germanophile qui ne cesse d’enfler depuis 1930’. 

Lindenberg proceeds, however, by examining a series of quotations, all cut off from 

their wider context, and this undermines his case. A deeper consideration of Caillois’s 

work shows that such an accusation cannot be justified.

Jean-Fran^ois Foumy’s opinions are similar to Lindenberg’s and he is a harsh critic of 

Caillois on this point, ‘les choix politiques du “college de sociologie sacree” ne sont

guere differents de ceux de I’extreme-droite franpaise de I’epoque’.'^ He accuses the
20members of the College of cloaking their political choices as ‘sociologie sacree’.

Republished in Naissance de Lucifer (Montpekkier: Fata Morgana, 1992), pp.71-88 (p.71)
Laserra, pp.66-67.
Lindenberg, p.78 
Lindenberg, p.79.
Foumy, p.534.
Foumy, p. 534.
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Felgine, of all Caillois’s critics, perhaps best understands the different and opposing 

influences operating in Caillois at this time, although she does admit that he is not 

completely free from blame, ‘dans certains exposes du College ou certains articles, 

Caillois manipule des idees dangereuses sans se rendre compte de leur potentiel de 

nocivite, et emploie PARFOIS une rhetorique qui peut preter a confusion et amener 

ses lecteurs presses a des conclusions erronees’. ’̂ Capitalising ‘parfois’ suggests a 

certain exasperation at having to re-visit this point, to explain away Caillois yet again 

on this matter. Felgine’s attempt at damage-limitation is only partially successful. It is 

hard to believe Caillois was so completely unaware of what he was doing. Felgine’s 

defence of lack of awareness crumbles somewhat when she goes on to write, ‘on est 

certainement en droit de lui reprocher de n’avoir ni maitrise sa fougue nietzscheenne 

ni mesure I’ambivalence (ou les consequences de I’ambiguite voulue) de certains de 

ses ecrits, que lui-meme a reconnue’.̂  ̂In a general way, if Caillois’s statements were 

interpreted literally -  and not just those in this work -  they would be open to 

misunderstanding. Felgine is very perceptive in pointing out that his position 

combines many opposing viewpoints;

Anticlerical, athee, -  quoique captive par le sacre antimarxiste (c’est-a-dire 
oppose a la sociologie de Marx) -  quoique sympathisant communiste - ,  
revolutionnaire, a la recherche d’une methode pour apprehender le monde, 
Caillois est oligarque, luciferien, il accorde a I’intellectuel une mission 
capitale.^’̂

Felgine summarises here the contradictions that make Caillois the complex thinker he 

was. While it does not minimise the unattractiveness and possible harm of a text like 

Le Vent d'hiver, it seems likely that political irmocence and ignorance lie behind the 

desire to shake up society expressed so trenchantly in his work. There is no evidence 

that Caillois entertained racist or anti-semitic views, for example. Pajon makes this 

point, ‘les antisemites n’etaient-ils pas voues aux gemonies, eux auxquels tous les 

membres du College, en guise de signe de reconnaissance, s’etaient engages a ne pas 

serrer la main? Le nietzscheisme a I’oeuvre dans ce texte, aussi bien dans la forme que

Felgine, p 156. 
Felgine, p 156 
Felgine, p. 158.
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dans le fond, etait commun alors’.̂ '* In Pajon’s view, as regards Caillois’s adoption of 

Nietzsche’s division of beings into Masters and Slaves, Me debat est tout autant 

esthetique que moral et politique’.In d e e d  there is no significant political debate in 

Le Vent d'hiver. It is a text of youth, revealing high standards which go some way to 

explaining his deep disappointment. Caillois is striking poses inspired by his readings, 

as much perhaps to protect his own vulnerability as to attack others. There is certainly 

a reactionary element, but not for the usual reasons:

La sacralisation de la vie sociale, qui est I’objectif de la sociologie active du 
College, implique la restauration de differences hierarchiques. Et Caillois, au 
cours des armees trente et quarante, a denonce regulierement I’egalitarisme 
generalise des democraties, contre lequel il r^ffirme la hierarchic des etres, la 
division des individus en maitres et en esclaves.^^

It is an ontological hierarchy, according to Hollier, rather than a social one, a moral 

rather than an economic division, ‘dans ce tableau, il n’y a aucune raison de plaindre
27I’esclave’. That is if you assume that, addicted to pleasure, he has no higher 

aspirations. It may be that the division is not along traditional social or economic 
lines, but it is intended nonetheless to be exclusive and cutting.

Caillois himself in ‘Paradoxe d’une sociologie active’ {Al, pp.57-60) refers to Me ton 

outrecuidant et faussement pathetique de certains passages des etudes qui suivent et 

ou, quelque envie que j ’en eusse, je n’ai pas cru devoir faire de coupures’ (p.59). 

Caillois had the honesty not to try and show himself in a better light by changing this 

text (he did after all change a text in Le Rocher de Sisyphe in the light of events). In 

this essay he refers to ‘Etres de crepuscule’ (RS, pp. 159-76), and he says of it,

‘j ’avoue la defaite intime qui fut alors la mienne. C’est expres qu’elle conclut Le 

Rocher de Sisyphe, dont I’ecriture comme la pensee mettent fin pour moi a de 

juveniles et arrogantes chimeres’ (p.60). It has to be said that the tone o f ‘Etres de 

crepuscule’ is not devoid of self-pity and some complacency, for example:

nous etions trop faibles, trop amoureux de choses tres vieilles et tres Ireles, 
auxquelles nous tenions plus qu’il ne nous semblait: la beaute, la verite, la 
justice, toute delicatesse. Nous n’avons pas su en faire le sacrifice. Et quand

Pajon, p.384,
Pajon, p.386.
Denis Hollier, ‘Mimetisme et castration 1937’ \n La Pensee aventuree, pp. 71-89 (pp.74-75).
Hollier, pp 75-76.
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nous avons compris que c’etait celui-la justement qu’il fallait consentir, nous 
avons recule et nous nous sommes retrouves a notre place, de I’autre cote, dans 
ce monde ancien et gate, qui a fait son temps et qu’il est I’heure de liquider. 
(/iS; pp. 175-76)

Caillois is still casting himself here in a noble, now tragic role. This is no apology, and 

Caillois himself in his ‘Notes pour un itineraire de Roger Caillois’ calls it ‘un acte de 

contrition ambigu, qui etait inspire par le regret beaucoup plus que par le remords.’̂ *

To track the evolution in Caillois’s thought, it is interesting to compare Le Vent 

d ’hiver with Esprit des sectes.^^ Both the tone and the views expressed are different. 

Felgine writes that at the time of his journey to Argentina Caillois was still;

Un r^fractaire imbu de son savoir et trop habitue aux certitudes, aux exclusions 
et aux dans intellectuels parfois inconscients.
De son propre aveu, ce sejour argentin, aupres d’une liberale farouche, 
ennemie sans faille des totalitarismes, va veritablement transformer Roger 
Caillois. Plus que d’une evolution, il s’agira d’un virage, le virage americain, 
ou seront leves bien des equivoques et prouvee la profonde repulsion qui lui 
inspirent fascisme et nazisme.^”

While Le Vent d'hiver reads like a propagandist piece for a sect, in Esprit des sectes 

Caillois seeks to analyse why sects are formed, their dynamics and ultimate objective. 

The extreme cohesiveness of sects must of course have been an attraction and a 

temptation for Caillois, seeking wholeness in so many diverse ways. A certain type of 

person, ‘des natures entieres, anxieuses de s’engager sans reserve ni retour, avides a la 

fois de sacrifice et de puissance’ (pp.69-70), wall always react against ‘un monde qui 

eparpille ses ressources en une agitation privee d’efficace’ (p.69). Caillois was such a 

person at one point, seeking an outlet for his so if d'ahsolu. Sects are characterised by 

solidarity, discipline and obedience. Everything is sacrificed to the cohesion of such 

groups, unlike in the broader society, where dishonesty and expediency reign. A sect 

is in itself a whole. As befits an analysis, his tone here is dispasssionate. He recalls his 

own period of fascination with closed groups, his period of involvement with the 

College de Sociologie, ‘on ^ i t  passionne par la decision des hommes qui de temps en 

temps, au cours de I’histoire, semblent vouloir donner des lois fermes a la societe sans

28 (^ pf  p 1 7 5  jh e  ‘liberale farouche’ in question is Victoria Ocampo, 
^  Reprinted in Imtincts et Societe, pp.246-60.

Felgine, p. 195.
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discipline qui ne sut pas contenter leur desir de rigueur. On suivait avec sympathie les 

demarches de ceux qui, s’ecartant d’elle avec degout, allaient vivre ailleurs sous des 

institutions plus rudes’ (p.66). It all seems now so impersonal and remote.

He still writes with feeling though on the defects of society, ‘I’imposture installee au 

faite des honneurs, la complaisance tenue pour merite, et Thypocrisie regardee comme 

excuse au mal plutot que comme un masque qui I’avilit encore, voila plus qu’il n’en 

faut pour lui presenter le spectacle d’un scandale intolerable et pourtant incessant’ 

(p.92). These are the faults that drive some to the excesses of sects. Caillois’s own 

aspirations, perhaps not quite dead yet, surely come through in the following line, 

‘mais qui n’a reve d’abord d’une regie inflexible? On se prend a concevoir un climat 

rude et sain, dont I’air pur est mortel a tout germe corrupteur’ (pp.92-93). Unlike in Le 

Vent d ’hiver, however, there is no sign of approbation for the formation of elite 

groups. The moral view based on contempt of those outside such formations is gone 

too, ‘leur moralite severe ne vaut que pour eux-memes’ (p.89). This is a more mature 

stance on severity, finally taking into account the rights of others. Once in power, 

Caillois points out now, the sect deprives the individual of his rights. He 

acknowledges the dissatisfaction ‘bons esprits’ (p.63) feel with the world (it has after 

all been his position), and their attraction to secret societies. Their dreams of 

dominance, however, now appal him. But he does devote considerably more space to 

the condemnation of a weak and corrupt society than to an attack on the dominant 

mentality of sects.

Le Vent d ’hiver calls for the re-instatement of the sacred in society, as the only way of 

stemming its increasingly profane and fragmented nature. In L ’Homme et le Sucre, 

Caillois, by portraying the functioning of primitive societies in which the sacred is the 

central, cohesive factor, continues making his case for the sacred, albeit more 

indirectly and impersonally. The societies portrayed are a good deal more attractive 

than the divided, divisive one contemplated in Le Vent d ’hiver, co-operation is the 

important principle, not dominance. Caillois’s search is still for wholeness:

Si je resume les “inactualites” du grand essayiste des annees 30,40 et 60, je 
dirais qu’il s’agit non plus d’un humanisme mais d’une gnose cosmique de 
VUnus Mundus, sous-tendue par une rigoureuse methode “diagonale” 
extrayant la quintessence de tous les savoirs regionaux, revalorisant le sacre et
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sa narration (le mythe) c’est a dire pla?ant les “approches” (c’est un titre de 
Caillois!) de I’imaginaire au point focal tant reve par les surrealistes, point 
focal qui n’existe que par les intersections de lignes diverses et 
contradictorielles. ̂

Caillois’s yearning for an unus mundus, a cohesive, structured society, is satisfied by 

going far back in time, ‘jamais le bond hors du cercle de la pensfe chretienne n’a ete 

plus facilement accomplie’.̂  ̂Post-industrial society is deeply flawed, as Caillois sees 

it. Rapid changes have created a fragmented outlook and lifestyle. People no longer 

think as a group, and do not consider the consequences of their actions. They see 

themselves as isolated. Society, in this condition, needs something to hold it together, 

a strong, unifying principle -  for Caillois, the sacred. The societies he depicts in 

L 'Homme et le Sucre are preternaturally ordered and cohesive, with the sacred acting 

as the ‘glue’ that holds them together. No other factors are considered, which is surely 

a distortion. This is a failing (deliberate of course on Caillois’s part) to which Panoff 

rightly draws attention. For Caillois, ‘que [la chose sociale] soit petrie par des forces 

antagonistes, qu’elle soit animee par des luttes, il n’en a cure. Pour lui, les classes 

sociales, les factions, les cliques, les mouvements messianiques ou les aleas 

demographiques n’existent pas’.̂ ^

In this work Caillois depends primarily on the French School of Sociology for the 

material he uses to illustrate his point. In the avant-propos, he acknowledges his 

indebtedness to these scholars, allowing ‘tout ce que doit cet ouvrage aux recherches 

et aux syntheses qui ont illustre les noms de Durkheim, de Hubert et de Hertz, comme 

a celles que MM. Mauss, Granet, et Dumezil continuent a mener a bien’ (p. 13). 

Caillois here is both acknowledging a debt and establishing his credibility. He 

confesses the book’s preoccupation with ordo rertmi stems from Mauss’s work.

Panoff is critical of this aspect of Caillois’s writing. For him, L 'Homme et le Sucre is a 

typical example of the ‘sociologie primitive’ of the time, ‘avec I’utilisation intensive 

des observations ethnographiques alors disponibles, observations souvent vieillies 

dej^ comme il etait de regie pour cette litterature de seconde ou troisieme main’.̂ '* It 

should certainly be borne in mind that in synthesising the research of these

Durand, p. 17.
Andre Chastel, p,35 
Panoff, p.69.
Panoflf, pp.65-66
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sociologists, a vast undertaking, Caillois will inevitably select and distort -  leaving 

out, for instance, as I have already mentioned, the existence of any other unifying 

factor than the sacred. The work o f these sociologists is included in a bibliography at 

the end of the book, rather than being specifically referred to throughout it.

Caillois’s intentions in L 'Homme et le Sacre are both revolutionary and scholarly, the 

book stems from ‘le besoin de restituer a la societe un sacre actif, indiscute, 

imperieux, devorant avec le gout d’interpreter froidement, correctement, 

scientifiquement ce que nous appelions les ressorts profonds de I’existence collective’ 

(preface to the third edition of L 'Homme et le Sacre, pages unnumbered). At the time 

of writing L ’Homme et le Sacre, he believed, with the writer’s absolute belief in the 

word, that presenting such a scholarly study could effect a far-reaching change in 

society; ‘j ’imaginais pouvoir transformer un ardent savoir en un levier tout-puissant 

en son propre domaine’ (preface, third edition). Promoting the ‘sacre actif or 

‘activiste’ might lead to some kind of a chemical reaction, ‘c’est a la chimie que nous 

nous referions et au caractere soudain, fusant, irresistible de certaines reactions’ 

(preface). Rudolph Otto, a noted author on the sacred, approaches the topic from a 

quite different perspective. He is more favorable to Christianity, and credits feeling 

and intuition with much importance. His is a personal experience of the sacred, so 

much so that early on in his book devoted to this topic he writes:

Nous invitons le lecteur a fixer son attention sur un moment ou il a ressenti 
une emotion religieuse profonde et, autant qu’il est possible, exclusivement 
religieuse. S’il en est capable ou s’il ne connait meme pas de tels moments, 
nous le prions d’arreter ici sa lecture. [...] Avec un tel homme, il est difficile de 
traiter de la religion.

Such a man might consider religion to be ‘une fonction des instincts sociaux et une 

valeur sociale’ .̂  ̂The role of the sacred in creating an orderly society is certainly 

Caillois’s perspective. Mircea Eliade’s Le Sacre et le Profane^^ must also come to 

mind here. Its bibliography lists Caillois’s work on myths and the sacred (as well as 

Otto’s), although Eliade’s approach is quite different to that of Caillois. Unlike 

Caillois, throughout his book he scrupulously provides, in footnote form, references to

Rudolph Otto, Le Sacre, trans. by Andre Jundt, 3"* edn (Paris: Payot & Rivages, 1995), p.22. 
Otto, p 22

Sacre et le Profane (Paris: Gallimard, 1967).
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works dealing with the various issues he raises. This will be appreciated by his more 

scholarly reader and the general reader will not find the flow of the book constantly 

interrupted by academic references. Eliade has no desire to return to the kind of 

society he describes and he states explicitly in his avant-propos, ‘cette disposition 

d’ouverture accueillante risque de passer pour I’expression d’une nostalgic secrete 

|30ur la condition meme de Vhomo religiosiis archaique, ce qui etait etranger a 

I’auteur’.' Eliade’s interest is to show the way in which a believer experiences the 

cosmos;

Comment I’homme religieux s’efforce-t-il de se maintenir le plus de temps 
possible dans un univers sacre; comment se presente son experience totale de 
la vie par rapport a I’experience de I’homme prive de sentiment religieux [...]: 
tel est le theme qui dominera les pages suivantes.

Eliade’s ‘diagonal’ approach to his subject is worth mentioning. He is not just writing 

as an historian of religions. He recognises that the behaviour of homo religiosus is part 

of general human behaviour, and that therefore it wall be relevant to consult the fields 

of philosophical anthropology, phenomenology and psychology.

L ’Homme et le Sacre concentrates on demonstrating the syntax of the sacred. For 

Caillois, the sacred is best understood in opposition to the profane. The sacred and the 

profane hold the key to the fiinctioning of society, M’un comme le milieu ou [la vie] se 

deploie, I’autre comme la source inepuisable qui la cree, qui la maintient, qui la 

renouvelle’ (p.20). The general reader must take it on trust that society was as he 

describes. Religious life amounts to i a  somme des rapports de I’homme et du sacre’

(p. 18). The regulation of this relationship, the rigid system of ‘prestations’, is at the 

basis of the organisation of the societies Caillois describes. Order and balance being 

the desired objectives, the ancestors of the primitive societies depicted by Caillois 

devised a network of rites and taboos aimed at preserving stability, ‘ils ont determine 

une fois pour toutes les rapports des etres et des choses, des hommes et des dieux. Ils 

ont trace les f>arts du sacre et du profane, defini les limites du permis et du defendu’ 

(p.24). Such a system would reduce the anxiety and uncertainty often associated with 

life and one’s role in it.

Eliade, p 10.
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Caillois’s work on the ‘sacre de respect’ and the ‘sacre de transgression’ highlight this 

point especially. In studying the ‘sacre de respect’ Caillois demonstrates ‘a quoi 

correspond dans la societe la distinction de ces deux domaines complementaires et 

antithetiques que constituent le monde du sacre et le monde du profane’ (p.73). The 

‘sacre de respect’ is linked with the regulation of society, the ‘sacre de transgresssion’ 

with its renewal, via festivals. Of the distinction between these two forms of the 

sacred, Gilbert Durand writes that it is a ‘distinction qui suit la fameuse opposition 

bergsonienne entre le “clos” et “I’ouvert” mais ici sans hierarchic valorisante. Le 

“sacre de cohesion” est bien la “cloture” bergsonienne, le respect du rite, de 

r  institution, de la “lettre”, mais ici sa permanence est positive: elle garantit la stabilite 

du profane, elle modelise une socialite non sacrale. Tout aussi indispensable est le 

“sacre de dissolution”, la tentation de I’abime chere a Leiris, a Bataille et a bien des 

mystiques’.'^ Caillois only refers to the conflict created by these opposing forces 

towards the end of L 'Homme et le Sucre, when he writes about Saint Teresa of Avila, 

the Spanish mystic, whose work documents her intense longing for union with the 

divine. I shall be returning to this point, but it is interesting that Caillois should have 

been familiar with her work, and should have included it quite unexpectedly here. The 

‘mystic materialism’ he would later develop is a secular equivalent of Saint Teresa’s 

spiritual mysticism.

In the section entitled ‘Sacre de respect: theorie des interdits’, Caillois examines 

phratries and a society ruled by a prince. World order is maintained when the balance 

is kept between the two groups, and taboos help guarantee this balance. In totemic 

societies, tribes tend to be divided into phratries, which constitute the basic social unit. 

It is a bi-partite division, and a series of taboos determine what is sacred and what 

profane:

chaque moitie de la societe correspond a I’une des deux series 
complementaires dont I’union permet et maintient I’existence de I’univers 
organise. Elle doit veiller a la conservation et a I’integrite de la serie qu’elle 
represente et la tenir toujours a la disposition de la fraction sociale ou I’autre 
est incamee et qui, pour cette raison, a besoin pour subsister du concours de la 
premiere. {HS, p.89)

’̂ Eliade, pp. 18-19 
Durand, pp. 15-16
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This inter-dependency is complete, and ensures co-operation. World order is linked 

directly to the sacred and the profane, ‘tout ce qui appartient a une phratrie est sacre et 

reserve pour ses mQmhrQS, profane et litre pour les membres de I’autre [...]. Le sacre 

se trouve done lie de la fa?on la plus etroite a I’ordre du monde; il en est I’expression 

immediate et la consequence directe’ (p.91). The two phratries stand in opposition to 

each other, as do the sacred and the profane, and need each other to function. It is truly 

a ‘systeme des prestatiom sociales ’ (p.91); ‘a charge de reciprocite chacun foumit a 

I’autre les vivres necessaires a sa subsistance, les femmes necessaires a sa 

reproduction, les victimes humaines necessaires a ses sacrifices, les services 

ceremoniels ou funeraires necessaires a son bon fonctionnement et qu’elle ne pourrait 

assumer elle-meme sans souillure ou sans danger’ (p.91). This solidarity makes tribal 

unity even more apparent. It is interesting to contrast this mutual support with the kind 

of self-interest Caillois saw as so typical of those living in modem democracies. 

Strength is drawn from the union of the two phratries. The unity and order of such a 

society, as presented by Caillois, is striking and is certainly in sharp contrast to 

modem society where, as I shall be discussing, Caillois acknowledges the sharp 

decline in the role of the sacred.

It is scarcely surprising that such an extraordinarily regulated society needs 

periodically to be shaken up. Such stasis could eventually be deadly for society and 

this leads Caillois to his consideration of the ‘sacre de transgression’ and the 

rejuvenating role of festivals, ‘on a besoin qu’un simulacre de creation remette a neuf 

la nature et la societe. C’est a quoi pourvoit la fete’ (p. 119). Festivals stand in stark 

contrast to the cautious, orderly unfolding of everyday life. In modem times they have 

become much diminished but in primitive societies they still enjoyed all their glorious 

excess, were a ‘paroxysme de vie’ (p. 125). As compliance with the mles will not 

renew society, certain ‘sacred’ times are allocated for defying the taboo system, ‘la 

fete [...] assume la fonction de regenerer le monde reel’ (p. 137). Festivals recreate the 

time of chaos, of creativity and licence, before order and taboos were fixed. They 

represent ‘la duree de la suspension de I’ordre du monde’ (p. 145). The various 

sacrileges -  eating the totem animal, violating the laws of exogamy -  are in 

themselves as sacred as the taboos they violate.
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Caillois sums up the world vision behind primitive societies as he sees it. The sacred 

embodies respect/stability and transgression/renewal, ‘s’il fallait mettre en formules 

abstraites la conception du monde que semble suggerer la polarite du sacre, son role 

altemativement inhibant et stimulant, il faudrait decrire 1’uni vers (et tout dans 

I’univers) comme la composition de resistances et d’efforts’ (p. 166).

Caillois traces briefly the evolution of the sacred over time. With the development of 

society, a more hierarchical system came into place where superiority, rather than 

balance, became the driving motivation. He devotes little time in L 'Homme et le Sacre 

to modem times, as the religious conception of the world with which he is concerned 

no longer dominates. Considering that his objective was to restore the sacred to the 

current age, it is strange he in no way attempted to show it might still have a place. In 

fact he convincingly argues the opposite. Society can no longer tolerate phases of 

‘atonie et de paroxysme’ (p. 169). Life has become increasingly uniform, the 

importance of the sacred has receded. Religion is now a personal matter. The sacred 

has become ‘abstrait, interieur, subjectif, s’attachant moins a la manifestation 

exterieure qu’aux dispositions spirituelles’ (pp. 172-73). People have become more 

independent intellectually and morally, and science, the enemy of mystery, is 

becoming ever more important. In these conditions, the sacred has ‘invaded’ ethics, 

making absolute goods of honesty, for example, or justice. The sacred is still however 

‘ce qui provoque respect, crainte et confiance’ (p. 194). It is still what takes man away 

from petty, everyday concerns, whatever its form. But its strong, over-riding role as a 

regulatory principle no longer holds. The reader must conclude for himself whether 

this is a positive or a negative development. Georges Bataille, in a review of the 1950 

edition of L 'Homme et le Sacre, expresses some reservations about Caillois’s views 

on the sacred in the modem world. The examples Caillois chooses may be in some 

aspects comparable to the sacred, but they are not tremendum dXid fascinans, ‘le sacre 

veut la violation de ce qui est d’ordinaire objet d’un respect terrifie. Son domaine est 

celui de la destmction et de la mort’ .'*' Bataille will not allow any lessening of the 

prestige of the sacred.

Georges Bataille, ‘La guerre et la philosophie du sacre’, (Euvres Completes, vol. 12 (Paris: Gallimard, 
1988), pp 47-57 (p 52)
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Caillois’s study of the bi-partite nature of the structure of the sacred (Otto's 

tremendum and fascinans) leads him to see parallels between this and cosmic 

structure, ‘il n’est rien qui, dans I’univers, ne soit susceptible de former une opposition 

bipartite et qui ne puisse alors symboliser les differentes manifestations couplees et 

antagonistes du pur et de I’impur’ (p.49). Analysis of the nature of the sacred leads 

him to a deeper understanding of the cosmos itself, and an awareness of the patterns 

and similarities that indicate the wholeness of the universe. Society functions thanks 

to the opposition between the sacred and the profane, they are ‘groupes ou [...] 

principes egalement complementaires et antithetiques dont I’opposition et la 

collaboration (la concordia discors) permet le fonctionnement meme du groupe 

social’ (pp. 73-74). Caillois emphasises the importance of the bi-partite perception and 

understanding of the world in the human mind. Durkheim and Mauss, he points out, 

had long advanced the notion that the Heaven/Earth grouping is the root one, 

corresponding to all the others (male/female, light/darkness, prince/people etc.). The 

opposing principles may change, the bi-partite vision remains a constant;

il faut retenir de cette analyse que I’ordre des choses et des hommes est 
frequemment caracterise par la composition de deux principes, de nature, a la 
fois et en proportion variable, sociale, sexuelle et cosmique. II convient done 
de se representer les emblemes totemiques des phratries et, par derivation, des 
clans, comme des signatures, manifestant des vertus mystiques dont la rivalite 
et la collaboration conservent le monde et entretiennent la societe; des lors le 
fonctionnement des phratries prend tout son sens, de meme que les divers 
interdits totemiques [...]. {HS, pp.88-89)

Towards the end of L 'Homme et le Sucre Caillois takes the topic on to a metaphysical 

level. It is a sudden breaking away from a more neutral discussion of the cohesion of 

primitive societies. Here his own concerns, and his own dilemma -  all or nothing -  

break through.

The opposition of the sacred and the profane mirrors the structure of the universe, 

Caillois argues, pointing to opposing pairs such as inertia and movement, matter and 

energy. The solidarity between these contrasting pairs is the important thing, ‘a travers 

la diversite des representations, la continuite du monde semble alors resulter de la 

combinaison d’un pole de I’effort qu’on ne peut jamais isoler parfaitement. Impossible 

de durer sans usure, sans deperdition; impossible de s’immobiliser dans son etre. [...] 

Impossible non plus de n’etre que metamorphose, pure depense, totale activite’
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(p. 176). Parallels of such solidarity between opposing pairs can be found in biology, 

chemistry and physics. Ml est remarquable dans ces conditions qu’on puisse I’utiliser 

comme une veritable cle pour la comprehension des principaux problemes concemant 

la statique et la dynamique du sacre, tels qu’ils ont ete formules et examines au cours 

de cet ouvrage’ (p. 176). This diagonal approach is a reminder of how at this time 

Caillois looking for that key to the imiverse.

Caillois explores the terrible dilemma facing everyone, the pointless conservation of 

energy or the loss of self: ‘tout ce qui ne se consume pas, pourrit. Aussi la verite 

permanente du sacre reside-t-elle simultanement dans la fascination du brasier et 

I’horreur de la pourriture’ (p. 178). The profane is the search for the ‘juste milieu’

(p. 179), settling for the ‘mediocrite doree qui manifeste la conciliation precaire des 

deux forces antithetiques qui n’assurent la duree de I’univers qu’en se neutralisant 

reciproquement’ (p. 177). Outside this ‘bonace’ (p. 177) lies the domain of the sacred, 

‘I’homme est alors abandonne a I’une seulement des composantes tyranniques dont 

toute vie implique Taction concertee, c’est dire que d’ores et deja, il a consenti a sa 

perte, qu’il emprunte la voie theopathique du renoncement ou la voie theurgique de la 

conquete’ (p. 177). It is not easy to get close to the sacred, and Caillois refers to the 

writings of Saint Teresa of Avila, to illustrate his point. She documents ‘comment le 

contact du sacre institue un douleureux debat entre une esperance enivrante de 

s’abimer defmitivement dans une plenitude vide et cette sorte de pesanteur par quoi le 

profane alourdit tout mouvement vers le sacre et que Therese elle-meme attribue a 

I’instinct de conservation’ (p. 177). The sacred may give life and take it away, but it 

cannot be possessed simultaneously with life, which is ‘usure et deperdition’ (p. 178).

Caillois himself acknowledged that these final pages devoted to a ‘metaphysics’ of the 

sacred are inadequate, given the scope of the subject. In the preface to the third edition 

of the book, he simultaneously and very deftly tries to both criticise and praise himself 

on this score by referring to ‘la fecondite de I’insuffisant’. Panoff has little good to say 

about this section:

[Ces pages] sont [...] I’echo des extravagances mitonnees au College de 
sociologie et elles mettent entre parentheses I’histoire, tout bonnement, c’est-a- 
dire revolution qui a conduit I’homme modeme a interioriser le sacre. Au lieu 
de petrissage historique et de dynamique sociale, Caillois nous offre une
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psychologic assez courte et assez creuse qui evoque les tourments de Sainte 
Therese sans grande necessite. Avec leurs metaphores un peu recherchees et 
leurs formules paradoxaies, ces pages etonnent apres toutes celles qui les 
pr^edent et qui deployaient une interpretation positiviste dans I’habituel style 
de Mauss/*^

Caillois certainly changes his brief towards the end of the book, as he does in 

L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves which also ends with a metaphysical speculation.

But, probing a little more deeply than Panoff, it is actually extremely relevant to an 

understanding of Caillois to consider his reference to the Spanish mystic. Her life’s 

search was complete union with God -  as impossible and all-embracing as Caillois’s 

search for wholeness, oneness with, in his case, the cosmos. A form of mystic 

materialism would be Caillois’s end-point, a concept I shall discuss when dealing with 

his writings on stones. That is his attempt to solve the dilemma occasioned by ‘la 

fascination du brasier et I’horreur de la pourriture’.

Bataille’s approach is, needless to say, quite different from that of PanofTs.In his 

review of L 'Homme et le Sucre, he expressed some concern at seeing the domain of 

the sacred opened to sociological analysis, fearing the effects such objective treatment 

would have on man’s perception of the sacred. He is therefore in favour of Caillois’s 

metaphysical speculations, because they confer a personal relevance on the sacred. In 

these pages, Bataille writes, ‘il [...] manifeste -  implicitement -  la conscience d’une 

valeur pour nous du sacre, qui excede la connaissance savante que nous en pouvons 

avoir. II lui faut a la fin laisser entrevoir cette verite fondamentale que I’homme a 

toujours a choisir entre deux voies’.'*̂

The window into Caillois’s personal preoccupations, while perhaps breaking away 

from the academic, detached nature of the preceding pages, also deepens the reader’s 

perspective on the topic of the sacred and provides an insight into what may be a more 

deeply felt motive for writing the book than the avowed one. A parallel may be drawn 

vsnth Camus, who, at the end of L 'Homme revoke, a serious historical study, lets his 

emotions show in ‘Mediterranean lyricism’. L 'Homme et le Sacre is more then than an 

undoubtedly distorted account of primitive societies, picking and choosing from the

Panoff, p 70. 
Bataille, p.52.
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work of the French Sociologists. It operates on a deeper level, showing us exactly how 

profound was Caillois’s need for completeness.

Caillois’s time in the College de Sociologie represents his last attempt to find a like- 

minded community. Clearly influenced by the political background of turmoil and 

disillusionment, Caillois’s writings from this period can, as we have seen, betray a 

youthful extremism from which he would later distance himself (stopping short, 

though, of disowning any controversial text). The College de Sociologie may only 

have enjoyed a comparatively short existence, and not seen its aims implemented. But 

it was still a ‘perhaps unique attempt to engage v^th an active scholarship, that would 

give such scholarship a collective form, and this is something that is not at all 

negligible’.'*̂

Michael Richardson, Georges Batailie (Lx)ndon: Routledge, 1994), p.57.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CAILLOIS AND CIVILISATION: FROM INCLUSIVENESS TO

EXCLUSIVENESS

If in earlier works we have seen Caillois seeking to explain the world around him, in 

Le Rocher de Sisyphe and Circomtancielles} two ‘sister’ books, his efforts are now 

directed at defending civilisation. The disgust aroused in him by societ>' and which he 

expressed in earlier books has given way now to a new feeling of solidarity. Caillois 

feels himself very strongly to be part of the wider group, the ‘whole’ that is 

civilisation. We have seen him before express solidarity with a small elite group, now 

his feeling of oneness extends to include everybody. His former exclusiveness has 

ceded to inclusiveness. This inclusiveness, as his reaction to Claude Levi-Strauss’s 

Race et Histoire will show later in this chapter, loses something of its impressive 

nobility when it becomes apparent it does not extend beyond the Western world.

In Le Rocher de Sisyphe and Circonstancielles Caillois recognises the need for all to 

work together in pursuit of the common good. World War Two made the future of 

society uncertain for a period and, while Caillois was writing at this time in South 

America, and was consequently far removed from the conflict, ‘je  ne me trouvais pas 

neutre dans le conflit qui mettait aux prises a la fois tant de nations et tant de 

principes’ (preface to Circonstancielles, p.9). Writing in his ‘Notes pour un itineraire’, 

he describes the change that took place in him in South America:

Je sus qu’il n’y avait que mirages en tout ce que j ’avais jusqu’alors 
inconsiderement encense. Dans mes aspirations de la veille, je  ne vis plus que 
caprices, ennui et degout coupables de milliardaire clandestin et nostalgic 
morbide d’un privilegie de la cuhure. De cette culture, j ’avais souhaite me 
debarrasser comme d’un fardeau et d’un esclavage. Je la connaissais 
maintenant de conquete difficile et de nature precaire. En outre, je comprenais 
qu’il n’etait rien en dehors d’elle qui justifiat I’aventure humaine. Meme si par

' Circonstancielles {?ds\s Gallimard, 1946)
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desespoir ou par nihilisme, on en vient a la juger absurde, revoltante ou 
desastreuse, c’est a partir d’une idee de la raison, de la justice et du bonheur 
qui est issue d’elle, qui en fait partie, au meme titre que toutes sortes de 
valeurs qui ne sont pas tom b^s du ciel, qu’un effort seculaire a t ir^ s  du neant 
et dont chacun doit s’estimer comptable devant I’espece entiere.^

This is a mature, stock-taking statement, finally free of the various poses Caillois had 

struck in previous writings. A capacity for humility and real courage comes through, 

as does a broader view of the human condition, l^serra charts this evolution, ‘all’idea 

di una virtm intesa come energia succede I’idea di un virtm  intesa come eccelenza 

This will have effects too on the tone and style of his writing.

Circomtancielles, as its title suggests, is linked more directly to the political events of 

the time. Le Rocher de Sisyphe deals more indirectly with the same issues. Caillois 

would not deprive Circonstancielles completely of any more transcendent value, ‘je 

m’achamais [...] a estimer la veritable valeur, s’il en etait une, de la civilisation, de la 

liberte, de la justice [.. .]. C’est [cette angoisse], selon moi, qui [.. .] donne la valeur 

incertaine que [ces pages] peuvent garder’ (p. 13).

Gaetan Picon emphasises the importance of the concept of continuity in Caillois’s 

concept of civilisation;

les vertus de la civilisation actuelle ne sont pas des valeurs surgies du present, 
mais des valeurs etemelles -  la definition constante de la civilisation. C’est par 
cette notion de permanence que la pensee esthetique et la pensee historique se 
peuvent joindre. L’avenir ne sera pas une creation inedite, elle-meme inspiree 
de cette creation inedite qu’est le present, mais la restauration de valeurs 
etemelles [...]. Telle est la these centrale du Rocher de Sisyphe.^

This sense of unity with the past is conveyed even in the classical style of Le Rocher 

de Sisyphe.

Civilisation is not a ‘given’, and needs to be constantly recreated. Caillois’s 

interpretation of the myth of Sisyphus is quite different from that of Camus in Le 

Mythe de Sisyphe (1942), where Sisyphus’s task symbolised the futility of human 

existence. As far as Caillois is concerned, even the effort of pushing the boulder up

^rP7;p.i68.
’ Laserra, p 73
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has merit, ‘il n’y a pas de travail inutile: Sisyphe se faisait les muscles’ (Caillois’s 

epigraph to the book). Marie-Louise Audin links Caillois’s vision of Sisyphus to other 

preferred role models of his. Ml se realise [...] historiquement en Demosthene, en Yu 

Chen; mais il sera aussi le patre grec, le berger emigrant de Patagonie, le pilote de 

ligne. C’est-a-dire ces predestines qui repondent a un “appel”, qui repondent a I’elan 

d’une volonte active de depassement de soi, puisque “appel” au cours du texte 

s’actualise dans “pionniers” et “vocation” It is not surprising that Caillois should be 

interested in this type of essentially solitary pioneer and leader.

We have seen that Caillois’s writings in 1938-39 ‘trahissent une facheuse propension 

a la surchauffe’’  ̂Caillois himself acknowledged that Mes nuances [...] ne sont pas 

mon fort’. This would be a problem for him for a long time when writing on topics 

close to his heart, as will be evident in his different texts dealing with poetry, for 

example. In correspondence with Jean Paulhan who reproached him for the ‘bravade a 

vide’ of Le Vent d'hiver, Caillois replied that the ‘expression tres forte’ was to 

compensate for ‘la faiblesse du fond’. The writing then was to accomplish some kind 

o f ‘prestidigitation’.* Caillois had to make an effort to ‘substituer a I’eloquence 
excessive de jadis, le laconisme epris de reserve et de justesse, usant de I’euphemisme 

(ou pretendant le faire) et de toutes les figures de la concision’.̂  Caillois certainly 

does achieve major changes in style and tone, writing in a more neutral and more 

majestic vein. Le Rocher de Sisyphe contains no footnotes, no bibliography. Caillois 

does not draw from his extensive reading to offer his reader the countless erudite and 

unusual references that pepper his earlier work. Caillois’s analytical inclination is no 

longer so apparent, his scope and tone are larger now. For Andre Chastel, ‘certaines 

pages recueillies dans Le Rocher de Sisyphe font penser aux Lettres de Seneque, aux 

discours de stoiciens fran^ais comme Guez de Balzac, voire a Pascal, a 

Montesquieu’.**’ Chastel is broadly favourable, but not all of Caillois’s critics would

'* Gaetan Picon, ‘Les essais de Roger Caillois’, Fontaine, X, 54 (1946), 265-79 (p.276).
’ Marie-Louise Audin, ‘Metamorphose d’un mythe de chatiment en mythe initiatique: Le Rocher de 
Sisyphe de Roger Caillois’, in L ’Initiation. L ’Acquisition d ’un savoir ou d ’unpoirvoir. Le lieu 
initiatique. Parodies et perspectives. Actes du Colloque Intem atiotjal de Montpellier, 11-14 April 1991, 
tome II, ed. by Alain Moreau (Montpellier: Publications de la recherche, 1992), pp. 87-100 (p 92).
 ̂Jean-Pierre Duso, ‘Rh^orique de la surchauffe et rh^orique severe: a la recherche du lieu commun’, 

in La Pensee aventuree, pp. 175-194 (p. 176).
’ From a letter to Jean Paulhaa, quoted by Duso, p. 175.
* All references are from a letter to Paulhan, quoted by Duso, p. 177.
’ Duso, p. 177.

Chastel, p.39.
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agree that the evolution in his style is entirely positive. Picking up on the many lofty 

generalities that run through Le Rocher de Sisyphe, Picon argues that ‘[Caillois] 

affirme, il repete inlassablement ses affirmations -  mais il ne livre guere ses 

experiences ou ses motifs. Le Rocher de Sisyphe proclame la perennite de I’homme, la 

permanence de la civilisation: il ne nous donne aucune arme precise pour ecarter de 

nous les interpretations qu’il recuse’.'* The book is a declaration of hope and trust, 

however, carrying with it the desire to secure the assent of the reader, to move him, as 

Caillois feels moved, by the contemplation of what now appears to Caillois too self- 

evident to require proof the glory of civilisation.

To fight against this ‘surchauffe’, Caillois uses various techniques in Le Rocher de 

Sisyphe. Firstly, a cultural distancing, focusing his attention on countries remote in 

time or space. Ancient Greece, Ancient China and Patagonia. He then employs 

various literary forms to distance himself further, be it an historical account or 

describing a journey. The distancing is not all it seems, however:

ces textes presentent un double fonctionnement articulant distance et 
effacement de cette distance. Le recit historique se dedouble en fable 
allegorique de I’actualite (les Democraties contre Hitler); I’etude 
ethnographique du materiau legendaire de la Chine ancienne se recourbe en 
figure symbolique de la crise mondiale; le recit de voyage se hausse au plan du 
mythe et tente de repondre a la brulante question portant sur la valeur de 
l’humanisme.‘̂

Caillois, then, despite the new detached air and seeming distance, is closely involved 

with and cares deeply about what is happening in the world around him.

‘Athenes devant Philippe’ expresses eloquently Caillois’s sense of disappointment at 

the failure of democratic regimes to react adequately and in a timely fashion to the 

threat posed by Hitler. An earlier, more optimistic ending was removed fi'om the text 

by Caillois in the light of events and replaced by the current, darker ending. Philip of 

Macedonia here represents Hitler, Athens, the weak democracies. The cultural 

richness of Athens did not suffice to make it strong. It would be no match for the 

cunning of Philip. Caillois, in crisply contrasting sentences, deals well with Athens’ 

dithering, ‘Athenes se demandait toujours si elle ferait de Philippe son allie contre

”  Picon, p,271.
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Thebes ou de Thebes son alliee contre Philippe. Philippe cependant s’assurait 

I’alliance de Thebes contre Athenes’ (pp.37-38). It is an opportunity for Caillois to lay 

bare everything he finds so inferior in democracies. The paralysis of the Athenians, 

knowing their lack of action was fatal and yet unable to remedy this, is mercilessly 

exposed. All the synonyms for talking in the following sentence sum up their 

ineffectiveness; ‘les Atheniens s’apercevaient qu’ils ne faisaient qu’attendre et 

discuter, batir des theories, proposer des hypotheses, et expliquer et etudier et 

commenter’ (p.45). In Circomtancielles, in ‘Defense de la Republique’ and ‘Le 

manque d’esprit civique cause de la defaite’ (pp. 17-24 and pp.27-34 resj3ectively), for 

example, Caillois writes of the role of the indifference towards public morality shown 

by the French during critical points in the war. Caillois’s depiction of the Athenians 

mirrors this flaw. Athens succumbed, a victim of its own civilisation. Caillois’s vision 

is not wholly bleak, however. Something positive remained from the values that gave 

it its glory and brought about its ruin: the accomplishments of its artists. That glory, 

‘les ennemis de la Grece ne peuvent la lui ravir et ne savent ni I’obtenir ni la convoiter 

pour eux-memes’, p.62). It is interesting that Caillois endorses art here, having started 

his career with putting it on trial. He is more compassionate towards people too, 
allowing that while the Athenians were weak, they also had the virtues of their 

defects. It is a more balanced view of the good and bad in his fellow man. It is not just 

his use of allegory that helps him avoid bombast; it is the strength of his new maturity 

too.

Patagonie, included in Le Rocher de Sisyphe, continues Caillois’s reflections on 

civilisation and the importance of human solidarity. It is evident that Caillois here 

feels completely part of the wider group. It is a sense of connection bom of reflection, 

rather than meaningful contact with any other being. Caillois’s Patagonia is a quiet 

place. In this sense it is very different Irom the Patagonia described by Bruce Chatwin. 

In Patagonia^^ is full of chatty stories about the various representatives of the multi

cultural society whom Chatwin meets on his travels. There is a passing reference to 

Darwin’s fascination with its arid landscapes, and a quotation from W. H. Hudson’s 

Idle Days in Patagonia on the peace found by desert wanderers,*'* but Chatwin is 

looking firmly outwards, unlike Caillois.

'^Duso, p. 184.
” Bruce Chatwin, In Patagonia (London: Jonathan Cape, 1977).

Chatwin, p. 15.
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Espace americain^^ covers similar ground to Patagonie, Caillois’s new enthusiasm for 

society and civilisation is fittingly conveyed by the lyricism v^th which he transforms 

even the most banal aspects of everyday life. The cataclysm of war is responsible for 

bringing about this change in perspective; the urgent sense of belonging expressed did 

not last significantly after the horrors of the war receded. This new dimension in his 

work, and the unrestrained lyrical nature of his writing, make Patagonie a milestone 

in Caillois’s career. He is conscious now of the duty he has to contribute to the 

ongoing task of civilisation. The book may be called Patagonie but its essential 

subject is humanity and the importance of collective effort. The barrenness of 

Patagonia exposes the necessity of human input and effort; nothing is already in place, 

everything must be created and worked for. A challenge of this kind brings out the 

best in man and the best in Caillois. As he writes also in ‘Sources de la morale’, ‘c’est 

de tous les hommes qu’il importe de se sentir solidaire’ {RS, p. 140). The closing lines, 

reaching out to the aridity of the landscape, prefigure the satisfaction stones would 

bring him, ‘contree toute d’espace et d’appel qui compose sur le sol un site comme il 

faudrait avoir Tame’ (p. 117). Patagonie is a very effective antidote to the bile of Le 

Vent d'hiver, 'Patagonie [.,.] se propose de renverser le mouvement du Vent d ’hiver; a 

la parabole de I’ere quatemaire, portee par le discours lyrique froidement exalte, 

repond un recit de voyage qui a la vocation et la force tranquille du mythe’.’̂

The surreal description of the approach to Patagonia gives the work a mythical quality 

that projects onto a universal level its scope and relevance; this is not simply travel 

writing:

De hautes falaises lumineuses barrent sa route et ne laissent devant lui qu’un 
etroit goulot que rend obscur leur blancheur ^latante. Les murailles qu’elles 
elevent semblent enclore un paradis mysterieux. Mais s’ecartant avec hate, 
elles s’efFacent dans le lointain, se confondent avec I’horizon et se rapprochent 
enfin derriere le bateau comme pour I’enfermer dans un lac immense et sans 
issue. (RS, pp.92-93)

The absorption of the boat -  not unlike the fate of the children in the Pied Piper of 

Hamelin, a later interest of Caillois’s -  paradoxically opens out the work, helping to

awOTca/w (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1983). 
'^Duso, p 193
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confer on it its legendary dimension. The rest of the world is left behind, and here man 

is truly on his own. Caillois stresses the bleakness of the landscape, the beach strewn 

with the corpses of animals, described in images that inevitably bring to mind a 

battlefield after a bloody encounter. He stresses too its aridity, which even gets the 

better of stones, ‘jusqu’aux pierres s’usent ici et se trouvent impuissantes a conserver 

leur forme et leur durete’ (p.97). The emigrant must recommence the effort of 

civilisation. In his conclusion to Circomtancielles Caillois writes ‘je  me persuade 

ainsi que la civilisation est faite de bonnes habitudes communement partagees plutot 

que de reussites exceptionnelles’ (p. 146). These ‘good habits’ are just the kind of 

small but important traditions described in Patagonie. By looking after his dead, for 

instance, by burying them respectfully in adequate places, man ‘fonde ses pretentions 

sur I’avenir. [...] II etablit une continuite’ (p. 112). In this hostile region, this is ‘la 

premiere victoire de I’homme’ (p. 114).

Alone, man can do nothing, ‘il ne continue ni n’ouvre rien’ (p. 110). Caillois has been 

made conscious of his heritage and tradition in the course of his visit to Patagonia, 

‘comble de richesses et ne dans I’entrepot meme oii I’histoire les amassa, je suis trop 

redevable aux hommes pour mepriser leurs travaux et m’abstenir d’y prendre pari’

(p. 116). The reader cannot help recalling how in Le Vent d'hiver contempt of ‘les 

miserables’ was elevated to the status of a virtue. In that text too Caillois was 

effortlessly and automatically part of the elite. Now he knows that he too must 

contribute something to the common good, ‘alors seulement, je ne me sentirai plus 

parasite ou imposteur, mais me tiendrai bien droit a ma place et dans mon rang. Je 

pourrai traiter toutes les oeuvres de I’homme d’egal a egal’ (pp. 106-07). There is none 

of the juvenile posturing that characterises Le Vent d ’hiver, Caillois’s humility and 

humanism are patent. Lest the reader have any doubt on the matter, he shows he can 

rise to the occasion and reach out to his fellow man, among whom he counts himself

In Le Fleuve Alphee, Caillois acknowledges the significance of Patagonie in his 

career as a writer. It was the first time he permitted himself to publish a work with 

undeniable lyrical qualities. As he recalls this departure from his previous style of 

writing, his inner struggle against allowing his natural, lyrical vein to express itself is 

evident:
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Je ne pus m’empecher de jeter sur le papier quelques-unes des impressions que 
j ’y avais ressenties. Le jour ou je les publiai, epurees cependant de tout d ^ i l  
anecdotique ou pittoresque pour donner a mes pages la meme nudite que celle 
de la contree qu’elles s’efForpaient de decrire, ce jour-la, je devins ecrivain 
malgre moi. {FA, p.68)

Admitting that he gave in to an instinct too strong to resist, Caillois is keen to point 

out that lyricism was kept to the minimum, and that he sought to model his writing on 

the perceived qualities of the subject, as he would do decades later with stones. He 

removed exactly the kind of details that are so plentiful in Chatwin’s book. For 

Caillois, however, there was still a gap between becoming a writer, and being proud to 

call himself a writer. That moment would have to wait decades, and is dealt with in 

Chapter Nine.

Having been so appalled by French society in the 1930s, Caillois’s return to the fold, 

as expressed in Le Rocher de Sisyphe, has all the force and enthusiasm of a fresh 

convert. The highly moral tone that runs throughout the work, his calls for integrity 

and courage, that each individual be active in the development and preservation of 

civilisation, are striking and, of course, unobjectionable. ‘C’est de tous les hommes 

qu’il importe de se sentir solidaire’: this ringing line from ‘Sources de la morale’

(p. 140), sums up the opinions expressed in Le Rocher de Sisyphe. Caiilois too, for 

example, referred to Saint-Exupery’s notion of the ‘sourire d’intelligence’ (p. 141) as 

the common mark of humanity, ‘par lequel freres ou inconnus se reconfortent ou 

seulement s’identifient, se reconnaissent comme hommes et embarques dans le meme 

voyage’ (p. 141). There was too the very broad definition of civilisation in Paiagonie, 

where the act of burying one’s dead symbolised the values on which a civilised 

society could be based.

There is nothing here that is not admirable. The views expressed complement 

Caillois’s roles as introducer of South American literature into France, co-compiler of 

an anthology of world poetry, indeed also compiler o f an anthology of tales o f the 

fantastic from around the world. These activities all suggest an openness, a receptivity 

to other cultures, an acknowledgement of their worth. It is sobering then to contrast 

these worthy attitudes and activities with the views outlined in ‘Illusions a rebours’, an 

article in two parts published in the then NNRF in 1954 and 1955. Despite his own 

claims to the contrary, this article is mainly a reaction to Claude Levi-Strauss’s Race
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et Histoire, which makes the case for cultural relativism, or the need to respect and 

accept a range of societal mores and values. Caillois’s article, and reaction to it, has 

received very little critical attention, possibly because of the unflattering light it casts 

on Caillois. Nevertheless, it gives a more complete picture of his beliefs and value 

systems, and while it would be quite inaccurate to consider him as racist, it is all too 

apparent that ‘civilisation’, for Caillois, is Western Civilisation.

In response to the massacres carried out in the name of racial superiority during World 

War Two, and as part of a series of measures designed to combat racism, UNESCO 

had commissioned Claude Levi-Strauss to write Race et Histoire, which was 

published in 1952. In it, Levi-Strauss, as I have said, argues the case for cultural 

relativity, meaning that as no one culture can be regarded as superior to another, 

comparisons are invalid. It is unfortunately still a concept struggling for universal 

acceptance, as events in the Balkans and Rwanda have demonstrated in the nineties.

There were of course previous studies of the phenomenon of racism. Ruth Benedict’s
] 7excellent Race and Racism appeared in 1943. She makes the point that race does not 

equate with superiority or inferiority and examines physiological, psychological and 

historical evidence to prove her point. She points to the importance of good social 

conditions for all races if optimal development is to be promoted. Levi-Strauss’s 

study, however, seeks to go beyond demonstrating this point, however central it may 

be. He wished to tackle the visible inequality pertaining in different cultures and to 

show the dynamic role played by cultural diversity in the development of civilisations.

In December 1954 and January 1955 Caillois published his ‘Illusions a rebours’. It is

essentially a reflection on the views expressed in Race et Histoire. It was to spark off

a series of angry exchanges between Caillois and Levi-Strauss in the pages of Les 
18Temps Modemes. The Martinican poet and statesman Aime Cesaire was also drawn 

into the controversy in the pages of the 1955 edition of his Discours sur le 

colonialisme. This book was first published in 1950, obviously before this 

controversy. It is significant, given the heated tone of Cesaire’s reflections on the

Ruth Benedict, lUice and Racism (London: The Scientific Book Club, 1943).
Claude Levi-Strauss, ‘Diogene couche’, Les TempsModernes, 110 (1955), 1187-1220 and Roger 

Caillois and Claude Levi-Strauss, ‘A propos de “Diogene couche” Les Temps Modernes, 111 (1955), 
1533-36.
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matter in the 1955 edition, that comparatively little time had elapsed between his 

reading Caillois’s article and his inclusion of a reference to it in his book. As Caillois 

himself was an employee of UNESCO, this adds a further dimension to the exchange, 

and indeed his article caused problems for him at work. He refers to these in a letter to 

Victoria Ocampo, ‘j ’ai de gros ennuis avec I’Unesco a cause de mes articles de la 

NNRF. de d^(embre) et janv(ier) dernier. C’est insupportable. II faudrait bien que je 

quitte (I’Unesco). Si tu peux convaincre une fondation de m’aider...’.*̂  He did not 

eventually leave UNESCO, although evidently for a period of time must have felt 

himself to be the object of some opprobrium. Even in the nineties, Caillois’s essay has 

the power to arouse strong feelings, and Panoff too revisits this incident.

Given the gap between the publication dates of Race et Histoire and Caillois’s 

articles, Levi-Strauss suggests that a favourable reference to his book in a Surrealist 

journal Medium (the February 1954 issue) motivated Caillois to respond as he did, 

‘reconnaissons a ce Medium le don d’avoir plonge M. Caillois dans les transes’. 

Panoff, as he tends to, also attributes a base motivation to Caillois: professional 

jealousy, ‘peu importe de savoir s’il y eut alors autant de jalousie de sa part que 

d’hostilite intellectuelle’. '̂ Cesaire’s still fresh anger at Caillois’s opinions comes 

through all too clearly in the pages he devotes to his essay. For him, Caillois 

personified the lack of humanism that characterised Western Imperialism, his work 

symbolised the fact that ‘jamais I’Occident, dans le temps ou il se gargarise le plus du 

mot, n’a ete plus eloigne de pouvoir assumer les exigences d’un humanisme vrai, de 

pouvoir vivre I’humanisme vrai — I’humanisme a la mesure du monde’.̂ ^

In fairness to Caillois, the matter is more complex than these hostile speculations 

allow. I have mentioned Caillois’s extreme disillusionment with society around the 

end of the Third Republic, and then, following on his move to Argentina, his 

conversion to Western civilisation, classically conceived, and its ideals. World War 

Two posed a threat to these, and having so nearly lost these values, Caillois regained a 

perception of himself as part of a worthy enterprise, with duties and responsibilities to 

the wider group. His defence of Western civilisation in ‘Illusions a rebours’ needs to

Corresfxmdance Roger Caillois Victoria Ocampo, ed. by Odile Felgine, with the collaboration of 
Laura Ayerza de Castilho (Paris: Stock, 1997), p.337.

Levi-Strauss, ‘Diogene couche’, p. 1189.
Panofr, p.47.
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be seen, in part at least, in the context of that still fresh embracing of what he too had 

once denigrated. It is the more controversial face of the views expressed in Le Rocher 

de Sisyphe and is interesting to explore as a fresh and not always flattering perspective 

on Caillois. We have previously seen Caillois’s desire to provoke controversy and to 

push arguments to the limit lead to some serious charges being made against him. This 

further incident made him run the risk of being seen not just as fascist, but racist too. 

The accusation of fascism can be countered with reference to Caillois’s political 

ignorance and a certain insensitivity. I do not believe Caillois can be considered as 

racist, if that term is taken to mean not just a belief in the superiority of one race over 

another, but, allied with this, the intention to incite hatred towards or to discriminate 

against another racial group.

If Levi-Strauss’s agenda is to disprove the idea that any one culture was superior to 

another, then Caillois’s agenda is just the opposite of this. In his opinion, the lack of 

self-confidence in the West has led to an overvaluation of other cuhures, and Caillois 

sees it as his task to halt that self-depreciation and reinstate the superiority of Western 

culture. He states his case strongly, rejecting ‘la conviction passionnelle que la 

civilisation dont on participe est hypocrite, corrompue et repugnante, et qu’il faut 

chercher ailleurs, n’importe ou, et pour plus de surete aux antipodes geographiques ou 

culturelles, la purete et la plenitude dont le besoin est ressenti’ (‘Illusions’, part 2, 

p.67). His concern is primarily with seeing Western civilisation resume its position as 

leader. Such a stance certainly makes him guilty of pro-Western prejudice, and he is 

again insensitive in stating his case; but he is not racist, as that term is commonly 

understood.

Caillois, in his article, documents how, in the past, history was seen as a succession of 

eras, leading to the present superiority of Western civilisation. There is now however, 

and Caillois cites the work of Spengler and Toynbee, a sense of the West’s decline 

and, for Caillois, Levi-Strauss fits right into this way of thinking. (In his reply to Levi- 

Strauss’s reaction to ‘Illusions a rebours’, Caillois rather disingenuously denies that 

Levi-Strauss is the main subject of his article, writing of his ‘presomption’ in 

assuming this. It has to be said that if all the references to Race et Histoire were

Cesaire, p. 54.
‘A propos de “Diogene couche” p 1533.
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removed, very little would be left). In a way that is seemingly general, but is actually 

preparing the ground for his attack on Levi-Strauss, Caillois charts the various 

symptoms of this decline, which include ‘le gout pour les images des reves, pour les 

aberrations de la luxure, pour les delires des alienes, les dessins des enfants et les 

sculptures des primitifs’, leading to a ‘parti pris [...] indifferemment en faveur des 

cultures rudimentaires’ (‘Illusions’, part 1, p. 1014). This fits in too with a later 

‘outing’ of the Surrealist connections of Levi-Strauss (‘Illusions’, part 2, p.67), which 

is wholly inaccurate as Levi-Strauss points out to him and which Caillois has to 

withdraw.^'* Panoff accuses Caillois of concealing his own Surrealist links, but this is 

not actually true. Caillois writes, ‘ce n’est pas un hasard si les noms de Claude Levi- 

Strauss, de Michel Leiris, d’Alfired Metraux, de Georges-Henri Riviere, figurent au 

sommaire de revues comme La Revolution surrealiste. Documents et Minotaure (le 

mien aussi, d’ailleurs)’(‘Illusions’, part 2, p.67).

Caillois refers to, and his target is clear, ‘de nombreux intellectuels europeens’ 

(‘Illusions’, F>art 1, p. 1013), living in and off the West, who ‘s’achament a renier les 

divers ideaux de leur culture’ (p. 1013). This bias in favour of any culture rather than 

Western civilisation has led to a number of mistaken attitudes, Caillois argues, the 

excessive respect {jaid to the pre-Columbian calendar, for example, or Paul Valery’s 

contention that civilisations are mortal and totally vanish; important things often 

remain. Levi-Strauss refutes these two arguments convincingly in his reply. Firstly, 

Saurat, the writer Caillois quotes in respect of the calendar, had limited his claims of 

superiority to the latter. Caillois distorts his argument, adding to it the implied 

suggestion that, for example, astrophysics and giant telescopes allegedly lag behind 

the pre-Columbian calendar. This is indeed a ‘procede falsificateur’^̂  and one that 

reappears in Caillois’s treatment of Levi-Strauss. Levi-Strauss supports Valery by 

arguing that discoveries in mathematics and physics have shown that understanding a 

system relies on knowledge of its total structure rather than just a partial analysis).

While paying what is most likely ritual praise to Levi-Strauss’s work as ‘I’expose 

magistral d’un ethnographe et d’un savant [...] un modele du genre’ (p. 1018), Caillois 

cannot accept his view that all cultures are equivalent and have their own peculiarities

Caillois, ‘A propos de “Diogene couche” pp 1534-35.
l^vi-Strauss, ‘Diogene couche’, p. 1205.

^  'DiogOTe couche’, pp 1202-03.
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and modes of development. Caillois calls into question Levi-Strauss’s objectivity as a 

scholar, alleging that ‘son erudition, du moins, parait au service d’une conviction qui 

s’en laisse malaisement separer. Celle-ci, prealable a toute recherche objective, derive 

de la crise de conscience generale’ (‘Illusions’, part 2, p.58). This conviction, as 

Caillois sees it, leads Levi-Strauss to draw questionable parallels, to downgrade 

Western achievements and values. Despite Levi-Strauss’s assertion that comparisons 

are unjustified, Caillois claims that he nonetheless has drawn some, always at the 

expense of the West. This would be a damning assessment, if it were true. The 

problem with Caillois’s case, however, is that he misrepresents Levi-Strauss’s 

argument, quoting him entirely out of context.

In Race et Histoire, Levi-Strauss argued against the theory o f faux evolutionnisme, 

according to which some, more primitive cultures are seen as previous stages in the 

development of other more advanced cultures. Development is seen as linear and neat, 

all societies progressing towards the same ultimate point of perfection. Such a theory 

eliminates cultural diversity while pretending to recognise it. Levi-Strauss maintained 

that one culture cannot be judged by another’s system of references. Changes in that 

culture may be imperceptible to the eyes of an onlooker. Caillois accepts that this is a 

sustainable argument but one which does not give Levi-Strauss the right to compare 

unfavourably the West to other cultures; but Levi-Strauss does not do this. A brief 

look at what Caillois claims and then what Levi-Strauss actually wrote will clarify the 

matter.

Caillois quotes Levi-Strauss as saying that the East and Far East have ‘une avance de 

plusieurs millenaires’ over the West because they have come up with ‘ces vastes 

sommes theoriques et pratiques que sont le yoga de I’lnde, les techniques du souffle 

chinoises ou la gymnastique viscerale des anciens Maoris’ (‘Illusions’, part 1, p. 1021).

In relation to Australians, Levi-Strauss argues, according to Caillois, that it would be 

‘nullement exagere de saluer en eux non seulement les fondateurs de toute sociologie 

generale, mais encore les veritables introducteurs de la mesure dans les sciences 

sociales’ (quoted by Caillois, ‘Illusions’, part 1, p. 1023). Levi-Strauss, according to 

Caillois, ‘s’extasie sur I’extreme complexite des liens de parente des Australiens’ 

(‘Illusions’, part 2, p.58).
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Caillois refers to Levi-Strauss’s assessment of Melanesians, and their talent for 

integrating ‘dans la vie sociale les produits les plus obscurs de I’activite inconsciente 

de I’esprit’. Their achievement in this regard is ‘un des plus hauts sommets que les 

hommes aient atteint dans ces directions’ (quoted by Caillois, ‘Illusions’, part 1, 

p. 1023).

As regards Africans, Levi-Strauss writes that if we have insufficient appreciation of 

their contribution to culture, it is European science that is at fault, rather than any 

supposed cultural poverty on their part. He finds much to praise in African culture, its 

laws, philosophies, music, arts, its bronze and ivory artefacts, far more sophisticated 

than anything being made in the West at the same time. Nothing Levi-Strauss wrote 

about African civilisation justifies Caillois’s dismissal of it, ‘il semble s’agir ainsi 

d’une des cases blanches du damier du savoir dont [Levi-Strauss] parle ailleurs et qui 

marqueraient notre ignorance plutot que le vide. Mais si la case etait reellement 

blanche, si le vide existait veritablement?’ (‘Illusions’, part 1, p. 1023). Far from 

suggesting that African culture is ‘une case blanche’ Levi-Strauss was at pains to list 

what we owe to it.

These points, superficially, seem greatly to undermine Levi-Strauss’s argument and 

credibility. But Caillois has completely twisted and turned around Levi-Strauss’s 

point, which was that, depending on what criterion is chosen, societies will be 

classified in different orders of merit. His argument could not be more clearly made, 

and shows the arbitrary and subjective nature of comparisons between cultures, ‘selon 

le point de vue choisi, on aboutirait [. .] a des classements differents’. If ever more 

powerful machines were the criterion, then the West’s superiority in this respect 

would be manifest. If the criterion were the links between body and mind, then the 

East and Far East are ahead of other cultures; if Australians are judged according to 

the criterion of family organisation, then they are ahead. Far from praising specifically 

the complexity of their family ties, it is clear in Race et Histoire that Levi-Strauss is 

struck by their capacity to reflect on and analyse their own experience, ‘avec une 

admirable lucidite, les Australiens ont fait la theorie de ce mecanisme et inventorie les 

principales methodes permettant de le realiser, avec les avantages et les inconvenients

L^vi-Strauss, p 46
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qui s’attachent a chacune’. Panoff points out that Levi-Strauss in a later edition of 

Race et Histoire does modify his praise of Australians somewhat. They are presented 

as the ‘precurseurs de toute sociologie familiale’ rather than the ‘fondateurs’ of 

sociology in general.

Caillois states that Levi-Strauss attributed the superiority of one culture over another 

to ‘une suite de hasards fronds. Ceux-ci sont d’ailleurs favorises par les echanges 

entre cultures, par la mise en commun de leurs inventions, qui permet le cumul des 

coups heureux a la grande loterie du sort’ (‘Illusions’, part 1, p. 1019) Caillois favours 

the theory of ‘open’ and ‘closed’ societies, an open society making the most of 

developments and innovations that come its way. In relation to his portrayal of Levi- 

Strauss’s argument, Caillois is prioritising the role of chance, which Levi-Strauss did 

not. Levi-Strauss’s argument is a great deal more complex than that. In the chapters 

entitled ‘Hasard et civilisation’ and ‘La collaboration des cultures’, he specifically 

argued against the simplistic approach of attributing progress to chance, preferring the 

concept of probability and stressing the importance of timing, and that the cultures 

collaborating be different from each other. It is not a question of one society being 

more ‘cumulative’ than another by virtue of its nature; what counts is the behaviour of 

cultures, ‘leur maniere d'etre ensemble^ ^  The greatest impediment in the way of the 

development of a culture, ‘c’est d’etre seul’. '̂ This depiction of a society that can 

capitalise on the innovations coming its way is not essentially so different from 

Caillois’s open society.

In the context of discussing attitudes to other nationalities, Levi-Strauss had drawn a 

parallel between the native inhabitants of the Greater Antilles who killed white p>eople 

to see if their bodies would rot, and the Spanish who sent envoys to the Greater
‘\ ' yAntilles to see if its inhabitants had souls. In Caillois’s eyes, this is an untenable 

argument; the methods and motivations involved were quite different (‘Illusions’, part 

2, pp. 59-61). Taxing Caillois with showing more respect for Spanish theology than 

Dogon or Bambara theology, Levi-Strauss reminds his readers (and Caillois) that 

thirty years after sending their envoys on this mission, the Spanish had exterminated

Levi-Strauss, p.48.
”  Panoff, p 53

Levi-Strauss, Race et Histoire, p 73.
Lwi-Strauss, p.73.
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the entire native population of the Greater Antilles.^^ Caillois is unfounded in 

according dignity and seriousness solely to the representatives of Europe.

For Caillois (and it can be imagined that this was directed at Levi-Strauss), the one 

sure sign of a civilisation’s superiority is that it can produce ethnographers. Bringing 

to mind Saul Bellow’s rhetorical question, ‘Who is the Tolstoy of the Zulus?’, Caillois 

writes, ‘il n’existe aucun ethnographe bantou ou bororo’ (‘Illusions’, part 2, p.65). Or 

if  there is, he has studied in Cambridge or Paris. It could be expected that Levi-Strauss 

would not leave this point unanswered and indeed he makes the point that the West 

produced ethnographers ‘au moment meme ou il entreprenait la destruction de I’objet 

des etudes qu’il leur reconnait’.̂ '* There is not much room for smugness when the full 

picture is given.

The inaccuracies and distortions in Caillois’s article make it understandable that Levi- 

Strauss should have sought a right of reply. It is unfortunate, however, that he went 

beyond rational argument and entered the domain of personal invective. Linking 

Caillois with Senator McCarthy in the United States, he referred to him as 

‘McCaillois’, and dismissed his arguments as ‘des bouffonneries de table d’hote’ 

and, for example, ‘des declamations de predicateur’.̂  ̂An offensive tone runs through 

much of what he writes, which inevitably detracts from rather than reinforcing his 

legitimate argument.

This debate clearly stayed very much alive in the minds of Caillois and Levi-Strauss. 

As fas as Caillois is concerned, Panoflf argues that his book Ponce Pilate^^ continues, 

obliquely, the discussion on cultural relativism, as do La Pieuvre and Pierres The 

matter arose again when Caillois (at the request of Levi-Strauss, who was touched to 

learn Caillois had voted for him) made the speech receiving him into the Academic 

Fran9aise. That Levi-Strauss should have invited him to do this after their acrimonious 

exchanges in the fifties shows, not just his generosity of spirit, but surely suggests also 

that he did not believe Caillois to hold racist opinions. In an interview with Didier

Race el Histoire, pp.21-22,
Levi-Strauss, ‘Diogene couche’, pp. 1210-11
Levi-Strauss, p. 1214
Levi-Strauss, p 1214.

^  Levi-Strauss, p. 1202.
” Panoflf, pp. 58-61.
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Eribon, Levi-Strauss recalls this moment, and his disappointment at what he saw as 

Caillois’s pettiness in re-opening the dispute following on his generous gesture.^^ He 

went on to make the following unflattering remarks about Caillois:

Nous aurions du nous entendre. Mais il a delaisse la recherche au profit du 
style. II voulut cantonner ses speculations sur le plan litteraire et poetique: la 
forme I’interessait plus que la substance. Qu’on s’efforce de traiter celle-ci 
avec un peu de rigueur et dans un souci objectif, il ne le tolerait pas. Par un 
curieux paradoxe, il inversait, mais toujours dans un esprit conservateur, les 
termes de sa vieille querelle avec les surr^istes.'*^’

Caillois had accused him of a lack of objectivity and rigor. Now, decades later, he is 

returning the compliment and seeking to deprive Caillois’s work as a whole of any 

intellectual credibility. This is no more justified than was Caillois’s distortion of Race 

et Histoire and it is regrettable that what is a serious intellectual question was 

associated with so much petty personal unpleasantness.

While on the one hand it is surprising that Cesaire devoted so many pages to a 

relatively minor article in the context of a wider work on colonialism, it is all too easy 

to understand the strength of his reaction to Caillois’s words. While Levi-Strauss was 

concerned with his academic reputation, the matter is more immediate for Cesaire. 

Caillois’s lofty disregard for the achievements of non-Westem cultures and the level 

of some of the examples he uses to put forward his case, inevitably elicited a response 

from Cesaire, in which sarcasm and ridicule dominate. These are rhetorical tools 

whose impact is sharp, if short-lived, and it is generally unfortunate, as I have said, 

that all those involved in the controversy (Caillois himself, Levi-Strauss in his 

response to Caillois, Cesaire and PanofF) engaged in an at times unseemly squabble.

Gregson Davis in his study of Cesaire describes the cuhural alienation he experienced 

from his early days as a student in Paris at the Lycee Louis-le-Grand, and how he and 

other black students ‘found themselves drawn, if only in self-defence, into a radically 

critical stance towards European civilization and its arrogant claims to superiority’."*’ 

Cesaire’s links with Surrealism are also highly relevant in considering his reaction to

Panoff, p.48
Claude Levi-Strauss and Didier Eribon, De pres elde loin (Paris: Odile Jacob, 1988), p. 122.
De pres et de loin, pp. 122-23.
Gregson Davis, Aime Cesaire (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), p.7.
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Caillois. Surrealism was his preferred form o f modernism and he would develop his 

own brand o f Caribbean Surrealism Davis comments on how Surrealism’s 

‘combination o f  the socially progressive with the artistically iconoclastic could not but 

appeal to a sensitive black intellectual who was being drawn, by education and 

temp)erament, into the struggle against colonialism and racism’/*̂  Cesaire counted 

among his personal friends Andre Breton, Pablo Picasso, Paul Eluard and Benjamin 

Peret.

Aime Cesaire composed his reaction to Caillois’s article just months after the start o f  

the Algerian war in late 1954. It is natural that, in the course o f  his writing, his 

thoughts should turn to this. The French policies o f  assimilation (administering 

Algeria as part o f  France) and association (creating a second electoral college enabling 

the election o f  representatives to regional and town councils, but not to the French 

parliament) had failed to quell the desire for independence, which grew all the 

stronger after World War Two. Following on the atrocities committed in Algeria on I 

November 1954, the French Government increased its military presence there.

Fran9 ois Mitterrand, then the French Minister o f  the Interior, revealed an attitude 

surely galling to Cesaire when he proclaimed days after the massacres, ‘L’Algerie 

c ’est la France et la France ne reconnaitra pas, chez elle, d’autre autorite que la 

sienne’."*̂ After World War Two, the colonial tide had begun to turn, and the right o f  

Europeans to rule was being challenged, by argument and by violence. The French 

Government and armed forces were prepared to resort to new means o f  counter

insurgency, including violence, although it should be said that Pierre Mendes- France 

and Fran9 ois Mitterrand did also put together a programme o f  reforms. Cesaire, and 

many others like him, could well feel that the use o f  torture and violence by the 

French made a mockery o f  their claim to be the protectors and exponents o f  high 

values. Cesaire was deeply aware o f  what was happening in Algeria when he was 

writing:

a I’heure meme ou j ’ecris ceci, tant de vaillants fils d’Occident, dans le clair- 
obscur des cachots, prodiguent a leurs freres inferieurs d’Afrique, avec tant 
d’inlassables soins, ces authentiques marques de respect de la dignite humaine 
qui s’appellent, en termes techniques, “la baignoire”, “I’electricite”, “le goulot 
de bouteille”.‘*‘*

Davis, p.67.
Quoted by Jean-Fran9ois Sirinelli, La France de 1914 a  nos jours (Paris: PUF, 1993), p 298.

^  Cesaire, p. 51
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The sarcastic way he presents Caillois to his readers is an indication of the approach 

he will take, ‘M. Caillois, a qui mission a ete donnee de toute etemite d’enseigner a un 

siecle lache et debraille la rigueur de la pensee et la tenue du style, M. Caillois done 

vient d’eprouver une grande colere’/*̂  This mocking style is followed by an 

unjustified rapprochement with an author in a Belgian colonialist review who had 

written an aggressive attack on ethnographers for having destroyed the previous 

hierarchical relationship between colonisers and colonised/*^’ Caillois’s arguments in 

favour of Western science, morality and religion are, understandably, intolerable to 

Cesaire, ‘Pensez done! M. Caillois n’a jamais mange personnel M. Caillois n’a jamais 

songe a achever un infirme! M. Caillois, jamais I’idee ne lui est venue d’abreger les 

jours de ses vieux parents!’'*̂

Cesaire develops a stronger argument in relation to Caillois’s claim that ethnography 

is in itself a sign of Western superiority. Perhaps it would have been better if the 

museums of which Caillois boasts had never been established, if non-European 

cultures had been allowed to develop ‘non mutilees’.'** At any rate;

le musee [>ar lui-meme n’est rien; qu’il ne veut rien dire, qu’il ne peut rien 
dire, la ou la b ^ te  satisfaction de soi-meme pourrit les yeux, la ou, avoue ou 
non, le racisme tarit la sympathie; qu’il ne veut rien dire s’il n’est pas destine 
qu’a foumir aux delices de I’amour-propre

This is the only time Cesaire explicitly uses the word ‘racisme’, but it would seem 

clear that he is charging Caillois with at best a kind of closet racism. His point is a 

telling one and shows a deep understanding on a human level which Caillois’s abstract 

arguing never reaches. As Cesaire writes, ‘le poids de tous les musees du monde ne 

pesera autant qu’une etincelle de sympathie humaine’.̂ *’

Caillois had made a distinction between ‘egalite de droit’ and ‘egalite de fait’, arguing 

that a blind person, or a poor one, to cite some of his examples, cannot be said to be 

the same as a healthy or an affluent individual (‘Illusions’, part 1, pp.1018-19). The

Cesaire, p.47.
^  Cesaire, pp.48-49

Cesaire, p.50.
Cesaire, pp.51-52.
Cesaire, p. 52.
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disadvantaged are clearly meant to represent non-Westem races, whose lifestyle, in 

Western eyes, seems inferior. In a manner which incenses Cesaire with what he sees 

as a lofty, patriarchal assumption of superiority, Caillois concludes that biological or 

historical advantages ‘ne justifient aucunement une inegalite de droits comme le 

voudrait le racisme. Elies leur conferent plutot des charges supplementaires et une 

responsabilite accrue’ (p. 1018). Cesaire could have tackled Caillois coolly and 

analytically on his cuhural assumptions and the implication that non-Westem races 

could be, even implicitly, compared with the blind and the foolish. Instead he writes, 

‘Et Caillois-Atlas de s’arc-bouter philanthropiquement dans la poussiere et de 

recharger ses robustes epaules de I’inevitable fardeau de I’homme blanc’.̂ * It is a 

striking image, but it is not an argument.

In a world in which ethnic conflicts have caused and continue to cause such suffering 

and tragedy, arguing the case for cultural relativism is still of vital importance. Levi- 

Strauss was central in launching this concept, and his efforts to further cuhural 

understanding are widely acknowledged. Caillois can overstate his case at times, when 

the matter at hand is of central importance to him; some of his writings on poetry bear 

testimony to this tendency. It seems that in this instance his deep-felt need to halt what 

he saw as a worrying decline of confidence in the West led him to misrepresent 

arguments and to cause offence in particular to those whose knowledge of this 

question exceeds the intellectual. In this he is certainly regrettably limited in his world 

view. Caillois was very much an absolutist, in all the areas he touched (his views on 

poetry again demonstrate little tolerance for modem innovativeness). It is therefore in 

keeping with his outlook that the concept of relativism would elicit little sympathy 

from him. The constant presence of Surrealism in his life recurs in this debate; he 

would never miss an opportunity to condemn its practice or its practitioners. Aime 

Cesaire had first-hand experience of the ills of colonialism, the West’s dismissiveness 

towards other cultures. The anger and hurt so apparent in his reaction to Caillois are 

all too understandable. Greater detachment, debate on a higher level, would have 

ultimately served his purpose better, but he was obviously driven forward by the 

strength of his rage, Caillois encapsulating for him the presumptuousness and lack of 

humanity of the West. None of the participants in this exchange (with regard to Levi-

Cesaire, p.52. 
Cesaire, p. 54
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Strauss, I refer to his response to Caillois’s review) emerges covered with glory. 

These are serious questions, and personal attacks and cheap rhetorical tricks are 

unworthy strategies and leave unanswered the real questions at the heart of the topic. 

Caillois seems to have abandoned the broader concept of civilisation expressed in 

Patagonie, and if he cannot fairly be called a racist, then it must be admitted also that 

his world view is not an inclusive one; guaranteeing Western superiority means 

creating a hierarchy in which his own civilisation must come first. His aspiration to 

inclusiveness ends, in effect, in a patronising exclusiveness.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SHIFTING PERSPECTIVES: FROM THE SACRED TO THE

SECULAR

Caillois’s concerns in L^s Jeux et les Hommes contrast quite sharply with those 

expressed in L 'Homme et le Sucre. Caillois is still looking for that ‘passe universel’ 

mentioned by Alexandre Pajon. Whereas previously he sought to restore cohesion, 

‘wholeness’ to society by re-instating the sacred, and described societies in which this 

was the sole regulating factor, Caillois’s outlook is more secular now. Decades later, 

games appear to him to underlie the functioning of society. There has been a shift in 

emphasis and motivation. He no longer desires to alter society, merely to explain it. 

The sacred was a topical subject when Caillois was writing on it in the thirties.

Games, following on Huizinga’s work, were now a popular theme and Caillois was, to 

an extent, responding to and participating in this new vogue. As the title indicates, his 

brief is mixed here, extending beyond the study of games themselves to include 

mankind.

Caillois had naturally read Huizinga’s Homo Ludens -  he refers to it -  but he felt he 

could offer a broader study of the subject. From the outset, he seeks to reassure his 

reader that his premise is sound (much as he sought to assert his credibility at the 

beginning of L 'Homme et le Sucre by naming his sources): ‘des historiens eminents, 

apres enquetes approfondies, [.. .] des psychologues scrupuleux, apres des observations 

repetees et systematiques, [ont] cru devoir faire de I’esprit de jeu un des ressorts 

principaux, pour les societes, du developpement des plus hautes manifestations de leur 

culture, pour I’individu, de son education morale et de son progres intellectuel’ (p. 10). 

Eminent and scrupulous scholars have already made this link; it must therefore be 

valid, so Caillois’s reasoning would seem to run. There is some confusion in Caillois’s 

choice of terms between ‘esprit de jeu’ and games themselves. ‘Esprit de jeu’ refers to 

the principles behind games, their driving and defining force. It is not synonymous
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with games, yet, confusingly, is often so used. Caillois describes this ‘esprit’ as ‘un 

des ressorts principaux’, not as the sole or even main factor in the development of a 

civilisation. There is a lack of clarity in Les Jeux et les Hommes on this point, as 

Caillois will sometimes allow for the existence of other factors (not specified) and on 

other occasions attribute sole responsibility to games; or the ‘esprit de jeu’. He writes, 

describing the progress of civilisation ‘d’un univers fruste a un univers administre, 

reposant sur un systeme coherent et equilibre, tantot de droits et de devoirs, tantot de 

privileges et de responsabilites. Le jeu inspire ou confirme cette balance’ (p.20). Apart 

from the difference between inspiring and confirming, here the role of games (and not 

their guiding spirit) is central. In the following sentence, Caillois himself distinguishes 

between these terms. In defining games, their ‘idees de limites, de liberte et 

d’invention’ (p. 12), Caillois writes, ‘ce sont la des significations variees et riches qui 

montrent en quoi, non pas le jeu lui-meme, mais les dispositions psychologiques qu’il 

traduit et qu’il developpe peuvent en effet constituer d’importants facteurs de 

civilisation’ (p. 15). These ‘dispositions psychologiques’ would correspond to the 

‘esprit de jeu’; Caillois should have tightened up his use of terminology to avoid 

confusion.

Caillois starts by defining a game as an activity in which the players freely participate, 

one that takes place in its own space and time, whose outcome is uncertain, which 

produces nothing, which is subject to rules or may follow a spontaneous fantasy. 

Jacques Ehrmann points out that both Caillois and Huizinga, in their definitions of 

games, make an assumption about the nature of reality. For both of them, reality is a 

‘given’. In defining games, they should have considered more deeply the nature of 

reality, the norm against which games are measured, since ‘il n’y a pas de “realite”

[...] en dehors de ou avant les manifestations de la culture qui I’exprime’.' In a later 

work, L ’Incertitude qui vient des reves, Caillois would undermine the whole concept 

o f ‘reality’, but for the moment he is content to accept it as an absolute.

Ehrmann sees other difficulties in Caillois’s definition, challenging, for example, his 

assumption that games produce nothing, the time, energy and sometimes money spent

' Jacques Ehrmann, ‘L’homme enjeu’, CriHque, 226(1969), 579-607 (p.581)
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being consumed within the game itself, Ma liberte meme de la depense qui s’y fait 

participe d’un circuit qui franchit les limites spatiales et temporelles du jeu.’’

Ethnologists with whom Caillois and Huizinga are familiar have shown that the ‘pure’ 

gift is an exchange, ‘on donne, on depense pour recevoir’. ^

There are some difficulties then both with Caillois’s interchangeable use of the terms 

‘esprit de jeu’ and ‘jeux’ and the -  legitimate -  assertion by Ehrmann that his 

definition erred through various flawed assumptions.

Having defined games, Caillois proceeds to classify them, based on the characterisric 

mindsets of the participants. Huizinga had established one category, Caillois can 

better that and suggests four, ‘je propose [...] une division en quatre rubriques 

principales selon que, dans les jeux consideres, predomine le role de la competition, 

du hasard, du simulacre ou du vertige. Je les appelle respectivement Agon, Alea, 

Mimicry et Ilinx' (p.47). Caillois refers to participants’ ‘attitudes’ (p.47), or, for 

instance, their ‘impulsions’ (p.50). While Maurice Blanchot has no problem with 

Caillois’s classification, he does comment on his imprecise terminology:

Ce qui nous embarrasse, c’est le probieme que pose la reference a ce qu’il 
appelle tantot instincts, tantot impulsions, parfois attitudes psychologiques 
elementaires, parfois principes ou ressorts. L’incertitude de ces noms 
(appliques a des mouvements aussi differents que le gout de la competition, 
I’attente du hasard, le plaisir du simulacre, I’attrait du vertige) montre que la 
classification renvoie a une conception psychologique et philosophique de la 
nature humaine que cet essai n’a pas cherche a elaborer et qui fait difficulte.'*

Les Jeux et les Hommes is certainly marked by a certain imprecision, then, as regards 

terminology (pointing to lack of deeper reflection, as Blanchot points out). There are 

also, as we shall see, occasional problems in the elaboration of Caillois’s argument, all 

of which suggests perhaps a degree of haste on his part in writing the book.

Of the various kinds of games put forward by Caillois I shall focus on mimicry, as 

Caillois has already dealt with this topic in Le Kfythe et I 'Homme. I have already

 ̂ Ehrmann, p. 589,
 ̂Ehrmann, p. 590
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mentioned how Caillois changes his theory completely, referring only in a footnote to 

his abandonment of his previous hypotheses. He has now adopted the theory he would 

further adhere to in Meduse & Cie, two years later. In describing mimicry, Caillois 

writes. Me jeu peut consister, non pas a deployer une activite ou a subir an destin dans 

un milieu imaginaire, mais a devenir soi-meme un personnage illusoire et a se 

conduire en consequence’ (p.61). The player may disguise himself and take on another 

role. Caillois’s choice of the term mimicry is significant. It normally of course refers 

to the behaviour of insects and animals, so in adapting and expanding its use Caillois 

is underlining his belief in the oneness and continuity of the universe. He explains that 

he is using it here to ‘souligner la nature fondamentale et elementaire, quasi 

organique, de I’impulsion qui les suscite’ (p.61). He will admit that the insect world is 

very different from the human one (as he did in Le Mythe et I ’Homme) aJthough this 

does not discourage him from elaborating theories linking the two species, ‘le monde 

des insectes apparait en face du monde humain comme la solution la plus divergente 

que foumisse la nature. Ce monde est oppose terme a terme a celui de I’homme, mais 

il est non moins elabore, complexe et surprenant’ (p.61). The complex nature of insect 

society is enough justification in Caillois’s eyes to draw parallels between it and 

human society:

A une conduite libre de I’homme, versatile, arbitraire, imparfaite et qui surtout 
aboutit a une ceuvTe e.Kterieure, correspond chez I’animal, et plus 
particulierement chez I’insecte, une modification organique, fixe, absolue qui 
marque I’espece et qu’on voit infiniment et exactement reproduite de 
generation en generation chez des milliards d’individus; par exemple, les 
castes des fourmis et des termites en face de la lutte des classes, les dessins des 
ailes des papillons en face de I’histoire de la peinture. (.///, p.62)

This is a statement, made authoritatively, and yet it must be pointed out that Caillois is 

not advancing (and cannot advance) any proof whatsoever. It is a creative, visionary 

assumption, impossible to argue, futile to reject. Caillois admits to Ta temerite’ of this 

theory, something he is always willing to do, but sticks with it anyway. The disguise is 

an integral part of the insect, in man it is something voluntarily added but it serves the 

same ends.

Alain Bosquet is not convinced by Caillois’s theory of mimicry:

 ̂Maurice Blanchot, ‘L’attrait, I’horreur du jeu ’, NNRF, 65 (1958), 856-65 (p.862).
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Rien de ce que Roger Caillois avance ne peut passer pour plus qu’une 
seduisante hypothese. Les emotions des autres regnes ne sont f)as des 
emotions; ni leurs initiatives, des initiatives comparables aux notres. 
L’incompatibilite demeure totale, et I’incommensurabilite paralysante pour 
notre esprit. C’est dire qu’en raisonnant, notre logique fabule. Roger Caillois 
est trouble, du seul fait qu’il veuille nous faire croire a des lois explicables. 
Mais ses explications, deraisonnables d’etre raisonneuses, ont pr^isement 
I’attrait d’un absurde remarquablement organise.^

This is as dismissive a criticism as, say, PanofTs rather less subtly expressed one. 

PanofFaccuses Caillois of ressuscitating ‘les id ^ s  les plus fausses du XIXe siecle sur 

les animaux’.̂’ Caillois is not alleging that human/insect emotions and motivations are 

comparable (it is interesting he feels this is not necessary for making his point). Is it 

wrong to give in to the persuasive power of this remarkably organised ‘absurde’? 

Should the usual academic criteria be applied? Or is his point best understood on the 

metaphorical level? I suggest the last possibility. Caillois’s fanciful parallel is pointing 

to his desire for and perception of the possible wholeness of existence; its superficial 

(in both senses) aspect should not be what detains the reader.

As was the case in Caillois’s writing on the sacred, where he took that one factor and 

attributed the functioning of society to it alone, so too in Les Jeux el les Hommes, in 

which he attempts to elaborate a sociology based on games, there is a failure to 

acknowledge the vital contribution of other factors. These pages are furthermore not 

very carefully constructed, with Caillois often shifting positions. The lack of order and 

clarity in the construction of the argument surely testifies to an argument not fiilly 

thought through. The reader may assume Caillois is not very deeply involved in what 

he is attempting to prove.

It is clearly relevant for him to try and solve the classic conundrum of whether games 

influence society (as Huizinga argued) or vice versa. He does this by making an 

absolute distinction between the principles underlying games and games themselves, 

‘I’esprit de jeu est essentiel a la culture, mais jeux et jouets sont bien les residus de 

celle-ci’ (p. 126). Activities that were formerly an integral part of lay and religious 

institutions have become more fiivolous. He cites the mask as a primary example of

' Alain Bosquet, Roger Caillois (Paris: Seghers, 1971), p 37.
* Panoff, p 78
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an ‘objet sacre universellement repandu et dont le passage a I’etat de jouet marque 

peut-etre une mutation capitale dans I’histoire de la civilisation’ (p. 127). Caillois, 

typically, has many other examples of this, referring to China, Egypt, Korea, Greece. .. 

Having witnessed Caillois argue his case with all the appearance of conviction, it is 

then all the more surprising to read, ‘je me demande n^nmoins si pareille doctrine, 

qui consiste a tenir chaque jeu pour la metamorphose ultime et humiliee d’une activite 

serieuse, n’est pas fondamentalement erron^ et, pour tout dire, une pure et simple 

illusion d’optique, qui ne resout aucunement le probleme’ (p. 130). Further examples 

now follow to illustrate this new angle. Children enjoy playing at being soldiers, for 

instance, and armies are still very much part of reality. So now Caillois thinks, ‘on est 

amene a soup^onner qu’il n’y a pas degradation d’une activite serieuse en amusement 

enfantin, mais plutot presence simultanee de deux registres differents’ (p. 133).

Perhaps these later examples he wished to mention could not be fitted into his 

previous theory, so a new one had to be found to provide them with a vehicle. This is 

the problem with an examples-led approach; without deep analysis it is not possible to 

reach the heart of an issue.

Caillois goes on to describe games as ‘une activite parallele, independante, qui 

s’oppose aux gestes et aux decisions de la vie ordinaire par des caracteres specifiques 

qui lui sont propres et qui font qu’il est un jeu’ (p. 134). This can be interpreted as 

meaning that games belong to an area quite distinct from that o f ‘real life’, with no 

overlap between the two. Previous writers on games, according to Caillois, have failed 

to see that ‘jeu et vie courante sont constamment et partout domaines angatonistes 

[sic\ et simultanes’ (p. 135). What this indicates to Caillois is that studying the 

transformation of games over time does not tell you as much about the nature of 

games as those who have tracked these changes imagined. These changes, however, 

‘etablisssent, comme par ricochet, que le jeu est consubstantiel a la culture, dont les 

manifestations les plus remarquables et les plus complexes apparaissent etroitement 

associees a des structures de jeux prises au serieux [...]’ (p. 136). It is not surprising 

that Caillois can think of no clearer explanation than ‘comme par ricochet’, because 

his thinking is getting confused here. Games and everyday life were ‘antagonistes’, 

now games are ‘consubstantiel a la culture’.
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It is understandable at this stage that Caillois wishes to abandon the question, ‘a la fin, 

la question de savoir qui a p»r^ede I’autre, le jeu ou la structure serieuse se presente 

comme assez vaine’ (p. 136). Caillois seems to have lost confidence in his own 

argument now.

Attempting to distinguish between reality and games, Caillois argues that it is the 

‘activities’ going on within the two ‘structures’ that are relevant, ‘les structures du jeu 

et les structures utiles sont souvent identiques, mais les activites respectives qu’elles 

ordonnent sont irreductibles I’une a I’autre en un temps et en un lieu donnes’ (p. 136). 

Just when this point seems firmly established:

Cependant, ce qui s’exprime dans les jeux n’est pas different de ce qu’exprime 
une culture. Les ressorts coincident. Certes, avec le temps, quand une culture 
evolue, ce qui etait institution f)eut sans doute se trouver degrade. [...] Mais le 
seul fait qu’on puisse reconnaitre dans un jeu un ancien element important du 
mecanisme social, revele une extraordinaire connivence et de surprenantes 
possibilites d’echange entre les deux domaines. (.///, pp. 136-37)

It seems that Caillois reverts here to the theory with which he started out, and which 

he himself discarded.

The same attitudes or impulses can be found in games and in the ‘real world’, though 

not playing the same role or being equally respected, for instance, ‘le besoin de 

s’affirmer, I’ambition de se montrer le meilleur; le gout du defl, du record, ou 

simplement la diflficulte vaincue’ (p. 138). This suggests the two worlds may not be 

quite so antagonistic. Each culture wall differ on the values it finds socially useful. 

There will be

Une repartition [...] dans chaque culture entre les valeurs a qui est reconnue 
une eflficacite sociale et les autres. Celles-ci s’epanouissent alors dans les 
domaines secondaires qui leur sont abandonnes et oil celui du jeu occupe une 
place importante. Aussi est-il possible de se demander si la diversite des 
cultures, les traits particuliers qui donnent a chacune sa physionomie originale, 
ne sont pas sans relations avec la nature de certains des jeux qu’on y voit 
prosperer et qui ne beneficient pas ailleurs de la meme popularite. (.///, 
pp. 139-40)
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It seems here that it is the values not deemed socially useful by a society -  and 

therefore not adopted by it -  that arc being allied here with games. But Caillois surely 

intends to draw a parallel between productive values and games.

Caillois, working his way towards declaring that he wishes to establish a sociology 

based on games admits, with a complete lack o f sincerity, that this venture is ‘une 

operation temeraire et probablement fallacieuse’. He goes on to argue the case against 

such an undertaking:

Chaque culture connait et pratique simultanement un grand nombre de jeux 
d’especes differentes. Surtout, il n ’est pas possible de determiner sans analyse 
prealable lesquels s’accordent avec les valeurs institutionnelles, les confirment, 
les renforcent, et lesquels, a I’inverse, les contredisent, les bafouent et 
representent ainsi, dans la societe consider^, des compensations ou des 
soupapes de surete. (,///, p. 140)

These factors will not weigh with him, however. It seems enough to have shown his 

awareness o f them.

Remembering how he had described the activities within the ‘structures’ o f games and 

societies as ‘irreductibles I’une a I’autre’ (p. 136), it is surprising to read how ‘le jeu 

occupe un domaine propre dont le contenu est variable et parfois meme 

mterchangeable avec celui de la vie courante’ (p. 141).

Caillois closes this section with a new reason for why games can tell you more about 

the society in which they are played:

Cette liberte, cette intensite, le fait que la conduite qui s’en trouve exaltee se 
developpe dans un monde separe, ideal, a I’abri de toute consequence fatale, 
expliquent, selon moi, la fertilite culturelle des jeux et font comprendre 
comment le choix dont ils temoignent revele pour sa part le visage, le style et 
les valeurs de chaque societe. (.///, pp. 141 -42)

The significant factor now, and one he has not focused on previously, is the state of 

mind of the player.

Despite the reservations he has mentioned, Caillois is happy to continue with his 

games-based sociology:
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II ne me parait pas au-dela de toute conjecture raisonnable de rechercher si le 
destin meme des cultures, leur chance de reussite, leur risque de stagnation, ne 
se trouvent pas egalement inscrits dans la preference qu’elles accordent a Tune 
ou a I’autre des categories elementaires ou j ’ai cru pouvoir repartir les jeux et 
qui n’ont pas toutes une egale fecondite. {JH, p. 142)

Caillois is making a major claim here for the importance of games. They will not only 

enlighten you about a particular society, they can determine the fate of that society.

On the shaky foundations he has laid, he is not afraid to take on a task whose scope, 

he admits, is extremely broad, ‘je n’entreprends pas seulement une sociologie des 

jeux. J’ai I’idee de jeter les fondements d’une sociologie a partir des jeux’ (p. 142). 

The reader is put on notice that this is no small undertaking.

The different categories of games which Caillois has previously identified do not exist 

just in isolation, he argues; they can also be combined. In his sociological study, he 

focuses on the combination of mimicry and vertigo, on the one hand, and chance and 

merit on the other. The former societies he would refer to as ‘societes a tohu-bohu’

(p. 171), the latter as ‘societes a comptabilite’ (p. 172). I will focus on Caillois’s 

treatment of primitive societies.

In discussing the interdependence of games and culture, Caillois asserts that games are 

in a passive role as regards the culture in which they are played, ‘les jeux sont 

largement dependants des cultures ou ils sont pratiques’ (p. 162). He assumes that the 

most popular games in a society will have similar characteristics, values and attitudes, 

‘ces jeux preferes et plus repandus manifestent, pour une part, les tendances, les gouts, 

les fa9ons de raisonner les plus communes et, en meme temps, ils eduquent et 

entrainent les joueurs dans ces memes vertus ou ces memes travers, ils les confirment 

insidieusement dans leurs habitudes ou leurs preferences’ (pp. 163-64). As he himself 

pointed out, however, the most popular games can differ widely in their 

characteristics. To take one of the examples he gives: in the Anglo-Saxon world golf 

is undeniably a popular game and one in which, if the players should cheat, the whole 

game becomes pointless. Caillois links this with the claim that in the Anglo-Saxon 

world, citizens are honest in flaying their taxes, and in their dealings generally with the 

state. This is little better, however, than an idiosyncratic observation. So many other 

factors would have to be considered, which would undoubtedly outweigh the playing
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of golf in importance (and for how long have significant numbers been playing golf 

relative to the many centuries o f taxes?). Caillois, with commendable honesty, himself 

deprives his argument o f much o f its validity;

11 est clair que des diagnostics de cette espece demeurent infmiment delicats. 11 
convient de recouper severement, a partir d ’autres donnas, ceux qui paraissent 
les plus evidentes. Generalement d’ailleurs, la multitude et la variete des jeux 
simultanement en faveur dans une meme culture leur enlevent a I’avance toute 
signification. Enfin, il arrive que le jeu apporte une compensation sans portee, 
une issue plaisante et Active aux tendances delictueuses que la loi ou I’opinion 
reprouve et condamne. (.///, p. 167)

Caillois is again reminding us of the shakiness o f his theory. These reminders, and the 

uncertainty generated in the reader by his lapses in logic and some rather 

unconvincing examples, do not make for a very cohesive project. It certainly would be 

a more rounded and deeper analysis if  Caillois were to consider the other factors of 

importance to which he occasionally refers. These arguments have a potentially 

devastating impact on his work and yet he does not rebut them. The existence o f a link 

of any kind between games and society -  be it evident or very small -  is justification 

enough for Caillois, ‘des lors, le chemin semble ouvert pour concevoir une entreprise 

plus ample et en apparence plus temeraire, mais peut-etre moins aleatoire que la 

simple recherche de correlations episodiques’ (p. 168). He has not really demonstrated 

credibly that it is not an arbitrary exercise, however.

The principles underlying and regulating games, Caillois argues, must filter out 

beyond their closed world into the wider society. Now these principles are alleged to 

play an active role, Mes principes des jeux, ressorts tenaces et repandus de I’activite 

humaine, si tenaces et si repandus qu’ils j)araissent constants et universels, doivent 

marquer profondement les types de societe’ (pp. 169-70). Caillois’s project seems, as 

he has already made clear on a number o f occasions, to be really significant. It is ‘un 

projet qui ne vise a rien moins qu’a tenter de definir les mecanismes ultimes des 

societes, leurs postulats implicites les plus diffus et les plus indistincts’ (p. 170). But 

just as the reader is wondering at the extent of the insights to be imparted, Caillois, 

rapidly and immediately, limits his study:

Ces ressorts fondamentaux sont forcement d’une nature et d’une portee si 
etales que d’en denoncer I’influence ne saurait a peu pres rien ajouter a la
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description fine de la structure des societes etudiees. C’est au plus proposer, 
pour designer celles-ci, un choix nouveau d’etiquettes et de denominations 
generiques. (.///, p. 170)

Is there a note of disappointment in ‘au plus’? Any revelations, in any case, will 

remain superficial. His sociology will produce ‘au plus’ a new terminology: we are 

not in fact to learn about the ‘mteanismes ultimes des societes’ in any depth. Caillois, 

in the next sentence, is more upbeat suddenly. He is hopeful that these fresh terms will 

in themselves provide satisfying insights into societies:

Cependant, si la nomenclature adoptee est reconnue correspondre a des 
oppositions capitales, elle tend a instituer du fait meme, pour la classification 
des societes, une dichotomic aussi radicale que celle qui, par exemple, separe 
les cryptogames et les phanerogames pour les plantes, les vertebres et les 
invertebres chez les animaux. (.///, pp. 170-71)

This is putting a brave face on what Caillois may well feel is an anti-climax, or at least 

an acknowledgement that it is not possible for him to do everything he might wish to 

achieve. His previous build-up has failed to yield everything it promised. Now he is 

advancing a major new claim of a different kind. We have now moved into the area of 

classification alone, where Caillois divides societies, as 1 have mentioned, into 

‘societes a tohu-bohu’ and ‘societes a comptabilite’, according to whether mimicry 

and ilinx, or agon and alea respectively dominate. This, then, is the heart of his games- 

based sociology.

Caillois is interested in identifying the cohesive factors in primitive societies 

(interestingly, he makes no overt reference to the sacred here). He focuses especially 

on their use of masks in festivals, with which he has of course already' dealt in 

L 'Homme et le Sucre. Masks allow the wearer to imitate and identify with -  to 

become, even -  the powers that normally intimidate him. Excitement mounts, in the 

mask-wearer and his audience and vertigo takes the place of mimicry. The excesses of 

the festival ‘font du vertige partage le point culminant et le lien de I’existence 

collective’ (p. 175). These societies do not normally hang together, Caillois claims.

This is quite the opposite of what he wrote in L 'Homme et le Sacre. Now this shared 

vertigo
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renforce une coherence fragile qui, mome et de peu de portee, se maintiendrait 
difflcilement s’il n’y avait cette explosion periodique qui rapproche, rassemble 
et fait communier des individus absorbes, le reste du temps, par leurs 
preoccupations domestiques et par des soucis quasi exclusivement prives.
(.///, p. 175)

I give this description of a primitive society in full as it contrasts so sharply wath the 

tightly knit, interdependent groups presented in L ’Homme et le Sucre. There the 

common good seemed of primary importance. What has become, for instance, of the 

complex system of mutual services? Masks, no longer now the sacred, constitute i e  

vrai lien social’ (p. 176). Panoflf accuses Caillois of ignorance of well-established facts 

here. He writes that Caillois is incorrect ‘quand il affirme peremptoirement que les 

societes a masques ^ ie n t  toujours en meme temps des societes dans lesquelles 

I’extase jouait un role essentiel, les porteurs de masques entrant nwessairement en 

transe, ce qui est une generalisation abusive’.̂

Whether it be cause or consequence, ‘chaque fois qu’une haute culture reussit a 

emerger du chaos onginel, on constate une sensible regression des puissances de 

vertige et de simulacre’ (p. 193). PanofTcannot let Caillois escape with some of his 

cultural assumptions here and in relation to the expression ‘haute culture’ writes ‘on 

croirait lire un auteur allemand de la fin du XIXe siecle’.’̂ Panofif has a valid ix>int to 

make but his argument suffers, as it often does, from his exaggeration. He has a more 

serious point to make in relation to the inadequacy of Caillois’s research for this book;

Hormis deux ouvrages, Mitra-Varuna (1948) de Dumezil, [...] et Le 
Chamanisme el les techniques urchaiques de I 'extase (1951) de Mircea Eliade, 
il ne se refere pas a des travaux ethnologiques ou historiques publics dans les 
vingt annees precedant son propre livre. Comme si rien n’avait ete fait ni 
aucune lumiere nouvelle apport^ sur le sujet au long d’une periode qui vit 
precisement I’epanouissement de I’ethnologie scientifique!*^

What Panoff sees as Caillois’s desire to be original at all cost led him to proceed in a 

way quite different from normal scientific endeavour, which builds on what has been 

previously established.*” Caillois’s scant references to other authorities certainly make 

him appear to be wwking outside the well-established sociological field. It is not

 ̂Panoff, p.78.
* PanofF, p. 80.
* Panoff, p. 76.

See PanoflF, p.87
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certain that this is because of vanity on his part, however. There may be a simpler 

reason. This is manifestly not a carefully written book. The first part of Les Jem  et les 

Hommes, in which Caillois divides games into four categories, is coherent and well- 

argued. There is always the possibility of course that, just as Caillois expanded on 

Huizinga, some other writer may add to what he has achieved here. There has been a 

great deal of research in this area since Huizinga’s and Caillois’s work. Caillois’s 

contribution is not definitive, then, although he did advance our understanding of the 

phenomenon of games. The problems arise in the sociological section of the book. 

Caillois seems not to have thought through what he was doing. He is aware of the 

complexities of his task. This should have inspired him to greater, not lesser care. His 

argument is poorly structured and indecisive, and in the presentation of societies in 

which masks were central, very different from his previous treatment of the subject. 

He did not invest a great deal of thought -  or of himself -  in this book. He saw, 

perhaps, a glimmer of an interesting possibility, which attracted him as someone 

looking for that key to universal understanding. While the undertaking requires a lot 

more than what he was willing to give it, there is no doubt that individual insights and 

formulations can both fascinate and stimulate the reader. First Huizinga, then Caillois, 

were pioneers in realising the importance of games and making them objects of study.

An appendix to L 'Homme et le Sucre entitled ‘Jeu et sacre’ by providing a link 

between games, the sacred and warfare shows the inter-connectedness of Caillois’s 

thinking. Caillois, firstly, while generously praising Huizinga’s work on games, 

cannot agree with his linking of games with the sacred. While engaged in games, man 

is in control, in Caillois’s view: ‘par le sacre, source de la toute-puissance, le fidele se 

sent deborde. II est desarme en face de lui, et a sa com pile merci. Dans le jeu, c’est 

oppose; tout est humain, invente par I’homme createur’ {HS, p.207). For Caillois, 

there is a hierarchical relationship between the sacred, everyday life and games, and 

that is the order in which they should be placed ‘sacre -  profane -  ludique’ (p.211):

Sacre et ludique se rassemblent dans la mesure ou ils s’opposent tous les deux
a la vie pratique, mais ils occupent vis-a-vis d’elle des situations symetriques.
Le jeu doit la redouter: elle le brise ou le dissipe au premier choc. A I’inverse,
elle est suspendue [...] au pouvoir souverain du sacre. {HS, p.211)
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Huizinga had written of the decHning importance of games in society (a state of affairs 

which certainly no longer holds true). Caillois, with some misgivings, agrees, and this 

ties in with his generally pessimistic stance on man and society:

Monde non sacre, sans fetes, sans jeux, par consequent sans reperes fixes, sans 
principes de devouement et sans licence creatrice, monde ou I’interet 
immediat, le cynisme et la negation de toute norme non seulement existent, 
mais sont eriges en absolus a la place des regies que supposent tout jeu, toute 
noble activite et honorable competition: qu’on ne s’etonne pas s’il s’y 
rencontre peu de choses qui ne conduisent pas a la guerre’. {HS, p.212)

It is not even a question o f ‘la guerre-toumoi’, which at least calls for some skill and 

conventional regulations; the threat looms o f ‘la guerre-violence’ (p.212). Caillois’s 

bleak view of a fi-actured society is unequivocally expressed here. It is clear that man, 

in Caillois’s estimation, needs transcendent values if moral standards are to be 

maintained. Society needs rites, rules, in order to be cohesive. We have seen that 

Caillois has a somewhat less depressed view of society in Le.y Jeux et les Hornmes, 

where he attributes a major place and major importance to games, even in modem 

society. Despite differences of emphasis, however, these major societal questions are 

all interlinked for Caillois, and it is not surprising that his sociological researches 

should have included an analysis of warfare, Bellone ou Im  Pente de la guerre.

Bellone continues Caillois’s interest in ‘total phenomena’. War is a time when a nation 

as a whole comes together and works towards a common aim. It is a time of great 

intensity and unwavering sense of purpose. As a sect is characterised by its cohesion, 

so too society in time of war presents a unified appearance. It could not fail to attract 

Caillois’s interest for these reasons, and also because it exemplified his theories 

regarding renewal in society.

Bellone is a work in two parts. That placed second, ‘Le Vertige de la guerre’ was in 

fact written first, in 1951. It was published together with the first part, ‘La Guerre et le 

Developpement de I’Etat’, eleven years later in 1962. As will be argued, Caillois’s 

treatment of the subject is somewhat perfunctory and compares unfavourably with 

even the work of other generalists.
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‘La Guerre et le Developpement de I’Etat’ is a selective account o f  the evolution o f 

war from its limited, rule-bound and specialised practice in the European Middle Ages 

(and in certain ancient societies such as China) into the all-out, total war o f  the 

twentieth century'. Caillois seems more interested in theories o f  war and o f  warfare 

than in its actual practice or its social and political implications, contemporary or 

historic. His account o f  the history o f  war is rather literary and leans heavily on a 

small number o f theorists: for example, Sun-Tze, Hippolyte de Guibert and Joseph de 

Maistre.

Caillois starts, as he often does, by defining his terms. W ar is an ‘entreprise concertee 

de destruction’ (p. 13). The differing kinds o f  warfare emerge from, and reveal, 

ditTerent sorts o f societies. As was the case with games, Caillois looks for the link 

between an activity and the society in which it is practised. Caillois offers a number o f 

categories;

La guerre des societes peu d ifferenci^s, qui met aux prises des tribus aux 
moyens et aux institutions rudimentaires; la guerre des societes feodales ou 
hierarchiques, qui apparait comme la fonction d ’une aristocratic specialisee; la 
guerre imperiale qui se produit quand une nation de cohesion et de culture plus 
complexes etend par la force sa domination sur les peuplades qui I’entourent et 
les inclut dans un ensemble organise; la guerre nationale enfin qui oppose les 
ressources en hommes et en materiel de puissants Etats. { B ,  p. 15)

With his propensity for seeing analogies, each type o f war has parallels for Caillois 

with some other form o f human activity. Nothing exists in isolation, ‘chacune de ces 

sortes de guerre fait penser a une autre activite humaine avec laquelle elle offre de 

saisissantes analogies. La guerre primitive est ap p aren t^  a la chasse; I’ennemi est un 

gibier qu’il s’agit de surprendre’ (p. 15).

The scale o f Caillois’s undertaking is, potentially, so vast relative to the amount o f  

space devoted to it that his study o f each kind o f  warfare necessarily consists o f  a 

highly compressed summary'. Inevitably, each contains many broad statements, which 

are frequently not backed up by reference to any academic authority.

Caillois starts his panoramic view o f the evolution o f warfare with an analysis o f  

primitive society where war was scarcely distinguished from peace, and where
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festivals were the highpoint of existence. As stated in Les Jeiix et les Hommes, they 

are Me lien social par excellence’ (p. 16). War moved on quickly from this early stage. 

The emergence of rules and disciplined troops indicates that ‘la societe est devenue un 

Etat’ (p. 18). Caillois does not necessarily agree with those historians who argue that 

war is at the origin of the creation of states. For him, cause and effect cannot 

satisfactorily be distinguished, ‘mieux vaut constater en des cas precis que le progres 

des institutions politiques accompagne effectivement la pratique de la guerre’ (p.20). 

Wars bring leaders to prominence, and lead to more settled living conditions and the 

development of two separate classes, soldiers and farmers, the former being a small 

elite. Victory may also bring with it a third class, of slaves, who must be regulated and 

put to work. The system is feudal in nature and can be contrasted with primitive 

republicanism, which is not characterised by clearly defined castes

Caillois goes on to consider imperial wars. These wars are characterised by total 

dissymmetry, one force far exceeding the other in strength. This factor leads to their 

disappearance, as potential victims are swallowed up.

Courtly warfare, Caillois’s next focus of attention, will lead nicely into his digression 

on war in classical China. It takes place in feudal societies and is more ‘une lutte 

reglee qui offre tous les caracteres du jeu’ (p.26). The prized qualities are ‘courtoisie, 

moderation, formalisme, gout du combat singulier ou Ton rivalise de bravoure et de 

generosite’ (p.30). Courtly war reflects and underiines social structures. The analogy 

Caillois draws between Classical China and eighteenth-century France is original and 

evocative. This period in China demonstrated ‘la tentative [...] la plus perseverante et 

la plus methodique que I’humanite ait connue, pour temperer la violence des conflits 

annes’ (p.32). All of the Chinese writers cited by Caillois viewed war as a 

catastrophe, albeit one that cannot sometimes be avoided. Sun-Tze, for example, 

writes that if a prince or general is obliged to go to war, he will attain excellence if he 

is victorious without actually entering into battle, ‘un stratege averti sait vaincre sans 

courir le risque du combat’ (p.40). The principal virtue in the conduct of war is 

moderation, which thus vitiates the nature of war itself With the exception of Chinese 

treatment of ‘Barbarians’ who had to endure ‘lutte a mort, combat opiniatre et 

persecution du vaincu,’ formalism made of war ‘une joute de prestige plutot qu’un 

combat veritable’ (p.48).
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In the West, such an undermining of the savagery basic to warfare characterised the 

period between the Middle Ages and the French Revolution:

II est peu de caracteristiques de la guerre selon Sun-Tse, Se-Ma et Outse qui ne 
se retrouvent dans la guerre selon Puysegur, Joly de Maizeroy, Montecuculli 
ou Maurice Saxe.
Le rapprochement serait encore plus signiflcatif avec la guerre feodale, oil le 
classement des honneurs entre les chevaliers joue le role fondamental, 
cependant que les fantassins n’apparaissent guere que comme les domestiques 
des seigneurs. En Chine aussi, les pietons ne comptent pas. (B, p.54)

Amiot’s translations of these Chinese writers appeared in 1772. That same year saw 

the publication of Hippolyte de Guibert’s Essai general de tactique in which he 

attacked the limited and ceremonious nature of war in his time. The situation would be 

different, he argued, ‘si, des sujets du prince, on faisait des citoyens; et des citoyens, 

des soldats’ (p.54). Two thousand years previously, war had changed in China 

because of ideas that would emerge in France during the Enlightenment:

Aux deux extremites du monde, a deux millenaires de distance, des revolutions 
symetriques ont eu lieu, repondant sans doute aux memes besoins, entrainant 
certainement des consequences paralleles. Dans les deux cas, I’egalite des 
droits nouvellement acquise, parait avoir inaugure un style de guerre inedit et 
farouche. De fait, quand le peuple est admis a combattre, la guerre doit 
n^ssairem ent cesser d’etre un jeu, un toumoi et une parade. Elle devient 
serieuse. {B, p.56)

The structure of the army had changed with the invention of fire-arms. The infantry 

acquired a greater significance, and this coincided with the surge of democracy in 

revolutionary' France. Caillois uses Hippolyte de Guibert’s writings to take the reader 

through this period, paraphrasing and quoting him at some length. He finds him 

superior to Clausewitz, as he foresaw and even proposed the transformation of the 

army under the influence of democracy. Guibert believed in a national army, and 

soldier citizens. Half a century before Clausewitz, Caillois points out, he saw how 

competition between opposing forces would lead to excess. He proposed many 

reforms in his writings, such as proper pay, provision for soldiers’ families and for 

their retirement. What he could not foresee, says Caillois, is that these changes, which 

eventually came about, would, by heightening the effectiveness and commitment of 

armies, actually increase the scale of war and destruction. Guibert, though he does not
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use the term, in etTect suggests that a republic would be the form of government most 

compatible with an efficient and dedicated army;

II pressent, il se rappelle que la guerre ne fut, ne redeviendra serieuse, 
qu’autant que le peuple, que la nation y prendront part. C’est en ce point qu’il 
est plus revolutionnaire que tous les Philosophes reunis. On dirait qu’il sait 
qu’il existe entre la guerre et la democratic une mutuelle connivence, une 
complicite naturelle et feconde, car c’est dans la republique seule que I’Etat est 
tout entier militaire. (/?, p.94)

Caillois, still focusing on the army itself, goes on to chart how, under the influence of 

the American Revolution and its own exp>erience in Corsica, it chose to serve the 

Assemblee Nationale. Officers who had served in America had learned that victory is 

often achieved by not following the rules of formal warfare. From 1790 on, the army 

was open to all and conscription soon became a reality, both because of the 

enthusiasm inspired by defending the new Republic and later, the necessity to do so, 

‘la Revolution a etabli le suffrage universel et le service militaire obligatoire’ (p. 115). 

War now becomes total, involving all the population and resources of the State. 

Caillois quotes the reservations of contemporary writers, such as Joseph de Maistre 

and Chateaubriand, about these changes. He refers too to Clausewitz who knew 

everything had changed, that the principles previously governing warfare no longer 

applied.

Caillois portrays the seemingly inexorable evolution of early twentieth century society 

from liberal democracy to totalitarianism. Caillois argues that his analysis could be 

used to explain the genesis of totalitarian states, which are modelled so clearly on the 

army -  no private ownership, absolute authority, universal conscription, complete 

equality. Society in fact adapts to its kind of army, ‘elle cherche a s’ordonner 

spontanement et integralement selon la formule eprouv^ et prestigieuse que I’armee 

lui propose’ (pp. 119-20). Society  ̂can indeed appear to be a less developed form of 

army and in wartime can be mobilised in military fashion.

Caillois refers to the writings of Jean Jaures, who strongly felt that, for the citizen- 

soldier’s morale, the army and the nation should be identified with each other. Jaures 

recommended that soldiers be recruited on a regional basis and maintain links with 

their community. Caillois seems to have used Guibert and Jaures to cover changes that
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would come. Prophetic writers, in their works, they called for reforms that would be 

realised, with results they could not have anticipated:

Guibert desirait essentiellement donner au soldat la conscience du citoyen. Les 
evenements, avec le passage de I’ordre monarchique a I’ordre republicain, 
amenerent egalement le regne de la nation a rm ^  et des guerres nationales, 
passionnees et meurtrieres. Jaures souhaitait identifier I’armee et la nation, 
faire coincider le domaine civil et le domaine militaire. Le rapprochement se 
produisit et il en sortit la societe militarisee ou, des son enfance, le citoyen est 
revetu d’un uniforme, instruit aux exercices guerriers, eleve dans le culte et la 
pratique de la discipline, (i?, p. 133)

Caillois’s basic thesis in this section of the book -  that war has become more terrible 

and destructive as it has ceased to be the arcane craft of a minority and been 

democratised -  is unoriginal and is indeed orthodox. The impact of the French 

Revolution and of the levee en masse on warfare has been exhaustively demonstrated 

and is nowhere disputed. Likewise, other contemporary writers explored, in more 

depth than Caillois, the links between industry, democracy and mass warfare.

For example, Raymond Aron," in his essay, ‘War and Industrial Society’, examined 

Comte’s thesis that the development of industrial society would make war impossible, 

because the military spirit belonged to earlier and more primitive forms of society. He 

noted that Comte’s optimism has of course been disproved by the events of the 

twentieth century. As Aron shows, industrialisation, through allowing for the 

systematic production on a large scale of ever more powerful weapons, and the 

development of mass society (which has aided the development of both conscription 

and propaganda), while not the cause of wars, has made them larger and more 

destructive. Those who believe that history is cyclical, not a linear progression 

towards improvement, and that war is a recurrent feature of all types of society (for 

example, the German historian Spengler, Nietzsche) appear to have been vindicated. 

Aron himself sees similarities between the causes and effects of the wars between 

1914-1945 and the Peloponnesian Wars of the fifth century BC (a search for 

hegemony by Germany/Sparta, the weakening of the European/Greek civilisation). 

Most of Aron’s paper consists of a careful analysis of the explanations offered by 

various theories (in particular Marxism) of the causes of the first and second world

‘War and Industrial Society’, in War: Studies from Psychology, Sociology, Anthro/mlogy, ed. by 
Leon Bramson and George W Goethals, 2"̂  edn (New York Basic Books, 1968), pp 359-402
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wars, and of the likelihood that the contemporary situation (principally the superpower 

rivalry) would lead to a catastrophic nuclear war.

Aron’s essay is more focused than Caillois’s book. He is concerned not with the 

history of warfare but with the causes of war in contemporary society. His argument is 

much more detailed, and less idiosyncratic and selective. While ambitious in scope, it 

is more solidly grounded in an empirical analysis of political, economic and 

diplomatic factors, and less prone to sweeping generalisations. He shows less interest 

than Caillois in what could be termed the aesthetics of war, or in the literature of 

military' theory narrowly defined, being more concerned with the context in which 

wars occur. In short, Aron appears to approach the issue from the perspective of an 

historian/political scientist, rather than that of a philosopher or literary critic.

Curiously, in this first section of Bellone, Caillois omits to mention in any detail the 

ways in which the two World Wars were fought -  though both would have supported 

his thesis that m their different ways the rise of egalitarianism and the industrial 

revolution made possible the vast, technically advanced conscript armies which fought 

those wars. He also makes no direct mention of the French experience in those two 

wars. Equally, he does not draw from the contemporary French experiences in 

Indochina and Algeria, which demonstrated both the connection between the strength 

of the popular will and success in war, and the limitations of technically advanced 

armies pitted against unorthodox opponents. He may not have wished to descend into 

journalism or current controversy, but his book would presumably have had a much 

greater and more direct impact had he done so, and he would have found various 

contemporary wars to be a valuable source of material.

Caillois also overlooks other signficant issues. In his discussion of the idea of the 

national army, for example, he does not discuss the revival during the Renaissance 

(above all in Machiavelli), and the subsequent continuation in English and then 

American thinking, of the republican Roman concept of the citizen army as a bulwark 

against tyranny, a school of citizenship. Thus Guibert’s ideas were by no means as 

novel as Caillois suggests, and might indeed be seen as simply one expression of a 

commonly held view.
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The second part of Bellone, ‘Le Vertige de la guerre’, is perhaps more interesting, 

largely as an exercise in cultural criticism and anthropology (though there are 

substantial areas of overlap with the first part). Caillois offers some account of the 

fascination war has exerted over artists, emphasising the perverse, indeed nihilistic 

attractions of destruction and death -  the horror of war, much greater in the twentieth 

century than ever before, having for some an almost aesthetic pull. He also stresses, in 

terms familiar from the first part, the role of war in the evolution of the state and 

economy. He suggests that war is ultimately more a totalitarian than a democratic 

endeavour (though of course, by the time he was writing, the democracies, especially 

the United States, had proved more effective than the Axis powers in mobilising their 

resources in the cause of total war).

Of the arguments advanced in this second part of his book, Caillois seems most 

committed to suggesting that war -  modem, total warfare -  is a manifestation of the 

sacred in our times. It is i a  seule manifestation du sacre que le monde contemporain 

ait su produire a la mesure des moyens et des ressources gigantesques dont il dispose’ 

(p 195). In subverting the values people hold dear ‘elle dispense des respects et leve 

les interdits qui sont les conditions de la vie en societe. Elle remplit le role du “sacre 

de transgression”, celui qui apparait dans la fete’ (p. 198).'“ To illustrate his point 

about the now divine nature of war, he refers to some 'prophetes de la guerre’ as he 

calls them (title, chapter 2). Writers now render homage to war ‘parce que de plus en 

plus, elle est sentie comme toute-puissante et inexorable, et par consequent comme 

sacree’ (p. 154). He profiles in jDarticular Proudhon, Ruskin and Dostoievsky, writing 

between 1860 and 1880. A century earlier, Caillois suggests, none of them would have 

bothered writing on war. It was not seen as significant until it was practised on a large 

scale.

Proudhon published his La Guerre et la Faix in 1861. He presented war as a ‘fait 

divin’, distinguishing man from animals. It is the ‘expression plastique du droit divin, 

la source supreme de la justice et de la poesie’ (p. 158). Proudhon demonstrates the 

ambivalence of his attitude, however, by stating at the end of his book that man no 

longer desires war. History would unfortunately show him to be incorrect. Caillois

Apollinaire had an equivalent intuition in ‘Fete’ (Calligramme.s), writing about the camival-like 
atmosphere on the battlefield, ‘Feu d’artifice en acier/ Qu’il est charmant cet eclairage/ Artifice 
d’artificier/ Meier quelque grace au courage’.
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points to Ruskin’s ambivalence too. Dostoievsky, in Un homme paradoxal ( 1876) 

exalts war and its beneficial effect on the human character.

Rene Quinton’s Maximes sur la guerre was published in 1930, and, while not a great 

work, came to be seen as typical of a certain viewpoint. It clearly saw war as a 

manifestation of the sacred. Quinton saw it as the natural state for men, the equivalent 

o f motherhood for women. Battlefields are holy places. Caillois summarizes as 

follows the difference between Quinton and others and those writing in the nineteenth 

century:

Joseph de Maistre, Proudhon, Ruskin, Dostoievsky vantent la guerre a cause 
des bienfaits dont ils la croient Torigine. Ils affirment qu’elle fonde I’honneur, 
I’art et la culture. Ils I’exaltent dans la proportion ou ils la tiennent pour 
feconde et civilisatrice. Au contraire, Quinton I’estime dans la mesure ou, 
detruisant la civilisation, elle rend I’homme aux lois simples et brutales de la 
nature. (5, p. 178)

Ernst Junger exalts, exaggerates even, war’s technical side. Technology for him will 

make war perfect. Junger saw war as an end in itself Man’s true nature breaks 

through the thin layer of civilisation and he is freed fi"om all pretence, ‘des theories 

comme celles de Quinton, un lyrisme comme celui de Junger sont si bien accordes aux 

tendances de I’epoque que des regimes s’etablissent, qui s’en reclament ouvertement’ 

(p. 183). Heads of State would now exalt war too.

Caillois has already compared war’s disregard for normal rules and principles to the 

‘sacre de transgression’, so much a part of ancient rituals. He now elaborates on the 

similarities -  and ditTerences -  between wars and festivals. Both are periods of excess 

and waste. Emotions run high. The concerns of the group take precedence over 

individual ones. The war/peace cycle reproduces that of rituals and ordinary time. The 

normal moral order is overthrown -  eating the totem animal becomes acceptable 

during festivals, for example. Caillois, ever alert for parallels, fmds one with the 

animal kingdom. Me renversement des normes est si fort qu’on songe presque, dans 

I’univers animal, au cycle qui fait succeder chez les criquets pelerins une generation 

d’insectes nomades et gregaires, munis d’ailes puissantes qui les portent au loin par 

nuages epais, a une generation d’insectes aux ailes atrophiees, sedentaires et vivant 

chacun dans son trou’ (pp.210-11). Like festivals, wars are a force for renewal, ‘les
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remedes uniques d ’une inevitable usure’ (p.212). There are some differences. For 

example, some wars are not at all bloody, while festivals can be. Festivals are 

essentially ‘volonte de communion, tandis que la guerre est d’abord volonte de nuire’

(p.216).

In his brief conclusion Caillois turns his attention principally to the threat o f nuclear 

warfare; war now is ‘planetary’. The only hope o f salvation for mankind lies in 

‘I’education de I’homme’ (p.234), although Caillois is not hopeful, ‘toutefois, je  

demeure effraye de la lenteur inevitable de pareille demarche, quand je  me souviens 

qu’il s’agit de gagner de vitesse la guerre absolue’ (p.234).

Caillois seems happier as analyst o f the aesthetic o f war and as anthropologist than as 

an historian or military theorist. Nevertheless, none of his themes is developed very 

fully. Each would repay fuller study. For example, in writing about artists and war, he 

makes no reference to the anti-war writing of, say, Remarque, Barbusse or the English 

war poets, or to the role o f the cinema in diffusing images -  glamorous or bloody -  of 

war. In consequence, the whole seems both uneven and rather hastily composed.

The work on war o f the prominent anthropologist, Malinowski, bears some 

comparison to asp>ects o f Caillois’s work.'^ His analysis demonstrates that it is not a 

biological necessity, but that all forms o f fighting are complex cultural respx)nses due 

not to the direct dictates o f any biological or psychological impulse, but to collective 

forms o f sentiment and value. Malinowski cites several instances from his own 

researches and those o f other anthropologists. Aggression may be natural, but it can be 

channelled into other expressions, some involving symbolic rather than actual conflict. 

Again, not all forms of organised violence (e.g. armed raids on other tribes) equate to 

modern warfare. Many involve clearly understood limits to the degree o f violence 

actually inflicted, and do not lead to any changes in relative standings. However, war 

is closely connected with the evolution of the state: wars o f conquest, and group 

survival necessitated the development o f clear forms o f administrative, political and 

legal organisation, which in turn made it possible to wage war on a more ambitious 

scale. The development o f totalitarian regimes in the twentieth century represents the

Bronislaw Malinowski, ‘An Anthropological Analysis o f  War’, in IVar: Studies from Psychology, 
SfKioUtf^', AnthrofX)logy\ pp 245-68
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ultimate conclusion of this process -  the entire nation is mobilised to strengthen the 

aggressive capacities of the state. Like Caillois, Malinowski evokes the theatrical, 

almost choreographed nature of much violence in primitive societies, and the close 

connection between the evolution of the modem state and the increase in the 

deadliness of war. His arguments are, however, based more closely on his 

anthropological research and are more fiilly developed.

Overall, both parts of Bel/one, and the work as a whole, seem too incomplete, and too 

sketchy, to amount to more than a series o f reflections. Caillois has fallen between two 

or more stools. He has neither provided a comprehensive history of war (which was 

scarcely his intention), nor has he offered a detailed analysis of those questions which 

appear most to interest him. While his references are diverse, they are also eclectic 

and curiously assorted. It is difficult to decide at which audience he was aiming this 

work, and hard to see how he would have satisfied either historians and political 

scientists, on the one hand, or anthropologists/psychologists on the other. A more 

general audience would have had many other, more coherent alternatives to choose 

from.

It is interesting to reflect on the fact that, since Caillois wrote almost half a century 

ago, the rise of technology, which he identified as a key factor in universalising the 

experience of war, has in the developed world actually led to armies becoming, once 

again, smaller and more professional. Conscription is being ended, even in France.

The armed forces can less plausibly be seen as the embodiment of society as a whole, 

and are in general less socially or politically conspicuous than before. Military 

dictatorship has for now vanished from Europe, if not from the world. Likewise, the 

total destruction of which nuclear weapons are capable has probably led to much 

greater public opposition to war than ever before, and an appreciation of the futility of 

many traditional martial values. Sports and sports stars, and ‘pop’ stars, have in many 

ways replaced soldiers and armies as objects of popular admiration. On the other 

hand, in many ‘regional conflicts’ in the developing world (Ethiopia, Liberia, Rwanda 

and Cambodia) war does seem, in the way identified by Caillois, to have become 

progressively more savage and to have more completely taken over and destroyed 

civil societ>'.
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Caillois’s sociological enquiries span many decades and cover an extremely wide 

range o f subjects. His concerns range from the sacred to the secular, from wishing to 

re-instate the sacred in society to, years later, the more modish study o f the portrayal 

o f death in American cinema. Overwhelmingly, the majority o f these topics are

linked by a single preoccupation; his search for coherence, cohesion, this to be 

accomplished through the application and force o f the intellect. The work itself can be 

uneven. In his early days, he tended on occasion to be extreme, heavy-handed, even, 

when passionately involved in his subject. His analyses are not always consistent or 

clearly thought through. A possible explanation for this is that Caillois may lose 

interest after a certain point. He may wish to establish his viewpoint, but is not very 

interested in the details. His strong points are compelling; his talent at description, his 

delight in unusual information, presented with obvious interest, his personal vision, 

convictions and concerns which, despite himself sometimes, come through firmly. 

Caillois gave a great deal o f his life to sociological research yet ended it with a move 

away from the outside world, finding a deeper satisfaction in the solitary 

contemplation o f stones. In his observation o f the world he perceived in them, there 

would be no unevenness or inconsistencies; there is no doubting which world 

genuinely held his interest.

In his sociological writings, Caillois made accessible to non-specialised readers the 

research o f leading sociologists and anthropologists. This virtue is also a potential 

drawback, as the general reader may not be able to assess knowledgeably the material 

presented. Caillois does not just popularise or synthesise the work o f others, however. 

He took this information and used it for his own purposes, as a springboard for his 

own reflections; he could never not be an independent thinker.

‘La Representation de la mort’ in ImtincLs el Srxiele, pp 115-129.
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CHAPTER SIX

DREAMS AND THE FANTASTIC

Caillois’s work on dreams and the fantastic contains two completely opposing views 

of reality. On the one hand, he argues that the power of dreams undermines our hold 

on reality, while on the other hand for his theory of the fantastic to work, he needs to 

present reality as a given. This inconsistency does not trouble Caillois, who nowhere 

refers to it. He simply needs a working definition of reality, one that will fit in with 

the task in hand.

His research into these areas was very much part of his searches for wholeness. The 

areas may not represent mainstream, predictable scholarly choices. This was no 

deterrent to Caillois. In a unitary universe, all phenomena are significant, all play an 

important part in helping to tease out the cosmic puzzle. This approach neatly fi’eed 

Caillois to follow his own interests and inclinations, though in an active rather than a 

passive way. The darker side of nature represented both a threat and an attraction to 

Caillois, and the primacy of the intellect was his weapon of choice in dealing with 

this.

To wake, perchance to dream

The importance of L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves exceeds its immediate subject 

matter. It is a work in which Caillois, among other things, becomes aware for the first 

time of the inherent coherence of his apparently diverse writings. In the epilogue he 

writes how his work on the sacred, on war and on games all form part of his desire to 

‘percer I’obscurite qui couvre les laboratoires interdits’ (p. 162). The fact of having 

written on such a variety of topics was clearly a matter of concern to him and it was 

important for such a believer in wholeness and patterns to establish that in his o w ti 

output he endorsed these qualities too. At various points subsequently, the 1972
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preface to Le Mythe et VHomme, for instance, he would reiterate this point. Caillois 

also wrote on dreams in Puissances du r&ve, ' Le Reve et les societes humaines^ and Im  

Lumiere des songes^ He considered dreams to be in their own way just another 

natural phenomenon, requiring his attention if his work was to be properly thorough. 

Since everything is connected in his world view, then each area of investigation will 

have truths to yield;

L’univers est innombrable, mais fertile en symetries, en coincidences, en 
pleonasmes, en contradictions. Rien n’y est suspendu, isole, flottant dans une 
totale independance. Sans cesse il se repete et sans cesse on y decouvre de 
nouveaux prodiges. Les reves, qui a leur fa9on appartiennent a I’univers, eux 
aussi constituent une coherence, a un niveau du monde qui possede comme les 
autres ses constances et ses aberrations. {LS, pp.46-47)

Caillois’s work on dreams is commonly considered to form part of his sociological 

investigations, but it is not immediately obvious why this should be the case. Their 

interest to psychologists is better established. Roger Bastide puts it bluntly in 

‘Sociologie du reve’:

La sociologie ne s’interesse qu’a I’homme eveille, comme si I’homme endormi 
etait un homme mort. Elle laisse le soin a I’ethnologie d’etudier la place du 
reve dans les civilisations traditionnelles et a la psychologic celui de decouvrir 
dans la trame de nos songes les motivations profondes de notre action.^

Bastide does not accept this position, arguing that a sociology of dreams is a valid 

proposition. It would analyse how ‘la moitie obscure et sombre de Thomme prolonge 

le social tout comme le social se nourrit de nos songes’.̂  Its focus would be the 

function of dreams in society and their social backdrop. His essay is primarily devoted 

to an effort to re-socialise dreams. Bastide states clearly the issue and his own position 

in relation to how best dreams may be studied. Caillois’s work on dreams outside 

L Incertitude qui vient des reves (a quite abstract, philosophical book) is more 

obviously ‘ethnological’ than ‘sociological’ and his ‘agenda’ is quite different from 

that outlined by Bastide. His preface to Puissances du reve is almost identical to the 

essay, ‘Prestiges et problemes du reve’ published in R ^ e  et les societes humaines.

' Puisscmces du reve (Paris: Club fran^ais du livre, collection “Recits”, 1962)
 ̂l£  Reve el k s  societes humaines, ed Roger Caillois and G.E. von Grunebaum (Paris: Gallimard, 

Bibliotheque des Sciences humaines, 1967).
 ̂Ijj Lumiere Jes songes (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1984),

'* Roger Bastide, ‘Sociologie du reve’ in Le Reve et les societes humaittes, pp. 177-88 (p 177).
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To take the preface to Puissances du reve, for instance, Caillois starts with an 

overview of the interpretation of dreams in various cuUures at different times. All 

show traces of the same tradition. He returns to a dilemma he first examined in 

L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves, the at times conflicting, at times complicitous 

relationship between dreams and reality. He makes no fiirther efforts here at the kind 

of in-depth analysis of this issue we will see in L ’Incertitude qui vient des reves, 

happy now to deal with the conundrum by looking at different facets of this 

intellectual dilemma, as treated in world literature. These two essays by Caillois 

testify to his wide reading and the ease with which he can move between quite 

differing cultures. 1 shall focus on L ’Incertitude qui vient des reves as it has a greater 

personal input from Caillois and is more revealing of his attitude towards and 

assessment of his work as a whole.

L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves is a book that functions on more than one level. It is 

concerned of course with studying dreams and the question mark they throw over 

reality. It also, however, as I have mentioned, provides an occasion for Caillois to 

examine why he is drawn to the analysis of phenomena such as the sacred and dreams. 

Indeed, in the closing pages, he even finds time to warn his readers about vanitas 

mundi. Caillois’s enthusiasms and preoccupations often prevent him fi'om writing 

books with a perfect linear structure. We have seen already in analysis of other works 

how he can lose the plot occasionally -  even the constant addition of appendices 

suggests someone who cannot bear not to include all the fascinating information he 

knows.

In the epilogue to L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves, Caillois seems momentarily beset 

by self-doubt. Since no-one, in truth, has any difTiculty in distinguishing between 

dreams and reality, he wonders if his work resembles the Mogomachie laborieuse’

(p. 154) of philosophers, who toil away at self-inflicted dilemmas. He quickly consoles 

himself that his work has not been in vain, ‘toute analyse reconnue rigoureuse 

demeure acquise’ (p. 156). Exercising his intellect is for him an absolute value. His 

attitude is not solely analytical, however. Felgine quotes his brother Roland, who 

observed that Caillois’s concerns are dictated by ‘ “une attitude p>o^ique envers les

 ̂Bastide, p. 177.
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choses”. Toute son oeuvre, meme sociologique, en est empreinte’.̂  Caillois’s analysis, 

however, is not free from flaws. But, even allowing for the possibility of imperfection, 

Caillois sees in the light L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves sheds on his work to date 

sufficient justification for having written it. He was concerned by the diversity of 

topics on which he had written and now sees the ‘coherence souterraine’ of his 

previous output. Now he knows what has been driving him forward:

Je veux p>arler d’un attrait ininterrompu pour les forces d’instinct et de vertige, 
du gout d’en definir la nature, d’en demonter autant que possible la sorcellerie, 
d’en apprecier exactement les pwuvoirs, de la decision, enfin, de maintenir sur 
eux, contre eux, la primaute de I’intelligence et de la volonte, pjarce que, de ces 
facultes seules, surgit pour I’homme une chance de liberte et de creation. (IR, 
p. 156)

The concept of the ‘primaute de I’intelligence’ is primordial in understanding 

Caillois’s work. It underwrites everything he wrote about; his is a constant battle on 

behalf of the powers and capabilities of the intellect, an intellect in the service of 

coherence rather than reason, as I shall discuss later in this chapter. Caillois, having 

criticised himself, however insincerely, for writing L ’Incertitude, abandons very 

quickly the case in favour of this book. The satisfaction he derives from discovering 

that his work is, after all, coherent, is quite short-lived and Caillois soon starts into an 

exposition of the trials and tribulations involved in what he is trying to do. While his 

analyses have not been flawless, they nonetheless represent a massive attempt on the 

part of one individual to take on the cosmos and account for it satisfactorily. This 

Herculean -  Sisyphean -  task could not possibly succeed. The value of Caillois’s 

contribution lies in the mixture of erudition and vision we have seen him bring to the 

undertaking, ensuring that, if at times imp)erfect, he will never fail to stimulate or 

intrigue his reader.

Caillois, by now, knows all the pitfalls in his venture. Man may think he has obtained 

a valuable insight; it could be ‘un mirage, peut-etre un faux-pas’ (p. 158). The task of 

grafting onto nature ‘un enchevetrement inextricable de stratagemes fragiles’ (p. 158) 

is ‘une aventure entierement hasardeuse’ (p. 159). With no possible guarantee that one 

is on the right track, it is easy to lose heart, ‘la fatigue se compose avec I’irritation’

(p. 159); this observation seems to have been borne out of experience. The ‘forces de

* Felgine, p.327.
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frenesie’ (p. 159) are ever-present, ready to lure the willing into facile and lazy 

solutions, which are nothing more than ‘la revanche et I’empire de I’abime originel’ 

(p. 158). Caillois admits he has experienced the temptation of giving in to these forces, 

but his whole work stands as testimony to his refixsal to abandon the search for 

coherence.

Caillois’s attitude to nature is interesting. He fears it, seeing it as one and the same as 

‘les forces d’abime’ (p. 161). The perceived threat posed by nature leads to the need 

for Caillois to engage in ‘la lente edification d’instances et de conventions assez 

puissantes pour permettne de la dominer et pour hater I’avenement d’autres lois’

(p. 161). Dominating nature; an enormous and impossible task, even for one so given 

to structure and classification.

Returning to the main thesis of L ’Incertitude qui vient des reves, Caillois did not find 

any previous work on dreams adequate. Freud’s approach seemed limited to him. Nor 

was Caillois following in the tradition of philosophers from Sankara to Leibniz who 

presented reality as a tightly woven set of dreams. Caillois was struck by the 

coherence of dreams, their ability to mimic reality, ‘parce qu’il arrive necessairement 

qu’on [...] confond [les reves] avec la r^Iite, au moins pendant qu’on reve, on ne peut 

pas etre assure, quand on ne reve pas, de ne pas confondre en retour la r^ lite  avec 

eux’ (p. 10). This is the heart of his argument.

Caillois builds up his argument well, initially. He appeals to his readers’ experience 

regarding the coherence that characterises dreams, the failings of memory (did 

something really happen or was it just a dream?) and the intensity o f dreams. These 

are the qualities that enable them to mimic reality so perfectly. Everyday life is not 

characterised by order and while Caillois does emphasise the coherence of dreams, he 

also writes elsewhere,‘l’imagerie du songe, sa turbulence, sa fantaisie, ses 

contradictions, loin d’apparaitre comme les caracteres qui I’opposent au monde de la 

veille, sont aussi les epaves clairsemees qui continuent de temoigner de celui-ci dans 

une nuit qui en signifie d’abord le naufiage et la dislocation’ (pp.60-61).

In a way that is reminiscent of La Necessite d'esprit, Caillois’s own dreams feature 

largely, and the tone is personal, chatty, even, in the opening pmges. His dreams are
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certainly ‘des merveilles d’horlogerie’ (p. 18) as he describes them himself. He 

exp)eriences no difficulty in reconstituting them in some detail. He avails himself of 

another opportunity to distance himself from the Surrealists in discussing dreams. 

Caillois finds Kafka’s accounts of dreams particularly convincing because, like 

Caillois, he multiplies in his descriptions, banal, everyday details. Surrealists 

accentuated the fantastic side of dreams and had a less complete understanding of 

them than Kafka, in Caillois’s opinion.

However persuasive Caillois’s personal tone is, it is of course neither rigorous nor 

objective, and so the importance of what he is saying is limited. To avoid being 

merely anecdotal, Caillois turns to philosophers for assistance. In apparently 

minimising the size of the problem they must solve, he is actually highlighting its 

difficulty;

Je ne leur demande, apres tout, que d’abolir en raison une ombre d’incertitude, 
que pratiquement il ne tient qu’a moi de negliger, qui ne me gene nullement 
dans la vie de tous les jours, mais que j ’aimerais aussi avoir, pour la bonne 
regie, un motif peremptoire, irrefutable, de tenir pour nulle et non avenue.
{IK p.47)

He even writes, ‘il me semble qu’im enfant devrait pouvoir le resoudre’ (pp.47-48). 

The sarcasm will fool no-one. He will compare his theories with those of famous great 

minds and -  not surprisingly -  his will triumph. He warns his reader now, lest he 

perhaps feel too relaxed after the informal opening pages of the book, ‘il me faut 

maintenant argumenter avec precision et porter a I’extreme la severite, la secheresse 

de la deduction’ (p.47). The next stage of the argument does not get quite as grim as 

this sounds, and in fact these are the pages that could profitably be tightened up.

Caillois’s arguments are simultaneously unanswerable and unprovable. Philosophic 

argumentation may have no basis in reality at all as a philosopher analysing the matter 

may be doing so while dreaming. If a child could settle the question, then surely 

Pascal will have no difficulty. Caillois turns to this French thinker who was himself 

influenced by Descartes. In essence, Pascal argues that it is the continuity inherent in 

daily life that helps distinguish it from dreams, which all vary greatly. Caillois asks, if 

that were reversed, and dreams were to offer the continuity that characterises reality.
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would dreams then seem real? Caillois then digresses to consider a new factor, the 

role of sleep, to which he will attribute a decisive role in this analysis;

[Le sommeil] passe pour I’intermediaire obligatoire qui mene de la veille au 
reve et inversement. Pour ma part, je n’en crois rien. II me semble que le mot 
intermediaire [...] s’appliquerait plus justementau reve qu’au sommeil. 
J’imagjne qu’il s’agit plutot de deux varietes d’un meme etat. L’une -  le reve -  
ne peut se presenter sans le sommeil, auquel il introduit. Mais le sommeil tend 
au contraire a eliminer, a dissoudre le reve, a le submerger du moins dans une 
nuit assez profonde pour qu’au reveil, il ne subsiste aucun indice qu’il soit 
jamais survenu. (//?, pp.54-55)

Perhaps Caillois is being over-clever here in wishing to abolish sleeping as the 

traditional intermediary between waking and dreaming. He seems to be suggesting 

that dreams are an intermediary, between what two states is not immediately clear. Of 

what state can both dreaming and sleeping be variations? E>reams seem suddenly 

again to be dependent on sleep. If dreaming is made possible only by sleeping, then 

how can dreaming lead into sleeping? Sleeping seems both vital for and inimical to 

dreaming. Finding a logical thread here is not easy.

Caillois writes that Pascal and other philosophers considered sleep to be ‘une maniere 

de milieu neutre’ (p.55) in which falling asleep and waking up are ‘indiscemables’ 

(p.55). Caillois cannot allow this. In sleeping and waking respectively, ‘il y a plongee 

dans I’obscur et perte de sentiment. Dans I’autre, restitution de privileges, reconquete 

des pouvoirs de conscience et de gouvemement’ (p.55). Here Caillois writes of sleep 

as a ‘frontiere’ (p.56) and mentions ‘chaque cote de la limite’ (p.56) -  all synonyms of 

‘in term ^aire’ which he did not previously wish to acknowledge sleep to be. He 

states again that dreaming and waking are indistinguishable, as dreaming can simulate 

all aspects of waking, but that waking and sleeping are quite different. This is surely 

not in contention, however. Having rather emphatically postulated the difference 

between falling asleep and waking up, and that this difference is absolute and 

significant, he does undermine this point with the acknowledgement that dreams can 

include the illusion of waking up, ‘il est des reves qui comprennent un reveil’ (p.57). 

This is certainly so, but the reader may wonder at what point Caillois’s argument now 

stands.
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Returning to Pascal’s theory of the importance of continuity in distinguishing between 

dreams and reality, Caiilois seeks to disprove it by reversing it. He presents an 

individual dreaming by suggestion the same dream every night and transported while 

he is dreaming to a different place. In that way dreams would enjoy the continuity 

normally granted to reality, but that would not be enough to confer on them a sense of 

reality, Caillois argues. This unfortunate individual would realise that, even in his 

changing surroundings, he was in full possession of his mental faculties. Memory 

would play an important role too, recalling to him his sensation of paralysis in the 

stable world, and the fact that there he remembers nothing. Seeming further to 

disprove the value of continuity, Caillois points to the inevitable amazement the 

hapless person transported from place to place will experience on waking up each 

morning. In dreams, as a rule, nothing amazes the dreamer, because this amazement 

testifies to his passivity, rather than his lucidity. It is not possible to mistake one state 

for the other;

Leur reversibilite se heurte a deux obstacles insurmontables: la connivence 
profonde du reve et du sommeil, qui sont pertes de conscience et de liberte; 
rincomf)atibilite essentielle du reve et de la veille, qui vient du fait que la 
veille implique I’alerte de la conscience et la volonte redevenue disponible. 
Aussi aperfoit-on que ce n’est pms le reve et la veille qu’il convient d’opposer, 
mais plutot le sommeil et la veille. Ce sont des antipodes definis par des lois 
exclusives I’une de I’autre; la presence ou I’^ lipse de I’attention. (IR, p.59)

Sleeping and dreaming certainly share a ‘connivence profonde’. If dreaming and being 

awake are so incompatible, and we are here provided with a tool for distinguishing 

between them, how then does the opposing couple, abruptly, as it seems, come to be 

sleeping and being awake? These states are self-evidently ‘des antipodes’.

Shortly after declaring the ‘incompatibilite essentielle’ (p.59) of dreaming and 

waking, Caillois goes on to write, ‘d’une fa?on generale, le reve s’eloigne de la veille 

seulement dans la mesure ou il a partie liee avec le sommeil et ou il le requiert comme 

1’atmosphere qui lui permet de naitre et de prosperer’ (p.60). Quite apart fî om the 

contradictory statements on the relationship between dreaming and sleeping -  here 

now the latter enables dreaming to prosper -  dreaming and waking have reverted to 

what might be called their ‘compatibilite essentielle’.
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Sleep now becomes the factor ensuring that we will never be able to distinguish 

between dreaming and waking;

C’est grace au sommeil que 1’alternative de Tchoang-Tseu et que I’argument 
de Descartes acquierent leur pleine force. Ils signifient que nous ne sommes 
jamais assures de ne pas rever, c’est-a-dire que nous ne sommes pas certains 
que nous ne nous reveillerons pas a I’instant qui va venir, de sorte qu’a aucun 
moment nous n’avons le droit d’etre entierement persuades que le monde ou 
nous nous debattons est bien celui de la realite, et non pas la scene fellacieuse 
du songe ou du cauchemar. (//?, p.61)

We might be sleeping, so we might be dreaming. This cannot be contradicted, so no 

other theory can possibly assert itself as more likely.

Having put forw'ard an invincible argument, Caillois takes on Sartre’s theory, argued 

in L 'Imaginaire, according to which an individual’s consciousness can tell him with 

complete certainty whether or not he is sleeping or awake as perception brings with it 

the certainty that it is perception. Sartre’s theory does not of course allow for the fact 

that dreams can mimic all activities associated with being awake. No theory could 

stand up to this. Joseph Bertrand objects to this particular conceit:

Descartes estime qu’il n’est pas de marques certaines pour distinguer la veille 
d’avec le sommeil. Jean-Paul Sartre avait repwndu a I’objection en montrant 
que seule la conscience reflexive est capable de perception. Mais Roger 
Caillois refuse d’attribuer a I’intuition sensible de la conscience une valeur de 
certitude inherente a son contact avec le reel. Des lors, logiquement, il n’y a 
plus qu’une attitude possible; nier la realite ou du moins admettre qu’elle est 
en toute rigueur inconnaissable. Meme la solution de I’idealisme integral qui 
lie I’etre a la perception est impossible. On est en pleine absurdite. On 
conviendra que c’est 1^ pour le moins, une singuliere fa?on de defendre la 
primaute de I’intelligence.’

It is a particular use of the intelligence, an intellectual exercise in cleverness in which 

words triumph over intractably mysterious phenomena. In that way the human 

intelligence -  or Caillois’s -  can be said to have brought dreams within a structure of 

its own devising. He has not always been clear or consistent on his way to establishing 

his theory, although it is a theory that in fact requires little arguing, as no proof is
o

possible. Bertrand, while calling L 'Incertitude qui vient Jes reves a ‘brillant essai’

 ̂Joseph Bertrand, ‘Z- ’ImertiUiJe qui vientdes reves'. Revue Generale Beige, 6 (1957), 156-57, (p. 157). 
* Bertrand, p 156,
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has little tolerance for this abuse of the intellect and his reductio ad ahsurdum is 

meant to highlight what he sees as Caillois’s foolishness;

Certes, Roger Caillois n’est pas dupe de ses machinations oniriques. En fait, il 
se comporte comme s’il etait tout aussi certain de la verite des saisies 
immediates de la conscience. Sinon, il n’aurait meme pas ecrit son livre. A 
moins que ce ne soit pas vraiment un livre, mais un reve! Des lors, comment 
ne pas voir en tout ceci un divertissement assez byzantin d’une intellectualite 
qu’il suffirait d’orienter vers I’ordre moral pour I’assurer qu’une conscience 
generatrice de valeurs echappe a cette incertitude pretendument 
insurmontable.^

Caillois, though, does admit it is not a problem for him or anyone else and again, it is 

important to realise that he is giving words an absolute power. Andre Chastel praises 

in particular Caillois’s collection of data on dreams, especially noticeable in 

Puissances du reve and his essay in Le Reve et les societes humaines, ‘peu 

concluantes du point de vue de la psycho-physiologie; etonnantes comme 

rassemblement de donnees emprunte«s aux folklores, aux conteurs et en particulier a 

ceux de la Chine; impressionnantes par T interrogation: reel/irreel liee au 

phenomene’.'*̂  He is not globally impressed by Caillois’s work although he rightly 
praises Caillois’s impressive erudition.

Exploring the fantastic

Caillois’s interest in the fantastic is reflected principally in three works, his Anthologie 

du fantastique, Au coeur du fantastique^' and Images, images. TTiere is also an 

important article entitled ‘Le fantastique naturel’ in Cases d'un echiquier^^ (pp.60-73). 

It must be said of course that everything, not just the obviously mysterious, was a 

source of fascination to Caillois until he had explained it to his satisfaction and 

incorporated it into his world view. Jean-Max Tixier describes as follows Caillois’s 

approach:

Contrairement a Andre Breton, et aux autres tenants du surrealisme, le mystere 
en tant que tel n’attire pas Roger Caillois. II tache de le resorber, c’est-a-dire

’ Bertrand, p. 157,
Chastel, p.50

" All references io Au cceur dit fantastique are from Coherences aventureuses.
Obliques, prec^e de Images, images (Paris: Stock, 1975),
Cases d ’un echiquier (Vms'. Gallimard, 1970),
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de le detruire afin de I’integrer a la connaissance. Degager la coherence -  non 
encore visible -  qu’il suppose en lui.''*

Perhaps ‘to understand’, rather than ‘to destroy’, would be a fairer choice of verb. 

Marcel Schneider, author of Litterattire fantastique en France, argues that the 

application of reason to the mysterious is missing the point, ‘peut-on penetrer jusqu’au 

coeur quand on adopte une position aussi rationnelle, exterieure et critique?’*̂ 

Caillois’s writing on the fantastic is a robust answer to this question. Schneider spells 

out their essential differences, his being clearly the better approach, in his opinion, ‘II 

cherchait a dechijfrer, et moi a ressentir’.'̂ ’ Nowhere in Caillois’s work is there room 

for unfiltered feelings. In a rather heavy-handed way, Schneider will not allow either 

that tales of the fantastic can be ‘un JEU avec la peur’ as Caillois suggests in the 

preface to his anthology. Schneider wishes to banish reason completely and (a very 

extreme stance) demands nothing less than total belief on the part of the reader, 

‘[Caillois] s’oppose du tout au tout a la profession de foi de Nodier, qui est aussi la 

mienne: ‘ “Pour interesser dans le conte fantastique, il faut d’abord se faire croire, et 

une condition indispensable pour se faire croire, c’est de croire” Schneider is 

taking no account of suspension of disbelief

Caillois’s writings on the fantastic join his search for wholeness as part of the attempt 

to account for the world surrounding him, not just aspects of the external world, but also 

its darkest, most secret side Roger Bozzetto places Caillois’s writings in the same 

French tradition as those of Pierre Castex, Tzvetan Todorov and Irene Bessiere 

Caillois’s method of approach is however significantly different, as Jean Molino points 

out. Castex approached the fantastic from an historical perspective, Todorov from a 

structuralist one Caillois chooses ‘le modele thematique ou semantique’.'*̂  His focus is 

less on fantastic literature, than the world of the fantastic Both Molino^^’ and Laserra^* 

bring out the links between the fantastic and the sacred, the hero in such stories feeling 

that mixture of attraction and repulsion Otto first characterised in the sacred. The

Jean-Max Tixier, ‘Notes sur le fantastique’, Sud, hors s ^ e  (1981), 210-214 (p,212).
Marcel Schneider, ‘Roger Caillois, d^hiffreur du fantastique’, NRF, 164 (1966), 307-310 (p 307). 
Schneider, p. 307.
Schneider, p.308
Roger Bozzetto, ‘Le fantastique dans la litterature des Etats-Unis’, EuropeJOl (1988), 3-10 (p.4). 
Jean Molino, ‘Trois moddes d’analyse du fantastique’, Europe, 611 (1980), 12-26 (p.16),

^  Molino, p. 18.
Laserra, p 146
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‘irruption’ o f the fantastic is like that of the ‘sacre de transgression’. The influence of 

Bataille, and the College de Sociologie, still then remains.

Robert Brechon describes ‘le merveilleux’ and ‘le fantastique’ as ‘les deux grandes 

categories de la surrealite’ .̂  ̂Caillois wishes to dissociate himself from the Surrealist 

approach of passive enjoyment of mystery. His objective is to pierce the mystery, ‘je 

n ’aime pas ne pas comprendre’ (ACF, p.71). An implicit criticism of surrealism can be 

read in the following lines, ‘au lieu d’estimer aussitot I’indechiffre indechiffrable et 

demeurer devant lui ebloui et comble, je  le tiens au contraire pour a dechiffrer, avec le 

ferme propos de venir, si je puis, d’une fa^on ou d’une autre, a bout de I’enigme’ 

{ACF, p 71). Caillois will not indulge himself in writing on these matters unless he 

can clarify them.

Compiling collections o f the fantastic and thereby defining it are features both of 

Anthologie du fantastique and Au conur du fantastique. Caillois’s anthology is a 

massive piece of work, bringing together tales of the fantastic from cultures around 

the world. Previous collections of this kind had focused on Western culture, so 

Caillois again expands our understanding of an area and his ability to synthesise 

facilitates our familiarisation with hitherto unexplored territory. Felgine refers to his 

‘activite de pionnier’ and points out, ‘il est a noter que le souvenir de Caillois est 

souvent lie, dans le “grand public”, a ce type de publications repondant a la sensibilite 

de son epoque’. Forty years later, this kind of publication would still find a ready 

target audience.

Caillois’s correspondence with Paulhan on this anthology, quoted by Felgine, raises 

various issues. Grouping the various tales together robs them of their impact:

“C’est peut-etre que I’horrible ne peut etre saisi que de biais et dans I’instant, 
que I’anormal n’est pas chose qui s’additionne (...). Mais je  crois bien que 
votre idee de derriere la tete est de nier le paranormal, comme vous avez nie le 
reve” . Caillois acquiesce: “Ce fantastique, accumule, perd sa vertu”. Quant a 
I’hypothese de Paulhan, elle est bonne : “I’existence du paranormal me semble 
presque contradictoire” .̂ "

Robert Br^hoa, Ij; Surrealisme (Paris: Armand Colin, 1971), p.90. 
Felgine, p.330.
Felgine, p,331.
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The evidence of Caillois’s later writings suggests however that his interest lies in 

defining and explaining the fantastic, rather than in disproving its existence (indeed, 

his analyses in Au coeur du fantastique reveal that he himself is susceptible to its 

appeal). While Caillois may have for a period of time denied the existence of dreams, 

the major question for him, and which he tackled in L ’Incertitude qui vient des reves, 

published two years before the Anthologie, was the way in which dreams undermined 

our perception of reality. Caillois may not rationally accept the existence of the 

paranormal, as rationally he could perfectly well distinguish between dreams and 

reality; he chose, however, to follow a different path in dealing with these subjects.

From his very first writings on the fantastic, in the anthology, Cailiois saw that it is 

inoperative if it is the norm:

[Le fantastique] n’a aucun sens dans un univers merveilleux. II y est meme 
inconcevable. Dans un monde de miracles, I’extraordinaire perd sa puissance. 
II n’epouvante que s’il rompt et discredite une ordonnance immuable, 
inflexible, que rien en aucun cas ne saurait modifier et qui semble la garantie 
meme de la raison. (‘De la feerie a la science-fiction’, AF, p.9)

Caillois is much concerned in this opening article with drawing a distinction between 

Me merveilleux’, where the supernatural is the norm, and therefore ceases to have any 

impact on the reader, and Me fantastique’, where the supernatural, through being an 

exceptional phenomenon, surprises and terrifies:

Le feerique est un univers merveilleux qui s’ajoute au monde reel sans lui 
porter atteinte ni en detruire la coherence. Le fantastique, au contraire, 
manifeste un scandale, une dechirure, une irruption insolite, presque 
insupportable dans le monde r^ l. (AF, p.8)

Marcel Schneider attributes this distinction to Pierre Castex, ‘comme I’a fait naguere 

dans une these celebre Pierre-Georges Castex, Caillois distingue le merveilleux du 

fantastique’. In fact this distinction would seem to have been accepted in France for 

a long time:

[Le terme Fantasy] englobe [...] a la fois ce que nous appelons “le 
merveilleux” et “le fantastique” -  et toutes les nuances intermediaires, ce qui

Schneider, p.308.
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implique que, dans I’acception anglo-saxonne, il n’y ait pas de rupture entre 
ces deux “genres”. [...] On peut considerer que la litterature de fantasy, dont la 
source est dans le mythe, est largement anterieure a la litterature dite 
“fantastique” en firan9ais, qui s’est detach^ d’elle en se specialisant aux 17e et 
surtout 18e siecles. Sans doute faut-il attribuer au trop grand eclat des 
Lumieres le fait que le fantastique fran9 ais ait si longtemps depuis ignore ou 
renie cette filiation avec le mythe; en milieu anglo-saxon, il semble que la 
rupture n’ait jamais eu totalement lieu.̂ **

The fantastic followed on the world of fairy-tales and became possible, Caillois 

argued, only when science altered our perception of reality, ‘si desormais le prodige 

fait peur, c’est que la science le bannit et qu’on le sait inadmissible, efiroyable. Et 

mysterieux: on n’a pas assez remarque que la f^rie, parce que feerie, excluait le 

mystere’ {AF, p.9).

We will see more fully the importance, as always, of the world being assumed to be 

finite in Caillois’s theory of the fantastic, and ‘le fantastique naturel’. The number of 

possible themes in the fantastic is finite, too, Caillois argues, going so far as to suggest 

that a kind of Mendeleyev’s Table, but comprising themes, would be a feasible 
exercise;

Je continue neanmoins a les estimer denombrables et deductibles, de sorte 
qu’on pourrait a I’extreme conjecturer ceux qui manquent a la serie, comme la 
classification cyclique de Mendeleiev permet de calculer le poids atomique des 
corps simples qu’on n’a pas encore decouverts ou que la nature ignore, mais 
qui existent virtuellement. {AF, p.23)

The stories in the anthology hide, ‘sous des jeux differents de symboles, des nostalgies 

et des craintes qui se perpetuent a travers I’histoire et qui evoluent avec les 

changements que I’homme apporte a sa condition’ (p.24). Schneider does not accept 

Caillois’s criterion in selecting tales for inclusion in the anthology, namely, that they 

be capable of inspiring terror;

11 me parait que la terreur n’est qu’une des manifestations possibles du 
fantastique, qu’il en existe d’autres, le delire, la vision, I’extase. Le fantastique 
est le truchement du sacre, il a partie liee avec “I’horreur poetique”, il est 
transcendance sans lien avec aucune religion etablie. II existe par lui-meme, il

^  Elizabeth Vonarburg, ‘La fantasy ou le retour aux sources’, Europe, 707 (1988), 105*12 (p 105)
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se situe a cote de la science, de la logique, de la magie, de I’esoterisme. C’est 
un moyen particulier de connaissance qui possede sa propre perfection.^’

This is not completely clear, and it is not certain that by opening up the domain of the 

fantastic almost infinitely, choices made would be any more effective.

Caillois felt very keenly the inadequacies of the human condition, knew the 

temptation of imagining the perfect, and easy solution to the different challenges man 

encounters. He wrote feelingly on this at the end of L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves. 

The fantasy world offers a temporary escape from the boundaries of the human, from 

the omnipresent threat of mortality -  and herein must lie too its interest for Caillois, 

who would finally find a kind of liberation and peace in his contemplation of stones;

Comme ce meme etre est besogneux et fatigable, elles [fi^rie, narration 
fantastique, science-fiction] le bercent de I’etemel mirage de I’etTicacite 
magique, instantan^, totale, qui ne lui couterait que de faire un maitre signe 
ou de prononcer un maitre mot. Comme il est prevoyant et calculateur, elles 
tiennent contre lui en reserve I’inaccessible predestination et I’inexorable 
fatalite; comme il est curieux et ignorant, la menace du mystere et la tentation 
de I’omniscience; comme il doit vieillir et mourir, en meme temps que les 
fontaines de jouvence et les elixirs de longue vie, les larves, les femelles et les 
tenebres de I’abime; enfin, comme il est prisonnier de la distance, de la duree 
et du determinisme, le reve de se trouver soudain affranchi de I’espace, du 
temps ou de la causalite. (AF, pp.23-24)

There is some comfort for man here. Andre Breton’s vision of the fantastic and its 

effect on man is somewhat more negative. For him ‘le fantastique est peut-etre une 

maniere de lui rappeler qu’il n’est ni seul ni tout-puissant. [. .] Le surr^lisme deloge 

la conscience paresseusement installee dans le confort d’une vision du monde 

arretee’.̂ *

Au cceur du fantastique answers Caillois’s need to put together his own collection of 

the fantastic (and here not confining himself to purely literary offerings). The stories 

included in the anthology came from a variety o f sources, including some of his 

colleagues in UNESCO. Now he is being a kind of pioneer, ‘j ’ai reuni les pieces d’un 

dossier, personnel il est vrai et par consequent partiel et arbitraire, mais neuf en grande 

F>artie’ (p.79). Caillois’s capacity for detailed and vivid description, such a feature of

Schneider, p 309.
Quoted by Brechon, p. 95.
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his writing on stones, for example, is evident in his descriptions of the differing works 

he feels illustrate his theory of the fantastic -  not having the works before one’s eyes 

is scarcely a disadvantage. Andre Chastel also raises the point that Caillois, in his 

assessment of, for example, Giovanni Bellini’s Allegoric dupwgatoire, overlooked 

the all-important historical and cultural context of the work;

Quand on tient pour insolites ce pavement, ces putti, ces saints, ce More 
enturbanne qui s’eloigne, je crains de devoir [...] r^lamer la donnee historique 
et culturelle comme contexte tres definissable de I’ouvrage qui rend compte 
d’un bon nombre des elements qui intervieiment dans le theme rare. De toute 
fa(?on, ce qui se degage de si original et que Roger Caillois rattache a la veine 
du “fantastique” est peut-etre plus simplement la propriete d’un art a son 
meilleur moment. Ce qui devrait entrafner une revision des perspectives a 
laquelle il ne consentait pas.^^

This may weaken the status of his choices, but the general principles remain valid. 

Caillois wished to move away from a definition of the fantastic which ‘designe tout ce 

qui, d’une maniere ou d’une autre, s’eloigne de la reproduction photographique du 

reel, c’est-a-dire toute fantaisie, toute stylisation et, il va de soi, I’imaginaire dans son 

ensemble’ (p.83). His vision of the fantastic as ‘d’abord inquietude et rupture’ (p.74) 

naturally leads him to reject Me fantastique de parti pris’ (p.72) and Me femtastique 

d’institution’ (p.73). The subject matter is not the significant criterion, rather the way 

in which it is treated, ‘de preference a un fantastique declare, je recherche d^idement 

un fantastique insidieux’ (p.77). Most of the work of Hieronymous Bosch is 

dismissed, although his work would normally be a staple of anthologies of the 

fantastic, ‘cet univers apparait si bien inverse, disloque, brouille comme puzzle apres 

brassage des pieces, que I’insolite n’y a plus de place, parce qu’il est partout’ (p.89). 

Caillois’s reaction to this type of work is similar to that of Paulhan’s to his first 

anthology -  the cumulative effect of the ‘merveilles accumulws’ is to deprive them 

of their effect, they begin to ‘constituer une coherence’ (p. 87). Caillois favours rather 

‘Les Enerves de Jumieges’ by the little known Evariste Vital Luminais. The title of 

the work, the substantivised adjective ‘enerves’ and something oppressive about the 

picture influence his choice. Neither the subject, nor the intention of the artist 

determines whether or not a work will belong to the realm of the fentastic:

Chastel, p 48.
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TANT LE FANTASTIQUE EST RUPTURE DE L’ORDRE RECONNU, 
IRRUPTION DE L’INADMISSIBLE AU SEIN DE L’INALTERABLE 
LEGALITE QUOTIDIENNE, ET NON SUBSTITUTION TOTALE A 
L’UNIVERS REEL D’UN UNIVERS EXCLUSIVEMENT MIRACULEUX. 
(v4C:F, p.174)

Caillois’s view of the fantastic hinges on a perception of reality diametrically opposed 

to that put forward in his work on dreams. There, reality was presented as treacherous 

and, largely for intellectual amusement, Caillois argued we can never be sure we are 

not dreaming. Now reality is presented as ‘I’inalterable legalite quotidienne’ (quite 

different, then, from what is argued in L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves). It is 

interesting to note how Caillois, normally the enemy of mystery and vague concepts 

like ‘inspiration’, nevertheless feels constrained, in the case of the fantastic, to permit 

at least some kind of involuntary acceptance of ideas:

II faut au fantastique quelque chose d’involontaire, de subi, une interrogation 
inquiete non moins qu’inquietante, surgie a I’improviste d’on ne sait quelles 
tenebres, que son propre auteur ftit oblige de prendre comme elle est venue et a 
laquelle il desirait parfois eperdument pouvoir donner reponse. (v4C'F, p. 105)

TTie author -  almost as much as the hero of his stories -  is portrayed as some kind of 

helpless and hapless victim of a force stronger than he is. This is so different from the 

requirement of lucidity and deliberate choice that we see in Caillois’s writings on 

poetry.

Caillois moves between different ages and genres in compiling his own collection of 

the fantastic. Alchemical emblems, art from the Renaissance onwards, Christian art, 

treatises on anatomy, metallurgy, artillery... all provide examples of his vision. In 

Christian art, for example, ‘[le fantastique] surgit a nouveau de 1’irruption dans ce 

monde revere, ou le recueillement est de rigueur, d’un element de frivolite qui en 

devient sacrilege’ (p. 162). In old medical treatises, for example Mandino de Luzzi’s 

work, skeletons disturb the spectator as they are depicted as though they are alive, ‘le 

fantastique surgit d’une contradiction qui porte sur la nature meme de la vie et qui 

n’obtient rien de moins que paraitre abolir momentanement, f)ar vain, mais troublant 

prestige, la frontiere qui la separe de la mort’ (p. 173). The anatomical drawings in 

Renaissance medical tracts illustrate his point so well that Laserra is led into an 

amusing speculation;
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Si direbbe che gli artisti di quel periodo abbiano colto con estrema lucidita 
quanto alcuni secoli piu tardi, in seno al College de Sociologie, Bataille e 
Caillois avrebbero teorizzato intomo alia forma degli istinti, alle forze di 
“attraction” e “repulsion” che muovono I’affettivita umana, abbiano previsto 
quanto Caillois avrebbe teorizzato nel saggio sulla dissimetria, e cioe la 
particolare forma di fascinazione legata all’interruzione dell’omogeneita

In the final chapter, and tempted by i e  demon de I’analogie’, Caillois effects an 

intriguing rapprochement between poetry and the fantastic. Both deal with dark and 

deep areas of the soul and Caillois, while warning against ‘impostures’ (p. 185), comes 

close to allowing that, after all, the ineffable does exist, ‘les mots ni les images ne 

peuvent cemer exactement ces realites interieures qui n’ont ni forme ni stabilite, qui 

defient la description et le dessin. A leur egard, la periphrase est de rigueur’ (p. 184). 

This is to take a broader, more permissive view than he would normally when writing 

on poetry. It is in dealing v^th these ‘realites interieures’ that ‘Part fantastique comme 

la poesie font jouer cette fertilite de I’ambigu ou je ne suis pas loin d’apercevoir leur 

veritable vocation’ (p. 184).

In poetry and in art, only images can satisfy ‘une ambition si malaisee a soutenir’

(p. 185). These images are situated ‘au coeur meme du fantastique’ (p. 185). Caillois 

distinguishes between ‘images infinies’ and ‘images entrav^s’ (p. 185), the former so 

incoherent as to have no meaning, the latter, once a ‘key’ to their mystery is provided, 

turning out not to be mysterious at all. In art, even where the artist’s aim is to 

‘derouter’ (p. 186), involuntary traces left by the artist in his work can reveal a hidden 

coherence, ‘ces signaux epars rendent aux images infinies la chance de receler un 

lointain message’ (p. 186). These signs are comparable to metaphors in poetry, whose 

value to Caillois is that they reveal ‘un reseau de concordances et d’exclusives, 

d’interferences multiples, de correspondances de registre a registre, qui remplace en 

cet empire de I’allegorie la lumiere crue de la connaissance analytique’ (p. 187). 

Caillois cites the example of Nerval’s ‘Chimeres’, highly obscure sonnets which 

require alchemical keys to be understood. Caillois argues that Nerval was not 

completely clear on what he wanted to communicate ‘et qu’il a recouru a un 

labyrinthe d’allegories, se persuadant que chacun pourrait y trouver son bien, a 

condition qu’il fiut suffisamment appate par la coherence souterraine d’un reseau

^  Laserra, p 152,
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d’images deconcertantes’ (p. 188). The enriching experience of working out this secret 

is the great benefit provided by art:

II s’agit toujours d’evoquer un univers labile par relais analogique, par 
metaphore interpose [...]. Ici, de fa9on combien incertaine, I’artiste ou le 
poete souhaitent rendre perceptible avec des formes ou avec des mots la trop 
fine substance qui echappe au dessin ou au vocabulaire. (ACF, p. 191)

It is interesting to note the lingering influence of Surrealism and the admission that 

poetry is not all about rigour and clarity.

Caillois is never slow to raise potentially fertile ideas which time or circumstances 

may prevent him from exploring further. He writes in Au carur du fantastique how he 

would have wished to confront the fantastic in art with the fantastic in nature, but for 

now must content himself with placing ‘sous 1’invocation de la taupe au nez etoile, 

plus monstrueux qu’un hybride de Bosch, un ouvrage exclusivement dedie aux images 

ambigues ou I’homme s’est plu a associer les vertus complices du mystere et de la 

beaute’ (p.80). As Jean Dorst writes, this does highlight the fusing in Caillois’s mind 

of reality and imagination:

N’est-il pas revelateur que son livre Au cceur du fantastique s’ouvre par une 
photo en pleine page de la taupe a nez etoile, alors que tout le reste de 
I’ouvrage sera consacre a ce qui est sorti de I’imagination des hommes? 
L’imaginaire lui-meme ^ i t  realite, puisqu’on pouvait le rencontrer dans la 
nature et que les hommes de science etaient capables d’en foumir les 
temoignages. II a sa logique puisque ses racines plongent dans le reel. La 
nature est plus forte, puisqu’elle en contient les racines.

Caillois did return to this topic, and Cases d ’un echiquier includes an article entitled 

‘Le fantastique naturel’. Caillois deals with the fantastic in various fields, but Tixier 

suggests that his writing on the fantastic in nature is done ‘avec plus de predilection et, 

peut-etre, de pertinence’ . The central importance in all of Caillois’s theories of the 

universe as a finite entity continues to be pivotal here.

The ‘fantastique naturel’ may seem like a p)aradoxical juxtaposition, since the 

fantastic, far from being natural, is rather an ‘invention deliberee de I’esprit, qui la

Dorst, p 77. 
Tixier, p.213
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connait pour telle. Aussi, le fantastique ne peut-il exister a proprement parler: faire 

partie de I’univers atteste’ {CE, p.60). In everyday language, however, and on 

condition that they are rare and strange-looking, we may refer to a tree, a flower or an 

insect, for example, as ‘fantastic’. Caillois, not exempt from the pressure of language 

within a culture, is therefore led to write of the ‘fantastique naturel’. In a footnote, he 

points out that he has already touched on this subject, his awareness dating back to La 

Mante religieu.se published in 1935, Kieduse & Cie, Au caur du fantastique, and 

Images, images.

He cites as examples of the fantastic in nature the ‘fiilgore porte-lanteme’ and a North 

American mammal, the ‘taupe a nez ^oile’ (CE, p.62). His basic criterion is that 

‘n’importe quoi de naturel, bete ou plante, pierre ou paysage, ressortit au fantastique, 

chaque fois que son aspect, par des voies toujours les memes, saisit et mobilise 

efficacement I’imagination’ {CE, p.66). The distinguished naturalist Jean Dorst points 

out that Caillois cannot be called an ordinary naturalist, as his approach to the natural 

world is a selective one, ‘il ne faut pas lui reprocher un attrait exclusif, car les choses 
naturelles lui servirent de tremplin pour evoquer, et avec quelle ampleur, des sujets 

que tout naturaliste n’aurait pas su atteindre’.̂ ^

The mineral world, so rich in suggestions of an imaginative nature, supplies no 

instances of the fantastic. The images that can be read into the appearance of stones 

are a different kind of phenomenon, and Caillois seems loath to say directly if it is an 

objective or a subjective one:

aucune de ces analogies, pour saisissantes qu’elles paraissent, ne fait mystere. 
Elies sont plutot miracles, rencontres quasi merveilleuses dont le hasard est 
seul responsable, sinon la complaisance de la perception, avide d’identifier et 
de rapporter toute figure qui Tetonne a quelque autre qui lui est familiere. Rien 
ici qui fasse frissonner. {CE, p.67)

It is no coincidence that the mole or the sea-horse resemble other forms in nature:

les formes et les forces, les compensations et les concurrences qui regissent 
toutes choses sont relativement en petit nombre, de sorte qu’elles se repetent 
j usque dans leurs consequences les plus rares. Chaque figure, chaque structure 
meme complexe, depuis I’origine connut la chance d’une interference possible.

Dorst, p 86.
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Certaines firent surface en plusieurs lieux de 1’inextricable labyrinthe des 
regnes. Elies le parsement d’un d ^ a le  second d’echos et de reflets. {CE, 
pp.69-70).

These ‘relais mysterieux’ (p.70) tell the observer that ‘si les structures de I’univers 

sent en nombre limite, des modeles privilegies doivent immanquablement faire retour’ 

(p.70). It is ‘convergence’, not ‘influence’ (p.70).

It is interesting to look at some of Caillois’s techniques of persuasion in trying to 

convince his reader. He meets possible objections by referring to his ‘audace’ (p.70) 

and that he is proceeding ‘imprudemmerrt’ (p.70). In the following sentence he has an 

off-beat theory about Plato to put across. Plato, or any geometrist, seems to Caillois

une sorte d’avatar lointain de radiolaire. Qui plus est, 1’affirmation me semble 
s^uisante, presque irrefutable, sitot que je  franchis, imprudemment il est vrai, 
de multiples etapes et des que je tiens compte des parametres a modifier, dont 
les principaux sont le passage du squelette de I’exterieur a I’interieur, celui de 
I’automatisme a I’image, celui de I’organique au speculatif {CE, pp.70-71)

Caillois may be persuaded, but his reader may find this rather unclear and jargon- 

ridden exposition less than convincing. Caillois’s theory of the unity of the universe is 

what permits him to be so bold, ‘je veux bien que I’hypothese paraisse folle. La 

reflexion toutefois finit par I’estimer la plus economique. Apres tout, elle ne feit que 

tirer les conclusions qui decoulent d’un postulat quasi inevitable pour la recherche 

rigoureuse; celui de 1’unite du monde’ {CE, p.71). He seems to be putting forward an 

eminently reasonable theory but he is using a broader principle, according to which all 

links are possible and justifiable, to save him from the tedium of following his px)int 

through with detailed argument, while making him invincibly right.

The unity of the world brings with it a second assumption, that the world is finite:

s’il est infini, non pour les dimensions ou pour I’^helle, mais si une nouveaute 
imprevisible peut etre constatee [...], alors il ne reste a I’homme que le 
desarroi, I’absurde et I’impuissance. La condition de la pensee utile est que le 
monde soit fini. Or dans un monde fini et foisonnant, les choses se ref)^ent et 
se repondent. {CE, p. 71)

This criterion, ‘la condition de la pensee utile est que le monde soit fini’, is central to 

every aspect of Caillois’s work.
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In a search for wholeness, the clues given by the fantastic in nature lead the way, and 

Caillois writes lyrically about them;

Les signes avarement concedes par le fantastique naturel font mieux que 
stimuler le demon de I’analogie. Us lui indiquent la voie. IIs devancent et 
nourrissent sa rage d’interpreter. IIs I’exaucent en lui decouvrant, du moins en 
lui laissant presumer I’existence d’un imaginaire sous-jacent, appartenant au 
reel, tremplin et garantie de I’autre, celui que tisse I’esprit et qui n’en est peut- 
etre qu’une sorte de repercussion incertaine ou de mirage lyrique, mi-propose, 
mi-sollicite, qui egare sans tout a fait mentir. {CE, p.72)

Caillois’s own fascination for uncovering what is secret comes through, and it has an 

emotional basis as well as an intellectual one:

Lettres a la derive, vocables sans lexique, ces bomes-temoins, dont la 
disposition aberrante ne repond a nul cadastre ou arpentage commensurable a 
I’homme, ne comptent p)as moins parmi les indices qui I’emeuvent le plus, et le 
plus obscurement. [...] Le reseau des jalons etonnants constitue une couverture 
secrete, inepuisable, une sorte d’or intellectuel qui soutient toutes operations 
fiduciaires de I’intelligence et de I’imagination. {CE  ̂p 72)

This network validates the work of the imagination. Man must pay a price for this ‘or 

intellectuel’. He must admit to his lowly place in the scheme of things:

II n’est pas le joueur, ni meme le de, mais une marque presque passive 
promenee de case en case, a son tour, parmi d’autres emblemes reiteres.
Parfois I’arrete une image qui le trouble, qui lui en rememore ou qui lui en 
promet d’autres. Le retour du simulacre lui fait entrevoir les lambeaux 
dechiquetes d’un ordre dissimule qu’il atteint mal et jamais surement. Ebloui 
ou illumine, il essaie d’entendre, parfois d’etendre les regies d’un jeu ou il n’a 
pas demande de prendre part et qu’il ne lui est non plus permis d’abandonner. 
(CE, p.73)

His view of the human condition is quite bleak. Man is not just passive, he is almost 

helpless in his passage through life, receiving random clues about an underlying 

wholeness and unity with which he will never completely come to terms.

Caillois’s theory of the fantastic has its roots, then, in the time he spent in the College 

de Sociologie and in his earlier work on the sacred, and anticipates his very 

adventurous writing on the role of dissymmetry. While his account of the fantastic is
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undoubtedly subjective in parts, it is persuasive. As with certain of the examples from 

the world of art, it must be said that the selection from the natural world may reflect 

the attitudes of a twentieth-century French intellectual, and would not obtain universal 

assent. This is an inevitable problem in personal selections but the coherence of 

Caillois’s argument is its ultimate strength. Despite Schneider’s objections, analysing 

the effect of the fantastic does not lessen its impact. The same is true after all of 

literary or artistic criticism. It is a subjective account at times, but one displaying 

Caillois’s customary wide-ranging erudition. Through his Anthologie Caillois 

introduced some major writers from a range of cultures to the French public, and 

Roger Bozzetto pays him due tribute for this:

Cette universalite du fantastique, comme la situation specifique de I’univers 
qu’il donne a percevoir, c’est a Caillois que nous en devons I’idee. II en foumit 
aussi une premiere illustration avec cette Anthologie de la litterature 
fantastique qui presente des textes de toute culture, et fait decouvrir Borges et 
Cortazar aux Fran9ais meduses. '̂*

It is significant that Caillois refers disp>aragingly in Au cceur du fantastique to ‘la 

lumiere crue de la connaissance analytique’ (p. 187). Even a critic as perceptive as 

Odile Felgine writes that ‘le jeu supreme’ for Caillois is ‘I’elucidation cartesienne’.’  ̂

While his desire certainly is to understand, explain and absorb various phenomena, the 

way in which he does this owes little to Cartesian analysis and much to his theory of 

coherence which I explore in the next chapter.

Roger Bozzetto, ‘Roger Caillois et la reflexion sur le fantastique’, Europe, 726 (1989), 191-201
(pp 200-01)
 ̂ Felgine, p. 360.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

AESTHETICS AND DISSYMMETRY

Je crois a une logique flexible (CA, p. 17)

The adventure of logic

As topics, aesthetics, the fantastic and dissymmetry, though there are certain 

connections between them, would not seem to be a particularly inevitable 

combination. Caillois, notwithstanding this, grouped together his writings on these 

topics in a volume he intriguingly entitled Coherences aventureuses. In effect, it is 

Caillois’s approach that links these three pieces of work (one of which, Aucceur du 

fant antique, has been examined in the preceding chapter). All three analyses are good 

examples of his ‘logique flexible’, logic in the service of coherence rather than what 

Caillois saw as the restricting, narrow path of reason.

The title Coherences aventureuses is a significant grouping of words, indicating to 

Caillois’s reader the imaginative leaps that will be necessary but promising too that it 

will nonetheless all come together. The same balance is suggested in the term Mogique 

flexible’, rigour and severity being honoured by iogique’, imagination and vision not 

finding themselves overlooked by the tempering presence o f ‘flexible’. This volume 

brings together Esthetique generalisee (1962), Au coeur du fantastique (1965) and La 

Dissymetne (1973). The scope of each work continues the pattern of attempting to 

provide a total, all-embracing theory of the phenomenon under consideration. This is 

especially true of Im  Dissymetrie, whose ambition is nothing less than explaining how 

the universe works. There has been a sharp progression from looking at the underlying 

motor of society, be it the sacred or games, to finding the principle governing the 

universe. Regarding the links between these books, Caillois writes in the preface to 

Coherences aventureuses, ie s  trois dissertations ont un caractere commun: leur
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demarche quasi deductive et ma decision de partir non pas de I’experience, toujours 

incomplete et changeante, mais du denombrement theorique des possibilites 

concevables’ (p. 13). He clearly wishes here to tone down the adventurous side of his 

‘coherences’. The title. Coherences aventnremes, as well as providing a succinct 

summary of much of Caillois’s work in this period which in Le Fleuve Alphee he 

would label a ‘parenthesis’, brings out his desire for wholeness, a wholeness that 

would not be achieved by following an orthodox route. It is this search for wholeness 

that binds his work together and which is no less operative here. Caillois is open to the 

suggestions coming at him from the universe;

Je crois a une logique flexible, quoique intraitable sur sa syntaxe 
fondamentale, j ’entends qui ne s’accorde aucune facilite dite dialectique, mais 
qui s’accomm.ode au contraire de tout assouplissement a quoi I’oblige une 
donnee inattendue dument constat^. (C^4, p. 17)

Caillois is basically saying here that his reader need not expect him to be predictable, 

but he can be trusted. His ‘logic’ is the best way forward in the search for wholeness. 

Unlike those bound by the rigidity of reason, as Caillois would see it, his approach 

will enable him to absorb even unexpected data, and so he can be truly 

comprehensive. His search for coherence is wide-ranging and certainly many 

different areas have been examined by him;

Mon propos est une coherence extensive, une articulation a la fois rigoureuse 
et ouverte qui, s’il le faut, sacrifie allegrement une opinion rc9ue, un truisme 
accredite, afin de pouvoir, dans les cases vacantes du puzzle general, situer 
des faits inedits ou afm de conferer a I’organigramme une rigueur 
suppiementaire. (C/4, p. 18)

These are certainly easy things to sacrifice; Caillois’s strategy to win his reader’s 

confidence is quite obvious here. His emphasis on rigour, and the implicit reference to 

Mendeleyev should be noted, as should his use of the word ‘organigramme’ for the 

light it sheds on his world vision. This is the pioneering spirit Caillois has always 

demonstrated in his writing. Not only is he not led by previous research, he is more 

likely to react against it, to clear the way for his theory or insight. Filling in the blanks 

in the ‘puzzle general’ is very much part o f his searches for wholeness. If he can 

prove that an unlikely theory has a basis in fact, then this must be accepted, 

‘I’evidence’, what is self-evident, and not ‘la vraisemblance’ (p. 19), is what counts.
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He seeks to pre-empt critics and dissenters by writing confidently, ‘si une raison 

abusee ou une logique fallacieuse en sont scandalises, c’est a elles qu’il appartient de 

se reformer’ (p. 19). This attitude is not acceptable to Panoff:

Sous pretexte que la plupart des savants a la fin du XVIlIe siecle, et 
notamment le grand Lavoisier, ont nie I’existence des meteorites, que ces 
hommes eminents ont doute que des pierres pussent tomber du ciel, Caillois se 
croit pleinement autorise a relier les uns aux autres tous les phenomenes qui 
excitent sa fantaisie. Et tant mieux si les savants d’aujourd’hui y trouvent de 
quoi se scandaliser, il y verra sans hesiter la confirmation qu’il est decidement 
sur la bonne voie!'

This is of course an exaggeration. Caillois will certainly be provocative, but not self- 

indulgent, his will be ‘une articulation rigoureuse et ouverte’, coherent and 

adventurous. Caillois invoked these scholars, not to confer on himself an open-ended 

licence to speculate, but as examples of those who prefer ‘la vraisemblance’.

An important element of truth for Caillois, from the outset of his writing career, is that 

It be multi-disciplinary. In Meduse dir Cie, he made the case for ‘sciences diagonals’. 

In Coherences aventureuses he writes, ‘les coherences proposees sont enfin des 

coherences diagonales. C’est-a-dire qu’elles ne se resignent pas au compartimentage 

croissant, necessaire sans doute au progres des sciences sp^ialisees, mais qui fait 

parfois obstacle aux hypotheses de vaste envergure’ (p. 19). It is a logical conclusion 

for a theory such as his, based as it is on the oneness of the universe, again a 

conviction expressed from Iji Mythe et I'Homme on, ‘il ne s’agit que de tirer les 

consequences correctes du fait que I’univers est un tout et qu’a chacun de ses niveaux, 

les memes lois doivent y trouver, sous des aspects souvent deconcertants, des 

applications homologues’ (p.20). His almost imperceptible use of the adjective 

‘correcte’ cleverly hides two assumptions -  that he is right and that the universe is 

finite.

Aesthetics: the artist and nature

Ksthetique generalisee is Caillois’s attempt to provide a comprehensive aesthetic 

theory which would encompass ‘jusqu’aux aspects les plus temeraires de Part

' Panoff, p. 123,
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inodeme’ (p.24). His belief in the unitar>' nature o f the cosmos had major implications 

for his writings on aesthetic judgement. As part o f the whole, man can play only what 

amounts to a passive role in creation and appreciation o f art. Independent achievement 

or inspiration are only illusions.

Marc Jimenez writes that ‘les premieres thwries de Tart modeme ne sont elabor^s, 

de fa^on coherente et systematique, qu’a partir des annees 60’.’ The need to know 

what was legitimate stimulated reflection on the subject. In this way Caillois was part 

o f  a trend, but his search for wholeness, his views on man as an integral part o f nature, 

rather than its master, led him to some controversial views, as this chapter wall 

demonstrate. Henri Raynal comments on how little it seemed to bother Caillois that 

his views were not shared by the majorit>', 'Caillois [...] allait droit au but, exposant 

ses vues sous la forme d’une dwlaration concise, abrupte, n’eprouvant nul besoin 

d ’attenuer ce que sa pensee pouvait avoir d’extreme, de radical. [...] J ’admirais la 

vigueur avec laquelle Caillois allait a contre-courant’.̂

Philosophical aesthetics in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries has been dominated 

by Kant and Hegel. Form is the major aesthetic consideration in Kantian aesthetics, 

while Hegelian aesthetics focuses on the meaning and content o f the work. Caillois 

does not fit neatly into either camp. Philosophical aesthetics first became an academic 

subject in German universities in the mid-eighteenth century, and since then has been 

mainly concerned with the fme arts. Aesthetics itself can be seen as a ‘diagonal 

science’. Jimenez writes o f how its setting up in the eighteenth century was

un evenement majeur dans I’histoire de la p e n s^  occidentale. Non seulement 
elle contribue a cette unification du savoir a laquelle aspirait Descartes au 
siecle precedent, mais elle permet de distinguer entre divers domaines jusque- 
la indistincts et que Ton confond parfois aujourd’hui encore. Ce qui signifie 
[...] que toutes les disciplines qui s’interessent a I’art, aux oeuvres, aux artistes 
ou aux beaux-arts ne relevent pas de I’esthetique au sens desormais admis 
meme si ces domaines lui sont apparentes."*

In Esthetique generalisee Caillois employs an implacable logic (based on his own 

world view) to make the point that man, as regards artistic endeavour, cannot be an

 ̂Marc Jimenez, Ou 'est-ce que I 'esthetique (Paris: Gallimard, 1997), p 13.
 ̂Henri Raynal, ‘Le severe rapatriement de Tart’, in CPT, pp 131-35 (p 132).

* Jimenez, p 21
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initiator. This applies both to the creation and to the appreciation of art. As an integral 

part of nature, man operates within its laws. Caillois is all the more effective, and 

deadly, in his destruction of man's illusions for employing (mostly) an impersonal, 

unemotional tone. He writes with a certain emphasis, reflected by his occasional use 

of capitals to draw attention to a point he is making. His syntax is elegant and 

carefully constructed. Caillois’s control only lessens somewhat towards the end of 

Esthedque generalisee when he permits his opinions on modem art to lead him into 

that verbosity which is always a danger for him when writing on topics about which 

he feels strongly.

Caillois’s theories on beauty need to be seen in the context of earlier views expounded 

in Meduse Cie. In ‘Les ailes des papillons’, Caillois had argued that the beautiful 

wings of butterflies, as they serve no functional purpose, constituted their ‘painting’.

In the patterns on their wings, there is ‘dessin’, not ‘dessein’ (p.37). For Caillois, art 

can be reduced to a biological determinism, a ‘tendency’ with similar expression in all 

living forms, ‘il existe, chez les etres vivants en general, une '‘tendance” a produire 

des dessins colores et [.. .] cette tendance donne notamment, aux deux extremites de 

revolution, les ailes des papillons et les tableaux des peintres’ (p.38). Butterfly wings 

can be said to exemplify beauty and to have entered the domain of art ‘car il y a 

creation par la biologic de combinaisons heureuses de formes et de couleurs, qui ne 

s’expliquent pas par la simple economic’ (p.47). The human insistence on believing 

that everything has a purpose is fundamentally erroneous, Caillois argues, and 

constitutes real anthropomorphism. The beauty of butterfly wings, and the lack of 

purpose this serves, lead Caillois to conclude that there is in nature ‘un ordre 

esthetique autonome’ (p.52). This idea of an autonomous aesthetic order is further 

explored in Esthetique generalisee.

Caillois examines the concept of beauty, and, for him, there are two kinds, ‘la beaute 

que I’homme trouve dans la nature et celle qu’il cree de sa propre initiative’ (EG, 

p.40). He defines art as man’s effort to create ‘UNE BEAUTE CONCURRENTE DE 

CELLE QU’ON CONSTATE DANS L’UNIVERS INERTE’ (p.24). All imaginable 

beauty must be measured against nature, although beauty is a human idea, ‘mais 

comme Thomme appartient lui-meme a la nature, le cercle se referme aisement et le 

sentiment que I’homme eprouve de la beaute ne fait que reflechir sa condition d’etre
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vivant et de partie integrante de I’univers’ (p.25). Caillois is stressing man’s essential 

passivity, and controversially denying him any real aesthetic judgement. For Caillois, 

art, like man, is ‘un cas particulier de la nature, celui qui advient quand la demarche 

esthetique passe par {’instance supplementaire du dessein et de I’execution’ (p.25). He 

is putting it on the same level as any other natural phenomenon, and certainly de

mystifying it. Equally, when listing the four ways in which forms are produced ,‘̂ par 

ACCIDENT, par CROISSANCE, par PROJET ou par MOULE’ (p.29), art and 

technical products are included, along with animal constructions, in the third category. 

Odile Felgine sees in his classificatory attempts an effort to embrace the oneness of 

the cosmos, ‘en classificateur mystique, il s’evertue a capturer dans sa grille 

implacable les diverses formes d ’un Univers des formes qui n’est qu’“Un”. Rien ne 

saurait echapper a ce structuraliste marginal’.̂

Many philosophers have examined the notion of beauty. Kant, for example, was one 

o f the last philosophers to consider nature on an equal footing with the arts. For him, 

beauty applied primarily to natural objects, and only secondarily to works o f art. He 

was, however, more concerned with the act o f aesthetic judgement itself, ‘toute son 

entreprise vise a determiner sous quelles conditions s’exprime le jugement de gout, 

que ce soit relativement a I’agreable, au sublime, au beau, plutot qu’a definir dans 

Tabsolu ces notions memes’.̂ ' Despite some similarities with Caillois, the latter is 

clearly not wholly in the Kantian tradition. The idea o f beaut>' can vary with time, 

place and the individual. Hegel was the first to recognise the importance o f setting 

works in their cultural context. Properly understood in this way, they tell us about the 

period in which they were created. Caillois too recognises this. We see the world, 

Caillois writes, through a filter, ‘un ^ ra n  qui influe sur la maniere de voir et qui 

suggere de secretes preferences, lesquelles s’excluent en principe’ (p.40). How can 

people agree to find beautifiil, for example, ‘un art des antipodes ou d’un autre age’

(p.40). While Caillois allows for cultural differences, for him nature is the ultimate 

unifying factor, the ‘SUPPORT COMMUN UNIVERSEL’ (p.41).

Aesthetic judgements are commonly separated into two opposing categories, the 

objective and the subjective. Objective judgements are made on the basis of whether

’ Felgine, p 341. 
^  Jimenez, p 23.
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certain qualities or relations are seen to exist in the object. The judgement does not 

consider the feelings of any spectator judging. It is assumed that all other spectators 

will find the object beautiful too. Subjectivism is based on the pleasure or displeasure 

perception of the object affords. Caillois is closer to the objectivist camp, but with a 

twist. We have seen how for him nature is the only conceivable source of the idea of 

beauty, ‘est estime beau, senti comme beau, tout ce qui est naturel ou qui s’appareille 

a la nature, qui en reproduit ou en adapte les formes, les proportions, les symetries, les 

rythmes’ (p.41). This fits in perfectly with Caillois’s world view, which he re-states 

here, ‘I’homme ne s’oppose pas a la nature, IL EST LUI-MEME NATURE; matiere et 

vie soumises aux lois physiques et biologiques qui gouvement I’univers’ (p.41). These 

laws generate beauty, or rather ‘LEUR APPARENCE VISIBLE’ (p.41) may be held 

by man to be beautiful. They supply the material fi'om which man will select some 

objects as beautiful. Man will find harmonious any object resulting from these laws.

He may believe he is actively selecting objects as beautiful, but his decision is no 

more than an ‘ACQUIESCEMENT AU JEU UNIVERSEL, et I’aveu qu’il y 

participe’ (p.42). Caillois’s view necessarily downgrades man’s creative function;

L’homme demeure animal et corps et matiere, lorsqu’il prolonge la nature ou y 
ajoute, lorsque, peintre ou sculpteur, il trace des lignes ou modele des volumes. 
II n’est nullement arbitre et createur, mais ESCLAVE CONSUBSTANTIEL, 
homogene, qui s’imagine docile ou plus rarement revolte, et qui n’est meme 
pas autonome ni, pour son support, differencie. (EG, pp.42-43)

Beauty is not something man creates, but is rather ‘une lente decouverte’ (p.43). The 

aesthetic experience is a passive one ‘toute joie plastique est dans I’assentiment. Les 

memes structures produisent ici le decor, ailleurs le pouvoir de I’apprecier’ (p.43). For 

Caillois, even the term ‘beauty’ is superfluous, ‘il n’y a que signes d’intelligence entre 

etres de meme famille’ (p.43). He sums up nature’s role in fulsome terms, ‘la nature; 

seul registre, seul repertoire, inspiration manifeste ou occulte, tenant et aboutissant 

total, norme subreptice, table de reference latente et exclusive’ (p.43).

For Caillois, what is pleasing in the object originates in nature, and he will not allow 

that man makes any kind of independent critical assessment. His aesthetic judgement 

is an ‘acquiescement’, the term ‘beauty’ ultimately offers a false understanding of the 

aesthetic process. Felgine sees this as a prolongation of the views expressed in 

Patagonie and Espace americain, in which Caillois wrote of the human condition as
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being an integral part of the universe, and ugliness only existing through man’s 

efforts;

Mais cette approche antipromethtenne, et tranchante, oil Ton lit deja une 
mystique materialiste, exclut le sujet -  Caillois se pla(?ant au sein du naturel 
et en devient extreme, paradoxale, autodestructrice presque. Ainsi, Caillois 
eprouve, jusqu’au vertige, le besoin de degager une coherence et de s’absenter 
de son objet d’etude.^

Academic aesthetics has taken on Hegel’s view that nature is ‘aesthetically defective 

and just sits there in its dumb way as subject-matter for the creative artist. This 

assumption, although understandable, has had some bad consequences for aesthetic 

theory’. Caillois’s thinking could not be fiirther from this view.

Ugliness is introduced into nature only when a living being (not necessarily man) 

takes the initiative to create something, Ma spirale des xenophora est impeccable, mais 

ces mollusques I’oment malencontreusement de toutes sortes de debris de coquilles et 

de fragments calcaires’ (p.46). Man too is fallible in his efforts at creation, ‘IL PEUT 

ECHOUER DES QU’IL PEUT REUSSIR’ (p.46). In nature, everything is naturally 

beautiful. Man can take no credit for beauty, but must unfortunately accept the blame 

for creating ugliness. This beaut\' may go unnoticed, however, and, in the effort to 

bring it out, lies the role of Art. As regards the apparent diversity of nature, it is more 

instructive to realise that it is a question of countless applications of basic, unchanging 

structures.

Et ces formes, ces structures, ces equilibres de qui viennent necessairement le 
modele et la semblance de la beaute ne sont ni libres ni foisonnants, mais si 
rares qu’il faut assurement beaucoup de science et de patience pour les deceler 
et les saisir dans leur radicale purete, sans rien qui vicie ou qui masque leur 
perfection. (£’G, p.50)

In the section entitled ‘L’Art’, Caillois considers both representational and abstract 

art, which he defines respectively as follows, ‘L’une choisit de REPRODUIRE LES 

FORMES DE L’UNIVERS, celles que I’artiste a sous les yeux; I’autre COMPOSE 

CELLES QUI N’ONT PAS DANS LE MONDE DE MODELES IMMEDIATS et qui

’ Felgine, p.342.
* Mar> Mothersill, ‘Beauty’, in A Companum to Aes/helics, ed by David E Cooper (Oxford: 
Blackwell, 1992; 1996 reprinting consulted), pp.44-51 (p.49).
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sont comme issues de speculations pures’ (p.52). Caillois undertakes to follow both art 

forms to their ‘POINT D’ECLATEMENT’ (p.55).

He refers to representational art as ‘art discursif, parce quMl exprime avec des images, 

qui sont necessairement des signes, ce que le discours dit avec le vocabulaire’ (p 55). 

Others have made similar points concerning representational art:

Goodman is the most prominent advocate of what we may term the denotation 
view of representation. He writes: ‘A picture that represents -  like a passage 
that describes -  an object refers to, and more particularly, denotes it.
Denotation is the core of representation’ (Goodman, 1976, p.5). On such 
accounts, the relation of a picture to its object is similar in some respects, if not 
identical, to the relation between [...] a description and what it describes.^

There are recognised objections to this viewpoint. Linguistic systems take time to 

learn, for instance, whereas pictorial systems can be mastered at once. Flint Schier, in 

Deeper into Pichires quoted by Crispin Sartwell, has developed a theory of

representational art that further shows the difference between pictorial and linguistic 

systems:

Schier takes the fact that pictorial interpretation displays natural generativity to 
show that pictures call up the same ‘recognitional capacities’ as typical 
experiences of seeing items in the world. This is obviously not true of 
linguistic systems, which do not display natural generativity [...]. This suggests 
that pictorial systems are much less conventional than linguistic systems. '

Representational art does permit interpretation of the object depicted, but this 

interpretation may result in a work that has become incomprehensible -  the ‘point 

d’eclatement’ for representational art.

Pure abstraction, focus on colour and form in their own right, became widespread in 

Western painting and sculpture in the early twentieth century, the Impressionists being 

instrumental in this development. Pointillism, for example, seemed to engage in 

realistic portrayal and yet, when a pointillist picture is looked at close up, its 

underlying abstract nature becomes apparent. There is no shortage of great European 

and American abstract artists this century -  Georgia O’Keeffe, Constantin Brancusi,

’ Crispin Sartwell, ‘Representation’, \nA ContfxinionloAesthetics, pp 364-369 (p.367) Sartwell’s 
reference to Nelson Goodman alludes to the latter’s Ixuiguages o f Art (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1976)
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Hans Hofmann, Jackson Pollock, Robert Morris, Martin Puryear, to name but a few -  

and yet Caillois is certainly hostile to this movement.

Modem literature, representational and abstract art: all seem, in their abandonment of 

meaning to be experiencing ‘une aventure symetrique qui semble alors repondre a 

quelque obligation generale’ (p.61). Representational art increasingly represents the 

personality of the artist, more than anything else. Eventually, such a form ‘CESSE 

D’ETRE DECHIFFRABLE’ (p.56). This is the fate too of abstract art. Around this 

point in Esthetique generalisee, Caillois becomes more verbose, more impassioned.

Techniques such as collage, which artists considered to be exciting and innovative, 

Caillois sees as honouring ‘un ANONYMAT IMMEMORIAL ET INFAILLIBLE qui 

le repose d’une beaute tributaire du labeur et nourrie d’artifices’ (p.65). The actions of 

such artists are similar to those of crabs, "\m  les emprunts qu’ils font au monde qui les 

entoure, ramassant bois morts, baches souilles et vertebres rongees, peintres et 

sculpteurs agissent un peu comme les crabes oxyrhynques qu’on a vus s’habiller 

d’algues, de graviers et de depouilles de menus animaux’ (p.65). Marc Jimenez, 

writing o f the Dadaists, gives an alternative and positive view of the technique of 

collage:

Dada, ce sont des peintres, des poetes, des sculpteurs qui [...] poussent le 
meme cri de desespoir et de revolte contre la guerre, contre I’art illusion, 
contre le beau trompeur, contre I’egoisme d’une societe capable d’exterminer 
des millions d’hommes. [...] Aucune forme artistique ne saurait convenir pour 
exprimer et denoncer cette r^ lite  mutilante et mutilee sinon celle qui resulte 
de I’agencement aleatoire de fragments de matiere et de materiaux colies selon 
les lois d’un arbitraire en fait rigoureusement controle.''

The artist seeks the least possible active involvement in his work, in Caillois’s view. 

Caillois writes evocatively of nature’s power, the many different techniques at its 

disposal. In comparison, man inevitably seems pathetic, hasty and furtive even:

La nature est lente. Elle dispose de la duree geologique, de la paresseuse 
majeste des sedimentations, mais aussi de Taction violente des tres hautes 
temperatures et des pressions ecrasantes, celles qui broient, qui liquefient et 
qui volatilisent, qui provoquent 1’incandescence et la fusion des plus retives

Sartwell. p.368.
"  Jimenez, pp 316-17
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substances. L’homme, a qui les instants sont comptes, EST REDUIT AUX 
BRUSQUES DEMARCHES. 11 doit agir vite et d’autant plus qu’il desire se 
preserver du soup^on de frelater subrepticement I’alchimie exterieure dont il 
attend merveille. {EG, p. 67)

Caillois clearly does not care for modem art but it fits perfectly into his theory on the 

predominance o f nature. His aesthetics may be off-beat in many respects, yet wathin 

the parameters he has established Esthetique gemralisee is entirely coherent and 

persuasive. He is surely harsh in his judgement o f abstract art. There may certainly 

have been excesses, but form is by no means always divorced from content. Themes 

may include either spiritual or emotional exploration, for example, and these are vital 

to a correct understanding o f the work. Caillois’s portrayal o f abstract art is 

unfortunately limited.

Dissymmetry and the dynamics of the universe

Im  Dissymetrie, published in 1973, was a development o f Caillois’s Zaharoff Lecture, 

given in Oxford in 1971, and itself based on an earlier talk on symmetry Caillois had 

given m Venice. While published towards the end of his career, the essential ideas put 

forward in Ixi Dissymetrie were present in his work from the very beginning. In the 

preface he writes of dissymmetry:

Je m’aventure a faire de cette anomalie, que Ton tenait jusqu’alors pour un 
accident, un des principaux moteurs de I’univers, celui qui s’oppose a 
I’entropie et qui en apparait comme la contrepartie necessaire, en sorte qu’elle 
explique le developpement, I’enrichissement et la ramification de toute donnee 
ou mecanisme du monde, la symetrie n’intervenant jamais que comme 
equilibre passager et a titre de verrou, destine un jour a sauter. Je me flattais 
ainsi d’avoir articule I’enseignement de Carnot, a savoir le second principe de 
la thermodynamique, avec celui de Darwin, la transformation et I’adaptation 
progressive des esp)eces. (preface, CA, pp. 12-13)

Caillois here sounds quite happy with the results o f his work but it is, as we shall see, 

the very scope o f his objective, nothing less than accounting for the dyiiamics o f the 

universe, which some of his critics will find excessive. Panoff could have accepted La 

Dissymetrie if only Caillois had imitated Borges, ‘tout cela aurait pu etre un sophisme 

delicieux egrene sur des dizaines de pages, erige en attitude d’indifference souriante 

pour la gent scientifique, s’il avait seulement imite Borges, dont il connaissait pourtant
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12a merveille les jeux subtils’. PanotTseems to have reserved his most cutting 

criticisms for Ixj Dissymeirie, a work that should have been a ‘sophisme’. He is again 

missing the point. Caillois undoubtedly had taken on an immense task, requiring far 

more scientific knowledge and research than he was capable of. But the essence of the 

book, which operates perfectly well at a serious level, is a worthy attempt -  an 

‘approche’, to use a word favoured by Caillois -  at tackling a very fundamental 

question. But Panoff sees only his effronter>' (as though a writer cannot raise an issue 

without having a standard accepted reply);

il faut remonter aux philosophes du XVIIIe siecle et aux plus frivoles de leurs 
continuateurs du XlXe pour retrouver ce mepris des faits, ces affirmations 
peremptoires et cette recherche d’effets rhetoriques. De nos jours, seul le 
bavardage joumalistique jjourrait en offrir I’equivalent.'^

Panoff exploits a weakness in Caillois’s undertaking -  its vastness -  and exploits it to 

engage in a facile reductio ad ahsurdum.

In IXI Dissymetne his brief is not now the uncovering of underlying patterns, his need 

for coherence and wholeness has urged him on to study cosmic functioning. Caillois 

used the term ‘dissymmetry’ for the first time in his Proce.s inteUectuel de I'art:

Ainsi une meme proportion mathematique regit la morphologic de la plupart 
des organismes niarins et les perspectives d’un moment ou d’un tableau. Une 
meme loi {la dissymetrie est la condition d’un phenomene, la symetrie de sa 
cessation) commande a la fois les modalites des ructions chimiques, la 
formation des cristaux et le rythme d’un poeme ou d’un morceau de musique. 
(Al, p.53)

This reveals the constancy of Caillois’s thinking and creates a symmetry of its own 

between the beginning and the end of Caillois’s work. Laserra refers to Valery’s 

L 'Homme el la coquilte which seems here to have influenced Caillois. Valery too 

wrote of marine organisms and their morphology, using the term ‘dissymmetry’, 

‘attribuendone, in campo scientifico, la patemita a Pasteur ; ‘Tous les coquillages dont 

la forme derive de I’enroulement d’un tube manifestent necessairement cette 

dissymetrie, a laquelle Pasteur attachait une si profonde importance, et dont il a tire 

I’idee maitresse des recherches qui I’ont conduit de I’etude de certains cristaux a celle

Panoff, p 124
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des fermentations et de leurs agents vivants” Notwithstanding this, and despite 

himself tracing in his book the evolving role of dissymmetry in science, Caillois is 

‘reclaiming’ the concept and is, he insists, the first to give it its full importance. It is a 

phenomenon ‘auquel est [...] accorde, pour la premiere fois peut-etre, une valeur aussi 

fondamentale, sinon decisive, en tout cas incontestablement creatrice’ (p. 16).

The disruptive, if creative, force of dissymmetry has clear links with Caillois’s 

theories on the ‘sacre de transgression’, festivals, the fantastic, even poetic images -  

as he himself wnll outline in appendices to the book. Laserra has written in some detail 

of the indebtedness of Caillois’s later ideas to the earlier ones, bringing out the links 

between his early days in the College de Sociologie and his writings on the sacred, the 

fantastic and symmetry/dissymmetiy. She has draw'n links between Bataille’s concept 

of homogeneity/heterogeneity and Caillois’s order/rupture of order;

Nel bagaglio comune c’e dunque una atenzione ai fattori di stabilita e di 
rottura implicati nel gioco simmetria -  dissimmetria per il primo, omogeneita -  
eterogeneita per il secondo. Essi non potranno che convergere in una 
riflessione sulle forze di ordine e di disordine necessariamente sottese a questi 
concetti.'^

The influence of Marcel Mauss on both writers is evident:

Per i due “congiurati sacri” del College, ordine e disordine equivalgono a ordo
rerum e trasgres.sione, e cioe a due categoric fondamentali nell’insegnamento
di M. Mauss. E infatti a partire dai suoi studi che come si e visto, Bataille e
Caillois analizzano il fenomeno della nascita simultanea delVordine e del 

16sacra.

In La Dissymeirie, Caillois, ‘puisant dans sa vaste erudition’,*̂  covers topics ranging 

‘des particules infra-atomiques jusqu’au fonctionnement des institutions sociales et 

aux lois de la rhetorique et de la prosodie’ (p. 16). Caillois’s opening chapter is bluntly 

called ‘Le probleme’ and the problem is the increasing, if necessary specialisation of 

science. I have mentioned how in Meduse & Cie he called for ‘sciences diagonales’; 

he does so here again;

'■’ Panoff, p.l27, 
Laserra. p 153-54, 
Laserra, p. 154. 
Laserra, p 155 
Felgine, p. 3 76.
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Des sciences diagonales sont a naitre, qui composeraient les aberrations que 
les chercheurs constatent ?a et la dans les compartiments ou ils sont contraints 
d’operer. 11 est possible, il est probable que les memes desordres qui, isoles, les 
deroutent, conjugues s’eclaireraient mutuellement. (D, p.202)

The call for ‘sciences diagonales’ is a natural consequence of his belief in the unitary 

nature of the universe. From the outset, he was looking for the key to the workings of 

the universe; in the play between symmetry/dissymmetry, he thinks he has found it. 

Despite the seeming variety of the universe, ‘les aspects innombrables qu’il presente 

relevent tout de meme, a plus ou moins long terme, d’une structure identique, d’une 

organisation commune, de lois coherentes qui s’articulent entre elles’ (p.203). These 

laws would regulate ‘aussi bien les relations des nombres, la matiere inerte ou 

organique, les demarches de la pens^  rigoureuse et jusqu’aux egarements de 

I’imagination am us^ ou seduite’ (p.204). The existence of such all-inclusive laws is a 

condition of useful thought for Caillois, and the seeming diversity of the world does 

not blind him to underlying patterns of similarity. For Caillois, these laws relate to the 

play between symmetry and dissymmetry:

Cherchant la plus ample, celle qui aurait prise dans les divers departements du 
savoir, susceptible d’etre transportee de I’un a I’autre et de fertiliser un canton 
nouveau par les services qu’elle aurait rendus dans les precedents, il m’a paru 
que les jeux de la symetrie, ses lacunes, ses ruptures, etaient aptes a procurer 
un modele de ces caracteristiques universelles dont j ’avais hate de faire 
reconnaitre I’ubiquite. {D, pp.204-05)

His theory, as befits someone whose interest is wholeness, will be ‘une solution 

globale’ (p.205).

As to whether any possible rapprochements actually constitute science, opinion is 

divided. In the opinion of Robert Andre:

[Les sciences diagonales] incitent a reperer, a explorer des ressemblances 
souvent inouies, dont la description est delectable au merveilleux ecrivain, 
mais dont il ne saurait y avoir science, dans I’acception modeme, car elles 
constituent des series d’exceptions, et l i^ s  a une perception archaique de la 
nature. Les coherences ne peuvent y etre “qu’aventureuses”.'*

Andre, pp. 111-12.
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Jean Dorst, while recognising the need to ‘eviter I’ecueil des generalisations 

hasardeuses et des rapprochements injustifies’,*̂  argues that such an approach is the 

way of the future, ‘les hommes qui domineront les sciences de demain seront ceux qui 

se reveleront [.v/c] capables de realiser de vastes syntheses et de degager les lois 

generales a des hauteurs que Ton ne peut dorenavant atteindre que par les sciences 

diagonales. Nous ne sommes pas loin du holisme defendu par Arthur Koestler’.̂ *’ 

Dorst, referring to the common denominators uncovered by Caillois between 

apparently different domains, writes, ‘Roger Caillois les a imagines, mieux, il les a 

decouverts’.^’ The slightly ambiguous phrasing suits the idea of coherences 

aventuremes. Professor Andre Lwoff, a Nobel prize-winning scientist in physiology 

and medecine, read the proofs of La Diss-ymetrie and Jean Dorst, himself a noted 

scientist, mentions the favourable reaction of another eminent scientist, ‘Prigogine qui 

n’etait pas encore Prix Nobel, accueillit son livre avec enthousiasme, bel hommage de 

la science a I’esprit universel’.̂ “

Caillois, as ever, defines the terms he will be using:

Asymetrie, I’etat qui precede I’etablissement d’un equilibre, en I’occurrence 
d’une symetrie, dissymetrie, I’etat qui suit la rupture d’un equilibre ou d’une 
symetrie tout en laissant conjecturer ou induire I’ordre desavoue c’est-a-dire en 
apparaissant clairement comme une intervention ulterieure, subversion 
devenue necessaire ou modification premeditee. {D, p.206)

Following a lengthy discussion of the properties of symmetry, Caillois traces the 

fortunes of diss>anmetry in the scientific world, as a scholarly backdrop and 

justification for his theory. Pasteur, in 1848, found in molecular diss>'mmetry the 

biggest difference between organic and inorganic chemistry, and he acknowledged 

fully its importance, seeing in it ‘le secret du passage de I’inanime a I'anime’ (p.243). 

Scientists following Pasteur continued their interest in dissymmetry, now an 

‘instrument de decouverte’ (p.246), discovering in micro-organisms ‘une sensibilite 

physico-chimique a la droite et a la gauche’ (p.245). Dissymmetry was seen as having 

a creative role, symmetry as leading to inertia, ‘le grand nombre de phenomenes 

biochimiques ou la presence de la dissymetrie se montre d^isive a convaincu les

”  Dorst, p. 83.
Dorst, p.83.
Dorst, p.80.
Dorst, p 77.
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savants de la fecondite de la voie inauguree par Pasteur’ (p.246). Various scientific 

discoveries are quoted by Caillois to highlight the central role he wants to give to 

dissymmetry;

La dissymetrie constatee au niveau de la structure elementaire de I’univers, le 
role joue par les molecules qui devient le plan de la lumiere polarisee et par les 
cristaux enantio-morphes, sinon dans I’explication de I’origine de la vie, du 
moins dans I’etablissement de la ligne de demarcation qui la separe de la 
matiere inerte, constituent un faisceau de phenomenes generaux et 
convergents, qui inversent les donnas du probleme. La dissymetrie n 'apparait 
plus seulement comme une innovation qui peu a peu se fraie un chemin 
difficile dans une pesanteur paralysante, avec laquelle elle doit sans cesse 
ruser. On s 'apergoit qu 'elle existait deja dans le delicat tissu des particules 
fines dont le developpement a donne la richesse diversifiee du monde. {D, 
pp.250-51. Caillois’s italics.)

The more complex the life-form, the higher the levels of dissymmetry. Dissymmetry 

is most fiilly present in man therefore, whom Caillois analyses ‘come in una tavola di 

un trattato di medicina’.̂  ̂In humans, dissymmetry relates not just to the functional 

ditTerence of arms and legs but to ‘deux univers m^phoriques irreconciliables. Car la 
fonction symbolique a joue, feculte inedite, issue precisement d’une ultime conquete 

de la dissymetrie; la hierarchic des hemispheres du cerveau’ (p.254). Unlike other 

contrasting pairs, for example, high and low, mind and matter, ‘I’eventail des 

antitheses symboliques entre la droite et la gauche ne dispose pas, tant s’en faut, 

d’assises morphobiologiques aussi peremptoires’ (p.256). But these antitheses are 

deeply embedded in cultures, not just in vocabulary but in institutions and usage in 

general, and the religious, legal, moral and emotional worlds are all cited by Caillois 

to back up his argument. One thing is certain, ‘le monde n’est pas neutre. Des le debut 

et plus encore vers le terme de son histoire, il est r^llement droit et gauche’ (p.260).

It may not be the most obvious contrast to man, but he has little choice in the matter, 

having been introduced ‘bon dernier dans une partie ou toutes les cartes etaient deja 

distribu6;s’ (p.261).

Man, ‘excroissance chetive et clairsem^ d’une des dynasties du regne animal’ has 

introduced two new factors into the game, ‘I’intelligence et la technique’ (p.262), 

although the overriding opposing forces in his life remain symmetry/dissymmetry. In

Laserra, p 150.
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view of mankind’s boldness and daring, symmetry has an unexpected role with a 

psychological orientation -  it provides a kind of comfort:

[I’homme] a bascule si fort du cote de la dissymetrie que la symetrie lui 
apparait comme une sorte d’ultime garde-fou quand, deregl^, sa faculte de 
percevoir ou de raisonner se trouve prise de vertige. Le recours a la symetrie 
devient alors une bouee de sauvetage a laquelle se raccroche le malade: 
menace de tomber dans le chaos, il y voit la demiere manifestation perceptible 
de la regularite de I’univers. II se refugie, loin du tumulte de la vie, dans une 
geometrisation et une mecanisation apaisantes. La symetrie le delivre de 
I’absurdite qui le ravage. (A  P-263)

It is interesting to note Caillois’s choice of terminology. Mankind, overdosed on 

dissymmetry, is referred to as Me malade’. Caillois, f)erhaps, with his great need for 

order and structure, for the definable and the predictable, is writing from personal 

experience of his gladness at the existence of this ‘bouee de sauvetage’.

Caillois refers to experiments revealing the acute need schizophrenics and depressives 

feel for symmetry, in other words for Caillois M’ordre et [...] I’equilibre’ (p.264). 

Without symmetry, these troubled minds experience ‘aussitot un vertige general, ou 

disparaissent a la fois la coherence du monde exterieur et la personnalite du patient’ 

(p.264). Caillois, worryingly, seems to be drawing on psychiatric disturbances to back 
up his point on the importance of symmetry/dissymmetry in imagination:

De cette maniere, a I’extremite de la chaine, dans I’imaginaire, la ou 
s’evanouissent ou semblent s’evanouir les servitudes inherentes a la matiere, la 
hierarchic et le role respectif de la symetrie et de la dissymetrie apparaissent en 
pleine lumiere: la symetrie, premiere conquete et tout de suite element de 
stabilite, frein par consequent; la dissymetrie, element de vitalite novatrice, 
done risque et aventure. II s’agit a peine d’une extrapolation: les constatations 
de la pathologic ne font qu’apporter une conclusion attendue a une longue 
m ont^ de phenomenes toujours mieux assures et de port^  toujours 
croissante. (D, pp.264-65)

In an appendix to this work, Caillois, in a retrospective examination of his work which 

is typical of him, fits in his theory on dissymmetry with his earlier writing. In his book 

on the sacred, he has already described in some detail the workings of primitive 

societies, the role of phratries and the mutual services these groups provide. To 

prevent inertia and paralysis, such societies look to festivals, or the ‘sacre de
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ttrainsgression’ to provide a revitalising force. Caillois offers a brief resume of this and 

coincudes;

Telles pourraient devenir, traduites dans le langage des demarches de la 
symetrie, les descriptions, la syntaxe qui lentement emergent des enquetes 
anthropologiques, syntaxe significative en ce sens qu’elle laisse apercevoir 
comment symetrie et dissymetrie continuent de s’imposer comme lois 
naturelles jusque dans I’univers himiain. {D, p.277)

Iin misic, architecture, px>etry, symmetry has a part to play but the potential of 

diissynmetry in avoiding monotony is not overlooked either by artists, ‘la surprise 

aippotee denonce et fait mieux percevoir la cadence latente, que la rep^ition risquait 

die fare oublier’ (p.278).

Caillois finishes on a topic close to his heart, the image in poetry. An overly 

predictable image will do little other than disappoint the reader;

Au contraire, si elle scandalise en un premier temps, a cause de I’eloignement 
et du caractere apparemment incompatible des termes confi"ontes, et si 
r  imagination pourtant est ensuite amenee a reconnaitre la justesse du rap>port, 
la joie de la decouverte est a la mesure de la disparite surmontee. (D, p.280)

A thinly veiled reference to Surrealism raises issues which are central in my next 

chapter;

Des ecoles poetiques ont voulu que la relation imposee fut tout a fait arbitraire. 
Elies ont meme situe la force de I’image dans I’impossibilite pour 
I’imagination de percevoir la moindre ressemblance, de jeter le moindre pont 
entre les deux realites comparees. [...] L’echec atteste une fois de plus que 
dissymetrie ne vaut que la ou elle est garantie par symetrie bien temperee. 
(D,p.281)

Caillois’s deeply felt outrage at this poetic malpractice is evident in the way that he 

returns to this point again and again in his writings. Caillois saw the image as the 

defining characteristic of poetry -  as did the Surrealists, although for different reasons 

and with a different understanding of its nature. For Caillois, the role o f the image as 

an instrument of discovery in the quest of the fi^agmented self for wholeness was 

primordial An image in which dissymmetry was dominant would be unable to fulfil 

its central role.
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Because of the impossibility of the task Caillois has set himself -  situating the 

fragmented self in a world finally made comprehensible in all its aspects -  a standard 

academic approach, pace Panoff, is just not possible. Visionary rapprochements, 

coherences aventureuses, these must be his tools. We will see that his realisation that 

the puzzle is too difficult, the maze too intricate, was a determining factor in his 

ultimate dedication to stones.

Esthetique generalisee is in a way an anti-aesthetics, since it effectively denies man’s 

capacity either for judgement or creative initiative. It is a coherent and well-organised 

book, entirely consistent with and based on Caillois’s world view. Because its 

approach could not take the field of aesthetics any further, it is not difficult to see why 

it might repel those not sharing Caillois’s view of the role of man in nature.

His most adventurous ‘coherence’ is undoubtedly La Dissymetrie. It is easy to see the 

attraction of the theory for him, how it retrospectively endorses and lends increased 

credibility to his previous theories. But it is extremely short -  less than one hundred 

pages. Certainly the topic merits more attention than that, but it is an insight, a flash of 

brilliance, a thought Caillois leaves with his reader, further enriching his interaction 

with the surrounding world and stimulating the imagination -  one of Caillois’s 

primary talents. This has its own value.

Caillois has some interesting insights to offer in Le Fleuve Alphee into his various 

coherences aventureuses and how, in retrospect, they make him view his career prior 

to his beginning his work on stones. As we have seen previously, Caillois regarded the 

publication of Patagonie as a defining moment in his career, a ‘felure’ {FA, p.70) that 

would continue to grow, if clandestinely, and which would result finally in the radical 

career change represented by his writings on stones. He tries in Le Fleuve Alphee to 

reconstitute the stages of this process. This ‘felure’, which in keeping with the 

dominant metaphor in Le Fleuve Alphee he also refers to as a ‘filet etranger’ {FA, 

p.71), guided him in his choice of research topics: ‘il en dirigeait I’inspiration’ ( p.71). 

It is interesting to note Caillois’s suggestion of his helplessness in the hands of this 

strange impulse, his attributing to it the responsibility for his choices;
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il donnait le change a ma vigilance, de sorte qu’en me flattant de la conduire 
en des terrains nouveaux, j ’y introduisis a mon insu un ferment capable de la 
corrompre ou de la deconcerter, mais qui se revelait aussi -  du moins, je m’en 
persuadais bientot -  propre a lui adjoindre un complement salutaire. {FA, 
p.71).

Caillois is wrong, however, in claiming that his ‘impassibles argumentations’ (p.72) 

masked his emotions during this period. Several of the books analysed in these 

chapters give many personal insights into Caillois. His irregular topics and methods 

link him to the perceptions and insights of his early childhood, before he entered so 

fully into the universe of the written word:

Je me flattais [..] de defricher des terres relativement vierges, en tout cas 
marginales. Je croyais employer au mieux, quoique a des usages inedits, les 
methodes ou j ’avais ete instruit. Je n’etais pas sans soup9onner que je les 
retoumais de plus en plus contre les desseins qu’elles avaient ^ e  inventees 
pour servir. Je ne pouvais faire que le cote nocturne de la nature fut en fin de 
compte le seul qui me seduisit. M’attachant a I’explorer dans la mesure de mes 
moyens, je  redevenais fidele a mon instinct premier. Je me servais de la 
coherence comme d’une arme |X)ur avoir raison de la raison et en demontrer la 
dangereuse, I’injuste etroitesse, î FA, p.72)

Caillois’s subversiveness is fully apparent here, he admits readily that his ‘coherences 

aventureuses’ are outside the orthodox academic tradition, but this inclines him to 

look more favourably on an output that, as we shall see in Chapter Nine, he otherwise 

regards with distaste, as belonging to the ‘parenthesis’ in his life before he engaged in 

his real vocation. He operates outside the bounds of reason, is in fact employing a 

rival weapon, his well-honed ‘logique flexible’. He bjpasses reason in favour of 

coherence in the many works he wrote before turning his attention to stones, and 

shows the primacy of the latter at least as regards the complex endeavours in which he 

is engaged as part of his searches for wholeness. Reason is not only narrow, in 

Caillois’s perspective. It is here portrayed as ‘dangereuse’ and ‘injuste’; there could be 

no firmer repudiation of the Cartesian tradition.
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CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE POETICS OF RIGOUR

A la poe.sie revieni la science concrete des donnees concretes de la nature.
(^/>,p.246)

It is not coincidental that the adjective ‘concrete’ occurs twice in this sentence. From 

the outset, fX)etry, for Caillois, had to be anchored in the real. He never changed his 

view'point, only refined it, and gave it poetic expression in his writings on stones. In 

‘Specification de la poesie’, written in 1933, Caillois quotes Hegel’s aphorism, ‘Rien 

n’est plus reel que I’apparence en tant qu’apparence’ {AI, p. 18). Nothing for Caillois 

could match the fascination of reality; the syntax of the universe was written on the 

surface of things.

We have seen in Chapter One Caillois’s involvement with Surrealism, the reasons that 

led him to this movement and equally his reasons for leaving it. In this chapter I shall 

be looking in greater depth at his poetic theory (including the lingering importance of 

Surrealism) and how his writing on poetry relates to the overall orientation of his 

work, to his searches for wholeness and coherence.

An indication of his hostility and rigorous attitude to art is contained in the title of his 

first published book, Proces intellectuel de I 'art.' Before going on to a broader 

overview of Caillois’s poetic theory, I shall look in some depth at this work as it 

contains so many views that would remain important to him: an interest in the 

objectively verifiable and a corresponding sense of the limitations of subjectivity, the 

oneness of the universe, his complex relationship with Surrealism. In the Froces it is 

striking to observe the extent to which his view of the wholeness of the universe 

influenced his theory on art and the analysis of Caillois’s poetic theory must begin 

with this short, but dense and important book. He wished to ‘analyser scientifiquement 

les pulsions qui aboutissent a I’oeuvre d’art, faire subir a celle-ci son “proces”, tenter

‘ All page references are from AppnKhes de I ’imaginaire, in which it is reprinted
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I’anaiyse phenomenologique de I’imagination que le surrealisme repousse’.̂  Caillois 

as prosecutor is in trenchant and combative form. Art is put on trial here, found 

guilty, and if not precisely condemned to death, then certainly left to die, ‘la crise de 

la litterature entre dans sa phase critique. C’est aussi souhaiter que cette crise soit 

irreparable’ (p.54). In this short book, published at the author’s expense, Felgine sees 

signs of Caillois’s fiiture preoccupations;

Dans toutes ces pages intransigeantes, hardies, on trouve I’esquisse de I’oeuvre 
a venir, de la reflexion sur la dissymetrie, sur I’esthetique generalisee et le 
signe de cette fascination pour les procedes de la science appliquee a I’etude 
de I’imagination.^

The letter Caillois wrote to Andre Breton on breaking from Surrealism serves as an 

introduction to Proces intellectnel de Tar I. In it Caillois wishes to mark their 

differences -  even referring ungallantly to their age difference -  and points out, ‘vous 

etes done decidement du parti de I’intuition, de la poesie, de I’art, -  et de leurs 

privileges. [...] Mais vous savez que j ’ai adopte le parti pris inverse’ (p.36). Caillois 

manages to make the words ‘intuition’, ‘poesie’ and ‘art’ seem somehow negative. 

Anticipating the ‘coherences aventureuses’ he would make in later life, he declares; 

‘toute philosophic qui ne compose pas avec cette nouvelle science du poitrquoi pas est 

ridicule’ (p.36). His future role as a stimulator of his reader’s imagination is evident 

here. While breaking away officially, part of Caillois would always remain 

sympathetic towards Surrealist interests, even if he sought to apply greater rigour to 

his objects of investigation. Even now, at the height of his disaffection, he describes 

himself as henceforth ‘une sorie de correspondant du surrealisme’ (p.38) -  some 

affiliation remains.

In ‘Decision preliminaire sur la metaphysique’, one of the sections Proces

intellectuel de I ’art, he states his belief in the oneness of the universe, a central view 

in all his future writing, ‘la nature est partout la meme. Les memes lois regissent le 

monde exterieur et le monde interieur et aucune solution essentielle de continuite 

n’apparait a des yeux avertis entre le milieu et I’organisme qui y vit. Tout est milieu’ 

(p.40). This very much prefigures Le Mythe e t !'Homme, and a life-long belief that

 ̂ Felgine, p. 105. 
 ̂ Felgine, p. 109.
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man is not separate from the world surrounding him. Again, on his belief in the 

oneness of the universe, he writes;

II existe une structure mathematique de I’univers regissant aussi bien I’homme 
que le milieu [. ..], dependant sans doute en demiere analyse du princip>e 
d’economie [... ] et dont dependent a leur tour aussi bien la morphologie des 
cristaux que le rythme de croissance des coquillages et des plantes. {AI, 
pp.44-45).

Caillois would spend the greater part of his life seeking to uncover this ‘chiffre 

universel’.

Much of the Proces is taken up with questioning the validity o f ‘pure’ art, poetry etc. 

Abbe Bremond is perhaps the best-known writer on the subject of pure poetry. D. J. 

Mossop writes that, for Bremond, ‘what is valuable in a poem is not its art in any 

rationally demonstrable sense of the word, but its necessarily mysterious power to 

convey to the reader the same mysterious pleasure that was felt, Bremond holds, by 

the poet -  a pleasure which is itself explained in terms of mystical inspiration’.'' This 

abandonment of reason confronted by the supposedly ‘ineffable’ was just what 

Caillois objected to. Mossop refers to Bremond’s hope that artists could join with 

philosophers and scientists in asserting the supremacy of what was above reason, 

these hopes being fuelled by publications such as Breton’s Manifeste du surrealisme.^ 

Caillois, as in other sections o f this book, is particularly acerbic in dismissing such a 

pretention, ‘si ces mouvements n’avaient pas ete si inintelligents, ils auraient droit au 

respect du au courage malheureux’ (p.41). In the appreciation of form, in Caillois’s 

eyes, it is always ‘un rapport numerique de la nature invariable qui est per^u’ (p.43). 

Felgine rightly finds some of his aesthetic judgements rather limited:

Caillois [. . . ] se montre simpliste dans ses analyses picturales. Le scientifique 
qui se cache en lui -  pour fuir quels abimes? I’ignare musical, juge “possible 
de reduire les proportions des formes a des expressions numeriques 
relativement simples (...) qui peuvent passer pour I’expression mathematique 
de I’harmonie”: il en va ainsi de celles de la musique, 1’architecture, la 
sculpture (qu’il definit comme “peinture sans couleurs a trois dimensions” !) et 
de la danse...

* D J Mossop, Pure Poetry: Studies in French Poetic Theory attdPractice 1846 to 1945 (Oxford: The 
Clarendon Press, 1971), p 168 

Mossop, pp. 168-69.
Felgine. p. 107.
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The unfinished sentence ably conveys the extent of Felgine’s disagreement.

The ‘impure’ subjective aspect of art is what provides material for his 

phenomenology. To undertake research into this ‘phenomenologie generale de 

Fimagination’ (p.50), ‘lucidity’ is the quality required, which the reader may infer 

Caillois possesses. In tones that recall Le Vent J ’hiver, Caillois writes of setting up an 

environment favourable to this study, ‘a cette fin, une atmosphere salubre est d’abord 

necessaire. Pour Timposer, il faudra sans doute compter sur la brutalite plus que sur la 

persuasion, ce qui, apres tout, n’est pas si deplaisant’ (p.51). He has lost nothing of his 

desire to stir up reaction and interest, to shock his reader out of his complacency.

Summing up his demolition of the cult of pure form, it is interesting to note, amidst 

his reduction of form to mathematics, shades of later theories on dissymmetry and 

‘poetique generalist’;

En tout cas, la plastique des sons, des formes ou des couleurs, sous son double 
aspect de rythme et d’harmonie naguere encore consideree comme la partie de 
Part defiant le plus 1’analyse apparait maintenant comme une simple structure 
formelle dont la reduction est a peu pres effectuee et I’interet reel a peu pres 
nul, et qui surtout, n’apportant rien de plus que les phenomenes naturels, 
n’exige par consequent aucun supplement d’explication. Ainsi, une meme 
proportion mathematique regit la morphologic de la plupart des organismes 
marins et les perspectives d’un monument ou d’un tableau. Une meme loi (la 
dissymetrie est la condition d’un phenomene, la symetrie de sa cessation) 
commande a la fois les modalites des ructions chimiques, la formation des 
cristaux et le rythme d’un poeme ou d’un morceau de musique. La science 
pure, pourrait-on dire, a absorbe avec facilite Tart pur. {AI, p.53)

‘Pure’ art, the ineffable, the mysterious, has been exposed as something science is 

perfectly capable of explaining, in Caillois’s opinion. The relationship between 

science and poetry is essential in Caillois (as it was in Surrealism) and will be 

considered later in this chapter.

n

Caillois would characterise as ‘chocs en retour’ (preface, Bahel) much of his writing 

on poetry follow'ing on his break from Surrealism, and these works do not always 

achieve the detached tone he would have liked. They are frequently polemical, arising

’’ Babe! pr^ede de Vocahulaire esihetique (Paris: Gallimard, 1978), p 13.
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(ut of Caillois’s aversion to Surrealist poetry. Their tone, therefore, is often forceful 

aid unbridled, and in his desire to get down to the basics of the problem, Caillois’s 

expression can be at times simplistic. In this they contrast sharply with the subtle and 

perceptive analyses done by Caillois of various writers. In correspondence with Saint- 

Jjhn Perse, Caillois writes, M’etat present de la litterature me navre sans cesse 

cavantage. Je vais publier en fevrier un “Babel”, ou je  n’ai pas pu assez me retenir de 

le crier. Comment conquerir plus de serenite? Je ne puis’.* The prevailing literary 

cimate disturbed him deeply. Daniel Oster describes the literary world in France in 

the 1940s as follows:

En 1944, tout le monde en France etait poete, ou plutot adepte de cette 
ideologic poetique de la fratemite, de la sincerite, de la spontaneite, de la faute 
a redimer, de la souffrance sacralisante, ou les plus ecceurants remugles du 
romantisme se dispersaient dans les chromos d’un stalino-christianisme 
dispensateur d’un consensus culturel national qu’on appelait, helas, la poesie. 
Jamais tant qu’en ces annoys d’apres-guerre on n’aura patauge dans la boue de 
ces impostures qui suggererent a Roger Caillois le titre d’un petit livre encore 
plus salutaire que salvateur.*^

Personal expression was taking precedence over poetic discipline. Form was viewed 

b} poets as an obstacle to their lyrical pretensions. With the collapse of all external 

poetic signs, poets had recourse to increasingly far-fetched images in order to instil 

some poetic presence in their work. Visionaries, on the one hand, claimed strange, 

mystical fx)wers and insights, while alchimists put forward the belief that there was 

such a thing as the essence of poetry, which they could distil. Caillois saw many 

imperfections in modem poetry:

Les articulations du discours ont presque disparu, la ponctuation est souvent 
bannie, la syntaxe reduite a la simple juxtaposition. On cherche en vain une 
phrase organisee: une liste de noms ou d’epithetes en tient lieu. On emploie de 
preference les verbes a I’infinitif, comme si les conjuguer sentait sa [.v/c] prose. 
Enfin, les mots sont associes entre eux [... ] au rebours de leur sens, de fafon 
que I’esprit ne semble pas avoir cede le moins du monde a la pression malgre 
tout puissante de leur signification. En somme, au terme d’une suite d’efforts 
negatifs, car il n’est pas naturel ni meme aise de se servir ainsi des mots en 
evitant leurs rapports essentiels, on entreprend d’investir le langage d’une 
mission fabuleuse, [...] dont on refuse de preciser les avantages afin de mieux 
les proclamer infmis, mais qui correspond en revanche a un besoin facile a

* Quoted by Andre Chastel, p 41
’ Daniel Oster, ‘L ’ “effet” Caillois’, Sud, hors serie (1981), 154-58 (p. 154)
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reconnaitre: celui de detoumer le langage de sa raison d’etre. {Babel, pp.324- 
25).

Trenchant language. But even if Caillois wrote elsewhere, ‘je me suis toujours senti 

plus dispose a combattre la poesie qu’a m’y abandonner’ {IP, p.23), his was a 

complex relationship with it. Poetry was of central importance to him and anything 

interfering with its mission, as he saw it, he would have to condemn. Marie-Louise 

Goflfin makes the important point that Caillois is not attacking poetry, he is defending 

it and she cites his admiration for Saint-John Perse (a point to which I shall return) as 

proof that he is no reactionary, but rather someone whose criterion is excellence:

Pour bien voir qu’il n’y a pas la un prejuge ni une fin de non-recevoir de toute 
poesie modeme, pour trahir le moins possible la pensfe de Tauteur et montrer 
qu’il ne souhaite pas un neo-classicisme ni un retour en arriere mais seulement 
et uniquement I’excellence, rapjpelons-nous qu’il a voue une admiration entiere 
a I’osuvre de Saint-John Perse."

Caillois’s horror at what he perceived as poetic self-indulgence was not merely 

aesthetic, it was moral too, ‘ce n’est ni par severite gratuite, ni par rationalisme que 

I’ecrivain se fait le moraliste des poetes, mais par amour de la coherence, de la verite, 

et d’un style’." In an interview with Le Nouvel Ohservateur in 1974 Caillois himself 

made clear, ‘j ’avais pour [la fx>esie] et j ’ai continue d’avoir les plus grandes et les plus 

precises ambitions. Pour cette raison, je n’ai jamais aime qu’elle fih galvaudee’.'^ He 

felt that his views were not in keeping with mainstream opinion, ‘je ne tardai pas a me 

convaincre que j ’avais les id ^ s  les plus opposees a cel les qui etaient en faveur 

generalement. [. . .] Je resolus a la fm d’exposer [mes opinions] tres franchement et 

meme avec quelque vivacite’ (avert issement, Bahel, pp. 19-20). A review of Les 

Impostures Je la poesie, however, sees Caillois as fitting into a certain trend. It is 

possible he saw himself as more of a lone voice than was actually the case:

Que pareil manifeste, qui pourrait s’intituler (a la maniere de telle oeuvre de 
Maritain) r “Anti-modeme”, paraisse chez Gallimard, sans rencontrer de veto 
du redoutable Jean Paulhan, voila qui montre que quelque chose a change dans 
I’air du temps. Caillois n’est d’ailleurs pas seul a parler ainsi. Camus a fait 
recemment des declarations dans le meme sens. Benda a, lui aussi, attaque le

Marie-Louise Goffin, ‘Art poetique de Roger Caillois’, Syntheses, 167 (1960), 87-90 (p.88).
Coffin, p 88.
Hector Bianciotti, ‘Le dernier encyclop^iste: Roger Caillois’, /-<? Nouvel Ohserxxiteur, 521 (1974), 

72-73 (p.72)
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byzantisme poetique du temps Enfm, le demier mais non le moindre, 
Andre Gide, dans ses “Interviews imaginaires”, constate que le gout de la 
perfection va se perdant.'^

Highes Labrusse also sees Caillois as following a tradition. His work is situated ‘au 

caur d’un debat qui ne cesse de souligner la complexite de la poesie de langue 

fraiQaise. Plus qu’aucune autre, elle exige, en raison de sa diction, de son registre peu 

etendu, de la densite de son vocabulaire, une architecture superieure’.''*

It s well to recall that from 1939-1945 in Buenos Aires, Caillois was responsible for 

publishing the work of several French and foreign writers in Lettres frangaises, the 

joimal which he founded in Buenos Aires in 1941 with the assistance of Victoria 

Ocimpo -  Andre Malraux, Paul Valery, Max Jacob, Saint-John Perse, Paul Eluard, 

Jor»e Luis Borges, Gabriela Mistral, Marguerite Yourcenar and others saw their work 

published in its pages. He also published Breton’s Fata Morgana in 1942. We have 

seen in Chapter Two the radical change in his attitude towards humanity and 

civilisation, and Odile Felgine describes Lettres fran^aises as ‘la materialisation de 

cette evolution et I’expression d’une maturation’.'^ This evolution also included an 

embracing of classical standards;

Cette reconciliation avec la culture qui I’avait forme, celle de Montesquieu, de 
Corneille plus que de Bataille ou de Sade, nee du traumatisme de la guerre, de 
la separation d’avec la terre natale et de I’approche -  capitale -  d’autres 
civilisations, I’amene au constat amer que ses entreprises passees ont ^ e  
“derisoires”. Elle prend aussi la forme d’un raidissement presque intransigeant 
autour du classicisme et de sa langue, annonce par les demiers ecrits d’avant- 
guerre, il est vrai. Celle-la devient souvent emphatique, controlee a I’exces, 
comme amidonnee par trop de severite, dans nombre de textes.'^

On his return to France after the War, he introduced major South American writers, 

Borges, for example, to the French public, in the ‘Croix du Sud’ series. The ‘magic 

realism’ of the South American writers is of course very close to Caillois’s conception 

of the fantastic and of dissymetry and it is easy to understand the appeal of these 

writers for him. Caillois, in his ‘Reconnaissance a Saint-John Perse’,*’ finds time to

Les Impostures de !a Foesie', Syntheses, 10(1948), 102-104 (p. 103).
Hughes Labrusse, ‘Suite improbable, effets ambigus rt vraisemblances tries dans I’ouvrage: Ij ŝ 

ImHKsiiires de la[xtesie par Roger Caillois’, Sud, hors serie (1981), 84-103 (p.86).
‘Mile Felgine, 'Ijsttresfran^aises le virage amCTicain’, in Ao Pensee aventuree, pp 314-27 (p.318). 
Felgine, p.318.
\ll page references are from Approches de la /xtesie
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pa y tnkute to other poets too and to point out that his severe views were never held 

againslhim in their company;

le fiis serieux, retif, parfois plus intraitable que de raison. J’ai eu le privilege 
le vivre peu ou prou dans la familiarite de plus d’un grand poete, Supervielle, 
Eluard, Neruda, pour ne citer que des morts. Aucun d’ailleurs ne me tint 
lamais rigueur de mes severites, qu’ils devinaient circonstancielles, envers la 
Doesie. II me semble qu’elles ajoutaient plutot a leur confiance. De son cote, 
;hacun -  est-il besoin de le souligner? -  m’apporta beaucoup. D’autres, plus 
lombreux, de jadis ou d’hier, m’ont enrichi ou reconforte par ceux de leurs 
/ers qui ne quittaient pas ma memoire. Un seul toutefois m’entraina bien au- 
lela du terme oil de moi-meme j ’aurais pu parvenir: Saint-John Perse. {AP, 
5.2 2 8 )

I f  tihis i; an apparent contradiction, it is important to remember that his relationship 

wit h Surealism was complex also. While condemning -  often virulently -  their 

various practices, he remained aware of his attraction to them, Odile Felgine writes 

perceptrvely in relation to his attitude to Saint-John Perse, ‘A Perse, il doit le plaisir 

maiis au>si I’apaisement d’un esprit “trop vxilnerable aux sortileges et de ce fait devenu 

a leur ejard plus retractile et urticant que les herbes appelees sensitives”. N’est-ce pas 

I’av eu d; sa fascination-repulsion pour le surrealisme?’"*

In the l̂ V̂S preface to Approches de la poesie Caillois outlined the main ‘impostures’ 

denounced in his writings;

la croyance a I’inspiration absolue et incontrol^, sous forme de I’ecriture 
automatique; I’image que j ’ai designee ensuite inditTeremment comme “nulle” 
ou “infinie” et qui me semblait avoir comme caractere principal d’etre a la 
lettre “in-imaginable”; enfin le refus systematique de la coherence et de 
l emotion, en somme, de toute transparence ou evidence, meme sensible, -  
ostracisme qui r^usait jusqu’a la sensation naive. {AP, p. 10)

In all of Caillois’s writings on poetry, and as he himself wrote in his letter to Andre 

Breton, what he was looking for and demanding is coherence, a form of expression 

both based on and revealing the world around us. The personal, the purely subjective, 

the abandonment of external restraints, none of that can fit into his desired system. He 

had a deep distaste for and objection to personal lyricism, which he saw as a travesty 

of poetr>, ‘I’oeuvTe d’art cesse d’etre une expression privilegiee, mais soumise de

Felgine, Roger Caillois, pp 318-19.
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I’uiivers ou elle vient au jour et qu’elle s’applique a bien refl^hir; elle devient le 

terroignage d’une ame douleureuse et vindicative’ {Babel, p. 121). Such a limited 

firatne o f reference could not interest someone for whom the only worthwhile 

kncwledge was ‘totalitaire’, which we might best understand as ‘holistic’, rather than 

‘totalitarian’.

Concepts such as the ineffable Caillois dismisses roundly. A poet’s job is to express. 

As :br sincerity, judged to be an absolute value and to justify the collapse o f poetic 

discipline, Caillois has this to say: ‘je  vous vois deja bannir la plus mince intention, le 

plus timide controle [...]. Beau resultat d’une sincerite semblable a la barbarie’ {VE, 

p.42). In the absence o f formal constraints, the artist feels free to give full rein to his 

emotions, ‘[I’ecrivain] rejette toute rhetorique et toute prosodie. Toute regie lui pese’ 

{Babel, p. 127). In Impostures tie la poesie, Caillois exposes this false concept of 

freedom. In rejecting all artistic conventions, the artist is in effect rejecting a valuable 

poetic aid, ‘chaque fois qu’il rompt avec une discipline, il croit gagner une liberte: il 

accepte un joug’ {IP, p .31). Caillois can only respect those works o f art that show 

evidence of discipline, ‘je  ne sais quoi m’entraine a n’estimer I’art que dans la mesure 

ou il manifeste une discipline pour 1’intelligence, pour le coeur, pour I’ame enfin, pour 

ce tenace apF>etit de perfection et d’immortalite qui me semble qui est ce qu’on appelle 

ainsi d’ordinaire’ [.v/c] {IP, p. 18).

Caillois values simplicity, clarity, imagination tempered by having a basis in 

objective reality. He dismisses free verse as a ‘pure illusion d’optique et mirage de 

I’imprimerie’ (‘Art poetique’, AP, p. 103). Modem poetry, a mixture of free verse and 

arbitrary rhymes in Caillois’s eyes, leads him to conclude: ‘apres la rime, elle perd la 

raison’ {AP, p,l 15).

For man to abandon all discipline and the conscious creative process is to lose his 

advantage over nature, ‘il n’a fait que redevenir nature et abandonner ses privileges’ 

(IP, p.32). This man^^nature polarity is something Caillois would later resolve. 

Referring to both poles, he wrote in the 1978 preface to Babel:

Je ne leur ai guere entrevu de resolution eventuelle que dans mes demiers 
ouvxages, lorsque la pierre et le discours ont fmi par me suggerer, pour 
rejoindre ces inconciliables, I’axe de reference qui me manquait. J ’ai cesse peu
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a peu de considerer I’homme comme exterieur a la nature et comme sa finalite. 
11 va sans dire que, de la nature, je n’exclus pas, au contraire, le mineral dont 
I’homme me semble le prolongement extreme et dont il continue aux antipodes 
de I’univers par d’autres moyens les demarches obscures. {Babel, p. 15)

Thise topics will be touched on in greater detail in the next chapter.

CaJlois understands the pleasures for artists in yielding to ‘sortileges’ as a source of 

poetic inspiration. He writes lyrically of their charms, ‘si Ton pouvait, sans dwhoir, 

suc:omber a leur charme! S’il ne coutait rien de s’en rassasier!’ {IP, p.31). He has a 

gocd deal to say on the topic of inspiration. Poets are not inspired by ‘un souffle 

sunaturel’ or in receipt o f ‘un don des dieux’ {IP, p.47). They are, simply put, ‘gens 

de metier’ {IP, p.47), instructed by their poetic predecessors. No artist has ever 

received inspiration in excess of his own personal input or talent, ‘des qu’on interroge 

la nature de I’inspiration, on apergoit qu’elle ne fait jamais que restituer’ {IP, p.37). In 

his Art poetique he uses the same verb in relation to inspiration, ‘elle restitue’ (p. 125). 

Caiilois brings to mind here the Platonic idea that knowledge is recognition.

Caillois is of course being highly prescriptive here. It is perfectly possible to argue -  

without falling into laxity -  for a more liberal view of inspiration. While protesting 

that he could make his any of the rules of Caillois’s Art poetique, Philippe Jaccottet 

cannot share Caillois’s insistence on the completely rational. He writes, for example, 

‘le poete a peut-etre besoin d’abord d’un point de depart plus obscur, d’une source 

plus cachee et moins parfaitement definissable que le voudrait Roger Caillois’.

Hughes Labrusse warns against excessive rigour in poetical criticism in view of the 

very particular nature of the poet’s work, ‘la demarche poetique obeit a une maitrise, a 

une rigueur qui lui appartiennent en propre et dont I ’originalite se reconnaft a 

/ 'impossihilite de les codifier par a v a n c e Looking back on his poetic theory in Le 

Fleuve Alphee, Caillois remembers it as rather more permissive than it often appears, 

‘quand il m’est arrive de tenter de definir les pouvoirs de la poesie, j ’ai constamment 

pris soin de reserver cette part de mystere comme I’un des elements essentiels du 

sortilege’ {FA, p. 109). It was precisely his refusal to acknowledge a role for

Philippe Jaccottet, ‘Arts po^iques’, NNRf', 81 (1959), 494-99 (p.498).
^  Labrusse, pp 91-92
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suggestiveness or mystery in poetry that led Breton on one occasion to refer to him as 

a "parfait philistin’.“*

Caillois, in his earlier writings on poetry in particular, emphasised its necessary 

human dimensions, going so far as to write in connection with emotions, ‘il n’est f)as 

peut-etre pour la poesie de vocation plus sure que de leur inventer un langage ferme et 

comme etemel’ (//-’, p.27). It was not until Artpoetique that Caillois attributed a 

central position to the image, because of its capacity to reveal the hidden system of 

patterns in the universe. This is somewhat paradoxical, in view of the importance 

attributed to the ‘stupetiant image’ by the Surrealists. Before Art poetique, Caillois 

saw poetry’s primary vocation as reflecting ordinary human concerns, educating 

people about their emotions. As we will see, he would come to see poetry as operating 

parallel to the scientific adventure of discovery. Unfortunately Caillois saw the 

prevailing view as favouring obscurity -  the more obscure the poem, the more it was 

considered to be the receptacle of some prestigious, mysterious source of inspiration, 

‘on exige que [la poesie] soit absurde et incoherente; on verifie de la sorte qu’elle a 

bien jailli de I’intermediaire de ces profondeurs louches, ou la conscience refoule 

pele-mele ses dechets, ses copeaux et ses ordures’ {Bahel, p.323). Practices such as 

automatic writing were considered all that was necessary to achieve immortal works 

of art. While acknowledging that they sometimes found ‘des merveilles 

insoup<?onnees jusqu’a eux’ (‘Aventure de la poesie modeme’, AP, p.60), their 

mistake was to assume that they had no active part to play in writing up these 

wonders, ‘or il n’est gemme qu’il ne faille tailler’ (p.60). All around him Caillois saw 

‘le dedain de la raison et de la volonte’ (Babel, p. 140). He cites not just society but the 

isolated nature of literary activity as causes for this flight from reason and feelings, 

considered to be ‘grossieres impuretes’ (IP, p.43).

Isolation is relevant too to the poet’s understanding of his role in relation to human 

responsibility in general. Echoing opinions expressed in Patagonie, Caillois writes ‘il 

depend de chacun, dans une proportion imperceptible mais efflcace a la longue, 

d’entamer le patrimoine accumule par ses compagnons ou de contribuer a I’accroTtre 

selon les moyens dont il dispose pour le leguer enrichi a ceux qui suivront’ (Babel,

Andre Breton, 'Martinique charmeuse de serpents: un grand po^e noir’, Tropiques, 11 (1944), 119- 
126 (p. 123)
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p.358). Not that Caillois’s view of man is lofty. There can be, as here, a cutting phrase 

or image designed to puncture any illusions of self-importance, Ma societe de 

ses semblables I’aide a s’elever au-dessus de ce limon dont il reste, quoi qu’il fasse, la 

scabreuse descendance’ {Babel, p.359). Problems arise when the artist thinks the cause 

of art is separate from that of man. This isolation leads to ‘la mine de I’art lui-meme, 

qu’il depouille tout ensemble de contenu, de devoir et de portee’ {Babel, p.361).

Showing his fearlessness in the face of contemporary trends, Caillois has harsh things 

to say on the topic of ‘engagement’ and writers. The very ones who insisted on 

shaking off any artistic or social constraints unquestioningly allied themselves to a 

cause. Going from one extreme to the other, having glorified in composing 'pour le 

plaisir des oisifs de delicieux regals [...] il s’interesse avec passion a la politique 

militante’ {Babel, p.366). Caillois sees no honour in their choice, ‘je ne puis 

m’empecher de songer qu’ils ne s’achameraient pas a revendiquer des devoirs qui sont 

etrangers a leur office, s’ils n’avaient pas pris d’abord tant de soin de recuser ceux 

qu’il implique’ {Babel, p.368). Caillois’s desire for consistency, and indeed 

coherence, shines through here.

Poets, having abandoned either prosody or meaning or both, turned to the image as the 

very source of poetry. For the Surrealists, the image had to shock the reader, ‘il fallut 

que I’image surprit et meme qu’elle scandalisat, qu’elle dementit du moins la 

vraisemblance’ {VE, p.66). For Caillois, the image, to be successful, must of course be 

fresh, but above all it must be ‘juste’ {VE, p.66). From the beginning, that was 

mandatory for him. In Approches de la p<yesie, in the section entitled ‘L’enigme et 

I’image’, Caillois attacks explicitly Breton’s theory of the image;

La these d’Andre Breton est, au fond, que tout, strictement tout, en ce 
domaine, se trouve susceptible d’etre ratifie par I’imagination. Le merite de 
I’image viendrait alors de sa nouveaute absolue, du caractere inedit, 
deconcertant et -  a la lettre -  in-imaginable -  du rapprochement. C’est la pure 
contradiction. II importe au contraire que I’image demeure imaginable. {AP, 
p. 185)

Caillois concludes, ‘il faut etonner justement’ (p. 187). It is significant that he focuses 

on Breton’s extreme views rather than on, say, Reverdy’s. Pierre Calderon spells out 

Reverdy’s approach, ‘[il] [...] n’a jamais oppose lointain et juste. Au contraire. La
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troisiene des fameuses propositions du 13 mars 1918 sur Timage enonce: “Plus les 

rappons des deux r^ lites  rapprochees seront lointains et justes, plus I’image sera forte 

-  plus elle aura de puissance emotive et de r^ lite  poetique” 'P  As Calderon 

comments, however, ‘Caillois aime a hanter les extremes, et fort peu I’entre-deux: 

d ’une Dart le surrealisme le plus orthodoxe, et de I’autre le classicisme le plus strict’ 

The concept o f the ‘imagination juste’ was for Caillois the most important one, 

although he has the honesty to admit, in his ‘Resume sur la poesie’, ‘je  ne cache pas 

I’eblouissement un peu craintif que j ’ai toujours ressenti pour les images fortuites, 

arbitraires et, si je  vais jusqu’au bout, pour les images in-imagin-ables (cette seduction 

a joue son role dans mon adhesion passagere au surrealisme)’ (p.225). The adjective 

‘craintif is very significant. As with X\\& forces du vertige, he is afraid o f a possible 

hold o\er him, overriding reason and control. So here he must elaborate a theory on 

images that, while allowing for the unexpected, in no way gives in to any secret 

attractions he may feel.

Caillois’s theory on the image in poetry provides a bridge to his science/poetry 

parallel. He writes in ‘L’Agate de Pyrrhus’:

Sans cette manie permanente de tout interpreter a tort et a travers, selon la 
vraisemblance ou contre elle, qui sait si les demarches de la connaissance ne 
manqueraient pas a la fois de I’impulsion dont elles ont besoin et de 
i’instrument premier, de la methode meme de leur reussite?^^

He came to see the image as the distinguishing characteristic of poetry, ‘I’emploi de 

I’image est propre a la poesie: elle constitue le risque poetique par excellence, le mode 

d’exploration du monde sensible qui lui est particulier’ ( ‘Resume sur la poesie’, AP, 

p.24(). Prosody alone is not a sufficient condition o f poetry. A poet must reveal in his 

choice of image, ‘une propriete cach^ , mais essentielle, de I’univers’ (p.241).

Caillois, like Mallarme, was susceptible to the ‘demon de I’analogie’. A condition of 

all meaningful activity for Caillois is that the universe is finite. Given, or assuming 

this. It is the poet’s job to open our eyes to the consequences o f this finite world:

Piene Calderon, ‘Roger Caillois I’impatient ou Un singulier art poetique’, Siid, hors serie (1981), 70- 
83 (p 74)

Caldjron, p. 76.
Reprnted in Images, images in Obliques, prec^e de Images, images, pp.89-109 (p. 109)
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L’univers est fini en ses mecanismes et demarches. Aussi n’est-il rien qui ne 
s’y chevauche et n’y soit repercute en resonances communes ou rares. La 
science essaie de definir et de compter a la racine de la totalite wrasante le 
nombre infime des composants -  corps ou energies -  qui s’y ramifient sans fin 
ni repit. A la poesie reste devolue I’etincelante surface du monde, la frondaison 
irreductible a jamais e ta l^  dans un foisonnement disparate. {AP, p.241)

Caillois maps out the role of the fx)et here, using lyrical language resolutely to exclude 

the possibility of personal lyricism in poetry. In this the poet’s job is similar to 

Caillois’s vision of his own undertaking, as expressed in the preface to Cases d ’vn 

echiquier:

Ce ne sont pas les idees que j ’aime, mais les donnas du monde, les appels des 
larges pans de tenebres derriere lesquels I’univers derobe vite ses lois et ses 
manieres, la penombre ou il dissimule les modeles de ses rouages comme la 
source des energies qui les meuvent. D’ou le semis de notes, d’analyses, 
d’aveux ou je me suis applique tantot a traquer des secrets evasifs et fratemels, 
tantot, plus simplement, a consigner I’enseignement, les preferences que j ’en 
retirais et qui, elles aussi, se revelaient evasives et parentes, sinon 
complementaires. ((’A, p.8)

The world is Caillois’s interest and he would have it that of poets too. But it has to be 

said that this is too prescriptive. Successful and valid poems have been written on an 

infinitely varied range of subjects. In Caillois, this attraction to the concrete, as the 

gateway to discovering the hidden laws of the universe, generated the works that 1 

have been analysing and that constitute the ‘parenthese’ in his career -  something the 

following chapter will consider more fiilly. He too has been building up links;

Ces relations, j ’ai pris un plaisir presque enfantin a les aligner en long et en 
large en m’emerveillant des perspectives obliques qui surgissaient comme en 
supplement. J’ai vu de cette fagon se dessiner les cases clairsem^s d’un 
echiquier incomplet, ou je devine que, figure errante ou myope, je  zigzaguais 
depuis le debut. (CE, p.8)

The vulnerable self-image here conveys the magnitude of the task, and is similar to 

some self-descriptions in Pierres rejlechies especially.

A successful image, unexpected and yet appropriate, has a key role to play in 

revealing a hitherto concealed cosmic unity;
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la plus modeste atteste I’unite et I’ordonnance de I’univers. Elle les prolonge et 
s’y ajoute. L’ame [...] s’en trouve un instant rasserenee. Une image qui 
d’abord la deconcertait, une fois que I ’imagination I’a reconnue juste, I’exalte 
a proportion de son drangete, car elle etablit une complicite entre des termes 
dont rien jusqu’alors n’avait laisse prevoir qu’ils pussent confirmer a leur tour 
que formes et elans se repetent dans I’univers et qu’il n’y existe ni monstre, ni 
prodige, ni songe qui n’y connaisse de repondant. (‘Resume sur la poesie’, 
A /\  p.243)

They are an instrument in the search for cosmic wholeness. This viewpoint is very 

close to that of Reverdy.

In some of the paradoxical terms coined by Caillois, iyrisme objectif, ‘fantastique 

natureP, ‘mystique materialiste’, ‘sciences diagonals’, Calderon sees links with 

Caillois’s theory of the image, ‘nous avons la une specification de I’image telle que 

Caillois I’entend’.̂  ̂Caillois himself links his theory of the image with his views on 

dissymmetry, ‘je me convaincs aujourd’hui qu’a sa maniere I’image poetique est elle- 

meme une maniere de dissymetrie’ (‘Ouverture’, AF, p.252). He highlights the 

increasing role he attributed to analogy, it seemed to him ‘le ressort meme d’une 

“poetique” s’appliquant a la totalite de I’univers’ (p.252).

Writing on Baudelaire (‘Place de la poesie de Baudelaire’, CE), Caillois defines as 

follows the task of poetry;

Etablir des relations inedites et justes, constituer des series dedaignees, mais 
exactes, multiplier les grilles d’analogies inaper^ues, de fa^on a constituer un 
savoir second et verifiable, ou les donnees immediates de 1’experience 
trouvent leur coherence, comme les analyses et les constructions de la science 
decouvrent la leur dans le support intelligible et mathematique des 
phenomenes; voici les taches dont la poesie est de plus en plus invitee a 
s’acquitter et qui definissent pour elle un programme de tres longue haleine, 
qu’il n’est peut-etre pas possible a I’homme de mener a bien. [. ..] [L]e but 
ultime est mieux ceme, si Ton sait qu’il se confond avec I’etablissement de 
quelque immense table cyclique des donnees du monde. Elle ne porterait pas, 
comme celle de Mendeleiev, sur les poids atomiques des corps simples, mais a 
I’inverse et complementairement sur le scintillement de la nature, la ou les 
corps simples dilues, composes, eparpilles en sensations, emotions, sentiments, 
connaissance et plaisir de soi-meme et de I’univers, ne sont plus identifiables 
ni quantifiables. {CE, pp.254-55)

Calderon, p 80
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The poetic adventure runs parallel to the scientific one. Poetry’s job, like that o f  

science, is to impose an order, a structure, on reality, to unveil its coherence. And here 

we rejoin Caillois’s searches for wholeness. Poetry was for him the instrument best 

suited to the labyrinthine task o f  exploring the real.

His reference to a Mendeleyev-like table, but here a table o f  subjective elements, is 

very significant. Approches de lapoesie  is dedicated to Mendeleyev and Saint-John 

Perse, ‘qui, par les voies opposees du nombre et de la sensibilite, m’ont egalement 

montre la possibilite d’une intelligence rigoureuse de la poesie’. Both Mendeleyev and 

Saint-John Perse, scientist and poet respectively, played a central role in reassuring 

Caillois that the practice o f  poetry was a valid activity, Mendeleyev, in confirming 

Caillois in his view o f the finite nature o f  reality and Saint-John Perse, by focusing his 

poetry on the real. Caillois quotes Baudelaire and his search for ‘ ... Ordre et 

beaute/Luxe, calme et volupte’ (C/s, p.256). To these Caillois would add three nouns 

central to him, ‘rigueur, justesse et jo ie’ (p.256). The inclusion o f  the idea o f  joy is 

interesting, and softens slightly the grim impression created by ‘rigour’.

Echoing views expressed as early as Im  Necessite J ’esprit, Caillois writes, 7 a poesie  

n 'estpossible que s  'il existe un fonds conimun ohjectifde I ’imagifiation {CE, p.249). 

The finite nature o f  the universe, without which everything would be meaningless, 

renders possible this ‘fonds commun objectif. Science does not sufficiently deal with 

the links and parallels between even the most differing areas. Here poetry takes on its 

full significance:

I’exercice bien conduit des facultes poetiques est parallele a I’effort du genie 
scientifique. 11 apporte des ivresses et des illuminations de meme sorte, 
quoique toujours liees a une experience personnelle et passagere.
Virtuellement generalisables, elles demeurent suspendues et temeraires, 
vivaces et fluides, fremissantes et furtives, purs paris de I’imagination 
s’entraTnant a plus d’acuite et de justesse. Le p>oete est le savant des 
apparences, de toute chose insaisissable et fugace qu’il s’agit de fixer aux 
pieges du langage, dans la conviction qu’elles forment un tissu secret, dont 
I’armure, elle aussi, peut etre rendue perceptible. {CE, p.249)

While acknowledging the delicate nature o f  some o f  the poet’s subject matter, it is 

important to note how this can be made tangible via language, and that it can all serve 

to help uncover the ‘tissu secret’ o f  reality. The poet, through language, pierces
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through the appearance of things to reveal the underlying cosmic pattern. Caillois’s 

writing here recalls how he himself described Victor Hugo’s view of poetry;

II decouvrit naturellement [... ] dans la vision poetique le seul instrument qui 
permette a I’homme d’apprehender les rapports mysterieux qui relient entre 
eux les elements de I’univers, le seul aussi qui puisse par I’intermediaire de 
I’image manifester ces connexions cachees ou en etablir d’eclatantes entre les 
termes les plus inattendus. (AI\  p.55)

Hughes Labrusse finds in Caillois’s poetic theory

un equilibre conscient des difficultes a saisir, de nos jours, le rapport essentiel 
de la poesie a la science. II n’elude pas la necessite de le penser; il protege la 
poesie contre I’affabulation ou I’excentricite; avec pleine sagesse, il ne fourbit 
pas les armes de la science {X)ur qu’elle accajiare a son tour la trame poetique.
II ne superpose pas la science et la poesie, il ne procede pas a cette mutation 
monstrueuse et inflexible.^^’

In conferring on poetry a kind of scientific status, ‘Caillois adhere [. . .] au surrealisme, 

dans un premier temps, et a son intention d’extirper la poesie de la litterature 

insignifiante’.̂  ̂Jean-Pierre Duso Bauduin comments on Caillois’s particular approach 

to literature and science;

II ne songe guere a appliquer les sciences humaines a I’espace litteraire 
mouvant; il se sert plutot de la litterature comme d’un guide pour traverser les 
sciences humaines, pour y pratiquer des chemins de traverse, pour y mesurer 
ce que leur surdite constitutive leur interdit d’entendre.'*

Discouraged as Caillois was by poetic malpractice, already in the forties a vision was 

forming in his mind of an acceptable form of poetry, ‘j ’avais toujours present a 

1’esprit comme salutaire antidote I’ceuvre si rigoureusement concertee de Saint-John 

Perse’ (‘Reconnaissance a Saint-John Perse’, p . 2 2 I ) .  Saint-John Perse played a 

pivotal role in orientating Caillois towards poetry as a science of the concrete, as ‘la 

moitie complementaire de la science’ (AP, p.227). In Perse’s work, ‘chaque 

phenomene, le moindre accident, toute loi, toute hierarchic comme toute sensation ou 

emotion devait en effet trouver sa place prevue, sa case inevitable dans un gjgantesque

^  Labrusse, pp. 101-02.
Labrusse, p 97.
Jean-Pierre Duso Bauduin, 'Roger Caillois: critique litteraire’, in Î a Pensee aventuree, pp.302-13 

(p306)
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damier encyclopedique. Je commen^ais de concevoir la poesie comme une science du 

concret’ {AP, p.223). The adjective ‘encyclopedique’ is significant too in 

understanding Caillois’s attraction. Absorbed as he was by the totality of the universe, 

how could he not empathise with a poet who ‘fait appel a la totalite du monde pour 

etablir, dans I’infmie variete des phenomenes offerts, des homologies fragiles et 

tenues’ {AP, p.224). As it says in the introduction to the correspondence between 

Saint-John Perse and Caillois, ‘I’un comme I’autre ont classe et repertorie I’infinie 

variete du monde’. Both were engaged in their own search for wholeness. Caillois 

devoted his only work of direct literary criticism to Saint-John Perse, a book still 

respected and found useful today. Roger Little describes it as a ‘volume indispensable 

que connaissent tous les amateurs du poete’.̂ ’̂ Caillois’s familiarity with the work of 

Saint-John Perse also led him to put the image at the centre of poetry;

Des lors, il ne me restait plus qu’a designer I’image comme le fondement quasi 
permanent de la px)esie, comme sa caracteristique institutionnelle, plus 
frequente et plus repandue que la rime et la cadence, que le nombre ou la 
quantite des syllabes, en un mot plus distinctive que quelque obligation 
metrique que ce fut, puisque grace a elle la poesie surgissait aussi en prose. 
{AP, p.224)

In the preface to Approches de la poesie, Caillois elaborates on his dedication of the 

book to Saint-John Perse and Mendeleyev:

la poetique de Saint-John Perse m’avait montre le champ de son domaine 
propre, qui n’exclut rien; mes recherches sur la syntaxe des reves, tels que les 
ecrivains les utilisent comme ressort de leurs recits, sur les rubriques 
denombrables du feerique et du fantastique, sur les problemes poses par le 
mimetisme animal, me confirmaient dans I’idee d’un univers redondant. La 
table periodique de Mendeleiev m’en apporta enfin le gage et la cle. L’image 
irrecusable et qualitative est possible en poesie au meme titre que des lois 
exactes et sans cesse plus precises sont la raison d’etre de la science. 
Seulement, emotions et sensations circonscrivent I’empire de la premiere, les 
phenomenes mesurables celui de la seconde. {AP, p. 13)

Caillois wrote of the ‘apaisement intellectuel’ offered to him by the work of Saint- 

John Perse (‘Reconnaissance a Saint-John Perse’, AP, p.228). Because of the unifying 

glimpse an image gives, it offers the fragmented consciousness a transitory sense of

^  Roger CaiUois Sainl-John Perse: Correspoittkaice I942-I975, ed. by Joelle Gardes Tamine (Paris: 
Gallimard, 1996), p 15
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the possible oneness of the universe. Because of the image, and because poetry uses 

words in a more evocative way than prose, it possesses ‘une vertu de rencontre et de 

heurt, qui emerveille et parfois suffoque’ (‘Resume sur la poesie’,viP, p.245).

Conferring on poetry a status similar to that of science is the final step in his decades- 

long bid to legitimise it, ‘comme celles des sciences dont les lois et les nombres 

constituent I’apanage et la fin, ses d^ouvertes exigent labeur, lucidite, imagination. 

Seule difference; en place du calcul exact et du raisonnement irreprochable, une 

sensibilite a vif et Tacuite de la saisie analogique’ (‘Resume sur la poesie’, pp. 246- 

47). The ‘only difference’ is actually a very considerable one. In his desire to make 

poetry ‘respectable’, Caillois cannot of course make any allowances for the role of 

language alone -  that would be approaching the ‘pure art’ to which he was so 

opposed.

Rencontres provides another instance of Caillois focusing on specific authors, rather 

than poetry or literature in general, and it shows how Caillois, when writing on 

particular authors he likes, can be so much broader and sensitive in his views than he 

will allow himself to be when writing on jx)etry in the abstract. In it he expresses his 

own indebtedness to a range of authors, in tones that are sufficiently formal for an 

academic exercise yet still allow the personal impact of these writers to come through.

In describing his ‘meetings’ with various writers, it is interesting to see his personal 

concerns mirrored in his reflections on their work. Paul Valery, for example, ‘aspirait 

a aiguiser les vertus de I’intellect’ (p.24). Caillois too was concerned to assert the 

primacy of the intellect. Writing on their shared demand for purity and precision, 

Regine Pietra observes, ‘c’est cette exigence que Caillois partage avec Valery (ou 

qu’il lui a empruntee) dans une sorte de fi^temite aristocratique’. '̂ Both were opposed 

to facile views on inspiration and to automatic writing, and in favour of prosody -  and 

both found their views earned them as many enemies as friends. Valery applied a 

rigour and severity to his work of which Caillois could only approve, ‘il avait recours 

a telle sensualite exquise, purgee de la moindre emotion qui ne vmt pas de la sensation 

elle-meme. 11 la sterilisait, je veux dire la privait par artifice de cette faculte de se

'**Roger Little, ‘Pour une esthetique severe: Roger Ceiiilois lecteur de Saint-John Perse’, Sud, hors serie 
(1981), 62-69 (p.64).
”  Regine Pietra, ‘Caillois et Valery’, in Im  Pensee awnluree, pp.394-403 (p 394),
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repandre [...]. Dans la poesie, il n’a pas cherche I’indicible, mais I’immuable’ (p. 19). 

Caillois’s language conveys a view of emotions as some kind of sickness, needing to 

be kept in check.

Writing on magical realism in Miguel Angel Asturias in Rencontres, it is the 

appropriateness of this approach to the topic that attracts Caillois’s approval -  as ever, 

the idea that literary creation needs to be anchored in the real (when the real is surreal, 

as Caillois considered the Argentinian countryside to be, then that leads to, for him, 

the happy blend of magical realism);

Miguel Angel Asturias exprima avec une intensite inegal^ la perception 
originelle du monde ambiant et les sortileges vegetaux qui, au coeur de la sylve 
[...J la peuplent sans repit de mirages et de fantomes. II y parvint par des voies 
et fa^ons qu’il semblait inventer alors qu’ils les recevait de la realite meme 
qu’elles lui servaient a restituer. Loin d’etre des artifices esthetiques, encore 
moins des procedes rhetoriques, ses ressources d’ecrivain lui sont imposees 
par I’objet meme de sa description, avec lequel il fait corps tout naturellement, 
tant il s’en decouvre partie vive. {R, p.32)

This absorption in the object being described brings to mind Caillois’s writings on 

stones.

The last ‘rencontre’ evoked is that with Andre Breton, certainly a decisive one. His 

lasting obsession with Surrealism comes through in that Caillois evokes again the 

episode of the jumping beans, and reiterates his opinions on automatic writing. But it 

is touching that Rencontres ends with Caillois recalling two warm dedications written 

to him by Breton in two books, in 1952, ‘A Roger Caillois, qui ne parviendra pas a 

contrarier I’estime et I’amitie que j ’ai pour lui’, and in 1962, ‘A Roger Caillois -  a nos 

divergences pres -  a mes yeux peu de choses -  en vive estime et affection’ (p.294). 

Above and beyond their differences, Caillois wishes to make clear what bound them, 

their ‘entente’ (p.294). Breton’s persistent affection and admiration is evident, as is his 

shrewd perception that at heart, there is more that unites them than divides them.

The reception afforded Caillois’s various writings on poetry could be hostile. 

Impostures de la poesie came out ‘dans le plus grand silence’ and earned Caillois

Felgine, p,280.
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‘des detracteurs virulents, comme Andre Breton’.F r a n c is  Ponge, on the other hand, 

found much of it commendable. Panoff, not surprisingly, is hostile, seeing in what 

he refers to as Caillois’s literary' conformism a rather base motivation:

11 n’existe pas de contradiction entre la gesticulation contestataire de Caillois 
face a la science et son conformisme quand il s’agit de litterature. Le 
classicisme et le boulevard sont portes aux nues, tandis que sont condamnes 
les auteurs d’avant-garde, y compris Rimbaud devant qui meme le pharisaisme 
de Claudel s’etait pourtant incline vingt ans plus tot! Dans les deux cas, il 
s’agit de la meme complaisance qui s’ingenie a flatter un meme public bien 
identifie.^^

Panoff provides no evidence for this very spurious charge. Caillois was never 

concerned with flattering anyone, his sole focus being the subject about which he 

cares so passionately. Philippe Jaccottet expresses more measured reservations and 

has a fair point to make;

Je me demande si Roger Caillois, dans son souci de mesure et de limpidite, ne 
se laisse pas alter a son tour a quelque exces, et si ce n’est pas une grave erreur 
que de negliger I’importance de ces experiences toutes convergentes, a I’aube 
de notre epoque, simplement pour reagir contre I’exploitation que des 
mediocres en ont faite.^ ’̂

In focusing only on the negative, Caillois inevitably seems so obsessed by what is bad 

that in his critical writings on poetry in general he can fail to take a broader view and 

indicate the appreciation and sensitivity that come through when he is writing on 

particular authors. By concentrating on the mediocre, Caillois missed the chance to 

reflect on the exciting if sometimes uncertain adventure o f modem poetry. The vital 

mission he assigned to poetry meant that he could not cultivate the sanguine 

detachment necessary for this.

Jean-Pierre Duso Bauduin makes the valid point that Caillois cannot be considered a 

standard literary critic;

L’etiquette “critique litteraire” convient mal a Caillois; il ne fit pas profession 
d’orienter les lectures des amateurs, il eut encore moins la tentation “de

Felgine, p.280.
Felgine, p 280 
Panoff, pp 128-29. 
Philippe Jaccottet. p 498
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peifectionner un code descriptif des oeuvres litteraires” a I’usage des 
universitaires et des etudiants.^^

For Bauduin, it is the variety of Caillois’s critical activity that has marginalised him. 

Recalling his many and varied pieces of work, Bauduin writes, ‘a cultiver toutes ces 

formes de critique, I’atypique Caillois se condamnait a n’entrer jamais dans les
^  o

manuels d’histoire litteraire’. This is true for the same reasons of Roger Caillois’s 

other contributions in various fields. Caillois’s writings on poetry and literature are 

scattered throughout his work as a whole and in this Bauduin sees a reflection of 

Caillois’s times:

Ces deplacements trahissent [. ..] une extreme sensibilite a une epoque, une 
conscience vive de I’impossibilite ou nous sommes d’assigner a la litterature 
une place propre et au discours critique qui la prend en charge un site assure. 
La question litteraire serait vouee a la complicite et au melange, condamnee a 
adapter une px)sture instable.^’

According to Germaine Bree, Caillois’s criticism was not sufficiently all- 

encompassing to form a complete approach. She compares Caillois and Paulhan, who 

both sought a move away from subjectivity:

La critique, selon Caillois, devait etre une stylistique essentiellement 
descriptive; selon Paulhan, une poetique. [...] Cependant, s’ils abordent I’un et 
I’autre la critique par un examen objectif du langage, ni I’un ni I’autre n’a 
propose une theorie qui donnerait a la critique le statut d’une discipline 
autonome.'*^

How criticism can ever be a ‘discipline autonome’, given its dependence on original 

work, Bree does not make clear. In all fairness, however, that was not Caillois’s 

objective. He was concerned -  perhaps overly so -  with defending poetic qualities, 

and an approach to poetry in which he absolutely believed. It was not sufficiently 

broad-based to launch a literary theory, and it was veiy intimately bound up with his 

life’s quest -  not anyone else’s motivation or approach necessarily. There is too 

undoubtedly some imbalance in his approach notwithstanding the general validity of 

the points he makes.

”  Bauduin, p. 302.
Bauduin, pp 302-03.
Bauduin, p.304.
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In some of his writings, Caillois can appear to lay himself open to the charge of being 

an arch-conservative. Some of his pronouncements on poetry (‘apres la rime, elle perd 

la raison’) seem set to please the most reactionar>'. But this would be a seriously 

distorted conclusion. His concern for high standards in an area which literally meant 

the world to him may reveal concerns and prescriptions not everyone has to accept, 

but he WBS no narrow conservative. His profound admiration for the work of Saint- 

John Perse shows his capacity to recognise control in poetry underneath the 

appearance of disorder (judged by traditional verse practice); a subtlety some of his 

rather hasty critics do not take into account.

Caillois’s writings on poetr>', which begin with fury and condemnation, end with a 

sense of peace, acceptance of poetry and the central mission he assigns to it in his 

search for wholeness. Jacquette Reboul writes, ‘theoricien de la poesie, on pourrait 

dire qu’il en fut egalement le philosophe’.'** His attitude towards poetry mellowed 

considerably with time. Referring to his earlier books in Le Fleuve Alphee he admits, 

‘Je m’y montrais impitoyable. Je suis revenu depuis sur mon intransigeance’ {FA, 

p. 115). Caillois even accepted himself as a poet towards the end of his life. Asked by 

Hector Bianciotti and Jean-Paul Enthoven what image he would like for himself and 

his work, he replied, ‘peut-etre, et exclusivement, celle d’un poete’.'*̂  It is a very 

remarkable evolution, in which the work of Saint-John Perse, and the insights it gave 

Caillois into poetry and its possibilities, is central. Equally too Mendeleyev and his 

periodic table played a pivotal role, in indicating to Caillois that a quest for wholeness 

had a basis in science. The sense of peace Caillois attained is very much a part of his 

‘poetique generalist’ and work on stones, and all of this forms the substance of the 

tlnal chapter, which examines the last stage in Caillois’s search for wholeness. 

‘Ouverture’, which closes Approches de la poesie, looks forward to that phase in his 

thinking;

[La poesie] qui se laisse parfois deviner dans le duvet du bonheur et du monde, 
oil rien n’est jamais parfaitement superposable, restitue I’ame parcellaire a la

Germaine Bree, Lilieraltire frati<;aise. Le XXe siecle: 1920-1970, vol.2 (Paris: Librairie Arthaud, 
1978), pp. 176-77.

Jacquette Reboul, Critique universitaire et critique crealrice (Paris: Aux amateurs de livres, 1986), 
p97.

CPT, p.25.
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totali:e convoitee, elle la reconforte pour un instant fugitif, mais qui reviendra 
a sonseul appel, enrichi, p>eut-etre d’un ^ la t  que la duree avive, au lieu qu’elle 
en evipore la fragrance. {AP, p.255)
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CHAPTER NINE

THE WORLD OF STONES

Je parle des pierres 
(/^p.9)

Mineral meditations

Si, maintenant, je ne m’occupe plus que de decrire des pierres, c’est pour 
montrer qu’a Tinterieur de ces pierres, et dans la fa^on dont elles trouvent leur 
forme, il y a des especes de reduction, de miniaturisation, de toutes les choses 
qui sont au monde. L’imagination se flatte de broder a sa guise, et voici que 
I’interieur d’une pierre proclame que rigueur et derive ne font que besogner un 
canevas immortel, invariable. Les memes consignes mysterieuses gouvement 
I’inextricable liberte mentale et la gravite minerale [...].

Caillois is talking here in interview with Hector Bianciotti and Jean-Paul Enthoven, 

not long before his death.' Having spent a lifetime searching for wholeness, trying to 

explain the totality of the universe, and to account for all its structures, Caillois was 

finally to find ease and tranquillity in holding in the palm of his hand a reduced 

version of the immensity he had tried -  and inevitably failed -  to embrace.

‘Comme les anciens Chinois, je  suis porte a considerer chaque pierre comme un 

monde’, he wrote {PR, p.9). For the possessor of stones, the images they evoke 

‘miniaturisent a son benefice personnel chaque objet du monde. Elles lui en remettent 

un double stable, qui tient dans le creux de sa main, qu’il peut deplacer a son gre ou 

enfermer dans une vitrine’ {EP, p. 15). There is the idea of control here too, which is 

much easier when dealing with a miniature universe. Caillois was only ever interested 

in the totality of knowledge; stones, for him, effortlessly encompassed this. In the 

quotation ft̂ om the interview he expresses too his belief that, man or mineral, we are

' cpr, p. 17
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all subject to the same laws and that every production man thinks his uniquely is in 

fact echoed in the mineral world.

1 have already mentioned how, from his earliest writings, Caillois, feeling the burden 

of consciousness, desired to lose it in different ways. In the Recit du deloge' ‘la 

metaphore la plus achevee et la plus convaincante de son syndrome de dispersion’,̂  

this is taken to extremes when a mollusc takes over the ‘je ’ of the story. In his writing 

on stones, Caillois would finally come to immerse himself fiilly in the written word, 

‘ce dedoublement volontaire par le langage ne se substitue-t-il pas a une dissociation 

autrement plus perilleuse, contre laquelle il pourrait avoir lutte sa vie entiere. la 

sienne?’'’

In this chapter I shall discuss how and why stones represent for Caillois the last step in 

his search for completeness. I shall consider his different writings on stones, and also 

Le Fleuve Alphee and Le Champ des signes, the latter book a logical extension of 

earlier works in which he sought to explain and express the totality of the universe. 

Caillois may well know the vanity of such pursuits, but it is his life’s work and a 

considerable source of pleasure to him to track down and uncover analogies. The title 

of the book evokes ver>' clearly his world view -  the universe really is composed for 

him of signs of its unity, that is how he has always looked on it. In Le Champ des 

signes his theories on the oneness of the universe find their full expression in the 

development of Caillois’s ‘poetique generalist’, a development that helps give his 

(jeuvre its o v s t i  completeness. By spreading the capacity for poetry so widely, Caillois 

is diminishing the importance of man’s activity in this field. Caillois would see this as 

redressing the balance.

For Caillois, as we have seen, the concept of the ‘imagination juste’ was central, and 

its importance will be seen in the context o f his writings on stones. Caillois explains 

this idea to Bianciotti and Enthoven:

Ce que j ’appelle “imagination juste”, c’est ne rien ecrire qui ne soit garanti par 
quelque r^lite, etant donne que la realite garantit infiniment plus de choses 
que Ton ne croit. Je deteste I’arbitraire, le fantaisiste. II ne suffit pas qu’il y ait

 ̂ Included in Cases d  im echiquier, pp.308-31 
’ Panoff, p. 148 
■' Felgine, p.357.
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imagination, il faut en outre que la mise en images corresponde a un systeme 
d’echos, de reperes, dans les donnas du monde. Le monde etant fini, [...] 
necessairement les choses se repetent, s’y recoupent, s’y chevauchent. Et c’est 
cela qui permet la poesie, qui est la science des pleonasmes de I’univers, la 
science des correspondances.^

Caillois’s view o f ‘reality’ seems quite broadly based here. We have seen Caillois’s 

refusal of the limitations of the personal, the subjective. His repetition o f ‘science’ in 

the last sentence confers on poetry a detached, analytical status. He sees it as an 

activity to be practised in the laboratory of the real. Poetry is acceptable only if it taps 

into the oneness of the universe, by opening our eyes to links and parallels of which 

we may not have been aware. Caillois only finally allowed himself to write poetry 

when he believed he was anchoring his work in the objectively verifiable.

In ‘L’Agate de Pyrrhus’, writing of the human susceptibility to le demon de 

I ’analogie, and in the context of his reaction to stones, he has this to say; ‘certes, 

I’image est equivoque, sollicit^, reconstruite, mais elle est la, comme est presente la 

pierre qui la supporte. Tune et I’autre irrefutables, tellement hors de portee de 

I’homme et de I’art, tellement anterieures a eux, en un sens tellement inadmissibles’ 

{Images, images^ p. 102). Caillois here is both positing objectivity, and subtly 

undermining it. Throughout his writings on different topics, Caillois allowed that it 

was impossible for him, as an integral part of the cosmos about which he was writing, 

to achieve objectivity. This is no less the case when it comes to ‘objective’ 

description. Even allowing for this, Panoff very spectacularly misses the point, 

alleging that Caillois’s real topic is not the stones themselves, but what others have 

written on them. His work is a ‘discours sur le discours’, with all ‘les charmes, les 

facilites et les devoiements qui en sont I’accompagnement le plus ordinaire, meme si 

Caillois a cru se charger de chames en se bomant a puiser dans ce que d’autres avaient 

ecrit avant lui’.** In no way can Caillois’s work be reduced to a commentary on the 

work of others. His acute awareness and description of the physical reality of stones is 

striking, and while his contemplation of them may lead him to other speculations, he 

also returns to them, his starting point and his end point too.

-'rP7;p.i5 
* PanofT, p. 165
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Caillois counted all human culture as nothing in comparison with the material world, 

“ecritures des pierres; structures du monde’ {EP, p.95). This is not to say he is anti

intellectual, ‘je ne suis pas contre la pensee [...] je  suis contre la cogitation, c’est-a- 

dire la pensee qui a perdu son sol, qui se nourrit exclusivement de controverses et
-j

d’originalite’. The products of this ‘cogitation’ stand between man and truth:

Je pense que la verite, la verite de I’univers -  que j ’essaie de cemer en 
decrivant les pierres ou les insectes ou n’importe quel objet tombant sous mes 
yeux - ,  je  pense que cette verite totale existe. Elle existe, mais elle est a tout 
instant alteree par les id^logies [...] par la confiision des mots, par cet enorme 
cancer que representent I’ecriture, la pensee et la philosophic, par le monde 
cancerigene des bibliotheques, des livres et des joumaux; proliferation, 
absolument aveugle qui empeche de voir la verite *

Caillois’s words convey his horror at the ‘cancer’ of the written word, paradoxical of 

course in someone for whom writing was and would remain centrally important. His 

early relationship with the material world, described in Le Fleuve Alphee, was direct, 

unfiltered by the written word. His writing seeks to recreate this direct contact. 

Caillois, at this moment of his life, can finally recognise the futility of man’s efforts to 

seek the truth, as he had done for much of his career;

Je sais [, . que, vivant dans un monde que je considere comme une totalite, 
une totalite inextricable, la verite y est inaccessible, parce qu’une toute petite 
partie, inflnitesimale, ne peut avoir une vision, meme lointaine de la verite du 
tout. Comme membre d’une espece, I’espe^e humaine qui est tardive et 
provisoire et passagere [...] je suis voue a I’erreur. Toutes mes recherches ne 
sont qu’un petit paragraphe ajoute a cette bibliotheque occidentale qui, de 
toute faijon, m’enveloppe.*^

Caillois spells out here the essential -  and determining — flaw in his enterprise. In Le 

Fleuve Alphee Caillois assesses more fully his ‘petit paragraphe’ and seeks to account 

for the last stage in his intellectual trajectory. Alain Bosquet writes;

Quatre annass separent Estheiique generalisee de Pierres, le chef-d’oeuvre de 
Roger Caillois. Pendant ce temps, le penseur, le chercheur, le critique, le 
savant a vu eclore en lui la necessite, sur des bases lucides, de succomber a 
I’emerveillement qu’avec patience il s’etait choisi. Auparavant, il tenait a 
apprendre, a comprendre et a rendre a autrui ce qu’il avait ainsi acquis, avec

■'(7’/; p.2i,
C P L p . 2 1 .  

U 'P T .p p . 2 \ - 2 2
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tour a tour des eblouissements et de la methode. Desormais, une osmose 
devenait indispensable entre ce qu’est I’univers face a lui et lui-meme. Aucune 
discipline ne vaut le contact direct; le contact par le mot qui non seulement fait 
renaitre le phenomene, mais precipite I’auteur dans celui-ci, au point qu’ils 
doivent, sinon se confondre, du moins, au plus haut du verbe, mener des vies 
paralleles qui tendent a se penetrer.'^’

Bosquet captures very accurately Caillois’s working method prior to devoting himself 

to stones; that very unorthodox mixture of erudition and metaphor. Stones (via the 

word, ind the paradox is at the heart of Caillois), bring him into contact, oneness with 

the phvsical world.

Caillois, in the various prefaces to his works, and in these works themselves, re

assesses and analyses his writings. Le Fleuve Alphee, a ‘livre bilan’,” is a stock-taking 

on a la'ger scale. The title of this intellectual autobiography owes itself to Greek 

legend The river Alpheus flows into the Mediterranean but finally becomes a river 

again when it reaches the island of Ortygia. Caillois, having more than most been 

immersed in the written word for most of his life, has finally regained a more 

complete kind of contact with the physical world, a contact which, in his writing on 

stones, w ll bring him the peace and fulfilment for which he has sf>ent a lifetime 

searching.

Despite the many impassioned detours in his own intellectual path through life, his 

early childhood experiences remained the most formative and meaningful, ‘je retrouve 

I’existence exigue et personnelle, dont j ’avais conserve contre courants et maree, une 

memoire lancinante’ (p. 10). His choice of adjective ‘lancinante’ indicates the primary 

and keen importance of that relationship with the surrounding world, untainted by the 

written word as, because of the First World War, Caillois started school at a later age 

than usual.

Embracing the new generally involves casting off the old, and Caillois now sees his 

work of many decades as a ‘parenthesis’, a harsh assessment but a term conveying 

very' exactly his sense of having returned to what he was always meant to do;

Bosquet, p.54. 
" Felgine. p 387
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Pjtit a petit, j ’en suis meme arrive a tenir la presque totalite de mes recherches 
e travaux pour une gigantesque paretuhese, que j ’ai laisse se refermer sur moi, 
qii aura dure presque toute ma vie et a laquelle appartiennent presque tous 
rtes livres. {FA, p.67)

He also rjfers to this period as a ‘circuit inexorable’ (p.49), a ‘bulle’ (p.53), or a 

‘redoutaHe nasse’ (p.84), all terms suggesting a feeling o f imprisonment. His attitude 

to this period is not entirely negative, however. We have seen in Chapter Seven that 

Caillois, n Le Fleuve Alphee, is somewhat reconciled to his earlier output because of 

his uncorventional choice of topics and the appliance of his ‘logique flexible’. In its 

own way then, the work done in the ‘parenthesis’ constitutes a triumph over reason, 

and so is tiot as narrow and derivative as he might have feared. There are other 

consolatijns too, for Caillois, as the ‘presque’ in the above quotation suggests. The 

publication of Patugonie was a major break from the kind of material Caillois 

normally produced, and he refers hereto other ‘detours’, ‘j ’alimentais mes poisons 

secrets at cours de mes voyages ou par des objets insolites ou par des reflexions sur la 

condition vegetale, enfin par la description meticuleuse de pierres, paradoxalement 

aussi par I’intermediaire d’une certaine espece de livres d’images’ (p.54). The risky, 

clandestine nature of this is well summed up in ‘mes poisons secrets’. It is interesting, 

if indeed paradoxical, that Caillois acknowledges the role of certain books and 

pictures in breaking out of this ‘parenthesis’. In Fleuve Alphee he describes how he 

is drawn io paintings and poems that possess a ‘fertilite vacante’ and can therefore 

assume the same qualities as ‘les objets-fees’ (p. 107). Their ‘susceptibilite lyrique’

(p. 107) generates an imaginative response on his part. ‘Vacante’ is a significant 

adjective. It means that Caillois can fill the sp)ace with his own reveries, his own 

lyrical capacities. This is precisely the process underlying his reaction to stones, also.

Caillois may first have come to stones ‘accidentellement et dans la perspective des 

rapprochements interregnes [.v/c] qui m'attiraient avec une tres haute priorite’ (p. 145). 

There are many reasons, however, for the attractions stones held for him. While 

Caillois’s movement towards the mineral world primarily responded to personal 

imperatives, it did also reflect a tendency of his times. Roger Little writes of the 

‘Cratylian nostalgia’ among modem poets who ‘prefer not to acknowledge the 

division between words and things which modem linguisticians, agreeing with
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Hemogenes, insist is there’.*' In considering Caillois’s efforts, the work o f Francis 

Porge must be mentioned. Ponge too rejected the lyrical and sought to demonstrate 

vertally the relationship between man and the objects that surround him. Ponge 

focised on a variety o f everyday objects, seeking to match his language to the object, 

‘cete naissance verbale controle la forme unique que prendra ce que Ponge nomme 

[...] ‘la volubilite” de I’objet; c’est-a-dire les rouages linguistiques qu’elle met en 

moivement dans I’epaisseur mysterieuse du langage’.'^ For Ponge too, the French 

language was all-important. The similarities should not cloud the differences, 

hovever. Ponge’s objectives are not those o f Caillois’s, whose work has, as we shall 

see,a more mystical orientation and which is focused mainly on the mineral world. 

Cailois himself sought to differentiate his writings from those o f Ponge’s, ‘il a fait 

plut')t une description lyrique de couleurs ou d’eclat’.'"’ Caillois’s writings on stones 

also recall Paul Valery, who, thirty years earlier, published ‘L’homme et la coquille’. 

Bott are poetic meditations on matter, although Valery is introspective in a way in 

which Caillois is not.

Cail ois saw little in his own era to admire. He found his soul-mate in the wonderfully 

nam;d Mi Fou, an Ancient Chinese administrator and collector o f stones, about whom 

he writes in Pierres. It is a testimony to his malaise and sense o f isolation that he had 

to go back thousands o f years and to another culture to find someone with whom he 

couU really identify. He writes of him with great warmth and empathy. Caillois 

reaches across the centuries to express his sympathy for Mi Fou on the theft of his 

favourite stone:

Je partage le desespoir de Mi Fou. Je sens qu’il a subi une perte irreparable et 
je devine qu’il n ’aura pu s’en consoler. Par-dela les siecles et les meridiens, 
malgre les oppositions de caracteres et de destins, j ’eprouve pour lui une 
complicite singuliere que je  n’ai avec personne d ’autre. {/’, p.88)

Mi Fou was also a painter, and Caillois, in his admiration o f him, attributes to him a 

career choice o f which he would fully approve, abandoning his artistic career on 

realising the suf)eriority' o f nature, ‘un jour, il dut s’apercevoir [...] que, dans les 

dessins et les couleurs de ses pierres, il tenait des taches plus naturelles que les

Roger Little, The Shaping o f Modern French Poetry (}Aa.nc\\esl& Carcanet Press, 1995), p.27. 
Germaine Br^, p.248.
Roger Caillois, quoted by Felgine, p 356
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siiennes;jt immemoriales, incontestables’ (p.89). Caillois occasionally cites the 

oxam pkof Rimbaud in this respect. It is an important part of his admiration of Mi 

F’ou that- as presented by Caillois -  he accepts the latter’s view of the essential 

imferioriv of human artistic endeavour. This of course is entirely speculation on 

Caillois'; part, creating a kind of ideal, imaginary friend. He does admit in his account 

0)f Mi Foi, ‘sans doute ai-je perpetre un detestable melange d’histoire et de fantaisie’ 

(p.90). Nichel Panoff is critical of what he calls Caillois’s ‘ethnologje-fiction’:

ilne dedaigne pas de jouer avec des peuples, des cultures, ou des pratiques 
nuelles qu’il invente de toutes pieces comme pour compenser son evitement 
di “terrain” et snober les ethnographes qui acceptent d’y passer les plus belles 
amees de leur vie.’^

C.aillois B not writing here as an ethnologist, however, and interpreting literally 

reiferencts to cultures in his writings on stones is being unduly heavy-handed. Caillois 

miay well have projected certain qualities and opinions onto Mi Fou, but not in any 

culturalh imperialistic way. Mi Fou was necessary to him, as he is described, both 

fiinding filfilment in ‘la contemplation intense et prolongee d’une pierre, monde en 

reduction ou I’ame eblouie penetre et goute une jubilation exaltante’ (pp.75-76)

Stones prnided Caillois with a deep satisfaction and yet, strangely, in ruminating on 

thie source of their appeal for him, the images he employs are far from positive:

Qii ou quoi m’inocula la folie d’envier les pierres? Pris au piege, hypnotise, je 
ne puis faire rien d’autre, comme qui, poursuivi dans une impasse, se heurte au 
m jr final. {PR̂  p. 135)

Caillois uses different images here in an attempt to explain his fascination. Through 

the unexf)xted analogy with someone trapped in a blind alley, he evokes a certain 

frozen horror. Stones seem to be at once liberating and literally and figuratively 

captivating. Felgine focuses on the more positive attractions they hold for him. Stones 

are

son refuge, d’abord, contre Tidee angoissee qu’il se fait du monde, en meme 
temps que Texpression de sa telure, le terme de sa quete mystique, et le lieu de 
son epanouissement poetique: pierres qui cement le vivant, pierres qui

Panoff. p 91.
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fascinent et figent le mythologue en un solitaire recueilli, mais pierres qui 
I’accueillent aussi et vont le liberer de ses contradictions douloureuses en les 
cristallisant.'^’

Felgine highlights here the permanence stones represented, contrasted with the 

ephemeral nature of man and life, the fulfilment and peace they offered Caillois, and 

the breaking free of his poetical, lyrical self They are Me terme de sa quete mystique’ 

-  having searched for wholeness for so long, Caillois would eventually find it 

embodied in stones. Panoff writes of the connection between aridity and meditation:

Selon les mystiques juifs et musulmans, le desert est le lieu de la parole; c’est 
la que, I’homme ayant ete convaincu une bonne fois de sa nullite, le verbe peut 
se manifester. [...] C’est [...] lorsqu’il parle des multiples deserts dont il a garde 
le souvenir ou lorsqu’il se trouve devant ce desert miniature qu’est pour lui 
une pierre que sa voix est la plus distincte, la plus pure, et nous touche le 
plus.‘̂

Panoff, normally so negative, is approving here. For a long time, Caillois’s preferred 

landscape was an arid one. In Randonnees^^ he writes of how he has always loved 

solitary' landscapes, but wanted to go back even further to ‘la naissance de la matiere’ 

(p.51). Stones enabled him to do this, ‘dans les coupes d’agate, ce sont les archives de 

la Genese que je  m’applique a dechiffrer’ {Randonnees, p.51). Stones offer a world 

complete in itself They are a perfect contrast to mankind, a transient species destined 

never to achieve perfection;

Situees a I’extreme de la tacitumite, elles etaient placees du meme coup aux 
antipodes de I’homme et de la pensee. Je les devinais contenir en leur masse 
impassible et perdurable la totalite des transformations possibles de la matiere, 
sans rien en exclure, ni meme la sensibilite, I’intelligence, I’imagination.
{FA, p.86).

The latter point may shock Caillois’s reader but his theory of cosmic oneness 

inevitably means that all matter, organic and inorganic, shares the same potential. This 

hints at Caillois’s proposal of a ‘poetique generalisee’, expounded fully in Le Champ 

des signes. Stones contain all this knowledge, without recourse to the written word, 

‘pierres, archives supremes, qui ne portez aucun texte et qui ne donnez rien a lire...’ 

{FA, p 86). It was, for Caillois, a return to the source, a definitive rejection of the

Felgine, p. 349. 
Panoff, p. l3l .
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personal, M se dirige vers la pierre comme vers le simple, I’elementaire -  Tassise ou 

l e noyau aiterieurs aux developpements, extrapolations, divagations de la vie, puis du 

psychisme domaines particuHers dont il aspire a s’afiranchir pour retoumer au 

general’.‘‘̂ Cailiois’s distrust o f lyrical poetry comes to mind here.

The minenl ‘masse’ is not only ‘impassible’, it is ‘perdurable’. Caillois’s inevitably 

increasing ;ense of mortality is central to his relationship with stones. Human 

transience, physical frailty and failing of all kinds are humbling, if not humiliating 

diestinies ftr the ‘espece passagere’, M’homme leur envie la duree, la durete, 

rintransigtance et I’eclat, d’etre lisses et impenetrables, et entieres meme brisees’ {P, 

p.9). ‘Entires’; again the importance of wholeness. This sense of mortality, of the 

loss o f physical confidence induced by the ageing process, is especially evident in 

Pierres refechies: ‘qui connait ajoute a soi-meme et qui ajoute a soi, fut-ce la 

memoire, raeurt, s’use ou se transforme’ (p. 14). The need he feels as he faces his own 

mortality is relieved, not through spiritual guidance but rather by looking to stones for 

assistance, aussi, a I’heure tot venue du depouillement, dans la chute des feuilles ou 

je  suis I’artre, est-ce aux pierres que je demande les reperes moins labiles dont je 

ressens le b;soin’ {PR, p. 122).

Caillois is oetermined to reduce man’s sense of his own unique importance and never 

are negative epithets referring to mankind as numerous as in Iji Fleuve Alphee. One of 

the chapters is entitled ‘L’espece episodique’. Man is described as a ‘mammifere 

voue, contrairement aux autres, a la creation d’oeuvres exterieures a lui-meme’

(pp. 149-50), ‘un animal ambitieux’ (p. 185), ‘une excroissance de la nature’ (p. 186), 

‘un primate obscur’ (p. 189), ‘I’espece retardataire et industrieuse’ (p.201), ‘parasite 

d’un jour’ (p.205). Henri Raynal writes, ‘il recuse la sufllsance de I’homme en prenant 

le parti de ce qui en est le plus eloigne, [...] le plus radicalement different, la pierre. La 

reverant, ii nargue une intelligence dont I’excessive pretention I’incommode’.̂ ” The 

fact that stones are an ‘immuable inhumain [.,.] a I’abri des faiblesses de I’espece’

(Fy4, p. 184) is central in their attraction for Caillois. His dissatisfaction with the 

human species was not just general. He profoundly questioned the value of his own 

output. He was acutely aware that the effort of writing books produces ‘un resultat

Randomiees, frontispice de Zao-Wou-Ki (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1986).
Henri Raynal, ‘Le visionnaire meticuleux’ Critique, 347 (1976), 447-50, p 448 

^  Raynal, p 448.
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manifestement fugace’ {FA, p. 176). Not only that, he came to see himself as 

interchangeable;

On ne peut ecrire [...] qu’a partir des ouvrages de meme sorte, ecrits 
anterieurement, qu’on se trouve connaitre et qu’on se met en tete de prolonger, 
de commenter, de completer ou, a I’inverse, de discuter et de refuter. De telle 
sorte que les livres qu’on ecrit en dependent presque entierement. {FA, 
pp. 177-78)

Stones were central in reconciling Caillois to writing, to poetry. First came the 

realisation and the acceptance of what he saw as the futility o f writing, ‘je  ne me suis 

reconcilie avec I’ecriture qu’au moment ou j ’ai commence a ecrire avec la conscience 

que je le faisais de toute fa^on en pure perte’ (p.201). For Caillois, believing that he 

was anchoring his writing in the objectively verifiable was essential:

ma premiere defiance envers la litterature et les reticences que j ’avais 
professees au moment oil je morigenais en vain une certaine poesie un peu 
facilement vertigineuse, cette defiance, ces scrupules se trouvent apaises, du 
fait que je suis assure de ne pas mentir et p>arce que je parle de mineraux 
insensibles. En un mot, je me sens approuve dans la singuliere entreprise de 
chercher dans I’exactitude une poesie inedite. {FA, p.204)

The stones may be ‘insensibles’, Caillois, of course, was not and I shall be discussing 

how this militated against his achieving the desired total objectivity. For now, it is the 

‘poesie inedite’ of his writing that I shall be examining.

Pierres was appropriately published in a poetry series by Gallimard. Caillois writes in 

the deJicace:

negligeant la mineralogie, ecartant les art [a /c ] qui des pierres font usage, je 
parle des pierres nues, fascination et gloire, ou se dissimule et en meme temps 
se livre un mystere plus lent, plus vaste et plus grave que le destin d’une 
espece passagere. {I\ p.9)

Man, as ever, is humbled. The lofty, majestic refrain, ‘je parle des pierres’ runs 

through the dedicace, signalling that this account will be a personal one. Bruno 

Tritsmans writes, ‘la composante sociale -  omnipresente dans les textes des annees 30 

-  est refoula;, et Caillois se situe maintenant, par un movement d’implosion, de repli
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sur>oi, sur le plan d’une mystique individuelle, qui ne met en jeu (ou ne veut mettre 

en j;u) que le je et la pierre’."'

Tht voice which Caillois finds to speak of stones is powerful, lyrical, poetic.

Cailois’s critics are unanimous in their praise of his writing. Pierre Gascar writes, 

‘qumd il s’agissait des pierres, Roger Caillois ne montrait nullement cet esprit de 

metiode herite de I’Universite. Devant le mineral, rejetant toute science, ne se referant 

a aicune analyse, il adoptait une demarche intuitive, pour ne pas dire inspiree’.̂  ̂

Doninique Autie sees the dedicace as a prose poem, ‘I’ecriture qu’il invite a mMiter 

est celle de la matiere, devant laquelle s’ouvre toute une poetique, attestee cette fois 

par ’irr^usable necessite de son objet’.̂  ̂Emilie Noulet also emphasises its poetic 

natire, ‘du seul point de vue musical, rien n’y manque. Ni le ton, ni la disposition en 

strojhes, ni le leitmotiv ni les representations rythmiques, ni naturellement la 

poene’.̂ '* Romantic ideas about inspiration find little favour with Caillois: M’alphabet, 

prefire au poeme; la precision d’un langage chiffre au souffle de Tinspiration; Caillois 

est ici tout pres de Valery’.

Cail ois sought to infuse his writing with ‘la meme durete, si possible -  pourquoi pas? 

-[le] meme eclat que les pierres’. T h e  creative process involved was not an easy one, 

entailing a metamorphosis on the part of words, as this unpublished letter from 

Cailiois to Jean Bazaine (whose watercolours embellish Images de / 'univers 

suggests, ‘ce n’est pas un “blocage” qui vous arrive, mais les “necessites” de la 

metamorphose, les memes que j ’eprouve chaque fois que je m’efforce de transposer 

un mineral en mots qui en soient le caique lointain’. “ Caillois always championed 

simple, clear writing and vocabulary, and yet his writings on stones are full of 

extremely rare or technical words. It was the language, rather than the content of the 

book, that touched the public, ‘pour de nombreux lecteurs, plus attentifs a la litterature

Bruno Tritsmans, IJvres Jepierre: Segakn, Cailiois, Le Clezio, (/racvy (Tubingen: G, Narr, 1992), 
p.42.

 ̂Pierre Gascar, ‘Le bonheur des pierres’, in Ia2s  Cahiers de Chronos, pp 246-60 (p 255).
Dominique Autie, ‘Roaer Caillois: Pour une “poetique generalise”’. Slid, hors serie, 1981, 43-53 

(p52)
Emiiie Noulet, ‘Une philosophic de la mineralogie’, Chliqiie, 252 (1968), 533-35 (p.533).
Pierre de Boisdeffre, ‘Roger Caillois et le langage des pierres’, Sud, hors serie (1981), 53-58 (p 56). 

^  Quoted by Felgine, p. 3 56.
Images de Fumvers (Paris: Deyrolle, 1991), unnumbered pages.
Unpublished letter, dated 11/9/78, consulted in the Fonds Roger Caillois, Biblioth^ue Valery 

Larbaud, Vichy
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q u ’a la minenlogie et qui n’avaient jamais accorde un regard aux cailloux des 

chemins, les fierres se sont mises a exister fortement au cours des dix demieres 

annees. On ptut dater ce reveil de la publication d’un poeme de Roger Caillois’.̂  ̂And 

it really is pottry under discussion here. Finally freed from any blocks in relation to 

poetry, he reached a ‘flevre tranquille’ {FA, p.214). Stones themselves influenced his 

style, ‘pierresqui m’imposez ainsi jusque pour la maniere d’^ rire , une reference 

etrangere, laconique, intraitable’ {PR, p.43). There is a deeper purpose too to his 

stylistic richness, which he is deploying in an effort to become one with stones: 

language is to operate this fusion. There is o f course a paradox here; his detachment as 

writer is necessary if the required linguistic standard is to be met. Caillois loses 

himself as mu:h in the word as in stones.

He is only interested in certain types o f stones. Me prodige intervient seulement 

lorsque la configuration s’impose immediatement et sans equivoque’ {PR, p. 105). He 

draws a parallel with the image in poetr>', ‘comme il arrive pour I’image poetique, un 

echantillon est d’autant plus estime, il fascine d’autant plus qu’il presente des 

ressemblances a la fois plus despotiques et plus inattendues’ (p. 103). The design must 

also bring together ‘une coherence complexe d’elements divers, inexplicables, 

infiniment improbables, je  veux dire qui ne soient pas issus des modes de formation 

ou de la structure obligee de I’espece minerale’ (p. 106). Caillois has always shown an 

attraction towards the exotic, in the varied researches he has pursued. It is a taste he 

maintains in his dealings with the mineral world.

His interest is lireless, ‘je  ne me lasse pas de prendre les pierres une a une’ {PR, p .41). 

As Emilie Noulet writes, ‘indicatif d’amour, la minutie de revocation, une 

connaissance par le tact’.̂ ’̂ He describes firstly and in some detail their external 

appearance before moving on to whatever speculation or truth they may reveal to him. 

Sometimes his tone is brisk, immediate. The opening sentence in ‘Cristal vivant’ is ‘je  

crois avoir sous les yeux I’extremite trapue d’un tuyau d’orgue lumineux’ {PR, p. 111). 

Similarly, ‘Semaphore’ begins;

D’abord I’apparence d’une surprenante calligraphic polychrome. Elle s’etale,
fourvoyee au centre d ’une plaque de cristal de roche. On dirait un caractere

Jean Blot, ‘Roger Caillois: Fierres Reflechies', NRI\ 279 (1976), 86-88 (p 86)
Noulet, p 533
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chinois de grande taille, de ceux qui sont peints sur la soie a larges traits 
d’encre epaisse et teme, demeuree huileuse, organique et secretion de 
cephalopode. (PR, p.60)

E'flFortessly, Caillois brings his reader from an image of Chinese script to the world o f 

th e  ceihalopods, using analogy to evoke the stone. He describes the distinctive 

miarkiigs on it as follows;

Des nuances fiirtives, nonchalantes, qui glissent ou qui s’attardent comme des 
meches de brume sur une napp>e d’eau. Des verts anemies, des violets frileux, 
des bistres fades, toutes couleurs amorties et lentes. Un vitrail naturel et, au 
sein du cristal qui jamais ne presente le moindre dessin, une jonchee 
expressive de gemmes naissantes. (PR, p.62)

The ra'ity of the patterning is suggested by the adjective ‘furtives’ -  this really is 

something unusual, maybe even forbidden. The delicate nature o f these marks is very 

successfully suggested by the adjectives ‘frileux’ and ‘lentes’, both surprising choices 

ini this context. It is strange to see Caillois incorporate an image that suggests the 

vegeta world, ‘une jo n c h ^ ’. Interestingly, this stone seems deprived o f the total 

perfection enjoyed by most. This, for Caillois, can only link it to the human. It is made 

up o f

des barres qu’un apprenti s’est repris a plusieurs fois pour conduire a leur 
terme et ou il a utilise plusieurs encres, plusieurs pinceaux. II n’a evite ni les 
bavures ni les repentirs. II aligna des batons, la langue pendante. [...]
J’examine une oeuvTe de tacheron; et ambigue: entre le mineral et le vivant. 
{PR, pp.63-64)

What toil and endeavour Caillois manages to suggest with ‘la langue pendante’.

Caillois’s images can evoke sound too to enhance further the impact of the picture 

created In describing a crystal, he writes ‘il est ainsi des aiguilles foumies 

d’impuret&, de voiles, de vapeurs, de clivages mysterieux, qui font retentir dans le 

silence du mineral les coups de cymbales de la lumiere’ (PR, p. 114). The ‘loudness’ 

o f light suddenly seems an excellent contrast to the murky silence o f the mineral. This 

crystal speaks more to man because it is imperfect, ‘aussi ces transparences 

gangrenees touchent-elles davantage un etre lui-meme fluctuant et impur’ (p. 115). The 

level o f activity suggested in his description o f this stone is exceptional, and yet it is 

also o f course strangely still, truly a ‘brouhaha immuable’, alive with light:
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Des flammes sont ancrees dans I’eau solide, des ^hardes y restent plantees. 
Des tentures d’aurore boreaJe s’y deploient. 11 s’y ouvre des corolles glacees. 
Des aiguilles, quoique ensevelies et ankylosees au sein du grand prisme qui les 
enferme, y dardent une pointe personnelle, y multiplient par gloire des reflets 
sumumeraires. {PR, p. 115)

What :an explain the appearance o f a certain quartz stone, not subject to the elements? 

Caillos’s writing here shows the sheer fun he can have with stones, too, putting 

fonvad various hypotheses: ‘quelle explication inventer pour rendre compte de la 

structue deconcertante? Elle semble une geometrie du vide. II convient ici d ’avancer 

lentenent, de disjoindre les cas voisins, de commencer par le plus clair, de 

s’acheniner pas a pas, si Ton peut, vers la solution qui apaise’ (PR, p.83). As his 

words iuggest, he takes his time, examining various possibilities. It is the thrill o f 

trying o solve a mystery, with Caillois finally settling for an explanation which he 

acknovledges may not be correct but which has the merit o f effort, ‘dans la limite de 

mon s£voir et de mes exigences, j ’ai tente de ramener a une coherence ce qui d’abord 

m’etaiiapparu pur chaos. [...] Je m’accommode de m’etre abuse; de toute 

gymna;tique de la pensee, un acquis demeure, sans compter le plaisir’ (p.92). Caillois 

argued something similar at the end o f L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves\ he never fully 

loses hs faith in exercising the intellect.

His ust of alliteration in the following lines perfectly evokes the smooth, undulating 

surface of the cr>'stal he is describing, ‘sur la soie de la suie s’attardent parfois des 

taches Je fraicheur’ {PR, p. 120). In these lines the age and dignity o f these stones are 

reflected, the recurring nasal sound seeming like an echo through time; ‘tout prisme 

naturel perpetue une rigueur ancienne, retractee en son ombre, en son antre; en son 

aire, enses nombres; inalterable entln, d’une fatalite qui prime la violence’ {PR, 

p .l21). He is modest about his achievements, ‘il n ’est en ces pages que simulacres 

viies el analogies pauvres’ (p. 121) -  an overly harsh self-assessment.

Caillois uses alliteration to evoke a delicate, precise touch on the part o f nature, ‘une 

bcrdure intermittente de touches azurees, peintes a la pointe du pinceau’ {PR, p. 141).

In ‘Autre Cuivre’, the passionate attention to detail reveals Caillois’s excitement and 

fa-'cinaton. He sees in the stone a whole spectrum of green;
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ici, le vert lustre, presque noir des mousses apres la pluie; la, le satin vert des 
monnaies de fouilles, a ttaqu^s par les carbonates, les sulfites; plus frequents, 
des bleus louches, qui tirent sur le vert, ceux des turquoises, des aigues- 
marines et des autres pierres bleues quand elles n’ont pas la bonne nuance; a la 
limite, le vert tremble, hesitant, des tres jeunes amandes dont le duvet est 
encore d ’argent. ( /’, p.35)

T'heshades of green, and the range o f objects exemplifying them, greatly enrich our 

ima^e of the stone.

N ot all those contemplating stones may be as cultured in their projections. In 

L 'EcrUure des pierres Caillois writes;

La vision que I’ceil enregistre est toujours pauvre et incertaine. L’imagination 
I’enrichit et la complete, avec les tresors du souvenir, du savoir, avec tout ce 
que laissent a sa discretion I’experience, la culture et I’histoire, sans compter 
ce que, d’elle-meme, au besoin, elle invente ou elle reve. Aussi n’est-elle 
jamais a court pour rendre foisonnante et despotique jusqu’a une presque 
absence. {E l\ p.95)

Cail ois fills in this ‘presque absence’ with all the richness o f his culture and 

imagination. In ‘Autre Cuivre’, for example, he thinks he can make out a human form 

in thi stone;

Niobe, peut-etre, assistant impuissante au massacre de ses fils, ou Herakles 
achevant d’exterminer les oiseaux de Stymphale et, quoique fatigue, bandant 
une fois de plus un arc invisible. Chacun puise dans le repertoire de ses 
legendes pour identifier un fantome indistinct. {P, p.37)

Not everyone’s referents would be so distinguished. His language certainly meets the 

challenge he gave himself o f matching the grandeur o f the mineral world. Describing 

the ‘pupille noire’ in the centre o f an agate, he writes;

On dirait des ocelles, des moignons, des mamelles suppliciees qu’une 
mysterieuse chirurgie eut la iss^s intactes et meme rendues incorruptibles, au 
moment ou les amputait une lame-fee, plus qu’hemostatique, heritiere de 
Meduse, tranchant toute chair et la changeant en pierre au passage. L’agate 
ainsi tra i ts  evoque un de ces monstres-gardiens de la mythologie, a 
I’epiderme couvert d ’yeux, ou les divinites orientales sur la poitrine desquelles 
sont alignees plusieurs rangees de seins, ou encore un tronc humain recemment 
mutile de ses membres. {F, p 46)
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Itt seens horrible, but on a very grand scale. Sometimes after indulging fully his 

fantasy in describing a stone, Caillois can break the mood abruptly by taking away 

any reality from his words. After elaborately describing a silica geode, he admits:

II ne figura jamais, comme j ’ai pretendu tout a I’heure, larve ni lemure, qui au 
vrai n’ont d’apparence que celle que leur prete Timagination de I’homme; et il 
arrive qu’elle les fabrique a partir justement de ces dons du hasard. II n’y eut 
jamais d ’image, jamais de signe, mais I’imprevisible resultat d’unjeu de 
pressions inexpiables et de temperatures telles que la notion meme de chaleur 
n’a plus de sens. (P, p 99)

This brief scientific explanation o f the stone’s appearance -  and how much flatter the 

tone -  contrasts effectively with his flights of imagination.

In Images Je I ’lmivers, Caillois, apparently rather perversely in view o f his beliefs on 

the artist and nature, finds himself, ‘puisqu’il faut un mot’, using the terms ‘artiste’ 

and ‘peintre inconcevable’ in attempting to account for certain effects on an agate 

stone. Deliberate, if impossible artistic involvement is suggested, ‘son pinceau part du 

cadre, traverse le tableau et vient s’^ ra se r sur le bord oppose’. Caillois argues that he 

is not being a visionary or fantasist in so doing, but is doing this deliberately

pour stimuler en moi I’exercice de facultes qui appartiennent en propre a 
I’homme, mais dont je  suis persuade qu’il s’egarerait s’il se confmait en un 
espace exclusif et s’il ne prenait pas garde au contraire de les preter par feinte 
et discipline a tout etre ou matiere, meme a la plus maussade et a la moins 
susceptible d’etre emue de toutes celles qui meublent I’univers dont il fait 
partie. (HI)

In conferring on inert matter capacities normally associated with mankind, Caillois is 

in fact being faithful to the basic precept outlined in works such as Esthetique 

generalisee and later, Le Champ des signes: in the continuum that is the cosmos, all 

matter participates on an equal basis, superficial differences only conceal the same 

basic traits and tendencies. No one form of matter can lay claim to special, unique 

talents. And, as in Caillois’s opinion we have all come from stones, he writes, ‘quand 

j ’attribue aux pierres mes reactions humaines, je soup^onne que je  leur retoume par 

metaphore et reverberation le legs sans memoire que mon espece a re?u d’elles’ (Ilf). 

Caillois is comforted in thinking that he is actually performing an act o f cosmic
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balancing; even his most subjective, lyrical thoughts are a legacy of a mineral past, 

and therefore enjoy prior justification.

A significant evolution can be detected between Pierres and Pierres reflechies, as 

regards Dne. The latter volume is much more personal. There is a greater effort in 

Pierres td suppress subjective projections, to resist the desire to lose oneself in 

contemp ation of stones. In Pierres rejlechies, Caillois permits himself a greater 

connection with his thought processes and teelings, and can finally lose himself in his 

writing, rather than in stones themselves. There is a new opening in attitude and in 

style. In his previous incarnation as a contributor to ‘cogitation’, Caillois had 

expounded ideas based in part at least on what others had written. His work was 

objectively verifiable in that sense. Now the justification for his activity is to be the 

physical realit>' of the objects described. The constant is the need for anchoring.

It is important to highlight the tensions and paradoxes Caillois’s desire for objectivity 

faces. He writes, ‘je pars de I’objet’ (PR, p. 10), stones are his ‘supports d’exercice 

spirituel’ (PR, p.9). This can be interpreted in two ways. Stones are certainly his 

starting point, but maintaining uninterrupted objectivity is not a possibility. He does 

acknowledge this in Pierres rejUchies, ‘je leur attribue mes angoisses, mes 

hesitations, mes carrefours. Mais ces projections, je n’oublie pas qu’elles sont 

mirages’ (pp. 14-15). For someone who has always championed rigour and severity, 

there is a new opening up in his approach, ‘je ne les suscite que faute d’avoir atteint le 

degre d’abstraction ou d’indifference necessaire pour m’en passer’ {PR, p. 15). For 

once, objective facts are not his only concern;

II est infiniment plus malaise et plus rare de decouvrir, de calculer un alphabet 
que de composer ou de laisser de soi jaillir un cri, un aveu, une breve 
splendeur, je veux dire; un poeme. J ’ai cherche, je  cherche dans le monde, qui 
est limite pour un dieu, mais inepuisable pour un mortel, I’dementaire, le 
chiffre, plus precisement I’alphabet. C’est demarche vaine. Trop fortune 
encore si, au cours d’une quete qui toujours I’a refuse, il m’arrivait de buter 
contre le poeme. (PR, p. 15)

This is a very important statement from Caillois, recognising the impossibility of what 

had been much of his life’s work, the inevitable failure written into such an
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uincrtaking. It is not a search he can quite give up completely, but he is admitting that 

ptoery is a satislying alternative route to wholeness.

L.airent Jenny has written very perceptively on the topic o f Caillois’s attraction to the 

mircral world.^* Jenny recalls Caillois’s revulsion at the ‘forces femelles, [...] 

pasaves, soumoises et voraces’ (FA, p. 126) o f the vegetal world (similar to the 

pire(CCupations aroused in him by the praying mantis). The mineral world is, Jenny 

suggests, the ‘antidote’ for Caillois to the threatening femininity o f the vegetal .

Pantff suggests that Caillois can, in this respect, be linked with other intellectuals o f 

hss feneration:

Tout autant que Sartre, Beauvoir et bien d ’autres intellectuels de cette 
generation [...] Caillois ressentait horreur et meme frayeur de la matiere 
vivante, de sa propensity a se repandre partout et a se reproduire, des maladies 
qui I’afFectent et des monstruosites dans lesquelles elle peut se fourvoyer [...]. 
De ce point de vue, et malgre ses efforts pour se singulariser, Roger Caillois 
ressemblait a la plupart des intellectuels de son temps.

Pan(fTs insight -  essentially interesting -  cannot come without an unpleasant and 

dem;aning implication.

Towirds the end o f Le Flet/ve Alphee, in ‘Les embellies de I’ame’, when Caillois is 

discissing his description o f stones, he writes that to share his impression o f what he 

is beiolding he thinks o f having recourse to ‘des mots amphibies, a des vocables 

pivo's, a double, a multiples sens, dont les resonances et les analogies emettent des 

echoi qui se repercutent entre eux avant de s’evanouir’ (p.206). These ‘mots 

amphibies’ are the alphabet that Caillois has created in his writings on stones, for 

mediating between the object and the subject who is contemplating it. The way in 

whici Caillois succeeds in spreading his net wide linguistically gives him that feeling 

o f ‘penitude’ which is none other than ‘le signe d’un accord avec le monde’ (FA, 

p.20(’). Tapping into the network of analogies hidden under the surface o f things 

always brought with it serenity for Caillois;

Laurent Jenny, ‘Roger Caillois: Esthetique G eneralist ou Esthetique Fantome’, Lilteratnre, 85 
(1992), 59-73 

Jenny, p.66.
^>anoff. p i 40-41,
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Je ne puis rien tenter d’autre que de poursuivre les metaphores grace 
auxquelles il me faudra faire entendre que j ’ai retire d’un simulacre vacant 
comme un reve, un pressentiment, une promesse; une certitude apaisante; sans 
contenu, mais peut-etre abolissant tout discours. Et paradoxalement, me 
justifiant d’ecrire. {FA, p.207)

T he poetry of the universe

C ailois’s theory of a ‘poetique generalisee’, as outhned in Le Champ des signes, is, 

for Hm, a logical extension of his belief in the oneness of the universe. He writes, Ma 

rechirche repose en effet sur une conjecture quasi inevitable dans un univers fmi’ 

(p.60). The qualifier ‘quasi inevitable’ is intended to shore up the rather more 

uncalain ‘conjecture’. It is again a theory for which no scientific proof is offered -  

nor vould any be either relevant or appropriate. This is truth on a metaphorical plane. 

Le Champ des signes is too massive an undertaking to succeed in traditional terms. In 

the cbsence of hard proof, Caillois does employ various persuasive techniques. Given 

his belief in the inextricably linked nature of the universe, and his view that man 

enjo's in this world a position no better than that of any other constituent part, 

anirrate or inanimate, it was surely only a matter of time before he would come to 

writs, expressing a dreamy mysticism:

Je reussis de moins en moins a distinguer les deux sortes d’images, celles qui 
sont gelees dans la pierre et celles qui sont issues des vapeurs de la fiction. [...] 
Je me persuade qu’elles partagent une destinee fratemelle, dont je m’efforce en 
vain de decouvrir la racine commune. Je devine qu’il n’est pas a la portee d’un 
etre local, momentane, sinon excedentaire, d’y parvenir. D’avoir seulement 
con^u et tente I’entreprise m’apporte une satisfaction douce-amere [...]. {CS,
p.80)

We s;e here the impossibility for man, as just a tiny part of the whole universe and 

subject to its laws, of ever reaching a complete overview. The reward lies in the effort 

and ii those fleeting moments when some object, or image, serves as a reminder of 

the underlying unity of the world. It was inevitable that, at the end of his life, Caillois 

should have felt so little the desire to differentiate between images in stones and those 

in poetry. Earlier in his career, in La: Mythe et I ’Homme, for example, when 

considering the nature of imagination he did quite sp>ecifically distinguish between the 

nature of the activity engaged in by man and insect; ‘Phantasme pour I’homme, idee 

fixe ce delire ou motif legendaire, cette situation est pour I’insecte la forme meme de
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s<on destia’ {MH  ̂p 83). What to most might seem like a quite unjustified leap, 

diisregarcing as it does so many dearly held views on human talent and creativity, for 

C-’aillois s  a logical extension o f earlier beliefs.

Im Le Clump des signes, he sets out his belief on a single page, before commencing 

thie book proper. In the first two sentences below, he wishes to let his reader see how 

sensible le can be in distinguishing between stones and stories. Having got that out of 

thie way, fie is firee to develop his theory;

Je traite les pierres avec deference, mais en mineraux insensibles qu’elles sont 
el demeurent. Je tiens les fables pour fables, avec la prudence, Tincertitude et 
I’lncredulite qu’elles commandent. Plus d’une fois, cependant, il m’est arrive 
de penser qu’il convenait aussi de regarder les pierres comme des sortes de 
poemes et de chercher en revanche dans les fictions la perennite des pierres, 
leur inebranlable signification, c’est-a-dire d’essayer de reunir par quelque 
biais meme tenu les parties disjointes et contrastees de notre indivisible 
univers.

Bringing together the two areas that mean most to him -  stones and poetry -  would 

ev idently be a particular source o f pleasure.

Caillois begins by describing the hyperbolic patterns he noticed on stones in Tonnerre 

anid Kleim Kens. He noticed the same shapes on wood. Relative to the disposition of  

fotrms, he writes: ‘des couches plus claires ou plus foncees regulierement altemees, 

organisees en courbes algebriques, evoquent immanquablement les phenomenes 

ac-oustiques, ou la rencontre des ondes repartit des nceuds et des ventres selon des 

motifs previsibles’ (p.34). The adverb ‘immanquablement’ is well chosen by Caillois 

for his purpose, because indeed these layers could evoke anything. Caillois tries to 

make the link seem necessary, inevitable. Finding links between the organic and the 

inorganic is something which pleases him very much and he speculates that they have 

been brought about by ‘par exemple I’etTet de vibrations cadences’ (p.25). This 

serves ver\- neatly as an introduction to an intriguing eighteenth-century scientist, 

Chladni -  another friend of his, like Mi Fou. Caillois admires him for his courageous, 

independent thought. By putting forward the correct explanation for the origin of 

meteorites, at a time when this was not acceptable, he showed the real characteristics 

of the scientific thinker. His liking for ‘verites invraisemblables’ (p.38) or ‘evidences 

derobees’ (p.38) is shared by Caillois, ‘entre la vraisemblance et I’evidence, c ’est
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r ’evidence lui toujours doit I’emporter, c’est-a-dire, en fin de compte la coherence 

biien etablit d’un ensemble de donnees aussi etendu que possible’ (p.38). This is a 

p<oint CailUis has already made in Im  Dissymetrie and this definition of coherence is 

att the heart of his coherences aventureuses. Caillois is likely here preparing the way 

fo r his own thesis. He will be presenting his argument as self-evident; there will 

certainly b€ no proof

C'hladni caried out a strange experiment, using sound to generate various forms:

En 1787, Chladni eut I’idee de faire vibrer au moyen d’un archet le bord de 
plapjes maintenues horizontales par une tige soud^ en leur centre et 
saufoudrees au pr^lable d’une fine poussiere obtenue en broyant chaque fois 
une ispece minerale differente. Les ebranlements re^us distribuent alors cette 
poucre en bourrelets symetriques, ou elle se rassemble et s’accumule sur les 
lignes nodales par le jeu des interferences et des ondes stationnaires. {CS, 
pp.3^-39)

From a description of Chladni’s experiment, Caillois moves almost imp)erceptibly into 

broaching hs own theory, ‘[des longueurs d’ondes specifiques] ont amene un talc a 

des prouesses topologiques de haute speculation. Elies ont agi comme les sons d’une 

flute magiqte sur les rats et sur les enfants extraits successivement de Hameln’ (p.40). 

The story of the Pied Piper of Hamelin does not follow any of the usual norms of 

fairy-tales. I: does not enjoy the traditional happy ending and virtue is not rewarded. 

Because of its rather sinister nature, Caillois interestingly includes it in his own 

catalogue of the fantastic, along with, for example, the praying mantis and the painting 

‘L«s Enerv& de Jumieges’. When he imagines the children ‘petrifies’ (p.52) inside the 

mountain, it is easy to infer that his choice of adjective, with its roots in the Latin 

‘petra’ is not random. While he has earlier written of the need to be very careful 

indeed in drawing any links between the physical world and that of the imagination -  

it would be an ‘idee plus qu’aventureuse’ (p.28) -  this naturally does not stop him. He 

is comparing two totally different things, but making them seem apparently 

connected He posits ‘une correspondance entre une postulation intermittente de la 

songerie et une propriete non moins sporadique de la matiere’ (p.58). There is an 

interesting choice of adverb in the following sentence, in which Caillois reviews the 

claims he is making, ‘j ’ai seulement insinue qu’une sensibilite generale aux rythmes et 

aux cadences permettait de conjecturer une continuite insoup^onnee entre pierres et
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disours’ (p.59). He is seeking to minimise the magnitude of his claim. Thanks to the 

Piec Piper of Hamelin, Ma puissance bien r^ lle  de Tarchet de Chladni repoit dans 

I’imiginaire un prolongement remarquable, grace a I’influence efficace d’une flute un 

peu iarticuliere’ (p.57). Caillois makes further links with a legend in the Koran and a 

late welfth-century Japanese tale to show that, whatever superficial differences there 

maybe in the actual details of the tale, unity of purpose remains. Referring back to 

theoies he elaborated decades earlier, he argues the likelihood of his case;

Un meme moteur peut en effet y avoir provoque des manifestations qui se 
ref)ondent, tout comme les ailes des papillons et les tableaux des peintures 
trahissent une postulation identique, ou encore comme la nature inerte foumit 
spontanement (ou comme I’ingeniosite d’un Chladni la contraint de faire 
apparaitre) des courbes sophistiqu^s que le developpement de la geometric a 
con^ues plus tard et qui repwndent a de strictes exigences mathematiques, sans 
que leur definition soit le moins du monde issue des echantillons 
mineralogiques ou, depuis toujours, elles demeuraient enfouies. {CS, p.60)

This is a combination of speculation and statement. Caillois relies on his authority to 

carr) the argument. His persuasive strategies are again revealed in the following 

senttnce, ‘les figures de Chladni m’avaient rappele la puissance des rythmes et des 

vibrations sur la ventilation de la matiere. 11 etait naturel que je pense a la flute du 

preneur de rats de Hamein’ (p.62). Again, one phenomenon seems to lead effortlessly 

into inother. Caillois is very specific that while the examples he has chosen may be 

subject to criticism, the truth of his basic assertion cannot be challenged, i a  temerite 

ou I’extravagance que j ’ai confessee ne sont pas du tout situees dans mon affirmation 

d’une continuite sans fissure entre les differents regnes. Elles ne resident que dans 

I’impudence, le choix, des illustrations’ (p.74).

Caillois, throughout his career, has fought against a romantic idea of the imagination, 

against man’s exalted idea of his capacities. Here too he argues again his controversial 

opinion that imagination, like everything else, is determined:

L’imagination prolonge par des sentiers personnels des voies et demarches 
dont I’origine comme la fonction lui demeurent cachees. Elle se flatte de 
broder a sa guise, comme la philosophic de speculer selon ses normes, et voici 
que I’interieur d’une pierre proclame qu’entre rigueur et derive, elles ne font 
I’une et I’autre que besogner sur un canevas immortel, invariable. {CS, p.70)
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‘B eso p er’: the choice o f verb is humbhng. Now, at the end o f his life and his work as 

indeecat the very beginning, it seems to him that everything in the universe is 

repeattd in some other shape or form, perhaps expected, perhaps unexpected:

je soutiendrais volontiers que I’ensemble des donnees du monde [...] se 
trouvent enchevetrees dans un labyrinthe immense qui englobe I’univers 
entier, y compris les fantasmes d’un cerveau malade. [...] 11 n’existe rien dans 
le monde dont on ne risque, et plutot plusieurs fois qu’une, de rencontrer 
quelque part I’homologue, sous une forme attendue ou sous une autre, d ’abord 
deconcertante, mais qui, a I’examen, s’avere y correspondre terme a terme, a 
Tissue de substitutions adequates. (CS, pp.71-72)

Cailloij’s reading o f the universe, he would argue, is not just his own opinion. He 

draws his reader into his vision, ‘chacun d’ailleurs a eu I’occasion d’en pressentir la 

verite’ (p.72). The world is finite, man and matter are subject to the same laws. He 

refers t) the biology o f the brain to demonstrate this. He is being slightly less than 

honest, however, because to the findings o f biologists, he adds his own. To the 

qualities presumed to reside in the first part o f the brain, ‘j ’ajouterai volontiers que 

c ’est la que reside egalement la sensibilite aux influences magnetiques et aux 

vibrations; celles qui agissent deja dans les silex de Tonnerre’ (p.74). He asserts very 

positively, ‘contes, legendes et mythes sont encore des reponses generales a des 

conditions exterieures, comme etaient tres lointainement les trains d’hyperboles des 

silex’ (p.75). In his summing up, and contrary to what he has previously written on the 

enviable permanence o f stones and their general superiority to men, he writes:

modeles, simulacres, intentions, ambitions ou ce qui les annonce, sont les 
memes de la pierre jusqu’a la pensee agile, impalpable, instantanee, et 
pourtant, a I’occasion, plus dure et plus durable par sa rigueur, que la pierre 
que I’erosion effrite, que I’acide attaque, qu’un heurt ou justement un son 
peuvent reduire en poudre. Un argument correct est plus difficile a ebranler 
qu’un roc. (CS, p.78)

This is quite a tribute from Caillois, so awed at the permanence of stones. In Trois 

le(^ons des tenehres, for example, he wrote o f human creativity, ‘tandis que sont 

degradees les prouesses de I’inspiration et du genie, les dessins mineraux retrouvent 

leur monopole silencieux’ (p.25). He writes o f keeping by his side a ‘caillou ecome’ 

(p.62) to remind him of the futility o f human endeavour, and also, because it alone is

Trois k'fotis cJes tenehres (MontpeWler Fata Morgana, 1978),
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‘capabled’apaiser’ (p.62). His view o f the human capacity for logic and reason is 

e''videntl\ more positive than his view o f human artistic activity'.

A.t the end of his career, the image he sought for himself and for his work was, in his
35o^wn w'orJs, ‘peut-etre, et exclusivement, celle d’un poete’. Alain Bosquet writes:

Li verbe le tient, qui n’est pas qu’analyse et moyen de connaissance, mais 
cieation pure. [...] Entre celui qui ^ r i t  -  qui chante -  et la chose chantee, un 
ptcte vient d’etre conclu; ils sont responsables I’un de I’autre, le createur 
fasant acte de foi en se voulant partie de la chose c r^ e , qui est a la fois la 
close vue et la chose mise en poeme.^^

Ini his dif'erent writings on stones, he became reconciled to his creative self, finally 

aUowed full expression. We have seen how Caiilois is highly critical o f much o f 

mtodem poetry. In ‘Malversations’ (PR), the markings on stones seem to Caillois to be 

forerunners of our alphabets. These signs arise from ‘la syntaxe meme de la matiere’ 

(p .54) and while decoding them may seem to be pointless, ‘il reste que, dans les 

archives de la geologic, etait deja present, disponible pour des operations 

intconcevables, le modele encore sans affectation ni harmonique, ni posterite, de ce qui 

se;rait beaucoup plus tard un alphabet’ (p.55). All matter, living or not, is engaged in 

the same activity:

Moi aussi, quand j ’ecris ces pages, assemblant mes mots avec peine et liberte, 
j ’accomplis, mais autrement, la meme tache, qui n’etait pas encore tache ni 
rien de tel, et qui pourtant fut celle des pierres que j ’ai tente de decrire. (P, 
pp 102-03)
Je m’exprime avec le lexique de ma condition [...]. Les pierres n’ont pas de 
lexique. Mais ce n’est la, dans ma conviction, que difference locale [...]. (P,
p.l04)

Finally, he can say of himself, ‘ecrivain, comme je  n’ai pas honte d’etre’ {P, p. 104). 

Signing his name to his works causes him problems, because o f course in his opinion, 

he, as part o f a much larger whole, is not writing in total independence:

comme d’autres Chinois, qui signerent plus tard des plaques de marbre qu’ils 
n’avaient pas peintes, a mon tour, aujourd’hui, faillible et outrecuidant comme 
sont aussi les hommes, coupable et juge de mon texte, et puisque c’est en outre

Interview with Bianciotti and Enthoven, CPT, p  18 
^  Bosquet, p 55
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rusage en ce canton exigu de la nature, j ’ajoute a mes confidences balbuties 
et y compromets risiblement mon nom ephemere. ( /’, p. 104)

It may seem like carrying his own logic to the extreme but Caillois, having never 

granted mankind a special position in the universe, is just honest enough not to claim 

anylhing for himself he feels is not his due. Each part o f the universe is getting on 

with the activities appropriate to its condition; his is writing.
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CONCLUSION

eadem in diversis
(epigraph, CS)

With this epigraph Caillois leads into Le Champ des signes, meaning that underneath 

the seemingly endless variety of the cosmos, just a few fundamental structures exist 

and recur. This is the basis of Caillois’s analogical approach to knowledge. Caillois 

accepted gratefully from Plato and Mendeleyev the idea of the finite nature of the 

universe, finding it a lot more fruitful than Pascal’s vision of infinity. Only in a finite 

world is any human undertaking, be it creative or analytical, possible. The parallels 

drawn by Caillois in his efforts to highlight the unity of the universe, whether between 

butterflies’ wangs and modem art, or between the human imagination and the mating 

habits of praying mantises, in his view revealed the existence of such underlying 

fundamental structures. They are there to be teased out by the acute observer.

Caillois could not accept not seeing the whole picture, ‘je  n’aime pas ne pas 

comprendre’ (CA, p.71), and for him both the motivating and the frustrating nature of 

his project was that the task could be done, in theory if not in practice. The universe, 

in his view, did lend itself to a study such as his, ‘le monde n’est pas une sylve 

inextricable et confuse, mais une foret de colonnes dont les alignements rythmes 

repercutent le meme message; la preeminence, sous le vacarme general, d’une 

architecture depouillee’ (C£, p.81).

Caillois’s own output, ultimately more striking for its consistency than its variety, 

shows itself too to be ‘eadem in diversis’. The preceding chapters indicate the range of 

subjects about which Caillois chose to write, but also stress the unity of purpose 

which was his from the outset of his career: his searches for wholeness. It is finally 

Caillois’s consistency which is remarkable. He never deviated from his initial purpose 

and beliefs. His intellectual integrity should be recognised too. Daniel Oster describes
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hlim as the Lind of intellectual ‘qui n’a pas a chercher d’autre legitimite ni d’autre 

garantie que celles que procurent le desir de connaitre et I’extreme ambition critique’.' 

R.ather than carving out a traditional academic career, Caillois followed his intellectual 

curiosity, so central a part of his search for wholeness. His capacity for wonder is 

something he reclaims with pride towards the end o f his life: ‘il manque quelque 

chose a I’homme qui ne s’est jamais senti eperdu’ (F/4, p.45).

C.aillois set himself no limits, either in the scale of his general undertaking or in the 

spiecialised fields of study he was willing to tackle. As an example of this boldness,

W'e have seen how this ‘douteur emerveille a I’affut des sesames’̂  did not hesitate to 

ta.ke on the laws of the universe and explain its dynamics in terms of symmetry and 

di ssymmetry in fewer than two hundred pages. To some, as we have seen, this 

boldness seems sheer folly, if not effrontery. But Caillois was an abstract thinker, an 

‘ideas writer’, guilty certainly at times of not fully thinking or working through all his 

ideas, but guilty then too of having had particularly intriguing and stimulating ones. I 

haive mentioned some of the problems regarding clarity of exposition in, for example, 

L ’Jncertilude qui vient des reves and Ijis Jeux et les Hommes, but these are far 

outweighed by the strength of his ideas -  it is these which remain in the mind.

It is interesting on this point to compare what Rene Huyghe and Claude Levi-Strauss 

had to say about this aspect of Caillois, Huyghe expressing himself with great formal 

politeness on the occasion of Caillois’s reception into the Academic Franfaise, Levi- 

Strauss rather less politely. I have already quoted them separately but will return now 

to what they said. Huyghe: ‘fuyant I’expose dogmatique, vous lui avez toujours 

prefere la force incantatoire d’evoquer, qui depend des rythmes du verbe et de la 

suggestion des images’. Levi-Strauss: ‘il a delaisse la recherche au profit du style. II 

voulut cantonner ses speculations sur le plan litteraire et poetique; la forme 

I’interessait plus que la substance’.’ The academic is pitted here against the writer, 

every word Levi-Strauss chooses condemning Caillois, Huyghe taking a broader view 

and seeing that ideas do not necessarily have to be expressed within the confines of an 

‘expose dogmatique’ in order to have substance and style. Bertrand Poirot-Delpech

' Daniel Oster, ‘Roger Caillois: I’unique et I’universel Le retour a la source’, LesNouvelks IJtteraires, 
2667(1979), 3 (p 3)
 ̂From an epitaph by Michel Butor in Aev Nouvelles LiUeraires, 2667 (1979), p.5.

’ Huyghe, p 4 1 and Le\a-Strauss, I)e pres el de loin, pp 122-23
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unwittingly reveals some of the confusion critics may feel when confronted by 

Caillois’s more creative theories. Referring to Im  Necessite d'esprit, he writes that 

Caillois did not yet possess ‘toute la prudence scientifique qui va rendre fascinantes 

ses avancees au bord de rinveritlable’.'* Poirot-Delpech is reluctant to imply 

carelessness on the part of Caillois, but cannot either confer the status of dogma on his 

theories.

A life’s output that includes, for example, writings on anthropology, ethnology, 

sociology, poetics, aesthetics and mineralogy firstly suggests Caillois’s broad-based 

erudition and secondly points to the fact that he was searching, tapping into all these 

areas in the hope of finding the missing pieces o f the cosmic puzzle. The fact that 

Caillois worked outside the context of a university freed him from any academic 

restraints and enabled him to follow his interests more independently. Caillois’s ideal 

and his weapon of choice in his search for wholeness was Ma primaute de 

I’intelligence’, but a particular use of intelligence, focusing on uniting, aiming at 

coherence. From the beginning of his career, in Proces intellectuel de I ’art, we saw 

how he chose coherence over reason, an approach he would continue to maintain, 

‘L’irrationnel: soit, mais j ’y veux d’abord la coherence (cette coherence au profit de 

laquelle la logique a du ceder sur toute la ligne dans les sciences exactes)’ {AI, p.36). 

The breadth of his vision drove him to look beyond the purely rational, and, within the 

parameters of his own ‘logique flexible’, he wrote nothing that is not strictly coherent. 

Order preferred to disorder, the construction of a system that could account for 

ever>^hing; Caillois’s goals were not small-scale. Caillois looked to his own particular 

application of intelligence to conquer Mes forces de I’abime’, having always disliked 

anything -  vegetation, lyricism -  that proliferated without control.

Caillois’s wide-ranging interests point not to instability or superficiality, therefore, but 

to a sense of urgency and, for a time at least, an absolute belief in knowledge and in 

acquiring -  and transmitting -  as much of this as possible. Caillois himself was aware 

of the variety that, outwardly, characterises his writings, and explained it and 

commented on it himself In his final interview three weeks before his death, with 

Hector Bianciotti and Jean-Paul Enthoven, the following reply to one of the questions 

asked shows both a certain unease about the apparent variety of his work and at the

Poirot-Delpech, p. 11.
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saime tme an underlying confidence in the fact that it had a broader, more unified 

piurpoie than might seem apparent;

J ’ai toujours regarde les mouches voler, que les mouches soient des pmpillons 
ou des idees, et j ’ai une e sp ^ e  d’incapacite, que je regrette d’ailleurs, a me 
fixer un but unique. Seulement, au fur et a mesure que j ’etudie des themes, 
sans lien, sans parente, comme les metaphores, les guerres, les societes, les 
reves, je m’aper9ois que cette diversite est convergente et que ce n’est pas pour 
essayer d’expliquer I’inexplicable, mais pour aller vers la coherence.^

It is apaarent that Caillois does not believe -  nor should he -  his first and more 

unflattering diagnosis o f himself and knows quite well that the vast work of synthesis 

upon vhich he has been embarked has a definite direction. In this same interv'iew, he 

draws i distinction between being a rationalist, a narrow perspective in his eyes, and 

having coherence as an aim. Caillois interestingly describes coherence as ‘un systeme 

d’ id ^ s  liees, mouvantes, devorantes’.̂  This suggests in itself a certain restlessness. 

The last adjective is especially interesting and helps explain how, when an idea has 

been ‘assimilated’, ‘la coherence est changee, elle est devenue plus large et plus 

comprehensible . C a i l l o i s ’s understanding of coherence transcends both the rational 

and the irrational, depending on acuity o f perception for its implementation; this 

perception must be free too ft̂ om conventional modes o f thinking and observing. 

Caillois has explained -  very coherently -  the essential unity o f his work yet does not 

seem to have satisfied his two interviewers, who go on to ask, ‘en fait, malgre votre
Q

sens de la rigueur, vous aimez le vagabondage intellectuel...’. Their persistence may 

serve to highlight a lingering misconception o f Caillois. The terminology suggests a 

degree of irresponsibility, self-indulgence, and unfortunately Caillois replies:

Oui, ma pensee a toujours ete tres marginale. Peut-etre parce que je  me suis 
aper^u tres tot que la science etait tres changeante, qu’une decouverte y 
chassait I’autre et qu’il n’etait en elle de stable que I’intention qui le soutenait.^

The stability, or instability o f science was not what was leading Caillois’s research. 

Suffering from curiosity on a cosmic scale, he was following a pattern o f study which

’ CPT, p,23 
® CPI, p 23 
’ CPT, p,23 
* CPT, p 24 
’ CPT, p 24
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suited his needs and his approach. His interviewers seem so convinced of some basic 

instability that even his election to the Academic Fran^aise is referred to in these 

terms, ‘votre entree a I’Academie franQaise repondait-elle a un besoin de stabilite?’'̂ ’ 

In response to this Caillois has to remind them of his attitude towards and use of the 

French language.

While his work can seem almost an embarrassment of riches, as Caillois himself wrote 

in the 1972 preface to Le Mythe et I'Homme, subsequent books return to and expand 

on themes treated in this book, so fundamentally it is a question of ‘unity in diversity’. 

Oster describes as follows the kind of coherence displayed by Caillois in his oeuvre:

la coherence secrete d’un labyrinthe, mais d’un labyrinthe en mouvement qui, 
par ailleurs, serait sa propre carte. Organisation, analogies, concordances, 
symetries, autant de termes qui definissent son obsession. Tissu interstitiel, 
mosaique sans canevas, cases de I’echiquier: autant de m ^phores qui 
precisent sa demarche.' *

Caillois’s concept of coherence, then, was not a static one; it was an ongoing activity.

From the outset, Caillois’s world view quashed any ‘them’ and ‘us’ attitude to nature 

on the part of his fellow man. Man is just another link in the unbroken chain that is 

truly all-embracing, including everything from the intangibility of a dream or an idea 

to the solidity of a stone. The human imagination is not free to wander and invent at 

will; it is rigorously determined by the same laws of nature to which all the links in 

the chain are subject. This is the sense of his ‘esthetique generalist’ and ‘poetique 

generalisee’, which are both a logical extension of his basic tenets. Champ des 

signes shows how towards the end of his life the unity for which he had spent so long 

searching now seemed almost overwhelming, in the sense that his awareness of 

cosmic oneness was so heightened it was beginning to make it almost impossible to 

distinguish between things. Caillois’s early perception of man’s role never faltered. In 

his later writings he developed it, teasing out the full implications for man’s output, 

both creative and critical. In Caillois’s eyes, however we may delude ourselves, the 

work of man is just a variant on the mechanistic activities o f other species, nothing for 

which we can congratulate ourselves, h must be said that the many unflattering

CPI.  p. 24.
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epithets he chose to describe mankind show not just neutral observation. He took 

some pleasure at least in deflatmg any undue sense of importance.

Caillois employed striking rapprochements to convey his intuition of the seamless 

nature of the universe, as we have seen in the preceding chapters. These 

rapprochements function most convincingly as metaphor (no proof is possible and it 

would be meaningless to argue the case for or against in detail -  at any rate Caillois 

does not) and show how from the earliest stages the poet was present in the writer. 

The significance of metaphor in his work cannot be over-emphasised. The idea of 

‘approches’ is central to Caillois in his many writings, and metaphor too has a role to 

play in conveying and expressing suggestions of cosmic unity. Caillois called for 

rigour and severity so trenchantly it would be easy to conclude these were his 

dominant qualities. In fact, in his writings, he takes impressive imaginative leaps, and 

makes this seem quite effortless and plausible. His use of the French language, 

honoured by his election to the Academic Fran^aise, plays a part, not just in his 

reader’s pleasure, but in helping to put across, in an apparently seamless fashion, some 

quite astounding ideas. His skilful use of French to persuade, describe, argue and 

suggest is one of his strongest advantages. His linguistic talents, along with his 

erudition, are central to the impression of plausibility he needs to create. Caillois was 

poetic from the start in his vision and conscious use of language, showed an intriguing 

mixture of poetry and science, even before the fullest expression of his poetic self in 

his writings on stones We have seen Caillois invoke and evoke an intriguing mixture 

of man, myth, mantis, octopus and other unaccustomed creatures, primitive and 

remote peoples and landscapes, precious stones. His delight in the examples he cites, 

whether from the insect or animal world, bespeaks the non-specialist in him; he revels 

in their, to him, rare nature and parades them in front o f his readers like so many 

exotic delights. These are Caillois’s ‘working tools’, some inevitably better suited to 

the task than others.

Despite his erudition and his obvious enjoyment of facts, Caillois is by no means a 

neutral writer in tone. One of the many interests for his reader is to follow the 

emotional trajectory evident in his work, from the arrogance of Le Vent d'hiver and 

other works o f that period, to the loft>' humanism of Le Rocher de Sisyphe, for

"  Oster, p. 3.
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example, to the imfassioned attacks on poetic malpractice, to the deep tranquillity of 

his mystical materiilism, when he found in stones the full meaning and realisation of 

his earlier searching, and the necessary comfort and support in the face of an 

increasing awareness of mortality. No state is necessarily a final one. The noble 

sentiments expresstd in Le Rocher de Sisyphe were, after all, followed by the 

polemical, sometirres offensive viewpoints expressed in ‘Illusions a rebours’. The 

emotional journey complements the intellectual one, from the extreme certainties of 

youth to the more nodulated thoughtfulness and at times touching humanity of the 

later Caillois. Despte what he might have wished, his writings are by no means 

‘confidences impenonnelles d’une ombre cachee a des ombres anonymes...’.'^

His attempt at uncovering the syntax of the universe led him inevitably to formulate 

his call for ‘sciences diagonales’; his own approach was diagonal, cutting through 

different cultures ard organic and inorganic matter to try and reach the essential truth. 

In Caillois’s work, the boldness of his vision was justified by the acuity of his 

observations. He linked scientists and poets, each involved in filling in the cosmic 

puzzle in their diffeang yet complementary ways. What enriches Caillois’s work and 

adds complexity and depth to his vision, his willingness to draw on many different 

disciplines, may also have prevented him from becoming an authorit>' in any one field. 

This of course was rot his aim; it would doubtless have appeared to him to be a 

narrow one. This openness highlights an important positive quality, his receptivity to 

the contributions of the new sciences, his ability to extract with some skill and 

synthesising ability what suited his own purposes. This is not always without its 

drawbacks; I have shown that it can lead to distortion or omission of important 

material, for example. But his capacity to bring his particular vision to a discipline, 

and enrich it with his own insights and perspective can only be positive, not just for 

his general readers but for those engaged in a more orthodox way in these fields. His 

was never a routine academic approach, and it would be futile to assess him as though 

this was or should have been the case. He had a subtler, but still tangible role as a 

stimulator of the imagination, a visionary (however much he would have disliked the 

term). Freed from academic restraints, he could take an overview, at times a highly 

personal one, o f what he was about.

CPi: p.25.
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For >wlom was Caillois writing? A non-specialist himself, his books’ primary 

audi<eriM; would not be specialists in the various disciplines tackled by him. PanofF, we 

havej s«en, accused him o f flattering the prejudices o f  the common reader, but this is 

scarccey so. Caillois, in his writings on poetry, for instance, was seeking to create a 

comimin ground he must often have felt eluded him. Reading the works from 

Caillloii’s sociological period, for example, as much as offering the reader the edited 

fruitis d'Caillois’s sociological researches, offers a window into Caillois’s own 

preo«ccipations and concerns.

I hav/e nentioned Caillois’s diagonal, inclusive approach. He figures among other 

piomee5 of his time in calling for an interdisciplinary approach in research. Leonardo 

Da V/irci’s ideal o f a ‘Renaissance man’, proficient in many areas, was supplanted by 

the napd development o f the natural sciences in the nineteenth century. There is now, 

however, an increased awareness o f the benefits o f a more holistic approach, and there 

is comsderable debate on the advantages and disadvantages of this approach. Many 

difTe;reit forces and thinkers played their part in creating this new and bracing 

intendis:iplinary research climate, with all its promise and undeniable complexity, but 

Cailloi; must be credited for his work in making this vision possible. The journal 

Diogen;, founded and edited by Caillois under the auspices o f UNESCO, represents a 

furth<enot inconsiderable contribution by Caillois to interdisciplinarity. It was 

intendeJ to provide a forum for specialists in different fields to write about their 

discovcies and read about the progress made by other researchers, and Caillois 

endeavoured not to make these contributions monologues. A wide range of disciplines 

were reDresented in the differing articles under Caillois’s editorship, and an attempt 

was maJe to look beyond the Western world, to include Asia and South America 

(suggesing a greater depth o f vision than his own writings would always reveal). It 

was in ro way a political journal, and steered clear o f the post-war debate on 

existentalism and Marxism. While necessarily reflecting Caillois’s concerns, 

Alexancre Pajon has shown in his excellent article on Caillois’s relationship with 

Diogenc, that the latter was not merely another platform for Caillois, ‘la revue, reflet 

de son temps, glissait vers des analyses ou les notions de diversite, de complexite 

I’emponaient. Elle ^happait alors au dessein “cailloisien” pour lui etre plus fidele.’'^

”  AlexanJre Pajon, ‘A la recherche d’une revue : Caillois et Diogene’, Diogene, 160 (1992), 117-141 
(p 141)
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If Caillois championed the collaboration of the different sciences, collaboration in 

general was of little interest to him. Despite his range of external involvements, 

essentially he worked most happily on his own terms. An early pattern of 

enthusiastically embracing a new idea or coterie, followed shortly by repudiation of 

that same concept or group, gave way to a more steady pattern of solo work, 

culminating in the very solitary meditations on stones. He has no overt disciples, no 

followers, did not establish any well-implanted school of thought. His quest was a 

personal one, whose range and concerns are not, as I have shown, typical of this 

century. This is not to deny him any lasting influence, but it must be understood as 

diffuse, less easily quantifiable than that of a mainstream writer.

Caillois was totally receptive to the ‘surface etincelante’ of the world. Appearances 

were not a trap, or something false to him; they were reality itself, and in that reality 

lay poetry for him. Richard Dawkins, scientist and author and currently the first 

Charles Simonyi Professor of the Public Understanding of Science at Oxford 

University, in his recent book. Unweaving the Rainbow,^* shares (almost certainly 

without knowing it), Caillois’s views on poetry. Dawkins centres his book around 

Isaac Newton’s creation of an artificial rainbow, using a prism. This experiment 

showed the spectrum of colours that exist in white light. Keats accused him of 

destroying the poetry of the rainbow by reducing it to the prismatic colours. Dawkins 

devotes his book to refuting this charge, writing of the consequences of Newton’s 

work -  soundwaves, human DNA, for example -  all containing enough wonder in 

themselves to inspire any poet. Dawkins stands firm against ‘bad’ science, 

pseudoscience, astrolog>', the paranormal and superstition; reality, ‘good’ science, is 

sufficiently marvellous. Science can be the inspiration for great poetry, as Dawkins 

writes in his preface;

Newton’s unweaving of the rainbow led on to spectroscopy, which has proved 
the key to much of what we know today about the cosmos. And the heart of 
any poet worthy of the title Romantic could not fail to leap up if he beheld the 
universe of Einstein, Hubble and Hawking.

Richard Dawkins, Umtvaving the Rainhow (London: Allen Lane, The Penguin Press, 1998). 
”  Dawkins, p x
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He equally supports a science inspired by a poetic sense o f wonder, and calls for more 

Mnterdiscplinarity’ between the two;

It is my thesis that poets could better use the inspiration provided by science, 
and that at the same time scientists must reach out to the constituency that 1 am 
identifying with, for want o f a better word, poets.

As Caillois railed against bad poetry, so Dawkins finds it necessary to lead science 

away from the cheap popularisation that seeks to attract the lowest level o f  interest, 

and which will in reality do his field nothing but harm. Anyone who can understand 

and therefore properly appreciate the wonderful complexity o f reality will find enough 

in it to hold his attention and inspire his meaningful interest, whether this be expressed 

in poetic or in scientific terms.

While Caillois’s interest in the world o f objects reflects a certain tendency o f his 

times, as I mentioned in my introduction, it also stands in sharp contrast to the attitude 

of some other intellectuals o f his time. As the title o f Jean-Paul Sartre’s 

autobiography, Les Mots, suggests, Sartre felt none o f Caillois’s reservations about 

the written word. Le Fleuve Alphee saw Caillois swept back to his point o f origin, the 

physical world, away from what he had come to see as the self-replicating,

‘cancerous’ even, secondary world o f books. Sartre, on the other hand, writes:

J ’ai commence ma vie comme je  la finirai sans doute ; au milieu des livres. 
Dans le bureau de mon grand-pere, il y en avait partout; [...]. Je ne savais pas 
encore lire que, deja, je  les reverais, ces pierres levees; droites ou pench^s, 
serrees comme des briques sur les rayons de la bibliotheque ou noblement 
espacees en allees de menhirs, je  sentais que la prosperite de notre famille en 
dependait.

The compjarison of books to stones cannot fail to strike a reader o f Caillois. The latter, 

m his early pre-reading years, was immersed in and entranced by, the world of things. 

Sartre, unable yet to read, was enthralled by his grandfather’s collection o f books, 

which had for him the solidity o f things, of stones. Sartre grew up in Paris and was at

** Dawkins, p. 17,
Jean-Paul Sartre, Ix’sM ots (Pans: Gallimard, 1964). 

** Sartre, pp 35-36.
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pains t) stress that the joys o f the outdoor world were unknown to him. The secondary 

w'orld jtTered by books held enough promise and excitement:

Je n’ai jamais gratte la terre ni quete des nids [...] Mais les livres ont ete mes
oiseaux et mes nids [...]; la bibliotheque, c’etait le monde pris dans un miroir;
elle en avait I’epaisseur infinie, la variete, I’imprevisibilite.'^

For Callois, as we know, ‘la substitution verbale n’a jamais ete chez moi victorieuse 

que de justesse et pour un temps. Elle n’a jamais oblitere tout a fait le monde des 

choses (F/4, pp.46-47). To take the contrast even further, for deconstructionists like 

Jaicques Derrida, words no longer have that solidity attributed to them by Sartre -  the 

text can take on a reality o f its own, about which we can make no assumptions. 

Caillois’s interest in the world o f things was also accompanied by his equally strong 

interest in poetry, in the image. Indeed, these two interests were for him 

co-mplementary, the real acting as a kind of protection against the excesses o f 

subjectvity.

In summing up Caillois, the many paradoxes that characterise his work come to mind, 

and some of these paradoxes have at times impeded a full understanding of his work. 

Caillois eschewed the intellectual trends o f his time, knowing more quickly and with 

greater clarity what he did not like than what he did. He is not an ‘existentialist’, nor a 

‘structuralist’, for example. Caillois’s involvements with various groups such as 

Surrealism were doomed to failure, given his highly individualistic vision and his 

unwillingness to compromise on principles o f importance to him. This is another 

aspect of his rather marginalised position. This lack o f attachment to any movement 

has not prevented, perhaps has encouraged, some from applying other rather hasty 

labels. He has been called ‘fascist’ and ‘reactionary’. These labels, as 1 have shown, 

are either wholly inaccurate or fail to tell the whole story. Caillois’s early work must 

be seen both in the context o f the totality o f his writings and in the context o f the 

unstable and ineffective government o f his day. Caillois’s choice was for culture, not 

politics. He really is ‘un homme de lettres, au sens fort du terme’ as Marguerite 

Yourcenar observed.^*  ̂In none of his writings could he be said to be political, as the

”  Sartre, p.42.
^  Marguerite Yourcenar, Discotirs protionctKs dans la seattce ptihlique tenue /far I ’Academic Fratn^aise 
[xmr la reception de Madame Marguerile Yourcenar (Paris; Institut de France, 1981), p.8.,
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w'ord is tormally understood. He was taking at once a broader and more general, more 

abstract new than that. While some o f his observations on poetry may do him less 

thian credt, and can be repetitive, simplistic, even bombastic, this must be set against 

hiis more asting contribution in this field, his perceptive and sensitive literary 

criticism  his promotion of French literature while in exile via Lettres FranQaises and 

o f  South \merican literature in France. He had the openness to spot and promote this 

new  kind of literature, ‘magical realism’, which does not destroy reality but makes us 

taike a fresh look at it. As Odile Felgine and Laura Ayerza de Castilho remark in their 

book on Victoria Ocampo, ‘sans Caillois, la litterature sud-americaine aurait de toute 

fai^on jaili dans le monde d’apres guerre; mais plus tardivement et, peut-etre, pas 

d’ abord en France’.’ '

Caillois’sinterest in Surrealism was paradoxical in itself; that a writer for whom 

reality w(uld be so central should have entertained these sympathies is some sign of 

his complexity. Though he broke away from Surrealism, he never fully shook o ff the 

influence of this movement on him. It can be detected in his fondness -  despite what 

he wrote -  for ‘unimaginable’ images (much like his own metaphors o f unity) and in 

his lingerng attraction to natixre’s darker forces, an attraction he felt safe indulging if 

he adopteJ an analytical, rather than a complacent approach. It is clear from his 

writings tiat he and Andre Breton continued to look to each other, Breton even 

referring lo him generously as a ‘boussole mentale’.̂ ^

A further Daradox is that Caillois, a prolific writer, developed deep doubts about the 

validity of the written word, doubts which he expressed very eloquently and elegantly 

by writing a book. This is not unlike the Surrealists, who, while deprecating a focus on 

literature in favour of living the life o f the free mind and free association, nevertheless 

spent quite some time writing on literature. In reality, the kind o f work done by 

Caillois during the ‘parenthese’ did not really come to an abrupt stop. Publication of 

/x? Champ (Jes signes testifies to this, and no doubt Caillois would have continued in 

this way, alternating his writings on stones with the kind o f concerns demonstrated in 

Le Champ des signes and his other books, his depiction o f stones compensating and 

consoling him for the necessarily imperfect nature o f the latter. Yet the appeasement,

Odile Felgine and Laura Ayerza de Castilho, Victoria Ocamix) (Paris: Criterion, 1991), p 265.
Quoted by Behar, p 31
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the peace brought to Caillois by his occasional perceptions o f the unity o f the cosmos 

were too strong for this searching to be abandoned. He might well be aware o f its 

impossibility; it was not something he could resist. It should be borne in mind too that 

the sense o f completeness Caillois achieved through his contemplation o f stones 

would be, by definition, short-lived. Returning to the painful sense o f the fragmented 

self is a common place in mystic writing, and whether that mysticism finds its 

expression through spirituality or materiality makes little difference. Caillois’s ‘mystic 

materialism’ is not in itself an end-point, but represents a state or condition requiring, 

each time, a fresh start.

This mystical materialism was his final apparent paradox. In fact, having sought all 

his life oneness with the universe through analysis, he is merely here choosing the 

‘royal road’ to that union, in using language to achieve his goal o f becoming one with 

matter. His mysticism testifies to his absolute, ardent and searching nature, his sense 

o f incompleteness. Having inevitably failed to incorporate his fragmented self into the 

greater totality via knowledge, he sought that oneness via language. This was no 

negative withdrawal from this world into the mineral one. Caillois’s ‘parenthesis’ was 

not in vain. He could not have begun at this point, both from the viewpoint o f the 

depth o f his perceptions and working out the necessary compromise with himself on 

poetic writing. In his involvement with stones, he completes the trajectory, from the 

passionate plans for society that characterised his youth to a contemplative 

detachment.

Caillois has, in the main, been well-served by his critics, especially those who have 

focused on the totality o f his amvre. The focus, or methods, o f critics such as Laurent 

Jenny or Annamaria Laserra may well vary' but they do provide a disinterested, well- 

researched and profound understanding o f Caillois’s work. Odile Felgine, 

concentrating more on biographical elements, nevertheless offers extremely 

perceptive insights into his writing. There is obviously a greater capacity for distortion 

among those critics who seem to focus on just one aspect, and this is especially 

evident in the work o f Jean-Franpois Foumy and Daniel Lindenberg, for example. 

Their failure to understand Caillois’s work in context or in its totality leads them to 

make accusations o f guilt by association. Their rush to judgement and imputations of 

fascism are unfair and unfounded. Panoff is so evidently on a mission to destroy
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Caillois’s credibility through a mixture of venom, innuendo and ridicule that it is his 

own academic credibility that ultimately suffers. Even the title of his book, ‘Lev 

Freres ennemis\ is overstating the case. Caillois and Levi-Strauss certainly had 

professional disagreements, but they were not engaged in the same enterprise, so 

could not properly be called either ‘brothers’ or ‘enemies’. The field of sociology' is 

surely only enriched by a variety of approaches. Saint-John Perse, speaking in 

Stockholm at the banquet in his honour following on his being awarded the Nobel 

Prize for |x)etry, requested that the poet and the scholar no longer be considered as 

‘ “freres ennemis”. Car I’interrogation est la meme qu’ils tiennent sur un meme abime, 

et seuls leurs modes d’investigation different’.

Critical response to Caillois in the English-speaking world has been very limited. 

Meduse Cie was published in English as The Mask o f  Medusa (Gollancz, 1964) and 

it attracted reviews in The Guardian, The Listener and the Sunday Times}^’ 

Edw'ard Lucie-Smith is receptive to what he describes as the ‘clandestine relationship’ 

coming into being between science and aesthetics. He welcomes the light Caillois’s 

theories on camouflage shed on art, ‘one sees here a way of argument which makes 

the work of art no longer a wandering star, but something geared to the other motions 

of the universe’. The wholeness of Caillois’s vision does not shock Lucie-Smith, or 

seem far-fetched or excessive to him. Alex Comfort’s reaction is a great deal more 

dismissive. He writes o f ‘national schools of nonsense’, and of Caillois’s 

‘pseudophilosophy’ as ‘plausible subscientific guff in the tradition of Teilhard and du 

Noiiy’. The analogies detected by Caillois are better understood as brought about by 

the phenomenon of convergence, and the anthropomorphism of entomologists, 

according to Comfort. Anthony Storr’s reaction lies somewhere between the two. 

While he finds unconvincing some of the parallels drawn by Caillois betw^een men 

and insects, and argues that Caillois’s lack of acquaintance with human psychology 

makes these parallels seem naive, he does give him credit for raising the problem of 

human freedom, and its relation to man, ‘much human behaviour which has hitherto 

been thought of as freely chosen by the individual is probably not so. Even the most

^  Saint-John Perse, ‘Allocution au Banquet Nobel du 10 decembre I960’, QCiivre.s Completes (Paris: 
Gailimard, 1972), pp,443-447 (p 443).

Alex Comfort, ‘Of ants and men’. The Guardian, June 5 1964, p.675.
Edward Lucie-Smith, ‘Science and aesthetics’. The Listener, July 9 1964, p.60.
Anthony Storr, ‘Instinct, free-will and automation’. The Simday Times, July 5 1964, p.36.
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individualistic work of art may be much more the product of instinct than some had 

imagined’. Critical reactions, therefore, range from welcoming the opportunity to air 

some of the issues raised by Caillois (even if there is some disagreement about the 

validity o f some of his points) to a blanket dismissal, seeing in Caillois a 

personification of what is held to be the worst kind of French tradition.

Exactly what kind of writer Caillois is causes his English critics as many problems as 

his French ones. For John Stiirrock,^^ ‘[Caillois] has been a cultural force in France 

(notably in the introduction there of writers from South America)’. For Matthew
-JO

Hodgart,* he is ‘the master of a minor art that has had few practitioners since Ruskin: 

that of describing in words the peculiar beauty of semi-precious stones and minerals’. 

Peter Collier, on the other hand, sums him up as ‘a noted sociologist’.̂  ̂Each 

assessment focuses on an aspect of his work, to the exclusion of its totality. At any 

rate, nobody seems to consider him an ‘essayist’. Writing again on Caillois sixteen 

years later, in the context of reviewing Odile Felgine’s book, Sturrock changes his 

perspective somewhat, now offering the opinion that ‘it was as some kind of social 

anthropologist that he wrote his best books’ and seeing in him an ‘aloof rationalist, the 

1. A. Richards figure, who opposed science to poetry’. T h i s  is a very distorted view 

of Caillois, who, as we have seen, explicitly favoured coherence over reason, and 

stressed the parallel adventure of science and poetry . Sturrock further writes that ‘the 

unbiddable Caillois consorted with the mystifiers the better to show them up’. '̂ 

Presumably the ‘mystifiers’ are the Surrealists, but Sturrock is alone (and without 

justification) in explaining in this way Caillois’s association with this group. Felgine’s 

book is certainly not the source of these misguided insights; these are Sturrock’s own 

errors of judgement.

Matthew Hodgart, reviewing Pierres reflechies, is honest enough to raise a problem 

that might discourage English-speaking readers; reading Caillois’s work on stones in 

French demands a wide-ranging, high-level vocabulary. Caillois’s efforts to match the 

grandeur of the mineral world by a careful selection of rare and beautiful lexical items

^  John Sturrock, ‘The message of the rocks’, 7Z..S', 3988 (1978), 995.
Matthew Hodgart, ‘Metaphors in stones’, 77-S', 3872 (1976), 640.

^  Peter Collier, ‘Roger Caillois: Jm  Necessite ci’esprit’, McxJern Ixi/iguage Review, 78 (1983), 195-96 
(pl95).

John Sturrock, ‘Man of Stones’, TLS, 4760 (1994), 27.
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were not totally appreciated by Hodgart. The essence of Hodgart’s complaint is that, 

unlike L 'Ecriture cJes pierres, which he had enjoyed, Pierres reflechies has big ŵ ords 

and there are no pictures, ‘this book has no plates and very difficult words. [...] Never 

have 1 had to look up so many words in the dictionary and to so little avail because 

often I did not understand the English translation’. It is particularly ‘the wealth of 

metaphorical vocabulary’ to which Hodgart objects, opining it ‘will perhaps be too 

much for any but the most semantically gifted -  and these are not likely to be amateur 

mineralogists’. For Hodgart, at least, Caillois’s attempts to enrich his writing by 

drawing on all the wealth of his culture and knowledge has not had the desired effect. 

The photographs in L ’Ecnture des pierres certainly give a striking and immediate 

understanding of the fascination of the mineral world, and the vocabulary and 

allusions in Pierres reflechies are complex. But Caillois is not writing solely for 

semantically gifted amateur mineralogists. Beyond questions of vocabulary and 

dictionary use, he is writing for anyone who can understand beauty, obsession, desire 

for transcendence, and who can further understand the very human drama that unfolds 

between the lines in Pierres reflechies and which has to do with intimations of 

mortality.

Caillois assumed the full burden of the human condition, and tried to make sense of it. 

He speaks to his reader’s curiosity, always seeing the bigger picture, expanding, rather 

than restricting his readers’ interests. As a thinker, he is consistently independent, 

battling against received ideas and any kind of inferior ‘cogitation’. From the 

beginning of his career, at first instinctively and later with complete awareness, he 

furthered his intuition of the oneness of the universe by choosing coherence over 

reason. His vision, and the immense undertaking it imposed on him, necessitated this 

fresh, subversive approach to logic to find full expression. Many of his books have all 

the outward signs of traditional academic output, and yet contain visionary' leaps of 

the imagination, persuasively argued. Whether his chosen term be ‘imagination juste’, 

‘logique flexible’, or ‘coherences aventureuses’, Caillois’s argumentation explores 

new and unconventional paths. He is never indifferent, is always wholly committed to 

what he is doing, and his own passionate convictions must solicit an equally strong 

response from his readers, whether it be one of agreement or, on occasion, of 

disagreement. He held out the promise of acquiring a ‘connaissance totalitaire’ at the

Sturrock, p.27.
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beginning of his career; together he and his readers can find out the impossibility o f 

this and explore how the mystical, poetic side o f Caillois achieved a different kind o f 

totality'. He was on a search, as are all humans, in differing ways. His prestigious 

academic background did not make his search a remote, impersonal one; Caillois was 

passionate about his endeavour. In his haste and urgency sometimes his results are less 

than perfect, but this is an integral part o f the whole process. What search proceeds 

unfalteringly?
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This bibliography is organised as follows;

A. 1 Books by Roger Caillois 

A. 2 Articles by Roger Caillois 

A. 3 Published Correspondence to/from Roger Caillois 

A. 4 Speeches

B Books and issues of journals on Roger Caillois

C Articles on Roger Caillois

D General background reading

A

1. Books by Roger Caillois

This section lists works by Roger Caillois referred to in this thesis. Because the thesis 

has been organised thematically rather than chronologically, and for ease of reference, 

this list is in alphabetic order. Many of Caillois’s books from the thirties through to 

the sixties are more readily available in subsequent collections such as Approches de 

/ 'imaginaire, Approches de la poesie and Coherences aventureuses than as originally 

published. These are the volumes which I have used, but original publication dates are 

included for the more significant works. Several books were published posthumously. 

A chronological listing of Caillois’s works can be found in Odile Felgine’s biography 

of Roger Caillois (details given in section B). The bibliography in Felgine’s book also 

provides a list of Caillois’s translations, prefaces to volumes, catalogues of 

exhibitions, as well as radio and television appearances etc. In addition to the
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information given by Felgine, Roger Caillois was the subject of the France 3 

programme, ‘Un siecle d’^rivains’, on June 9 1999, and in conjunction with this 

programme, the Institut National de I’Audiovisuel launched an interactive site which 

can be accessed at http://www.ina.fr/Production/Studio/ caillois.fr.html. A complete 

list of Caillois’s articles can be found in Laurent Jenny’s Ixi Pensee aventuree (details 

in section B).

L'Ailefroide, illustrations de Patrice Vermeille (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1989)

Anthologie du fantastique,\oh. 1 and 2 (Paris; Gallimard, 1966)

Apprentissages de Paris (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1978)

Approches de I'imaginaire (Paris: Gallimard, 1974)

[Includes Proces intellectuel de / 'art, 1935, Le Vent d ’hiver, 1938, Puissances 

du roman, 1942 and Description du marxisme, 1950]

Approches de lapoesie (Paris; Gallimard, 1978)

[Includes Les Imposttires de la poesie, 1944 and Art poetique, 1958]

Babel, precede de Vocabulaire esthcHique {Pans: Gallimard, 1978)

[Vocahulaire esthetique was first published in 1946 and Babel in 1948]

Bellone ou Im  Pente de la guerre (Brussels; La Renaissance du livre, 1963)

Cases d'un echiquier {Pans: Gallimard, 1970)

Le Champ des signes. Recurrences derobees: aper^u sur I 'unite et la continuite du 

monde physique, intellectuel et imaginaire ou premiers elements d ’une 

poetique generalisee, illustrations d’Esteve (Paris; Hermann, 1978)

Chroniques de Babel (Paris: Denoel/ Gonthier, 1981)

Circonstancielles {Paris: Gallimard, 1946)
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Coherences aventureuses {VdiXis. Gallimard, 1976)

[Includes Esthetique generalisee, 1962, Au coeur du fantastique, 1965 and La 

Dissymetrie, 1973]

L 'Ecriture des pierres (Geneve; Albert Skira, collection “Les sentiers de la 

creation”, 1970)

Espace americam (Montpellier; Fata Morgana, 1983)

[First published in 1949]

Le Flem’e Alphee Gallimard, 1978)

Guide duXVe arrondissement a I'usage des fantomes (Montpellier; Fata Morgana, 

1977)

L 'Homme ei le Sacre, 3"̂  edn (Paris; Gallimard, collection “Idees”, 1963; 1983 

printing consulted)

[First published 1939]

Images de I'univers, avec des aquarelles de Jean Bazaine (Paris; Deyrolle, 1991)

L 'Incertitude qui vient des reves (Paris; Gallimard, 1956)

Instincts et Societe. Essais de sociologie contemporaine (Paris; Denoel/Gonthier, 

1964)

[Includes three essays from Quatre essais de sociologie contemporaine, 1951]

LesJeux et les Hommes, rev. edn (Paris; Gallimard, collection “Idees”, 1967)

[First published 1958]

Ixi Lumiere des songes, illustrations de Pierre Alechinsky (Montpellier; Fata 

Morgana, 1984)
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Malversations, dessins de Jean-Gilies Badaire (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1993) 

Mecluse & Cie (Paris: Gallimard, 1960)

Le Mythe et I'Homme, 2"^ edn (Paris: Gallimard, collection “Idees”, 1972)

[First published 1938]

I.e Mythe de la licorne (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1991)

Naissance de Lucifer (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1992)

La Necessite d ’esprit (Paris: Gallimard, 1981)

Obliques, precede d e / m a g e . v  (Paris: Stock, 1975).

[Images, images was first published in 1966]

Pierres, suivi d’autres textes (Paris: Gallimard, collection “Poesie”, 1970) 

[Pierres was first published in 1966]

Pierres refUchies {Y^ans. Gallimard, 1975)

IXI Pieuvre. Essai sur la logique de I ’imaginaire (Paris: La Table Ronde, 1973) 

Poetique de St-John Perse, 2”̂  edn (Paris: Gallimard, 1972)

Ponce PHate {?ans,\ Gallimard, 1960)

Puissances du reve (Paris: Club frangais du livre, collection “Recits”, 1962) 

Randonnees, fi-ontispice de Zao-Wou-Ki (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1986) 

Rencontres {?dsh. PUF, 1978)

Le Reve et les Societes humaines, ed. by Roger Caillois and G. E. von Grunebaum
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{Paris:Gallimard, Bibliotheque des sciences humaines, 1967)

Le Rocher de Sisyphe (Paris: Gallimard, 1946)

[Includes Fatagonie, 1942]

Trois le<^om des tenehres (Montpellier: Fata Morgana, 1978)

A. 2 

Articles by Roger Caillois

‘Illusions a rebours’, NNRF, 24 (1954), 1010-24 

‘Illusions a rebours (fin)’, NNRI^, 25(1955), 58-70

‘A profX)S de “Diogene couche” ’, Les Temps Modernes, 111 (1955), 1533-35

A. 3 

Published Correspondence to/from Roger Caillois

Georges Bataille. Leftres d Roger Caiflo/s 4 aoui 1935 -  4fevrier 1959, ed. by

Jean-Pierre Le Bouler, preface by Francis Marmande (Romille: Folle Avoine, 

1987)

Correspondance Jean Paulhan Roger Caillois, ed. by Odile Felgine and

Claude-Pierre Perez, preface by Laurent Jenny (Paris: Gallimard, 1991)

Roger Caillois Sain!-John Perse. Correspondance 1942-1975, ed. by Joelle Gardes 

Tamine (Paris: Gallimard, 1996)

Correspondance Roger Caillois Victoria Ocampo, ed. by Odile Felgine, with the 

collaboration of Laura Ayerza de Castilho (Paris: Stock, 1997)
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A. 4

Speeches

Discours prononces dans la seance puhtique tenue par I 'Academic Fran<^aise pour 

la reception de M. Roger Caillois (Paris; Institut de France, 1972)

Discours prononces dans la seance puhlique tenue par I 'Academic Fran^aise pour 

la reception de M. Claude Levi-Strauss (Paris: Institut de France, 1974)

Discours prononces dans la seance puhlique tenue par I ’Academic Fran^aise pour 

la reception de Madame Marguerite Yourcenar (Paris: Institut de France, 

1981)

B

Books, issues of journals on Roger Caillois

As the three Cahiers listed below are published on an occasional, rather than a regular 

basis, they have, for bibliographical purposes, been treated as books. Cahiers pour un 

temps Roger Caillois does not provide the name(s) of any editor(s).

Autie, Dominique, Approches de Roger Caillois (Toulouse: Privat, 1983)

Bosquet, Alain, Roger Caillois {?ans. Seghers, 1971)

Cahiers pour un temps Roger Caillois (Paris: Centre Georges Pompidou/Pandora,

1981). The following list includes all the articles fi'om this work referred to in 

this thesis and a selection of other articles of interest:

‘Les dernieres enigmes de Roger Caillois. Entretiens avec Hector Bianciotti
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et Jean-Paul Enthoven’, pp. 11-25 

Chastel, Andre, ‘La loyaute de Tintelligence’, pp.29-59 

Dorst, Jean, ‘Roger Caillois Naturaliste’, pp.61-86 

Starobinski, Jean, ‘Satume au ciel des pierres’, pp.87-102 

Thirion, Andre, ‘La boussole d’obsidienne’, pp. 119-29 

Raynal, Henri, ‘Le severe rapatriement de Part’, pp. 131-35 

Sarduy, Severo, ‘Et si le reel etait signe?’, pp. 137-39 

Caillois, Roger, ‘Notes pour un itineraire de Roger Caillois’, pp. 165-76

Durand, Gilbert and Michel Maflfesoli, eds, Cahiers de I 'imaginaire Roger Caillois 

et les approches de I'imagitiaire (Paris: L’Harmattan, 1992). The foregoing 

information is taken from the cover; there is no title page. The half-title 

confusingly reads "Autour de Roger Caillois'. The following list includes all 

the articles from this work referred to in this thesis and a selection of other 

articles of interest:

Durand, Gilbert, ‘Roger Caillois et les approches de I’imaginaire’, pp.9-19 

Maffesoli, Michel, ‘Ludisme et socialite’, pp.21-33 

Auclair, Georges, ‘Le sacre comme jeu’, pp.35-45 

Wunenburger, Jean-Jacques, ‘L’imagination cosmique’, pp.47-58 

Rieusset-Lemarie, Isabelle, ‘La jouissance ludique de I’arbitraire’, pp.59-71 

Fabre, Gerard, ‘Caillois et I’imaginaire du secret’, pp.73-89 

Joron, Philippe, ‘Entre fete et pouvoir: le spectre de la depense’, pp. 103-10 

Fourastie, Brigitte, ‘Du reve au fantastique’, pp. 111-18

Felgine, Odile, Roger Caillois (Paris: Stock, 1994)

Jenny, Laurent, ed., Im  Pensee aventuree (Paris: Belin, 1992). The following list 

includes both articles referred to in this thesis and a selection of articles of 

interest:

Jenny, Laurent, ‘Preface’, pp.3-11

Behar, Henri, ‘Roger Caillois "boussole mentale” du surrealisme’, pp. 15-31 

Chaperon, Danielle, ‘Semantique de la mante’, pp.33-50 

S>'Totinski, Michael, ‘Echec et necessite dans La Necessite d'esprit\ 

pp. 51-68
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Hollier, Denis, ‘’Mimetisme et castration 1937’, pp.71-89 

Heimonet, Jean-Michel, ‘Des “mj'thes humilies” aux “mythes triomphants”. 

Essai de mythologie comparee: Roger Caillois, Jules Monnerot’, 

pp.91-111

Galletti, Marina, ‘Du College de Sociologie aux debates sobre temas 

sociologicos: Roger Caillois en Argentine’, pp. 139-74 

Frank, Claudine, ‘Systeme et residu; I’osmose selon Caillois’, pp. 123-35 

Duso, Jean-Pierre, ‘Rhetorique de la surchauffe et rhetorique severe: a la 

recherche du lieu commun’, pp. 175-94 

Jenny, Laurent, ‘L’Hiver du sacre’, pp. 195-214 

Laserra, Annamaria, ‘Paroxysmes’, pp.249-70

Lambert, Jean-Clarence, ed.. Lev Cahiers de Chronos Roger Caillois (Paris; La

DitTerence, 1991). The following list includes all the articles from this work 

referred to in this thesis and a selection of other articles of interest:

Bay, Andre, ‘Roger Caillois et la condition vegetale’, pp. 165-70 

Blot, Jean, ‘Roger Caillois ou le savant des apparences’, pp. 174-76 

Goezu, Andre, and Bianciotti, Hector, ‘Brouillon pour une confidence’, 

pp. 178-80

Caillois, Roland, ‘Petite encyclopedic cailloisienne’, pp. 181-20!

Gascar, Pierre, ‘Le bonheur des pierres’, pp.246-60

Lambert, Jean-Clarence, ‘Roger Caillois et le tresor de la poesie universelle’, 

pp.264-68

Duso Bauduin, Jean-Pierre, ‘Roger Caillois: critique litteraire’, pp.302-13 

Felgine, Odile, ^Lettres Fran<^aises: le virage americain’, pp.314-27 

Galard, Jean, ‘Roger Caillois et I’elargissement de I’experience esthetique’, 

pp.337-47

Jenny, Laurent, ‘La felure et la parenthese’, pp.350-61 

Pajon, Alexandre, ‘L’intrepidite politique de Roger Caillois avant-guerre’, 

pp.373-87

Pietra, Regine, ‘Caillois et Valery’, pp.394-403

Rolland, Denis, ‘Politique, culture et propagande fran^aises en Argentine, 

I’univers de Caillois entre 1939 et 1944’, pp.404-22
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Laserra, Annamaria, Materia e immaginario: il nesso ana/ogico nell’opera di Roger 

CaiHois {Rome. Bulzoni, 1990)

Livres de France, 4 (1963). This journal contains the following articles:

Le Bidois, Robert, ‘Roger Caillois, theoricien et praticien de I’art d’ecrire’, 

3-5

Blanzat, Jean, ‘L’ceuvre de Roger Caillois’, 6-8

Caillois, Roger, ‘Post-scriptum pour Ponce Pilate ( in ^ it)’, 9-10

________ , ‘Petite confidence scandaleuse sur la sculpture (inedit)’, 11
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Roger Caillois repond au questionnaire de Marcel Proust, 13
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Blot, Jean, ‘Roger Caillois ou I’ame de la poesie’, 115-18

Duvignaud, Jean, ‘Caillois; homologie et dissymetrie’, 130-36

Hollier, Denis, ‘Tacite’, 143-46

Le Clezio, Jean-Marie, ‘Le Fou des pierres’, 152-54

Paz, Octavio, ‘Pierres: reflets et reflexions’, 165-68

Quinsat, Gilles, ‘La Pensee et la pierre’, 169-73

PanotT, Michel, Les Freres ennemis: Roger Caillois et Claude Levi-Strauss (Paris: 

Payot & Rivages, 1993)
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Autie, Dominique, ‘Roger Caillois: Pour une “poetique generalist”, 43-52 
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Saint-John Perse’, 62-69
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